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Foreword

Since endoscopic sinus surgery started, the close proximity of the orbit has proved a boon and a danger. The possibility of crossing the sino-orbital interface with excellent visualization and minimal morbidity has opened up a range of opportunities for dealing with a wide variety of intraorbital pathology from abscesses to tumors. Unfortunately, unintentional entry into the orbit has also occurred during sinus surgery, though this is not the exclusive preserve of the endoscopic sinus surgeon. Thus, a knowledge of the detailed anatomy of the area is a prerequisite to surgery in this location as well as a clear understanding of the pathologies that may be encountered. This book which brings together experts from a wide range of disciplines and achieves these objectives admirably by bringing together skull base surgeons, ophthalmologists, reconstructive and rhinologic surgeons under the leadership of Drs. Bleier, Freitag and Sacks. Having worked closely with ophthalmology colleagues all of my career, I can entirely endorse this multi-disciplinary approach which provides fascinating insight into the many conditions that can be managed endoscopically to the benefit of patients.

All aspects are covered, from management of the nasolacrimal system and thyroid eye disease, to trauma and tumors. The role of both endoscopic and open orbital surgery is carefully explored as well as important diagnostic, anesthetic and post-operative aspects of care. Perhaps of greatest interest is the use of transorbital endoscopic approaches to the sinuses, skull base and intracranial compartment to access lesions which were often inaccessible without high potential morbidity. This is a new frontier – and one which will undoubtedly expand – and this is a book for anyone with an interest in the sino-orbital region.

Lesions involving the orbit have challenged surgeons for decades. In some cases, the challenges are the lesions themselves, but in many other cases, there are major technical issues related to the location of the lesion and the approach that is required. Thus, many benign neoplasms as well as vascular disorders that occur in the orbit have not been amenable to surgery because of the prohibitive morbidity, particularly permanent visual loss and/or double vision, associated with the procedure used to treat them. During the past several decades, surgery of the orbit has evolved into an interdisciplinary specialty. Surgical teams and referral centers have been formed, and clinical and research interests have accelerated. Improved instruments, microscopes, anesthesia, and imaging all have played a role in the growth of orbital surgery. In particular, endoscopic approaches to orbital lesions have provided surgeons with alternatives to the previously standard open approaches, resulting in less visual morbidity.

The team approach to orbital lesions is beautifully illustrated in this text edited by Dr. Benjamin S. Bleier—a skull base surgeon, Dr. Suzanne K. Freitag—an ophthalmologist and oculoplastic surgeon, and Dr. Raymond Sacks—an otolaryngologist. This triumvirate has assembled chapters for this text from experts throughout the world, many of whom have pioneered this field of special interest. This book thus not only includes standard chapters on orbital anatomy and imaging but also details the state of the art with respect to endoscopic as well as open surgery for lesions that primarily or secondarily involve the orbit. It also provides a benchmark for an evolving surgical discipline that began because of the collegiality and collaboration of experts from various surgical specialties.

Valerie J. Lund, CBE
London, England, United Kingdom

Neil R. Miller, MD FACS
Baltimore, Maryland
Preface

Endoscopic orbital surgery is one of the most rapidly advancing areas in modern day Rhinology and Ophthalmic Plastic Surgery. While endoscopic techniques have been adapted for lacrimal and orbital decompression surgery for over two decades, advanced endoscopic endonasal and periocular approaches to the orbital apex and skull base have only recently been developed. As a still-nascent field, no single comprehensive compendium of information on these techniques has existed until now. The purpose of this book and its accompanying videos is to bring together the global experience of thought leaders and pioneers in endoscopic orbital surgery to codify the current state of the field and set the stage for future innovations. The multidisciplinary background of the editorship reflects our combined belief that the optimal path forward in the advancement of this field is through the development of strong collaborative orbital teams who can utilize their combined surgical expertise to optimize care for patients with orbital disease.
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1 Anatomy of the Orbit and Paranasal Sinuses

George A. Scangas, Benjamin S. Bleier, and Lora R. Dagi-Glass

Abstract
The orbit is composed of an array of complex neurovascular and soft-tissue elements that interoperate with a protective bony envelope. The paranasal sinuses further articulate with the bony orbit to form a complex three-dimensional architecture with considerable interpatient variability. The ability to safely address extra- and intracranial pathology is predicated on a deep knowledge of intraorbital anatomy. Similarly, the development of advanced endoscopic approaches to the orbit requires an understanding of the paranasal sinus corridors, which can be exploited to minimize patient morbidity.

Keywords: globe, extraocular muscles, ophthalmic artery, optic nerve, eyelid, ethmoid, maxillary, frontal, sphenoid

1.1 Anatomy of the Eyelids, Lacrimal System, and Orbit

1.1.1 Eyelids
The upper and lower eyelids are anatomically distinct, though analogous. Surgical approaches to the orbit may incorporate various portions of the eyelids, including the upper eyelid crease, lower eyelid conjunctiva, and lateral canthal region (Fig. 1.1).

Both the upper and lower eyelids can be conceptually and physically divided into the anterior and posterior lamellae.

Anterior Lamellae
In both the upper and lower eyelids, the anterior lamellae are composed of skin and orbicularis oculi muscle. Eyelid skin is unique in that there is no underlying subcutaneous fat. The orbicularis muscle is a protractor innervated by cranial nerve VII, allowing for involuntary and voluntary eyelid closure. A continuation of the orbicularis muscle through to the margin of the eyelid is named the muscle of Riolan, more commonly referred to as the “gray line” due to its color.\(^1\)

The eyelid crease is formed from attachments between the anterior and posterior lamellae, namely, fine attachments between the septum, levator aponeurosis, and skin.\(^1\) The varying location of the eyelid crease among ethnic groups is due to differences in anatomic attachment location, but in all cases, an eyelid crease approach is an aesthetically pleasing way to access superior orbital anatomy, including the superomedial orbit.

Posterior Lamellae
The posterior lamellae differ in the upper and lower eyelids. Both have tarsal plates, a septum, fat pads, retractor muscles that open the eyelids, and conjunctiva. With the exception of the conjunctiva, each of these components is analogous but unique when comparing the upper and lower eyelids.

The tarsus is a dense connective tissue plate, providing structural support to the eyelid. The upper eyelid tarsus measures approximately 10 mm in height, as compared to the lower eyelid tarsus, which is 4 mm. Each tarsal plate is approximately 1 mm thick, and has tapered ends. They are attached to the periosteal through canthal tendons medially and laterally. The medial canthal tendon is split anteriorly and posteriorly to bridge the lacrimal crests, hugging the lacrimal sac, as well as superiorly and inferiorly to reach the respective eyelids. The lateral canthal tendon arises from the lateral orbital tubercle, splitting into superior and inferior components prior to reaching the upper and lower eyelids.\(^1\) Each set of tendons may need to be breached in an external approach to the orbit.

The septum is a thin set of tissue layers arising from the periosteal arcus marginalis at the bony orbital rim. Preservation of the septum prevents fat prolapse into the surgical field. There are two fat pads located between the septum and the levator aponeurosis of the upper eyelid, and three between the septum and the capsulopalpebral fascia of the lower eyelid (Fig. 1.2).\(^1\)

There are two retractor muscles in each of the eyelids. In the upper eyelid, these are the levator palpebrae superioris muscle, including its aponeurotic insertion on the anterior tarsal face, and the more posterior Muller’s muscle, also known as the superior tarsal muscle, which inserts at the superior border of the tarsus. Whitnall’s ligament is about 4 cm anterior to the orbital apex, and marks the transition of the levator from a horizontal vector posteriorly to a vertical retracting vector.
anteriorly. Muller’s muscle originates around the area of Whitnall’s ligament. In the lower eyelid, the retractor muscles are named the capsulopalpebral fascia and the inferior tarsal muscle. The capsulopalpebral fascia originates along the inferior rectus muscle and wraps around the inferior oblique muscle as it is traced anteriorly. As the capsulopalpebral fascial arms fuse anterior to the inferior oblique muscle, they form a fibrous condensation called Lockwood’s ligament. Muller’s muscle and the inferior tarsal muscle are sympathetically innervated, whereas the levator palpebrae superioris muscle and capsulopalpebral fascia are innervated by cranial nerve III.

The conjunctiva is a nonkeratinizing, squamous epithelial layer coating the most posterior aspect of each eyelid, traveling to create superior and inferior fornices between the eyelids and the globe, and finally covering the ocular surface. The transconjunctival surgical approach in the lower eyelid allows for excellent access to the orbital floor and medial orbital wall.

**Eyelid Margin**

The eyelid margin is the terminating platform of the upper and lower eyelids. The anterior and posterior lamellar classification system continues in this region. The gray line denotes the orbicularis muscle, allowing for the anatomic distinction between the lamellae. The cilia, or eyelashes, arise anterior to the gray line and exit along the anterior margin, while the oil-excreting meibomian glands are embedded within the tarsus itself, which is posterior to the gray line. Surgical approaches disrupting the eyelid margin require careful realignment of the margin tissue.

**Vascular System**

The eyelids are highly vascular. The arterial supply is indirectly derived from both the internal and external carotid branches. The external carotid artery supplies the angular and temporal
arteries, and the internal carotid artery supplies the ophthalmic artery with its multiple branches. The two arterial supplies anastomose via the marginal arcades tracking the eyelid margins, and the upper eyelid peripheral arcade, seated just above the tarsus between the levator aponeurosis and Müller’s muscle. Since arterial bleeds can track behind the septum and cause retrobulbar hemorrhage, surgeons must pay close attention to hemostasis during any surgical manipulation behind the septum.1

Venous drainage from the anterior lamellae exits along the facial veins, whereas the posterior lamellae drain into the orbital veins. Patterns of lymphatic drainage of the eyelids are variable, but are generally divided into medial and lateral eyelids; the medial eyelids drain into the submandibular lymph nodes, whereas the lateral eyelids drain into the submandibular lymph nodes.1

1.1.2 Nasolacrimal System

The nasolacrimal system serves to drain the tear film that coats and protects the eye. It has a number of components, each of which must work in order for the system as a whole to function. Disruption or blockage of any component can result in tearing or infection (▶ Fig. 1.2).

Puncta

In both the upper and lower eyelids, a round hole, the punctum, can be found in the medial-most aspect of the eyelid. Eyelid opening and closing cause both negative and positive pressure forces, pushing tears into the puncta and through the canalicular system. The inferior punctum is believed to allow for the majority of tear drainage.2 For this reason, surgeons may choose the upper punctum for fiberoptic light source visualization of the lacrimal sac during endoscopic dacryocystorhinostomy.

Canaliculi

Each punctum is contiguous with a canaliculus, which is lined with nonkeratinized squamous epithelium. The canaliculi first travel vertically for 2 mm prior to an 8-mm horizontal path. Understanding this anatomy is crucial when attempting to intubate the canalicular system so as to prevent false passages. The majority of upper and lower canaliculi meet in a common canaliculus prior to reaching the lacrimal sac. The valve of Rosenmüller helps prevent lacrimal sac reflux at this point.2 Wide marsupialization of this valve into the nasal cavity is critical to the success of endoscopic dacryocystorhinostomy.

Lacrimal Sac

The lacrimal sac sits in the orbit between the two arms of the medial canthal tendon, which attach to the anterior and posterior lacrimal crests on either side of the lacrimal sac fossa. The lacrimal sac is approximately 13 to 15 mm in length and is contiguous with the nasolacrimal duct. Its fundus rises approximately 3 to 5 mm above the medial canthal tendon.2 Dacryocystorhinostomy anastomoses the lacrimal sac with the nasal mucosa of the lateral nasal wall of the middle meatus, bypassing an obstructed nasolacrimal duct.

Nasolacrimal Duct

The nasolacrimal duct is approximately 15 mm in length and opens into the nose under the inferior turbinate. The valve of Hasner lies at the inferior end and is often a cause of congenital nasolacrimal obstruction.2

The lacrimal sac and nasolacrimal duct follow the bony anatomy of their respective sites, traveling inferiorly in a posterolateral direction.2

1.1.3 Orbit

The orbit is composed of soft tissues and bones. The orbit serves to protect and animate the eye, as well as to provide sensation and vascularity to the periocular tissues.

Bony Anatomy

The bony orbit is considered to have a floor, roof, medial wall, and lateral wall (▶ Fig. 1.3). The height of the skeletal entrance is 35 mm and the width is 40 mm. The orbital volume is approximately 30 cm3.3

The orbital roof is composed of the frontal bone and the lesser wing of the sphenoid bone. It houses the lacrimal gland.
fossa superotemporally. The trochlea is found 5 mm behind the superonasal orbital rim (▶ Fig. 1.4). The superior oblique's mechanism of action is formed through its trochlear attachment at this point. Additionally, the supraorbital notch or foramen can be found superomedially on the orbital rim; the supraorbital neovascular bundle exits the orbit at this point.3

The medial wall is composed of the lesser wing of the sphenoid, ethmoid, lacrimal, and maxillary bones, and is 45 mm in anteroposterior length. The frontoethmoidal suture is a landmark for the general region of the cribriform plate. The anterior and posterior ethmoidal arteries are found approximately 25 and 35 mm posterior to the orbital rim, respectively, serving as important landmarks of distance to critical orbital apex structures; additionally, surgical manipulation superior to these arteries may lead to intracranial penetration.3

The orbital floor is composed of the zygomatic, maxillary, and palatine bones. As it ends at the pterygopalatine fossa, rather than the orbital apex, it is the shortest of the four walls. The orbital process of the palatine bone may obstruct medial access to the orbital apex and is typically drilled away during an endoscopic approach. The infraorbital groove and canal are found along the medial aspect of the floor and carry cranial nerve V2.2 This location is of significance in orbital floor fracture repair and decompression surgery.

Finally, the lateral wall is composed of the zygomatic and greater wing of the sphenoid bones.3 The zygomaticotemporal and zygomaticofacial neurovascular bundles pierce this strongest of the orbital walls and are significant landmarks in lateral orbital wall decompressions.

The superior orbital fissure is found between the greater and lesser wings of the sphenoid bone, and carries cranial nerves III, IV, V1, and VI, sympathetic nerve fibers, and the superior ophthalmic vein. The inferior orbital fissure carries the inferior ophthalmic vein and a branch of cranial nerve V2 (▶ Fig. 1.5).3

The optic canal is of significant import, carrying the optic nerve and ophthalmic artery. It is found in the lesser wing of the sphenoid and is 8 to 10 mm in length. The sphenoid sinus lies adjacent to the medial wall of the optic canal.3

The periorbita of the orbital bones is called the periorbita. Within the orbital apex, it fuses with the dura of the optic nerve. Anteriorly, it transitions as the arcus marginalis, at the junction with the orbital septum.3
Soft Tissues of the Orbit

Globe
The eyeball, or globe, is found within the central anterior aspect of the orbit. The globe contains approximately 6.5 mL of volume and has an anteroposterior diameter of approximately 25 mm (▶ Fig. 1.4).

Optic Nerve
The optic nerve is the second cranial nerve, traveling from the globe through the orbit and optic canal to form the chiasm. The orbital segment is approximately 25 to 30 mm in length, with a diameter of 4 mm. Since the distance it travels to the optic canal is 18 mm, the nerve has 7 to 12 mm of redundancy. Knowing the location of the optic nerve in relation to orbital pathology is critical when considering surgical approaches.

Muscle
Six muscles move each globe. The four rectus muscles are found in the cardinal directions, and are labeled as such: superior, medial, inferior, and lateral. These four originate in the orbital apex in the fibrous annulus of Zinn, a circular structure dividing the superior orbital fissure and encapsulating the entrance of the optic nerve into the optic canal. The remaining two are the inferior and superior oblique muscles. While the superior oblique also originates from the annulus of Zinn, the inferior originates from the anteromedial orbit, thus proving important when entering the medial orbit, performing a dacryocystorhinostomy or repairing a medial wall fracture. In addition to the six muscles of movement, the aforementioned levator palpebrae superioris muscle arises above the annulus of Zinn, on the lesser wing of the sphenoid (▶ Fig. 1.5).

Lacrimal Gland
The lacrimal gland is a bilobed structure split by the levator palpebrae aponeurosis into orbital and palpebral lobes. It lies within the lacrimal gland fossa of the frontal bone, in the superolateral orbit.

Fat
Orbital fat surrounds the orbital structures. Fine septations divide the orbital fat into compartments. Navigating through orbital fat intraoperatively can be quite challenging. In cases of retrobulbar hemorrhage, a compartment syndrome can result in elevated intraocular pressure and devastating vision loss. ▶ Fig. 1.1 and ▶ Fig. 1.2 demonstrate some orbital fat, but for clarity of view, ▶ Fig. 1.4, ▶ Fig. 1.5, ▶ Fig. 1.6 are shown with orbital fat removed.
Nerves

Multiple cranial nerves enter and exit the orbit (> Fig. 1.4 and > Fig. 1.5). Cranial nerves III (oculomotor nerve), IV (trochlear nerve), V1 (trigeminal nerve), and VI (abducens nerve) enter via the superior orbital fissure; a branch of cranial nerve V2 enters via the inferior orbital fissure. Cranial nerve III divides into superior and inferior branches; the superior branch innervates the superior rectus and levator palpebrae superioris muscles, while the inferior branch innervates the inferior and medial recti and inferior oblique muscles. The innervation pathways of the inferior division of cranial nerve III may lie within the surgical field during an endoscopic approach to the medial intraconal space and will be further discussed in Chapter 14. Cranial nerve IV innervates the superior oblique muscle. Cranial nerve VI innervates the lateral rectus muscle. Cranial nerve V1 splits into three branches: frontal, lacrimal, and nasociliary. The frontal branch gives rise to the supratrochlear and supraorbital nerves, the lacrimal branch provides afferent innervation to the lacrimal gland, and the nasociliary branch innervates the anterior globe structures and the nose. Cranial nerve V2 travels anteriorly, becoming the infraorbital nerve.3

Parasympathetic nerves of the orbit travel along cranial nerve III before synapsing in the lateral intraconal ciliary ganglion, ultimately innervating muscles of ocular accommodation and pupillary constriction. Another set of parasympathetic nerves derived from cranial nerve VII provide efferent innervation to the lacrimal gland. The sympathetic nerves enter via the superior orbital fissure and serve to dilate the pupil and innervate smooth muscles of the eyelid and orbit such as Muller’s muscle.4

Vascular System

The orbital arterial vascular supply is derived from the ophthalmic artery, which in turn is derived from the internal carotid artery (> Fig. 1.6). The ophthalmic artery branches include the vasculature of the globe (posterior ciliary and central retinal arteries), the extraocular muscles, the anterior and posterior ethmoidal arteries, the lacrimal artery, and the supraorbital and supraorbital arteries. The inferomedial muscular trunk of the ophthalmic artery generally supplies the inferior rectus, medial rectus, and inferior oblique muscles. Branches of this trunk cross the medial intraconal space dividing it into several zones where tumors may arise and will be discussed in greater detail in Chapter 14. Surgical arterial disruption can cause blinding retrobulbar hemorrhage or ischemic syndromes. There are significant arterial anastomoses with branches of the external carotid artery.3

The superior ophthalmic vein travels through the superior orbital fissure, ultimately draining into the cavernous sinus. The inferior ophthalmic vein travels through the inferior orbital fissure, ultimately draining into the pterygopalatine fossa (> Fig. 1.5).3 Fistulas between the cavernous sinus and the internal carotid artery or its branches may arise sporadically or due to trauma.
1.2 Paranasal Sinus Anatomy

1.2.1 Embryology

A thorough understanding of embryology is imperative to grasp the complex anatomic relationships between sinonasal structures and the orbit. In the sixth week of gestation, the nasal pits (also known as olfactory pits) become increasingly deepened. Each pit is separated from the oral cavity by the oronasal membrane. Gradual breakdown of this oronasal membrane over weeks 6 to 9 leads to the formation of the primitive choanae, which gradually move posterior as the secondary palate develops. The ectodermal epithelium at the roof of the nasal pit thickens and differentiates into the olfactory bulb.5,6

Paranasal sinuses develop as diverticula of the lateral nasal wall in utero during primary pneumatization and continue to grow after birth via secondary pneumatization until maximum size is achieved during puberty (Fig. 1.7). Each sinus is derived from an invagination of ciliated, pseudostratified, columnar epithelium, known as a primordium, on the lateral nasal wall. The variable degree of pneumatization results in an irregular collection of spaces that are lined with respiratory mucosa and form physical connections to the nasal cavity.7

1.2.2 Ethmoid Air Cells

The ethmoids consist of 5 to 15 paired air cells on either side of the septum. The ethmoid bone is often referred to as a labyrinth of a critical collection of cells through which all of the paranasal sinus drainage pathways course. The primary roles of the ethmoids are to increase the surface area of the mucosa and absorb trauma by providing a crush zone, which protects the eyes and the brain.

By the 70th day of gestation, six major furrows and corresponding ridges form in the lateral nasal wall.7 The ridges, also known as ethmoturbinals as they arise from the ethmoid, are separated into the ramus ascendens and ramus descendens. From the seventh month of gestation to birth, many of the ethmoturbinals either fuse with adjacent ridges or become obliterated, resulting in only two or three persistent ethmoturbinals (middle, superior, and supreme conchae).7,8 The ramus descendens and ascendens of the first ethmoturbinal form the uncinate process and the agger nasi cell, respectively. The first furrow (space between the first and second ethmoturbinals) becomes the ethmoid infundibulum and the frontal recess. Structures of the ethmoid derived from the ethmoturbinals are attached to the lateral nasal wall via bony partitions known as basal lamellae.8

1.2.3 Osteomeatal Complex

The osteomeatal complex (OMC) represents the area on the lateral nasal wall that drains the anterior ethmoid cells, frontal sinus, and maxillary sinus. Importantly, it is an anatomically constricted area that can become obstructed, leading to blockage of the natural sinus drainage pathways and chronic rhinosinusitis.8,9 This anatomic area is bounded by the middle turbinate medially, the lamina papyracea laterally, and the basal lamella superiorly and posteriorly.8 Individual components of the OMC have important anatomic relationships to the orbit and surrounding sinonasal drainage pathways (Fig. 1.8).

Uncinate Process

The uncinate process is a thin bony structure that is the most anterior lamellae. It is continuous with the ethmoid bone anteriorly and may have one of three attachment points: the lamina papyracea, the skull base, or the middle turbinate. Close proximity of the uncinate process to the lamina papyracea can predispose to inadvertent orbital injury.10

Ethmoidal Infundibulum and Hiatus Semilunaris

The ethmoidal infundibulum is a three-dimensional space that accepts drainage from the maxillary, anterior ethmoid sinuses, and occasionally the frontal sinus depending on the attachment site of the uncinate process.10 It is bordered by the uncinate process medially, the medial lamina papyracea laterally, the frontal recess superiorly, and the maxillary sinus ostium inferiorly.8 The hiatus semilunaris is a two-dimensional space between the lateral/inferior surface of the bulla ethmoidalis and the superior surface of the uncinate, which connects the infundibulum to the middle meatus.10

Bulla Ethmoidalis and Retrobullar Recess

The lateral extension of the second lamellae forms the bulla ethmoidalis, which normally consists of a single, variable air cell that projects over the hiatus semilunaris inferiorly and medially.11 Often, the ethmoid bulla has a posterior surface, and in those cases the space between the bulla ethmoidalis and the basal lamella is known as the retrobullar recess or the sinus lateralis. This space can communicate with the suprabullar recess, which is a cleft that is bounded by the superior surface of the ethmoid bulla inferiorly, the orbit laterally, and the fovea ethmoidalis superiorly.12

1.3 Basal Lamella

The basal lamella, derived from the third lamella, marks the boundary between the anterior and posterior ethmoid cells. Aside from its clinical significance as a boundary to the spread of infection into...
the posterior ethmoids, the basal lamella attaches to the lateral nasal wall and is an important landmark for posterior ethmoid surgery and access to the lamina papyracea and medial orbit.15

1.4 Middle Turbinate
The middle turbinate is embryologically derived from the ethmoid bone5 and can be divided into three segments. The anterior third attaches superiorly at the skull base at the horizontal plate of the ethmoid bone lateral to the cribriform. The middle segment, known as the basal lamella, attaches to the lamina papyracea. The posterior third attaches inferiorly in a horizontal plane onto the palatine bone. This attachment site lies just anterior to the sphenopalatine foramen and serves as a useful anatomic landmark.16 In addition to the importance of the basal lamella as a landmark for endoscopic orbital surgery, the anterior insertion of the middle turbinate is located just posterior to the lacrimal sac and can help guide the surgeon during endoscopic dacryocystorhinostomy.17,18

1.5 Superior Turbinate and Sphenoethmoidal Recess
The superior turbinate is situated posterior to the middle turbinate and remains an important anatomic landmark for identification of the sphenoid sinus ostium. The sphenoethmoidal recess is the narrow, vertically oriented space bounded medially by the nasal septum, laterally by the superior turbinate, and superiorly by the cribriform plate, which serves as the natural drainage pathway for both the sphenoid ostium and the posterior ethmoid cells.10

1.6 Onodi Cell
An Onodi cell is a posterior ethmoidal cell that pneumatizes posterior, lateral, and superior to the sphenoid rostrum and has crucial anatomic implications in endoscopic sinus surgery and orbital surgery.10 First, the presence of an Onodi cell means that the sphenoid sinus will be in a more inferior and medial position, which increases the risk of skull base injury as normally a surgeon would expect the sphenoid sinus to be behind the last posterior ethmoid cell. Second, the optic nerve can often be dehiscent in a lateral Onodi cell, increasing the chance of injury. Finally, to access the orbital apex, the lateral sphenoid face must be removed up to the lamina papyracea, a task that is rendered more difficult by the anatomic distortion caused by an Onodi cell.19

1.7 Maxillary Sinus and Haller’s Cells
The maxillary sinus lies inferior to the orbit in the maxillary bone and is the largest and first paranasal sinus to develop (Fig. 1.9). It pneumatizes and grows in a biphase pattern (at years 0–3 and 6–12).6 The infraorbital nerve runs through the infraorbital canal along the roof of the maxillary sinus, which is also the floor of the orbit. The posterior wall of the maxillary sinus is an important surgical landmark. Just posterior to the wall lies the pterygopalatine fossa. The sphenopalatine artery traverses this fossa and enters the nasal cavity at the sphenopalatine foramen.8 The Haller cell, or infraorbital cell, is an anterior ethmoid cell located below the inferior orbital wall. A Haller cell can increase the surgical complexity of maxillary antrostomy. Failure to differentiate between a Haller cell and the orbital floor can result in orbital injury.20

1.8 Sphenoid Sinus
Understanding the anatomy of the lateral wall of the sphenoid sinus remains crucial in endoscopic orbital surgery. From superior to inferior, the lateral wall contains the prominences of the optic nerve, the internal carotid artery, and the maxillary and mandibular divisions of the trigeminal nerve. Between these prominences are bony depressions including the lateral opticocarotid recess, the depression between the cavernous sinus apex and the
maxillary nerve, and the depression between the maxillary and mandibular divisions of the trigeminal nerve. Up to 25% of patients can have dehiscence over these critical structures in the lateral sphenoid sinus wall. The opticocarotid recess has been labeled the anatomic keyhole in endoscopic skull base surgery.

1.9 Arterial Blood Supply and Anatomy

The nasal cavity and sinuses are supplied by both the internal and external carotid arteries. The anterior ethmoidal artery and posterior ethmoidal artery, branches off of the ophthalmic artery, travel across the orbit and enter the nasal cavity through the lamina papyracea. The anterior ethmoidal artery runs across the skull base and branches into smaller arteries to supply the cribriform plate and superior nasal septum. While normally contained within the skull base, in approximately 14 to 43% of cases the anterior ethmoidal artery pierces the lamina papyracea, the posterior ethmoidal artery courses through the posterior ethmoid cells parallel to the optic nerve as it nears the orbital apex. Vision loss and orbital hematoma can result from damage to either of these vessels. The nerve as it nears the orbital apex. Vision loss and orbital hematoma can result from damage to either of these vessels. The nerve as it nears the orbital apex.
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Abstract
Watery and tearing eyes may cause significant interference with activities of daily living and social interactions in adult patients. The causes of watery eyes are many, encompassing dry eyes, eyelid dysfunction, ocular injury, and tear drainage abnormalities. In this chapter, the anatomy, and physiology of tear production and tear drainage are reviewed. The signs and symptoms of tearing are discussed, and treatment options are described with an emphasis on endoscopic dacryocystorhinostomy.
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2.1 Introduction
Tears are essential for normal visual function and the maintenance of a healthy ocular surface. They form a complex liquid layer that coats the ocular mucous membranes and the cornea, contributing to the refractive visual function of the cornea, as well as providing nutrients to the avascular cornea and protection against foreign material. Under ideal circumstances, there is equal production of tears, via the lacrimal glands and accessory lacrimal glands, and elimination of tears, via evaporation and the lacrimal drainage system, maintaining a healthy ocular state. Many factors, however, may tip this balance in one direction or the other, resulting in ocular surface dryness or in excessive tearing and epiphora.

Tearing, when excessive tears pool on the ocular surface, and epiphora, when tears overrun the ocular margin and pour down onto the face, occur if there is either overproduction or insufficient drainage of tears. Although tearing and epiphora may seem trivial, they cause significant morbidity and patient discomfort, interfering with daily activities such as driving and reading, causing periocular skin irritation and infection, as well as disruption in social interactions. Appropriate treatment and resolution of tearing may be challenging, and determining the appropriate course of action requires a detailed history, careful examination of the eye and lacrimal system, and experience in deciding which medications or procedures will alleviate the problem. In this chapter, we review the normal anatomy and physiology of the lacrimal system, discuss the relevant examination and testing, and conclude with the currently available treatments and their indications.

2.2 Anatomy of Tear Production

Tears are produced by both the lacrimal gland and accessory lacrimal glands. There is a basal production rate of approximately 1.2 μL/min, which may increase by over 500% when reflex or emotional tearing are triggered by ocular irritants or emotional states.

2.2.1 Lacrimal Gland
The lacrimal gland is responsible for producing over 90% of the tear volume. It is located in the anterior superotemporal orbit and is composed of two lobes: the palpebral lobe (smaller, more anterior and inferior) and the orbital lobe (larger, more posterior and superior; Fig. 2.1). This gland is composed of secretory acini, which empty tears into 8 to 12 major ducts. The lacrimal gland is innervated by both cranial nerve (CN) V and CN VII, which form part of the reflex tearing arc, as well as by parasympathetic and sympathetic nerve fibers.

2.2.2 Accessory Lacrimal Glands
The accessory lacrimal glands of Krause and Wolfring are nearly identical in structure to the main lacrimal gland; however, they are smaller and are located within the substantia propria of the conjunctiva. There are approximately 20 glands of Krause in the superior conjunctival fornix and 6 to 8 in the lower fornix.
Approximately 3 glands of Wolfring are found along the superior border of the upper tarsus.4

2.2.3 Anatomy of Tear Drainage
Once produced, tears are spread across the ocular surface via the normal blink mechanism. Normal blink and eyelid tension is essential in preventing both dryness of the ocular surface and pooling of tears. Tears then flow toward the medial canthus, where the lacrimal drainage is initiated (> Fig. 2.2).2

2.2.4 Puncta
Each eyelid margin has a small conical protrusion at its medial end, the lacrimal papilla, on which there is a small opening approximately 0.3 mm in diameter, the lacrimal punctum (> Fig. 2.2). The normal punctum faces inward toward the globe to be in contact with the tear film. Ectropion of the punctum or stenosis of the punctum prevents the normal outflow of tears and leads to pooling on the ocular surface.5,6

2.2.5 Canaliculi
From the puncta, the tears enter the canaliculi, which are thin tubes surrounded by fibrous tissue and orbicularis muscle. The canaliculi carry tears medially toward the nasolacrimal sac. There is an upper canaliculus and a lower canaliculus (> Fig. 2.2). Both are first oriented vertically for approximately 2 mm, and widen at the base to form an ampulla, and bend medially at a right angle to continue horizontally for 8 mm. In most patients (90%), the upper eyelid and lower eyelid canaliculi join to form a common canaliculus for 1 to 2 mm prior to entering the nasolacrimal sac.5,6

2.2.6 Lacrimal sac
The tears pass from the canaliculi into the lacrimal sac. The lacrimal sac sits within the lacrimal sac fossa, formed anteriorly by the frontal process of the maxillary bone and posteri orly by the lacrimal bone, which create the anterior and posterior lacrimal crests, respectively. The lateral and superolateral aspects of the lacrimal sac are not surrounded by bone. Surrounding the lacrimal sac are medial fibers of the orbicularis oculi muscle that become the medial canthal tendon. The anterior fibers are known as the muscle of Riolan, and the posterior fibers (inserting onto the posterior lacrimal crest) are known as Horner’s muscle. Due to the strength of the medial canthal tendon, and relative weakness of the fascia inferior to it, enlargement of the lacrimal sac, as in dacryocystitis, typically results in swelling below the medial canthal tendon (> Fig. 2.3). The lacrimal sac is approximately 12 to 15 mm in height and about 4 mm in diameter, although it is generally empty and flat.5
2.2.7 Nasolacrimal Duct

The lacrimal sac narrows and becomes the nasolacrimal duct as it traverses inferiorly in a posterior-inferior-lateral direction. The duct travels through a bony canal in the maxillary bone and narrows to 1 mm in diameter. The duct then empties into the lateral nasal wall of the inferior meatus, below the inferior turbinate. The duct is approximately 18 mm long. At the end of the duct, there is a small flap of valve-like mucosa called the valve of Hasner.5

2.2.8 Nasal Anatomy

Normally tears exit the nasolacrimal duct into the inferior meatus. However, when a surgical fistula is made, as in dacryocystorhinostomy (DCR) surgery, this occurs in the middle meatus (> Fig. 2.4). Protecting this meatus is the middle turbinate, whose anterior end is a key landmark during lacrimal surgery. Other important intranasal landmarks include the maxillary line and the uncinate process. The maxillary line is a vertical elevation of mucosa formed by the underlying frontal process of the maxilla (> Fig. 2.5). This generally corresponds to the anterior portion of the nasolacrimal duct. The uncinate process is a smooth mucosal elevation in the anterior middle meatus. Usually, the lacrimal duct is located anterior and lateral to the uncinate process.3,5

2.3 Physiology of the Lacrimal System

2.3.1 Tear Composition

The tear film is composed of three layers. The deepest layer is the mucin layer, which is formed by the goblet cells of the conjunctiva. The mucin acts as a lubricant, a surfactant to stabilize the tear film, and a trap for debris and bacteria. The middle layer of the tear film is the aqueous layer, which is the thickest layer. It contains electrolytes, glucose, oxygen, immunoglobulins (IgA, IgM, IgD, and IgG), as well as antimicrobial proteins such as lysozyme, lactoferrin, lipocalins, and defensins, cytokines, and growth factors. These factors are necessary for maintenance and nutrition of the corneal cells, as well as protection from infectious agents. The most superficial layer is a lipid layer, which is formed by the Meibomian glands. The lipids limit tear evaporation and increase surface tension to retard epiphora.1

2.3.2 Blink Mechanism

Drainage of tears depends on a normal blink of the eyelids. A combination of positive and negative pressures generated by the contraction of the orbicularis oculi muscle concurrently push the tears from the ocular surface and pull them down the drainage system. Dysfunction of the orbicularis oculi, as in facial nerve palsy, results in poor tear drainage because of absence of this pump function. Closure of the eyelids increases pressure on the lacrimal sac and propels tears down the duct and into the nose. When the eyelids open, negative pressure within the now empty canaliculi draws new fluid into the canaliculi in preparation for the next blink.2,3,5

2.3.3 Evaporation

Evaporation accounts for approximately 10% of tear loss in the young and up to 20% in the elderly. Abnormal lipid production and insufficient coating of the aqueous layer, low ambient humidity, and air movement/wind can increase the rate of evaporation and dryness on the ocular surface. Excessive dryness leads to ocular irritation, which triggers reflex tearing.2
2.4 Tearing or the Watery Eye

Patients may suffer immensely from tearing or epiphora. They may have almost constant blurry vision, irritation of the eyelid skin or the eye, and embarrassment when other people inquire about their “crying.” Although a singular complaint, the etiology of tearing is varied, making the diagnosis challenging and requiring a careful history, detailed examination, and often testing (Table 2.1). One main point to distinguish on history and examination is whether the patient is suffering from epiphora due to obstruction of tear outflow, or from excess tear production (reflex tearing) triggered by dry eye conditions. Patients with tearing may complain of irritation, ocular discomfort, intermittent blurry vision, eye pressure, eye fatigue, and photosensitivity, all symptoms that point toward ocular surface dryness and reflex tearing. Patients may also complain of tears running down their cheeks that require frequent wiping with a tissue, skin irritation, and worsening of tearing in windy conditions, all of which may point to inadequate tear drainage. It is useful to ask patients about the duration of their symptoms, time of day when they occur, exacerbating and alleviating factors, severity of symptoms, and frequency of symptoms. One may gauge the severity of tearing by asking the patient how many times per day he or she needs to wipe the eyes with a tissue. Symptoms produced by various underlying conditions may overlap significantly and therefore a careful history as well as examination is essential (Table 2.1). A baseline slit-lamp examination is critical in this evaluation, and office testing may be useful to further elucidate the underlying etiology.

2.4.1 Office Testing

The most common office test performed is irrigation of the lacrimal system with saline. Various dye tests have also been described, but are used less frequently in clinical practice than irrigation.

Dye Disappearance Testing

This is a simple test to noninvasively assess the functional patency of the nasolacrimal system. One drop of 2% fluorescein is instilled into each inferior conjunctival fornix. The eyes are examined with a cobalt blue light for persistence of dye after 5 to 10 minutes. With normal tear drainage, there should be no detectable dye remaining after 10 minutes. The persistence of dye, sometimes with an elevated tear lake, may suggest either an obstructed drainage system or a functional (physiologic) abnormality limiting flow.

Jones’ Testing

Jones’ testing involves instillation of 2% fluorescein into the conjunctival fornix and retrieval of fluid from the nose to evaluate for patency of the tear drainage system. While historically noted, this is rarely performed in the modern era.

Irrigation

Nasolacrimal irrigation is perhaps the most important test to evaluate the patency of the nasolacrimal system. It is not a functional test, as nonphysiologic conditions are created by irrigating the system with a cannula. The pressure generated in irrigation may overcome lesser stenoses and blockages that may otherwise cause symptoms. Proparacaine or other topical anesthetic eyedrops are instilled into the eye to be tested. For further anesthesia, a pledget with topical anesthetic is placed over the inferior punctum for several minutes prior to irrigation. The punctum (generally the lower eyelid) is dilated with a punctal dilator, following the natural course of the canaliculus. The punctal dilator is inserted vertically for 2 mm into the punctum, after which the lower lid is distracted laterally and the dilator is rotated 90 degrees into the horizontal position and advanced medially to dilate the punctum. Next, a lacrimal cannula attached to a 3-mL syringe filled with water or saline is used to cannulate the punctum and canaliculus. It is advanced until a hard stop is achieved, that is, a stoppage of the cannula against a rigid structure without movement of the surrounding soft tissues, as in encountering the lacrimal bone. Any stenosis or complete blockage of the punctum or canaliculus should be noted. When these are present, a soft stop is encountered, that is, a stoppage of the cannula that drags the surrounding soft tissue. Then, using minimal force on the plunger, liquid is flushed through. Easy and complete passage of liquid through the system and into the nose without any reflux of liquid out the puncta confirms patency. More difficult passage or reflux suggests stenosis or obstruction. If saline refuxes back through the same canaliculus, a canalicular obstruction or stenosis is present, in which case the upper canaliculus should be tested. If there is an obstruction at the common canaliculus or nasolacrimal duct/sac, reflux through the upper punctum will be seen when irrigation is performed through the lower punctum (Fig. 2.6). If the refluxed fluid is mucoid, it suggests that there is a nasolacrimal duct obstruction (NLDO) below the nasolacrimal sac. If there is partial irrigation through the system and partial reflux through the opposite canaliculus, it suggests partial obstruction.

Nasal Endoscopy

In-office nasal endoscopy may be performed with a topical anesthetic spray and a rigid endoscope with or without a video display. This examination is vital for identifying causes of tearing and for surgical planning. Endoscopy may reveal causes for NLDO, such as tumors, polyps, swollen/edematous mucosa in allergic conditions, or evidence of abnormalities from inflammatory conditions such as sarcoidosis or Wegener’s granulomatosis. Additionally, it may reveal normal anatomy, such as septal deviation, which may make endoscopic DCR more challenging and may lead one to perform septoplasty concurrently.

2.4.2 Ancillary Testing

Computed Tomography

Noncontrast computed tomography (CT) scan of the face may help identify structural abnormalities that contribute to epiphora, as well as other sinonasal abnormalities that may require intervention. If endoscopic DCR is to be performed, image-guidance CT may be obtained, and specific CT sequences should be requested.
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Abbreviations: CPAP, continuous positive airway pressure; DCR, dacryocystorhinostomy; HPV, human papillomavirus; LASIK, laser-assisted in situ keratomileusis; NLDO, nasolacrimal duct obstruction; PRK, photorefractive keratectomy.
Dacryocystography

Dacryocystography (DCG) is useful for visualizing the anatomy of the lacrimal system and in helping localize obstructions or strictures. DCG is helpful in patients who have a blockage on irrigation to identify the location, especially whether it is a pre-sac blockage or postsac blockage. Contrast dye is injected through both puncta concurrently, while X-ray images are obtained. The dye helps localize areas of obstruction, stricture, diverticula, and may also delineate dacryoliths or tumors in the nasolacrimal sac. DCG provides limited functional information as the dye is injected under pressure.2,5

Dacryoscintigraphy

Dacryoscintigraphy (DSG) is a functional study that is useful for better understanding of the function of the lacrimal system, especially useful in patients with tearing or epiphora with normal irrigation findings. The study uses 99mTc drops placed in each conjunctival fornix. A gamma camera acquires images for 30 minutes. The images demonstrate the passage of the labeled drops through the conjunctival sac, nasolacrimal sac, and nasolacrimal duct (Fig. 2.7). While not necessary for most patients with tearing, this test adds valuable information in select cases.2,5

2.5 Treatment

Once the proper diagnosis is made, a treatment plan can be formulated. The minority of patients who present with complaints of “tearing” will actually have an NLDO. Other causes of tearing far outnumber NLDO, so careful case selection is essential for successful surgical outcomes.

2.5.1 Dacryocystorhinostomy

DCR is the definitive surgical procedure to treat NLDO. The purpose of DCR is to create a surgical fistula between the nasolacrimal sac and nasal cavity in order to restore tear flow from the nasolacrimal sac into the nasal cavity. External DCR has been the standard surgery for treating NLDO for the past 100 years. It has a very high success rate (> 90%), with low complications. With the development of improved endonasal endoscopic instrumentation, endoscopic endonasal DCR resurged in popularity starting in the late 1980s. The main advantage of the endoscopic approach was the absence of external scarring, although the rates of unacceptable scar formation are low in external DCR except for darkly pigmented or young patients (Fig. 2.8). Recently, surgeons with extensive experience in endoscopic endonasal DCR have reported almost equal success rates in endoscopic DCR. The decision to proceed with external or endoscopic DCR currently depends on patient factors and surgeon comfort with the technique, and patients should become aware of both surgical approaches before their decision for surgery. Additional considerations in surgical planning include the presence of sinus abnormalities, as these are more easily addressed simultaneously with the endoscopic endonasal DCR than with the external approach.2,3,6,9,10
soaked in a vasoconstrictive agent, such as oxymetazoline, general anesthesia is induced. The nose is packed with pledgets. Dacryocystorhinostomy

2.5.3 Endoscopic (classic). Dissection is carried down to the inferior orbital rim along the tear trough (modern) or the lateral side of the nose or an alternative vasoconstrictive agent to cause nasal mucosal anesthetic. The nose is packed with 4% cocaine-soaked pledgets. Anesthesia is typically general, although the procedure has been performed under monitored anesthesia care with local anesthetic. The nose is packed with 4% cocaine-soaked pledges or an alternative vasoconstrictive agent to cause nasal mucosal vasoconstriction and anesthesia. An incision is made either along the tear trough (modern) or the lateral side of the nose (classic). Dissection is carried down to the inferior orbital rim and extended medially to encounter the anterior lacrimal crest (Fig. 2.9). A periosteal elevator is used to elevate the soft tissues of the lacrimal sac fossa and reflected laterally. The lacrimal bone is then infractured with the elevator or small hemostat with gentle pressure. A Kerrison rongeur is used to expose the maxillary and lacrimal bones. A high-speed drill with burr, such as a 2.9-mm diamond burr, or a Kerrison rongeur is used to create an osteotomy in the bone of the anterior lacrimal crest to reveal the lacrimal sac. Additional maxillary bone is removed as needed to adequately expose the sac. The light pipe is used to tent the medial lacrimal sac, while a crescent blade is then used to incise the sac (Fig. 2.10). Endoscopic scissors are used to extend this incision and to create a large anterior mucosal flap. The light pipe is then removed. Crawford silicone tubes are inserted to intubate both the superior and inferior puncta and are tied to each other keeping the knot in the nose. The mucosal flaps are draped in contact with each other.

2.5.4 Postoperative Care for External and Endoscopic Dacryocystorhinostomy

For external DCR, topical steroid–antibiotic ointment (neomycin and polymyxin B sulfate and dexamethasone) is used on the incision and on the eye three times per day for 5 days. Oral antibiotics are not necessary unless preoperative infection is noted. Nose blowing should be avoided to prevent nasal hemorrhage and early displacement of the lacrimal stent.

For endoscopic DCR patients, a steroid/antibiotic combination drop can be instilled onto the operated eye. Nose blowing should be similarly avoided. Approximately 1 to 2 weeks postoperatively, in-office endoscopy should be performed to evaluate the patency of and to debride material from the ostium. The silicone tubing is typically left in place for 1 to 3 months, with the longer time period being chosen if there was prior significant inflammation. Tubing is removed in the office. The tubing is cut at the medial canthus and the patient instructed to blow his nose until the tubing comes out. Alternatively, a nasal endoscope may be used to retrieve the cut tubing.

2.5.5 Postoperative Issues

Patients may report tearing and watering in the early postoperative period while the tubing is in place; this generally resolves once the tubes are removed. Patients should be...
Educated about the silicone tubing, its appearance and function, and to avoid rubbing the eye, which can dislodge it. The silicone tubing may extrude as a loop in the medial canthal area, requiring repositioning with forceps, endoscopy, or early removal.3,5

2.5.6 Complications of Dacryocystorhinostomy

For both external and endonasal DCR, nasal bleeding remains the most common complication. Other complications to both approaches include wound infection, delayed healing, formation of intranasal synechiae, punctal cheese wiring, formation of granulomata, and lacrimal sump syndrome. For external DCR, complications are generally rare. The risk of wound infection and webbing of skin is very low. For endoscopic DCR, the surgeon who is unfamiliar with endonasal anatomy may inadvertently gain access to an inappropriate location, such as a sinus or the orbit. This is thankfully rare. Lacrimal sump syndrome is the accumulation of tears and mucoid material within the operated nasolacrimal sac and leads to epiphora, mucoid discharge, and occasionally recurrent infection. This occurs in cases where the ostium is placed too far superiorly or is too small.3,5,11,12,13

2.6 Other Options for Tearing

2.6.1 Endonasal Laser-Assisted Dacryocystorhinostomy

This technique is performed similarly to the above endoscopic endonasal DCR, with a holmium:YAG (yttrium aluminum garnet) or potassium-titanyl-phosphate:neodymium-doped yttrium aluminum garnet (KTP:NdYAG) laser used to create the ostium. Although there is evidence to support this technique, there have been concerns about its safety. Due to the amount of energy delivered in some cases, overlying tissue necrosis has been reported, which can be challenging to repair.3,5,14

2.6.2 Balloon Dacryoplasty

This technique utilizes catheters with balloons of different sizes to cannulate the lacrimal drainage system and then inflate the balloons for specified durations to dilate the system and overcome stenosis, similar to angioplasty. It has primarily been used in children with congenital NLDO, but has been attempted in adults. In select cases of nasolacrimal duct stenosis without obstruction, dilation with subsequent silicone stent intubation can improve symptoms in up to 73% of patients, although this is not a commonly used technique. Some surgeons have used balloon dacryoplasty to augment endoscopic endonasal DCR or for revision DCR.5,15

2.6.3 Jones Tube—Conjunctivodacryocystorhinostomy

This technique is used in patients where the proximal lacrimal drainage system (i.e., the puncta or canaliculi) is injured or absent. This procedure is generally the last resort option for patients with drainage abnormalities. A rigid glass hollow bore tube is placed between the ocular surfaces and the nose. Although generally successful, complications may occur, most related to migration, extrusion, and plugging of the tube.2,3,5,16

2.6.4 Botulinum Toxin

Injection of botulinum toxin has been recently reported as a way to decrease tearing in patients who may not be able to tolerate or may be unwilling to undergo DCR surgery, especially those with medical contraindications to surgery. An absolute contraindication to botulinum toxin injection is dry eye syndrome, and this should be ruled out prior to injection. A transconjunctival injection is placed directly into the palpebral lobe of the lacrimal gland. The treatment lasts on average 10 weeks, and side effects include ptosis, diplopia, and hematoma. Approximately 70% of patients note some degree of improvement in epiphora.17
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3 Radiologic Assessment of the Orbit and Lacrimal System

Katherine L. Reinshagen and Hugh Curtin

Abstract
Radiologic assessment of the orbit is helpful for preoperative planning of orbital tumor resection as it can help narrow the differential diagnosis for an orbital mass and assess the surrounding anatomic structures. Computed tomography (CT) and magnetic resonance (MR) can be complementary modalities. CT can help determine osseous landmarks and bone erosion. MR can help assess the extent of soft-tissue abnormality and can be particularly helpful in identifying soft-tissue characteristics that can help determine the identity of a lesion. The presence of orbital fat provides an excellent medium to contrast the extent of tumor involvement. Furthermore, for preoperative assessment for endoscopic approaches to the orbit, MR and CT can help distinguish the lesion in relation to the ophthalmic artery, optic nerve, annulus of Zinn and medial rectus muscle. Additional tests such as dacryocystography can also be considered when assessing for primary nasolacrimal duct lesions.

Keywords: magnetic resonance, computed tomography, dacryocystography, anatomy

3.1 Introduction
Computed tomography (CT) and magnetic resonance (MR) imaging can be complementary in preoperative imaging of the orbit. CT provides excellent bony detail as well as thin section imaging, which can be used in surgical guidance systems. Normal structures, tumors, and inflammation are contrasted against the orbital fat. MR can provide excellent soft-tissue detail and delineation of orbital masses and infiltrative lesions. In the setting of trauma and possible foreign body, CT is the preferred modality to assess for fractures, globe injury, and retained foreign bodies.

3.2 Imaging Techniques

3.2.1 Computed Tomography
Modern CT scanners produce high-resolution images that can be reformatted into multiple planes. Intravenously administered nonionic iodinated contrast is primarily used in the setting of infection, inflammatory disease, or tumor. When contrast-enhanced images are required for assessment of infection or tumor, images are typically acquired following a 60-second delay after administration of iodinated contrast. To best delineate the arterial anatomy, a CT angiogram (CTA) can be performed. CTAs are typically acquired following a power injection of intravenous iodinated contrast. Timing of contrast enhancement is usually made following a test bolus injection or using Hounsfield unit timing off the aortic arch. This technique allows for optimized arterial opacification. Typically, images are acquired around 15 to 20 seconds following onset of contrast injection. Both contrast-enhanced CT and CTAs are acquired with submillimeter slice thickness, which can be reformatted into thicker section imaging for easier viewing or maximum intensity projection (MIP) images. This can be helpful when following the course of the ophthalmic artery.

3.2.2 Magnetic Resonance
High-resolution MR imaging of the orbits can be performed when better soft-tissue detail and delineation of surrounding critical anatomic structures is required preoperatively. Images can be obtained at both 1.5 and 3 T and are typically acquired at 2- to 3-mm slice thickness.

Coronal and axial T1-weighted images without fat suppression provide helpful anatomic images delineating the extraocular muscles (EOM), and major neurovascular structures including the course of the optic nerve. Orbital fat is high signal on T1 and provides excellent soft-tissue contrast to help define these small structures.

Coronal short-tau inversion recovery (STIR) and fat-suppressed postcontrast T1-weighted images are helpful for delineating underlying pathology as most abnormalities will appear bright on STIR images and typically demonstrate some degree of contrast enhancement. STIR images or T2-weighted images are also helpful in demonstrating the cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) surrounding the optic nerve as fluid has high signal on these sequences. In addition, signal change in the optic nerve due to mass effect, edema, or injury can best be appreciated on coronal STIR images.

Diffusion-weighted imaging can also be performed in the orbit. Although diffusion-weighted imaging can be distorted at the skull base because of susceptibility artifact due to the presence of multiple soft tissue, bone, and air interfaces, this technique can sometimes be helpful to assess the cellularity of orbital neoplasms. Because hypercellular lesions result in less free movement of water, these lesions typically manifest as dark on the calculated apparent diffusion coefficient (ADC) images and bright on the corresponding diffusion-weighted images. This pattern is commonly referred to as restricted diffusion.

Noncontrast time of flight MR angiogram (MRA) of the circle of Willis can delineate the course of the ophthalmic artery in patients with poor renal function or in young patients to avoid radiation. Occasionally, due to the tortuosity and size of the ophthalmic artery, the anatomy through the optic canal and distally within the orbit may be suboptimal.

3.2.3 Dacryocystogram
Fluoroscopic dacryocystogram can be used to delineate the nasolacrimal drainage system. Following intracanalicular administration of nonionic iodinated contrast, the course and caliber of the nasolacrimal duct is followed to the inferior meatus. CT performed shortly after contrast administration can also be acquired to provide adjunctive cross-sectional data.
3.3 Imaging of Orbital Anatomy

The orbit is readily divided into multiple compartments: preseptal, postseptal, intraconal, and extraconal. The pre- and postseptal orbit is divided by the thin fibrous orbital septum, which provides a strong barrier to spread of disease. The orbital septum can be seen on high-resolution CT and MR images running parallel to the thicker more superficial orbicularis oculi muscle (▶ Fig. 3.1).

The EOM form the boundary of the intra- and extraconal compartments of the orbit (▶ Fig. 3.2). The extraconal soft tissues contain mostly fat and a few small vessels. The frontal nerve of the V1 division of the trigeminal nerve lies within the extraconal superior orbit above the levator palpebrae muscle. An important landmark to assist in endoscopic planning is the medial rectus muscle separating the medial intra- and extraconal spaces. In the medial extraconal space, there is a medial ethmoidal vein and small ethmoidal vasculature (▶ Fig. 3.2). The intraconal orbit contains critical structures including the optic nerve, ophthalmic artery and branches as well as the superior ophthalmic vein (▶ Fig. 3.2). Smaller vessels and nerves such as the long ciliary artery and nerve, and medial ophthalmic vein are not consistently visualized on standard MR or CT imaging. The ophthalmic artery passes through the optic canal and courses superior and lateral to the optic nerve before giving rise to the lateral lacrimal branch and turning medially and branching into the anterior and posterior ethmoidal branches, which can occasionally be identified (▶ Fig. 3.3, ◀ Fig. 3.4). Occasionally, the ophthalmic artery passes inferior and medial to the optic nerve before coursing superiorly and anteriorly in medial intraconal segment of the orbit, an important variation to note prior to endoscopic surgery. Posteriorly, the intraconal compartment is bounded by the annulus of Zinn, the common tendinous ring from which arise the four rectus EOM. The annulus of Zinn is not readily visible but can be approximated by following the course of the rectus muscles posteriorly to the point at which the rectus muscles become indistinct from the optic nerve (▶ Fig. 3.5). This point is also often located at the boundary of the sphenoid and ethmoid sinuses. The bony orbit posteriorly has three openings: the superior and inferior orbital fissures and the optic canal. These are readily visible on both CT and MR (▶ Fig. 3.5). The cranial nerves III, V1, and V2 are visible on MR with thin section non-fat-suppressed T1-weighted images. These cranial nerves can be identified in the cavernous sinuses and followed into and along the orbit. Cranial nerves IV and VI are less readily visible on conventional MR sequences; however, following the expected course of these cranial nerves is helpful for delineating pathology. Cranial nerves are more readily visible when abnormal, for example, when a schwannoma or perineural tumor spread is present.

The lacrimal gland is readily visible on both CT and MR as an ovoid soft-tissue structure along the superolateral extraconal orbit. On MR, the lacrimal gland is slightly brighter on T1 compared with adjacent EOM (▶ Fig. 3.6), intermediate in signal on T2, and enhances homogeneously. The levator aponeurosis, a T1 hypointense curvilinear band, extends through the lacrimal gland and separates the more superior orbital lobe from the inferior palpebral lobe (▶ Fig. 3.6). The lacrimal outflow apparatus consists of the superior and inferior canaliculi, the common canaliculus, lacrimal sac, and nasolacrimal duct. The nasolacrimal duct passes through the valve of Hasner before draining into the inferior meatus of the nasal cavity (▶ Fig. 3.6). MR is a helpful adjunct to differentiate pathology from surrounding sinonasal secretions and mucosal thickening (▶ Fig. 3.7, ▶ Fig. 3.8, ▶ Fig. 3.9, ▶ Fig. 3.10).

3.4 Radiologic Approach to Pathology of the Orbit and Lacrimal Gland

Pathology of the orbit can be approached radiologically with a location-based differential. Lesions may arise from the globe, nerves, EOM, fat, lacrimal gland, and nasolacrimal duct apparatus. Differential diagnosis can be further narrowed based on the
morphology of the lesion being mass-like or infiltrative. Finally, imaging characteristics can further narrow the diagnosis of an orbital or lacrimal gland lesion. The most common lesions are summarized in Table 3.1.

The differential for T1 high signal lesions would include melanin containing lesions such as melanoma (▶ Fig. 3.11), proteinaceous contents, fat (dermoid, epidermoid, lipoma), or hemorrhagic lesions (hemorrhage into an existing mass). Assessing for loss of signal on fat-suppressed images is helpful in eliminating fat containing lesions from the differential diagnosis.

Infiltrative or bilateral lesions may be secondary to nonneoplastic entities such as immunoglobulin G4 (IgG4) related orbitopathy (▶ Fig. 3.12), thyroid orbitopathy, sarcoidosis, and granulomatosis with polyangiitis (Wegener’s granulomatosis).

Thyroid orbitopathy can be distinguished from other systemic diseases or inflammations by the lack of involvement of the myotendinous junction of the EOM and classic pattern of involvement of the EOM with predilection for the inferior and medial rectus muscles. Differentiation between sarcoidosis, granulomatosis with polyangiitis, and IgG4-related orbital disease can be challenging and may often require histologic diagnosis or a systemic search for the unifying diagnosis. One case series suggests that the finding of an enlarged infraorbital nerve in the setting of orbital inflammatory disease is a specific finding for IgG4-related ophthalmic disease.9

Careful assessment of the anatomy is critical to the presurgical planning. In particular, assessment of the optic nerve pathway and annulus of Zinn is important in endoscopic surgical
The optic nerve can best be seen on non-fat-suppressed T1- and T2-weighted images and coronal STIR images (▶ Fig. 3.13). Fat-suppressed images are less helpful due to the absence of soft-tissue contrast between the optic nerve sheath and surrounding intraconal fat; however they can be helpful in the setting of optic nerve sheath pathology such as optic nerve sheath meningiomas. STIR images are fluid sensitive and can assess the degree of CSF effacement in the optic nerve sheath as well as any signal change within the optic nerve itself. While the annulus of Zinn cannot be confidently visualized due to its small nature and location, following the course of the rectus muscles posteriorly to the location where it becomes indistinguishable from the optic nerve canalicular segment can approximate it. Assessing the posterior margin of any tumor to the annulus of Zinn is critical (▶ Fig. 3.13) as it may change the surgical approach.
Fig. 3.5 Orbital fissures and annulus of Zinn on CT (computed tomography). (a–c) Axial. (d–f) Coronal oblique. (a) OC, optic canal; (b, d) SOF, superior orbital fissure; (c, e, f) IOF, inferior orbital fissure; (d) AZ, approximate location of annulus of Zinn.
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Fig. 3.6 Lacrimal/nasolacrimal anatomy. (a) MR (magnetic resonance) coronal T1-weighted image of the orbit and lacrimal gland (LG). OL, orbital lobe of the LG; PL, palpebral lobe of the LG; white arrow, levator aponeurosis. (b) Axial CT (computed tomography) of the orbit (white arrow: lacrimal gland). (c) Dacryocystogram anteroposterior view. SC, superior canaliculus; CC, common canaliculus; white arrows, normal lacrimal sac and nasolacrimal duct. (d) Abnormal CT dacryocystogram coronal view. Abnormal dilatation of the nasolacrimal duct and lacrimal sac (short white arrow) with abrupt narrowing at the valve of Hasner (long white arrow) consistent with stenosis.
Fig. 3.7 Nasolacrimal sac squamous cell carcinoma (SCC). (a,b) MR (magnetic resonance) axial T2-weighted images. Long white arrow, squamous cell carcinoma; short white arrow, secretions; NLD, nasolacrimal duct. (c) Coronal T2-weighted image demonstrate an intermediate T2 intense lesion (long white arrow) along the right medial canthus extending into the lateral wall of the lacrimal sac. MR is able to distinguish surrounding secretions (short white arrow) from the mass (long white arrow; a,c). The remainder of the NLD is normal and air filled (b). (d) Dacryocystogram anteroposterior view. (e) Computed tomography (CT) dacryocystogram demonstrates a soft-tissue filling defect corresponding with the mass (long white arrow). No bony destruction identified on CT.
**Fig. 3.8** Enhancement characteristics of a cavernous hemangioma/venous malformation. White arrow: cavernous hemangioma. (a) Magnetic resonance (MR) precontrast and (b, c) postcontrast T1-weighted images of the orbit. Progressive enhancement of the intraconal mass (white arrow) can be observed on MR due to the time delay between acquiring sequences (axial image acquired earlier than coronal image). Progressive enhancement can be used as a distinguishing feature from schwannoma. (d) Postcontrast sagittal CT. This characteristic enhancement is not typically shown with CT due to single early time point imaging.

**Fig. 3.9** Schwannoma. Asterisk, schwannoma; white arrow, posterior margin of schwannoma; ON, optic nerve; LR, lateral rectus; SR, superior rectus; IR, inferior rectus; MR, medial rectus. (a, b) Magnetic resonance (MR) postcontrast T1-weighted fat-suppressed images demonstrate a large enhancing mass (asterisk) in the lateral intraconal orbit displacing the lateral rectus muscle laterally. The posterior margin of the tumor (white arrow) is demonstrated just anterior to the annulus of Zinn, as the rectus muscles and optic nerve are still discernible as separate structures on the coronal image (b). (c) MR coronal STIR (short tau inversion recovery) image demonstrates the mass effect on the optic nerve and effacement of the cerebrospinal fluid surrounding the optic nerve from the schwannoma (asterisk).
Fig. 3.10 Rhabdomyosarcoma of the orbit. Asterisk, rhabdomyosarcoma; ON, optic nerve; MR, medial rectus; white arrow, invasion into ethmoid air cells; SOV, superior ophthalmic vein. (a) MR axial postcontrast T1-weighted fat-saturated image demonstrates a large enhancing mass (asterisk) encasing the medial rectus muscle and involving the intraconal and extraconal orbit. (b) MR (magnetic resonance) coronal postcontrast T1-weighted image demonstrates optic nerve displacement laterally. (c,d) MR diffusion weighted imaging with B1000 (c) and apparent diffusion coefficient (ADC) map (d) demonstrates restricted diffusion (bright on B1000 images; dark on ADC images) consistent with hypercellularity. (e) Axial CT (computed tomography) in bone window shows CT is complementary, demonstrating osseous destruction of the ethmoid air cells and lamina papyracea.
### Table 3.1 Common masses of the orbit by location

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Mass</th>
<th>Imaging characteristics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Globe</strong></td>
<td>Retinoblastoma</td>
<td>Enhancing mass, commonly calcified</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Metastasis</td>
<td>Depends on primary tumor, most common: breast</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Primary melanoma</td>
<td>Melanin: T1 high signal, T2 hypointense, most commonly involving the choroid of the uveal tract</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Fat</strong></td>
<td>Cavernous hemangioma/venous malformation (▶ Fig. 3.8)</td>
<td>T2 hyperintense, T1 isointense to muscle, progressive enhancement,6 displaces but does not invade</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Venolymphatic malformation</td>
<td>Fluid levels seen in lymphatic malformations, may be trans-spatial, heterogeneous enhancement depending on degree of cystic components</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Venous varix</td>
<td>Enlarges with dynamic maneuvers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Epidermoid/dermoid cysts</td>
<td>May contain fat and calcifications, no appreciable enhancement, demonstrates restricted diffusion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Nerve</strong></td>
<td>Optic nerve glioma</td>
<td>Expansile enlargement of the optic nerve</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Optic nerve sheath meningioma</td>
<td>Tram-track enhancement of the optic nerve sheath</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Schwannoma (▶ Fig. 3.9)</td>
<td>T2 hyperintense, if large may be heterogeneous in signal, enhancement not progressive as seen in cavernous hemangioma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Neurofibroma</td>
<td>T2 hyperintense, can be indistinguishable from schwannoma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Lacral Gland</strong></td>
<td>Benign mixed tumor/pleomorphic adenoma</td>
<td>T2 hyperintense, enhancing mass, round mass displaces globe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lymphoma</td>
<td>Low diffusivity mass, T2 hypointense, molds to globe rather than displaces it</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Adenoid cystic carcinoma</td>
<td>Nonspecific imaging characteristics, assess for perineural spread, mass-like rather than infiltrative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mucoepidermoid carcinoma</td>
<td>Mass-like rather than infiltrative typically, depends on primary tumor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Lacrimal sac/ nasolacrimal duct apparatus</strong></td>
<td>Dacryocystocele</td>
<td>Smooth, expansion, site of obstruction can be delineated with dacryocystogram if not possible on computed tomography or magnetic resonance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Squamous cell carcinoma (▶ Fig. 3.7)</td>
<td>Lobulated mass, usually involves medial canthus, moderate enhancement, and isointense on T1 and T2, majority expand rather than erode nasolacrimal duct7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Any space</strong></td>
<td>Fibrous tumor</td>
<td>T2 hyperintense, enhancing tumor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Rhabdomyosarcoma (▶ Fig. 3.10)</td>
<td>Isointense to muscle on T1, hyperintense to muscle on T2, low diffusivity, enhancing, adjacent bone destruction8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lymphoma</td>
<td>T2 hyperintense, low diffusivity, enhancing, homogeneous</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Metastasis (▶ Fig. 3.11)</td>
<td>Dependent on primary tumor, more common in melanoma, breast cancer, lymphoma, and leukemia</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Fig. 3.11** Metastatic melanoma with perineural spread. White arrow: metastatic melanoma; red arrow: perineural spread along the frontal nerve (V1). (a) MR (magnetic resonance) precontrast coronal T1-weighted image shows tumor (white arrow) has high intrinsic signal prior to contrast. (b,c,d) MR postcontrast coronal T1-weighted fat-suppressed images show an enhancing lesion in the right superomedial orbit (white arrow). Abnormal soft-tissue thickening of similar signal intensity and enhancement demonstrated along the frontal nerve (V1) extending into the superior orbital fissure consistent with perineural spread (red arrow).
Immunoglobulin G4 (IgG4) related orbitopathy. Asterisk, IgG4-related orbitopathy; LR, lateral rectus; ION, infraorbital nerve; IR, inferior rectus; MR, medial rectus; SO, superior oblique; SR, superior rectus; arrow, frontal nerve (V1).

(a) MR (magnetic resonance) postcontrast coronal T1-weighted image demonstrates an infiltrative enhancing mass (asterisk) involving the lacrimal gland, lateral rectus muscle as well as intraconal and extraconal fat with enlargement and enhancement of the frontal nerve (V1; short arrow) consistent with IgG4-related orbitopathy.

(b) MR coronal STIR (short tau inversion recovery) image demonstrates a homogeneously low T2/STIR signal mass, which can be seen in lymphoid lesions such as IgG4 orbitopathy or lymphoma.
Fig. 3.13  Cavernous hemangioma/venous malformation at the annulus of Zinn. White arrow, cavernous hemangioma; ON, optic nerve; MR, medial rectus; LR, lateral rectus; SR, superior rectus; IR, inferior rectus. (a) MR (magnetic resonance) coronal STIR (short tau inversion recovery) images demonstrate a T2 hyperintense lesion (white arrow) at the posterior orbital apex extending into the annulus of Zinn and resulting in mass effect on the ON within the optic canal. (b) MR axial T1-weighted postcontrast fat-suppressed image shows the enhancing lesion between the medial and lateral rectus muscles. (c–e) MR coronal T1-weighted postcontrast fat-suppressed images. Following the rectus muscles on consecutive coronal images to the point at which the rectus muscles are indiscernible from the ON can be used to approximate the location of the annulus of Zinn. In this example, the posterior margin of the lesion (e, white arrow) is beyond the annulus of Zinn and located close to the optic canal.
3.5 Conclusion

Imaging of the sinuses and orbits provides anatomic information and will narrow the list of possible diagnoses. The fat in the orbit is an ideal medium against which abnormalities can be defined. With the advent of endoscopic approaches to the orbit, lesions should be described relative to landmarks important to surgical planning such as the optic nerve, the medial rectus, ophthalmic artery, and annulus of Zinn.
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4 Evaluation and Management of Congenital Lacrimal Obstruction

Jonathan C. P. Roos and Suzanne K. Freitag

Abstract
This chapter provides a detailed description of the pertinent anatomy and embryology of the lacrimal system, followed by a discussion of the evaluation of the tearing infant. Management recommendations are detailed including the timing of intervention, minimally invasive treatments, and finally surgical management including probing and irrigation, turbinate infracture, and silicone intubation. Adjunctive treatment options including balloon dacryoplasty and nasal endoscopy are also discussed.

Keywords: congenital nasolacrimal obstruction, congenital lacrimal obstruction, epiphora, dacryocystitis, dacryocystocele, dacryocele, probing, irrigation, lacrimal intubation

4.1 Introduction
Congenital lacrimal obstruction commonly occurs in infants, heralded by symptoms of epiphora and infection including chronic discharge and conjunctivitis or occasionally dacryocystitis. The reported incidence of congenital lacrimal obstruction ranges from 1.2 to 30%. One of the most commonly quoted incidences is 6%, which arises from a study of 200 consecutive live births in the 1940s in which nasolacrimal patency was assessed by the presence or absence of discharge with pressure on the lacrimal sac. The incidence is known to be higher in children with craniofacial disorders and Down's syndrome.

The decision-making regarding management of these children is complex for a variety of reasons. First, children are often not bothered by the symptoms, which on the contrary may be quite distressing for parents. Further, congenital nasolacrimal obstruction will resolve in about 96% of children spontaneously before 12 months of age. There are a number of options for management, each with its advantages and disadvantages. Hence, management decisions must be carefully considered in each case and discussed in detail with parents. This chapter will review the thought process as well as procedures required to comprehensively manage the child with congenital lacrimal obstruction.

4.2 Anatomy and Embryology
Lacrimal system anatomy is covered in detail in Chapter 1. In brief, the lacrimal drainage system begins proximally with the upper and lower puncta located in the medial aspect of the eyelids. These vertical structures turn horizontally and run medially to form the upper and lower canaliculi, which in about 90% of individuals join to form the common canaliculus (internal common punctum) before entering the lacrimal sac. The lacrimal sac lies within the lacrimal sac fossa formed by the maxilla and lacrimal bone. The medial canthal tendon splits to wrap around the lacrimal sac. This important anatomic landmark provides attachment of the eyelids to the facial bones and must be preserved during lacrimal surgery. The lacrimal sac connects to the nasolacrimal duct, which runs within the maxilla to open into the inferior meatus of the nose, beneath the inferior turbinate. The valve of Hasner lies at the junction of the nasolacrimal duct and the nasal mucosa and is the most common site of congenital nasolacrimal obstruction. There is most often a persistent membrane in this area, which can be disrupted with a probe to eliminate the obstruction. This is in contrast with acquired lacrimal obstruction, in which the site of obstruction is frequently the lacrimal sac or sac duct junction, and the management paradigm is completely different.

An understanding of the embryology of the lacrimal system is helpful in clinically predicting the anatomy of patients with lacrimal anomalies. The development of the lacrimal system begins with surface ectoderm cells forming a ridge at the nasal-optic fissure. These cells, at about 12 weeks' gestation, dive into the nearby mesoderm to form a solid ridge. The cells spread both superiorly toward the puncta and inferiorly toward the nose, while canalization of the solid rod is complete by about 6 months' gestation. The canaliculi become patent in the eyelid margin at about 7 months' gestation, just prior to the eyelids separating.

While canalization of the ectodermal rod should be complete by 6 months' gestation, a persistent membrane often results at the junction with the nose. One study found that more than 70% of stillborn infants have congenital lacrimal obstruction at birth, which is many times higher than that noted in live births. Similarly, infants born via cesarean section have been noted to have an almost double risk of congenital lacrimal obstruction. It is thought that perinatal breathing, sucking, and crying likely play a significant role in the rupture of these persistent membranes.

Other less common lacrimal anomalies may occur as a result of embryologic dysgenesis at any stage of development. If portions of surface ectoderm fail to invaginate, agenesis of this section of the lacrimal system will result. Incomplete separation of the ectoderm from the surface may result in lacrimal fistulas or supernumerary puncta (Fig. 4.1). These are rare and may be treated, if symptomatic, with excision or ablation. Incomplete ridge canalization may result in stenosis in any affected portion of the lacrimal outflow system.

4.3 Evaluation and Considerations in the Tearing Infant
Congenital lacrimal obstruction may be unilateral or bilateral, and parents may not recognize the problem until the child is a few weeks of age. Observations often include epiphora, elevated tear lake, mucopurulent discharge, and occasionally a visibly swollen lacrimal sac. Symptoms may not be present at birth since tear production in infants is not fully operational until about 3 weeks of age.
It is important during the examination to keep in mind other possible etiologies of tearing in infants. The first distinction is to determine if there is overproduction of tears versus obstruction of outflow. Hyperscretion in infants may be a result of trichiasis, entropion, foreign body, corneal abrasion, congenital glaucoma, or other anterior segment pathology. Careful evaluation and consultation with a pediatric ophthalmologist is indicated if there are any concerns, as these etiologies may affect visual development, resulting in amblyopia.

Lacrimal system patency in infants is evaluated in several ways. First, the tear film is observed for elevation and presence of mucopurulent discharge. The eyelid skin and lashes are examined for erythema and crusting from chronic epiphora. The lacrimal sac is palpated for fullness and ability to express discharge through the puncta. Next a modified fluorescein dye disappearance test is performed. Fluorescein with topical anesthetic solution is placed into the inferior fornix of both eyes and the excess liquid is blotted. After 5 minutes, involving minimal manipulation of the eyes and eyelids, a cobalt blue filtered light is used to assess for presence of dye. In cases of normal lacrimal outflow, there should be no residual fluorescein present at 5 minutes. A prospective study of 80 infants concluded that this test is 80% sensitive and 100% specific in the presence of nasolacrimal obstruction. The presence of residual fluorescein is suggestive of lacrimal obstruction, although it does not specify which anatomic portion of the lacrimal system is affected. Hence, the history is important, as most parents can report when the obstruction began. Some children will have acquired lacrimal obstruction, which may occur after an episode of conjunctivitis, for example. The obstruction in this situation is likely to involve the canaliculi or lacrimal sac and is managed in a different manner than the child thought to have a persistent congenital membrane at the valve of Hasner. See Chapter 5 for a discussion of acquired lacrimal obstruction.

Infants may also present with a mass in the lacrimal sac area suggestive of dacryocystitis, also known as dacryocystopathy or amniotocyste when thought to be filled with amniotic fluid. This dilatation of the lacrimal sac results from an obstruction not only distally at the valve of Hasner, but also proximally at the valve of Rosenmüller, creating a closed system. This condition is more common in females (78%) and unilateral in 84 to 100% of cases. If large, these masses can result in astigmatism and amblyopia. Conservative treatment with warm compresses and massage has reported success rates of 17 to 80%.

The trapped fluid is often sterile in young children, but there is a reported 14 to 75% risk of infection resulting in dacryocystitis with surrounding erythema and tenderness. This preseptal cellulitis can spread to involve the orbit and other structures; hence, close monitoring is indicated. Hospital admission with intravenous antibiotics should be considered in cases of fever, orbital cellulitis, or severe preseptal cellulitis. Culture of the infectious material may be beneficial in selecting antimicrobial coverage, as is consultation with an infectious disease specialist. The most common organisms include *Staphylococcus aureus*, *Streptococcus pneumoniae*, and *Haemophilus influenzae*. Once the acute infection is improved with systemic antibiotic therapy, a definitive procedure such as probing should be performed, as will be discussed later in this chapter.

Care must be taken to identify other potential causes of medial canthal masses in children. Concern should be especially high in those masses that are centered above the medial canthal tendon. Such etiologies include meningoencephalocele, capillary hemangioma, dermoid cyst, pneumatocele, lymphangioma, primary lacrimal sac tumor, rhabdomyosarcoma, and nasal glioma. If there are findings on examination causing concern about a diagnosis other than lacrimal obstruction, then imaging should be considered prior to surgical exploration so that there are proper expectations and planning. Radiographic imaging is discussed in Chapter 3.

It is important to be aware of the entity of congenital nasolacrimal obstruction associated with intranasal cyst formation, first described by Raflit et al in 1982. This is most often recognized in the neonatal period when infants show signs of respiratory obstruction and distress, as they are obligate nose breathers. This rare entity requires a high level of suspicion and rapid intervention with nasal endoscopy and definitive treatment to rupture or marsupialize the cysts.

### 4.4 Treatment

#### 4.4.1 Conservative Management: Crigler’s Massage

A conservative approach to the young infant with congenital lacrimal obstruction is often appropriate, as the majority of these obstructions will resolve spontaneously or with minimally invasive measures. The mainstays of conservative management are topical antibiotic as needed for discharge and lacrimal sac massage. Crigler described a technique for lacrimal sac massage in 1923 that involves placing a finger over the common canaliculus to block upward flow of contents and then stroking downward along the lacrimal sac in an effort to increase hydrostatic pressure to rupture the membrane at the junction of the nasolacrimal duct and nasal mucosa. Parents may report a popping sensation if the massage is successful, followed by resolution of symptoms. Several reports show high success rates ranging from 85 to 94.7%, especially in very young patients.

#### 4.4.2 Probing and Irrigation

If conservative measures fail and the child is approaching 1 year of age, consideration must be given to more aggressive intervention. Most clinicians and investigators recommend lacrimal probing and irrigation as the next intervention.
Probing may be performed either in the office setting in very young infants using a papoose device or at any age in the operating room under general anesthesia. The procedure begins with inspection of the anatomy including the puncta, medial canthus, and nasal cavity. Irrigation is performed next, prior to placement of probes in the lacrimal system, to confirm impatency of the system. Next, a punctal dilator is used to enlarge the lower punctum. A lacrimal probe is placed vertically into the punctum and then turned horizontally and advanced through the canaliculus until the punctum and then turned horizontally and advanced through the lower punctum. A lacrimal probe is placed vertically into the punctum and then turned horizontally and advanced through the canaliculus until the “hard stop” of the lacrimal sac fossa bone is felt. The probe is then turned 90 degrees inferiorly and very slightly posteriorly to advance through the nasolacrimal duct into the inferior meatus of the nose (Fig. 4.2). Occasionally, a popping sensation may be noted as the obstructing membrane is ruptured. Irrigation is repeated to confirm patency of the system. The same procedure should then be performed via the upper punctum and canaliculus. Some experts advocate using progressively larger probes to dilate the system. The most common complication of nasolacrimal probing is creation of a false passage. The surgeon must exercise caution by passing the probe slowly and stop the procedure if a “soft stop” is encountered, suggesting that there is a proximal obstructive problem in the common canaliculus or lacrimal sac. Because of the high rate of spontaneous resolution of lacrimal obstruction, often quoted at 96% by 1 year of age, there has been much discussion in the literature regarding the optimal time for surgical intervention. Arguments for early intervention include early relief of symptoms (although these are usually more bothersome to the parent than the child) and avoidance of complications of lacrimal obstruction such as conjunctivitis, dacryocystitis, and cellulitis as well as chronic fibrosis of the lacrimal system. In addition, early probing may be performed in the office without the need for general anesthesia. This may be somewhat traumatic to parent and child, but one survey showed that 95% of parents found the procedure to be easier than expected and 81% were happy with their decision for early intervention. The disadvantage of early probing is that there is a high chance of resolution over time without surgical intervention.

Many experts strike a balance by advocating for probing under general anesthesia as soon as the child reaches 1 year of age. Anesthesia is thought to be safest by this age and numerous studies have shown a decreasing rate of success of probing with increasing age after 1 year.

Table 4.1 lists studies with 50 or more patients, showing various rates of decline in success rate by age. It is logical that the more complex anatomic problems persist without spontaneous improvement and therefore older children have a lower rate of success with probing.

When probing and irrigation fail to resolve symptoms of lacrimal obstruction, many advocate a second probing and irrigation. Reported success rates for repeated probing procedures are variable, with one study of 1,748 patients up to 4 years of age showing 100% success, while other studies are more typical of the Katowitz and Welsh report showing 54% success for second probing in 18- to 24-month-old children and 33% success in those older than 2 years. Adjunctive procedures that may be beneficial at the time of the second probing include silicone bicanalicular intubation, infracture of the inferior turbinate, balloon catheter dilation, and nasal endoscopic evaluation.

4.5 Silicone Bicanalicular Intubation

Placement of silicone tubing in the lacrimal system at the time of probing is common practice, particularly after one failed probing. The tubing stents and dilates the newly opened lacrimal passage to prevent adhesion and restenosis. This procedure preserves the normal anatomy and is typically performed before other more invasive surgeries are considered. Quickert and Dryden first described this technique in 1970. Under general anesthesia, a vasoconstricting agent such as oxymetazoline is placed in the inferior meatus of the nose. A silicone tube with metal probes at both ends is fed first through one punctum and...
canaliculus to the hard-stop, turned inferiorly and directed into the inferior meatus of the nose. A second probe is similarly placed through the ipsilateral punctum. The probes are retrieved from the nose with a hook and fixated at a tension that allows for some tube movement but not significant tube prolapse (▶ Fig. 4.3). Fixation may be via a foam bolster, a series of knots, or suture fixation to nasal wall.

The tube is generally well tolerated with only a small portion visible in the middle commissure of the eyelids. The optimal time for tube removal is controversial. It should be soon enough to avoid changes from chronic irritation such as pyogenic granuloma formation or slit puncta. Most advocate leaving tubes in place for 3 to 6 months, but success has been reported with removal as early as 6 weeks. Depending on the method of tube fixation and the cooperation of the patient, tube removal may require a general anesthetic. The overall success rate reported for silicone intubation in congenital lacrimal obstruction ranges from 77 to 100%. Similar alternative techniques have proposed double bicanalicular intubation for wider dilation and monocanalicular intubation, which has the disadvantage of poor stability and falling out in children.

4.6 Infracture of the Inferior Turbinate

Infracture of the inferior turbinate stretches and moves the nasal mucosa away from the inferior meatus and ostium of the nasolacrimal duct. If there is any persistent membrane tissue, this procedure may relieve the physical obstruction and preserve the patency of a newly opened duct. This technique, described by Jones and Wobig in the 1970s, is performed by placing an instrument such as a Freer elevator under the inferior turbinate and pushing medially until a sense of movement or give is felt (▶ Fig. 4.4). Havins and Wilkins reported an 88% success for this procedure combined with a second probing after failure of a first probing.
4.7 Balloon Catheter Dilation

This procedure involving placement of a specially designed balloon within the lacrimal system and inflating it for dilation was first described by Becker et al in 1996.66 Their original investigation reported a 95% success rate in 34 lacrimal systems with failed previous procedures. A meta-analysis of seven other studies suggested an 80% success rate in more heterogeneous groups of patients.67 However, this procedure has fallen out of favor in recent years, likely due to the realization that other less expensive and less equipment-intensive techniques offer similar results.

4.8 Nasal Endoscopy

Viewing the inferior meatus of the nose endoscopically for purposes of inspection for physical obstructions as well as verification of probe placement during probing and irrigation may be useful. Probing failure rates due to false passage may be higher than realized. Choi et al reported visualization of a false passage in 5 of 11 probing, which were thought, based on surgeons' tactile feedback, to be in the correct location. Redirection of the probe in four of these five cases resulted in anatomic and functional success.68 A similar study by MacEwen et al in 52 probing found false passage in 15% that were thought to be anatomically accurate.69 Hence, endoscopic visualization of lacrimal procedures may help verify proper anatomic placement of instrumentation.

4.9 Dacryocystorhinostomy

Dacryocystorhinostomy (DCR) is a surgical procedure that creates a bypass fistula between the lacrimal sac and the nasal mucosa in the middle meatus of the nose. The procedure may be performed either endoscopically or externally. DCR is indicated in children in the following situations: congenital obstruction with failed previous procedures, congenital obstruction with dacryocystitis not resolved with antibiotics and probing, and traumatic or acquired nasolacrimal obstruction.

External DCR was first described in adults in 1904 by Toti.70 The procedure involves creation of a skin incision in the area of the tear trough. Dissection is carried down to the anterior lacrimal crest periosteum, which is elevated with a periosteal elevator. A rongeur is used to create an osteotomy in this area to expose the underlying nasal mucosa in the middle meatus of the nose. The lacrimal sac is opened and anterior and posterior flaps are created. The nasal mucosa is similarly incised with creation of anterior and posterior flaps. Bicanalicular silicone tubes are passed through the upper lacrimal system and into the lacrimal sac. They are then directed through the ostium and fixed at the correct tension in the nose. The lacrimal sac flaps are anastomosed to the nasal mucosa flaps to allow for epithelization of this new tract. Additional details about DCR surgery are found in Chapter 5.

Overall, the success rate for DCR in children is similar to that in adults, with reports ranging from 84 to 96%. Several studies that calculate DCR success rates based on various indications show that success is slightly higher for DCR performed in children for congenital obstruction (88–96%) than for other reasons (83–88%).7,8,71,72,73

Improvements in endoscopic equipment have led to a revival of the endonasal DCR approach, even for small pediatric noses. The endoscopic technique is described in Chapter 7. In 1998, Cunningham and Woog first reported endoscopic DCR in children with all four patients having a successful outcome.74 Other reported success rates for pediatric endoscopic DCR range from 82 to 88%.75,76,77 The main advantage of endoscopic DCR over external DCR is the absence of a cutaneous incision. Studies of adult patient satisfaction with external DCR incision scars suggest that most patients (67–79%) heal in a satisfactory manner.78 However, there was a trend toward dissatisfaction in younger patients, and no data exist on pediatric external DCR scar acceptance. Hence, endoscopic DCR provides an excellent alternative, except for patients with congenital craniofacial abnormalities or syndromes in whom only 10% experienced complete resolution.79

4.10 Upper Lacrimal System Surgery

When congenital anomalies of the upper lacrimal system occur, it is important to attempt to delineate the anatomic abnormality. If there is focal canalicular obstruction, options include excision of the stenotic area with re-anastomosis, canalicular trephination with silicone intubation,80 or holmium laser-assisted canaliculotomy with intubation.81 However, most traditionally and for larger or unknown length segments of canalicular stenosis, conjunctivodacryocystorhinostomy (CDCR) is the procedure of choice.82 This involves placement of a Pyrex glass tube from the medial canthus of the ocular surface to the middle meatus of the nose for direct drainage of tears. This is also useful in cases of agenesis of the upper lacrimal system, multiple failed DCRs, and common canalicular stenosis. Endoscopic guidance may be used to assure proper tube length and placement, so that a short tube is not occluded by the lateral nasal wall and a long tube is not occluded by the nasal septum or turbinates. Tube variants with bends, frosted glass, and rubber paranasal flanges exist with the aim to reduce tube loss.

However, experience with CDCR in children is limited. In a recent review of 15 pediatric CDCR cases in children aged 9 to 14 years, Kominek et al, found a high level of success (14/15), but also a high rate of complication. These included tube malposition and tube extrusion requiring additional general anesthesia for reinsertion.83 Although CDCR can be a successful procedure in children, parents and patients must be counseled that they are likely to require more than one surgery as well as frequent tube maintenance for life. For this reason, CDCR is usually delayed until a child is older and more able to tolerate tube manipulation in the office setting.
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5 Evaluation and Management of Acquired Lacrimal Obstruction

Catherine Banks, Raymond Sacks, and Geoffrey Wilcsek

Abstract
The evaluation and management of the tearing patient requires a systematic approach to avoid incorrect diagnosis and treatment. This chapter demonstrates the essential features of history and examination in patients with epiphora. By understanding the basic etiology of tearing, identifying key questions on history, and appropriate functional clinical tests on examination, informed decisions can be made utilizing the treatment pathways for the tearing patient. The clinician cannot assess acquired nasolacrimal duct obstruction (ANLDO) in isolation. Understanding the range of issues that can cause epiphora in patients is essential in order to adequately manage patients with ANLDO. If the clinician treats all tearing patients as NLDO requiring nasolacrimal drainage surgery, some patients will not improve and other patients will suffer increased symptoms based on ocular surface issues, leaving the patient injured and the surgeon frustrated.
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5.1 Introduction
Epiphora is the presence of a watering eye with overflow on to the cheek. Its impact on quality of life (QOL) should not be trivialized and is often underestimated by those who do not suffer from epiphora.

Symptomatic epiphora can affect vision and activities of daily living, including reading, driving, an ability to work, and an ability to enjoy outdoor activities. Patients suffer from social embarrassment and a reduction in overall vision-related QOL.1,2,3,4

When evaluating epiphora, it is helpful to think in terms of either an overproduction or an underdrainage of tears, although in reality etiology is often multifactorial. The goal of management and the decision to operate is dependent on the relative component of overproduction and underdrainage and the presence of intercurrent dry eye, acknowledging they are often mixed.

This chapter presents a systematic approach to the patient with epiphora to better identify and treat those patients with acquired lacrimal obstruction. The fundamental principles of this chapter have been conceptualized and are represented as two flow diagrams (Fig. 5.1 and Fig. 5.2) to permit a clear framework for the reader to base decision-making and treatment strategies.
5.2 Evaluation of Patients with Epiphora: History

The critical goal is to establish if a patient has overproduction or underdrainage of tears. This process can be simplified by a series of sequential steps on history and examination as shown in ▶ Fig. 5.1.

5.2.1 Does the Patient Have Ocular Irritation or Not? If So, Are Tears the Cause or the Result of the Ocular Irritation?

The afferent arm of the tearing reflex originates as trigeminal nerve endings within the cornea. Hence, anything that causes corneal irritation and therefore pain stimulates tear production. Conversely, reduced drainage of tears from the conjunctival sac with resultant stasis of tears on the cornea will irritate the cornea and cause a foreign body sensation and irritation. It is therefore critical to delineate on history whether the patient feels that the irritation precedes (causes) the epiphora and is likely to be due to irritation of the cornea.

In this case, the corneal irritation is due to either dry patches developing on the cornea in dry eye or ocular exposure, or a physical irritation such as lash-to-cornea touch.

If, however, the patient feels that the ocular irritative symptoms are secondary to (occur after) the epiphora, then the foreign body sensation is more likely due to stasis of tears on the cornea secondary to reduced lacrimal drainage.

The tear film is a complex trilamellar structure of mucus, aqueous, and lipid layers that should be produced in an adequate volume and function. An important function of tears is to adhere to the cornea for the period between blinks when the corneal tear film is again replenished. As such, dry eye can be divided into sicca, which is a reduction in volume of tears within the tear film, and quality issues that are often due to abnormalities of the lipid layer, associated with meibomian gland dysfunction (MGD).

For the Dry Eye: Is the Tear Volume Inadequate or Is Tear Quality Reduced?

Tear Volume

Causes of reduced tear volume include sicca. The dry eye is a multifactorial disease of the tears and ocular surface that results in symptoms of discomfort, visual disturbance, and tear film instability with potential damage to the ocular surface. Sjögren’s
syndrome should also be considered in the differential of the dry eye. When there are symptoms with tearing secondary to dry eye, these patients will have irritation or stinging causing the tearing or preceding the tearing. They tend to get more issues toward the end of the day and complain of the eyes feeling heavy and tired. It is worse when exposed to a dry environment or performing visual tasks, such as driving or reading, as the blink rate is reduced undertaking these tasks.

**Tear Quality**

Blepharitis is often associated with dysfunction of the meibomian glands. The meibomian glands produce the lipid layer of tears. Blepharitis is a common condition and a cause of poor tear quality. These patients tend to note crusting of the eyelids on waking associated with discharge and often describe a burning sensation associated with red eyelid rims. They also tend to get the progression of symptoms throughout the day, especially when undertaking visual tasks when the blink rate reduces. On further questioning, they have a history of rosacea, acne type symptoms, and facial flushing, which can be associated with alcohol consumption.

If ocular irritation is not due to a dry eye, the focus of our attention becomes the following.

### 5.2.2 Is the Cause of the Tearing due to Ocular Irritation? If So, Is It Related to Physical Trauma or Air Exposure?

The other cohort of patients that will have irritation causing the tearing. They are further divided into either physical or air exposure groups.

**For Ocular Irritation, Is the Ocular Irritation Secondary to Physical Irritation or Air Exposure?**

**Physical**

Physical causes of stimulation/irritation of the cornea include trichiasis (follicles in a normal position but lashes misdirected toward the cornea), distichiasis (lash follicles originate in an abnormally posterior position at the lid margin emerging from the meibomian glands) and entropion (the entire lid turns in causing normal lashes and skin to irritate the cornea). These conditions stimulate the corneal nerve endings causing pain and stimulating lacrimation. Patients with trichiasis and distichiasis tend to have a history of epilation by an eye care physician. Entropion or spastic entropion tends to be episodic; during episodes of spastic entropion, there is a lot of irritation and tearing. This will settle for hours to days, only to recur. Over time, this will progressively get worse until it becomes constant.

**Air Exposure**

The normal palpebral aperture (distance between the upper and lower eyelid) is 7 to 10 mm; thus, lower lid retraction or entropion causing only a 1-mm lowering of the lid margin will increase ocular exposure by a minimum of 10%. Other less common causes of ocular exposure include upper lid retraction (most commonly thyroid orbitopathy), proptosis, and facial nerve palsy. Patients with lower lid retraction and entropion tend to have similar symptoms to the sicca and dry eye patients, except the former present red eye and inflamed tarsal conjunctiva of entropion and associated mucus discharge in the mornings and throughout the day. The mucus produced overnight by the irritated tarsal conjunctiva dries during sleep as the aqueous solution of the tear film reduces overnight and the eyelids are glued together on waking.

**Now Consider the Following: Is Ocular Irritation Caused by Tearing?**

If the patient notes that their epiphora is not preceded by ocular irritation but rather follows or is caused by the tearing, “underdrainage” is considered. Tears are a dilute protein solution made up of lysozymes, lactoferrin, secretory immunoglobulin A, serum albumin, lipocalin and lipophilin, and electrolytes. A study comparing the composition of normal tears to those with acquired lacrimal duct obstruction found patients with acquired lacrimal duct obstruction had more alkaline tears, higher calcium concentration, and unstable proportion of tear proteins compared with normal persons. Irritation results from stasis of tears.

The lacrimal drainage apparatus is divided into the proximal and distal sections. The proximal section includes the punctum, canaliculus, and the common canaliculus. The distal lacrimal section consists of the lacrimal sac and the nasolacrimal duct that opens into inferior meatus of the nose.

Once underdrainage is presumed, our approach is to classify ocular irritation caused by tearing into four key groups. It is worth noting that the four key groups are also to be considered for epiphora with absence of ocular irritation (> Fig. 5.1):

- Prepunctal.
- Pump dysfunction.
- Punctal to canaliculus.
- Common canaliculus to inferior meatus.

**Prepunctal**

Any condition that blocks access to the punctum is considered prepunctal. This includes conjunctivochalasis, redundant plica, and lateralized or enlarged caruncle abutting the puncta. Conjunctivochalasis is redundant, loose, nonedematous bulbar conjunctival folds over the lid margin that affect the flow of tears along the lower lid tear meniscus. Similarly redundancy of the plica semilunaris overlying the lower lid margin can abut and occlude the punctum. Punctal apposition syndrome occurs when laxity of the lateral canthal tendon allows medialization of the lower punctum (normally sits medial to the upper punctum) such that it lines up with the upper punctum. With blinking, the upper and lower puncta “kiss” occluding each other during the active phase of the blink.

History is usually noncontributory in diagnosing prepunctal issues, and they are much better diagnosed on examination. Patients with conjunctivochalasis may comment on a foreign body sensation in the eye.

**Pump Dysfunction**

During active phase of blinking, tears are actively driven via the upper and lower canaliculi into the sac. The orbicularis, along
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with its attachment around the lacrimal sac and bony attachment at the medial and lateral canthal tendons, plays a crucial role in a dynamic pump mechanism. If these muscles or tendons are compromised in any way, such as facial nerve palsy, underdrainage can occur.7

Medical history will entail a facial nerve injury or operations involving the facial nerve, parotid surgery, or Bell’s palsy. It is in examination as described below that pump dysfunction is most effectively diagnosed.

Punctal to Canaliculus

Stenosis of the punctum can be defined as inability to pass a 26-gauge lacrimal cannula.6 Chronic blepharitis is widely associated with punctal stenosis secondary to the development of fibrotic change within the ostium. Topical and systemic medications and numerous systemic diseases have also been implicated. Eyelid malposition, due to either localized inflammation or underuse, may also cause punctal stenosis. Canalicular obstruction can be anatomically classified as proximal with involvement of the proximal 2 to 3 mm, mid-canalicular obstructions 3 to 8 mm from the punctum, and distal obstructions as defined by a membrane at the opening of the common canalculus to the lacrimal sac.9

A history of chronic use of preserved eye drops, certain chemotherapeutics (e.g., docetaxel), and significant episode of conjunctivitis preceding the tearing should raise a suspicion of canalicular stenosis. History of any surgery to punctum, punctal snips or canaliculi or any trauma should be elicited.

Common Canaliculus to the Inferior Meatus

Stricture formation or obstruction secondary to trauma, infections, prior surgery, postradiation, chronic sinus disease, or neoplasms can affect and obstruct any portion of the nasolacrimal system.

For common canaliculus to inferior meatus, you might ask for a history of use of punctal plugs, as these can migrate and cause a stricture.

5.3 Evaluation of Patient with Epiphora: Examination

The flow diagram in ▶ Fig. 5.2 allows for a systematic approach to examination and subsequent treatment, which is outlined in the following section.

5.3.1 Dye Disappearance Test

On examination, the fluorescein dye disappearance test (DDT) is the most important functional test in deciding whether epiphora is likely secondary to overproduction or underdrainage. At the start of the consultation, two drops of either 1 or 2% fluorescein solution is instilled into each conjunctival sac. After 5 minutes of history taking, a fluorescein stain tear meniscus that remains high is considered delayed DDT and would be due to outflow obstruction (▶ Fig. 5.3). A normal or negative DDT (DDT–) is defined as having fluorescein cleared from the meniscus over a 5-minute period.10

A DDT– indicates that the epiphora is likely due to dry eye with reflex dumping of tears or ocular irritation as per ▶ Fig. 5.2.

5.3.2 The Jones 1 and 2 Tests

In a patient with a delayed DDT (positive DDT), a Jones test under nasal endoscopic control is the next important functional test. Two sprays of Co-Phenylcaine intranasally at the start of the consultation will decongest the nose and allow a more efficient endoscopic examination. A Jones test is aimed at detecting any fluorescein egress at the distal end of the nasolacrimal duct within the inferior meatus. Jones initially described this by placing a cotton tip within the inferior meatus.11 It is much more effectively done using an endoscope (▶ Fig. 5.4a). A Jones 2 test is performed when the Jones test is repeated after flushing the lacrimal system with normal saline via the upper or lower canalculus (▶ Fig. 5.4b).

5.3.3 Sac Washout

The next important functional test is a sac washout (SWO). We use a saline-filled 3-mL syringe with a 26-gauge lacrimal cannula. With the lower lid on stretch, the cannula is placed through the punctum and the plunger depressed (▶ Fig. 5.5a, b). In patients with patent ducts or ducts with early narrowing, fluid is forced into the nose with no reflux into the upper lid. In patients with narrowing severe enough to cause back pressure within the duct, saline fluid is forced out the fellow ipsilateral canalculus in a retrograde fashion. In patients with complete nasolacrimal duct obstruction, the entire volume of normal saline will reflux back out of the ipsilateral companion punctum. In patients with enough narrowing of the nasolacrimal duct to stop the passage of fluorescein-stained tears, the Jones 1 test will be negative. Then given the force of the plunger pushing saline through the system, any fluorescein that has been held up at the nasolacrimal duct narrowing will be pushed through, resulting in a positive Jones 2 test. Patients who have a completely obstructed nasolacrimal duct will not have any fluid that would be passed into the nose and as such the Jones 2 test will remain negative.

The Jones test is a qualitative, not quantitative, test and so it is difficult to tell a small versus a large amount of dye and, by the same logic, even a small narrowing that may cause epiphora in a patient with robust tear production may still allow some passage of fluorescein-stained tears. It is important to understand that patients with early narrowing of the nasolacrimal duct may cause a mismatch between the amount of tears
produced and the amount of tears that can be drained through the slightly narrowed duct. In these patients, if there is not enough narrowing to cause a backflow pressure and reflux at the upper canaliculus, they will have a positive Jones 1 test, normal SWO, and positive Jones 2 test. It is in these patients that a dacryoscintigraphy (DSG) may be helpful.

5.3.4 Dacryoscintigraphy

DSG can be utilized in patients who appear to have a patent system on SWO and yet have a delayed DDT (see ▶ Fig. 5.2). These patients could have either early nasolacrimal duct narrowing (NLDN) or a delay in tears reaching the sac. If the anatomy of the lid (punctal position, caliber, etc.) is normal on inspection, then lacrimal pump dysfunction is considered. DSG can demonstrate abnormalities in 80 to 95% of symptomatic patients with a patent lacrimal system on syringing; however, it cannot reliably distinguish between these two conditions. The absence of anatomical detail on the scintigraphy often prevents localization of the delay site.12 In the authors’ experience, it is a reasonable test to differentiate upper versus lower system issues in these patients and therefore can help prognosticate the likelihood of a successful dacryocystorhinostomy (DCR) resulting in an improvement in the patient’s epiphora.

5.3.5 Treatment

Knowing which way to treat a tearing patient is dependent on the examination, given that the Jones test and SWO are functional tests. The interpretation of the results is influenced by the history, but history is more important in guiding the clinician on which part of the examination to pay extra attention to.

The following is a summary based on ▶ Fig. 5.2. For those patients with a positive Jones 1 test, history and examination as outlined earlier will allow the patient to decide whether the causative issue is dry eye or whether the dry eye is a volume or quality issue. It cannot be overemphasized how important it is to identify these patients. Performing a DCR successfully on a patient with dry eye problems, due to either volume or quality deficiency of the tear film, will result in increased egress of tears away from the conjunctival sac, further drying of the ocular surface, an increase in patient symptoms and potentially corneal decompensation. For those patients with a Jones 1 positive test and ocular irritation due to either physical disruption of the cornea such as in entropion or purely air exposure such as lid retraction, treatment of these conditions are beyond the remit of this chapter.

For those patients that are DDT+, these patients have an underdrainage issue. Those patients who have a Jones 1 positive test will be followed by SWO. If the SWO reveals no reflux into the ipsilateral companion punctum, then the function tests are not contributory and a DSG is indicated as this scenario can equally be caused by very early nasolacrimal duct narrowing or an upper system or lacrimal pump issue.

In those patients with a DDT+ and a negative Jones 1 test, the next step would be an SWO. Should there be no reflux into the companion punctum and the Jones 2 test becomes positive, this indicates an early nasolacrimal duct narrowing and DCR is indicated. If, however, the Jones 2 test remains negative, then an upper system issue will be the rate-limiting step and the clinician must again look for punctal malposition or a stenosis. If no anatomical problem can be found, then lacrimal pump dysfunction should be entertained and potentially a Jones tube is indicated.

In those patients with a DDT+ and a negative Jones 1, where on SWO there is partial reflux resulting in a positive Jones 2 test, again this indicates a more significant narrowing of the nasolacrimal duct and DCR is indicated. If the Jones 2 test remains negative, then although the SWO indicates a moderate nasolacrimal duct narrowing, the rate-limiting step must still be in the upper system and therefore either lid surgery or lid canalicular or lid and canalicular surgery or Jones tube would be required depending on the underlying cause.
In a patient with a DDT + and a negative Jones 1 test with the subsequent SWO showing full reflux into the companion punctum, the Jones 2 test will remain negative, confirming the nasolacrimal duct obstruction suspected on full reflux from SWO and a DCR is indicated.

5.4 Surgical Treatment of the Lower System

Critics of the endoscopic approach argued that external outcomes were superior to endonasal outcomes. Since Wormald et al's anatomic study and a better description of the endonasal anatomy of the nasolacrimal sac, with an appreciation for the location of the common canaliculus, the outcomes in endoscopic DCR have been steadily improving (▶ Fig. 5.6a). It is, however, important to note that while the anatomical location of the sac and duct as described by Wormald et al is fairly consistent, the exact relationship of the lacrimal apparatus to the middle turbinate and in particular the axilla of the middle turbinate does vary according to the variable pneumatization of both the turbinate itself and the agger nasi cell. This should be assessed on preoperative endoscopy, although preoperative CT (computed tomography) is potentially helpful. We do not advocate this as standard practice unless there are other indications such as prior surgery or regarding the local anatomy such as suspicion of congenital anatomic abnormalities. Similarly, the position of the common canaliculus ostium can be extremely variable in relation to the axilla to the middle turbinate. The age of the patient also has a significant impact upon the variability of the sac and common canaliculus with the pediatric patient typically demonstrating a position more posterior and superior to that described in the adult literature.

However, all endoscopic methods are not equal; some endonasal techniques use a multidiode laser to create a simple fistulous tract, while others are using both powered and cold instrumentation to remove bone and marsupialize the lacrimal sac, similar to that performed externally. The utilization of
Fig. 5.6 (a) The endoscopic location of the lacrimal sac. The exact relationship of the lacrimal apparatus to the middle turbinate and in particular the axilla of the middle turbinate does vary according to the variable pneumatization of both the turbinate itself and the agger nasi cell. (b) A forest plot comparing the different dacryocystorhinostomy (DCR) techniques. (Adapted from Huang et al.16) (c) Right endoscopic DCR. Endoscopic drill exposing superior sac and agger nasi cell.
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powered endoscopic drills have enabled access to the bone superior to the region of the common canaliculus and complete exposure of the sac.\textsuperscript{15} A systematic review and meta-analysis by Huang et al proved the endoscopic mechanical DCR technique to be equitable if not superior to the external approach in terms of success and both short- and long-term sequelae and complications\textsuperscript{16} (Fig. 5.6b).

5.5 The Endoscopic Dacryocystorhinostomy Technique

Endoscopic DCR as described by Wormald has analogous bony goals to that of the external DCR. Clearance of the bone superior to the common canaliculus and down to the nasolacrimal duct allows complete marsupialization of the lacrimal sac with mucosal to mucosal apposition and avoidance of a sump syndrome.\textsuperscript{17} With adequate bone removal and marsupialization of the sac, the common canaliculus is effectively incorporated directly onto the lateral nasal wall, rather than the simple creation of a fistulous tract between the lacrimal sac and lateral wall of the nose as originally described.

The nasal mucosal flaps are elevated in a subperiosteal fashion with two horizontal incisions joined by an anterior vertical incision to create a posteriorly based U-shaped flap. The initial incision runs approximately 10 to 12 mm above the axilla of the middle turbinate and extends from 3 mm posterior to the axilla to about 10 mm anterior to the axilla. The inferior incision is made close to the medial flare of the superior border of the inferior turbinate with the aim of then including the superior duct into the marsupialization of the sac. The anterior ends of each incision are then joined by a single vertical incision and the mucoperiosteal flap elevated to expose the underlying bone. A 2-mm Kerrison punch is then utilized to remove as much of the thinner bone overlying the lacrimal duct and inferior aspect of the sac. A 2.5-mm Diamond DCR Burr is then used to remove the superior thicker bone of the frontal process of the maxilla in order to fully expose the entire lacrimal sac (Fig. 5.6c); the agger nasi cell is then opened to allow the complete opening of the posterior lacrimal sac flap. The medial wall of the lacrimal sac is tented medially with a Bowman probe inserted through either the upper or lower punctum; the lacrimal sac mucosa is then opened and a larger anteriorly based lacrimal mucosal flap opposes the nasal mucosa with a smaller posteriorly based flap to oppose the exposed mucosa of the agger nasi cell. This will result in exposure of the common canaliculus to the nasal cavity. Mucosal preservation and limitation of exposed bone cannot be overemphasized and is key for optimal results. The initial nasal mucoperiosteal flap is then fashioned to create mucosal apposition and bony covering. Silastic stents are threaded through the upper and lower canaliculi and a Gelfoam pledget (Pfizer, New York, NY) is railroaded over the stents stabilizing the placement of the Gelfoam, which in turn maintains flap position.

The decision to place stents or not is very controversial. The authors utilize a Crawford stent for a 3- to 4-week period for the following purposes:
- To hold the surgical dressing in place to maintain flap position.
- To promote capillary drainage along the tube.
- To dilate possibly initially edematous common canaliculus.

It must, however, be noted that there is no evidence to support the need for stenting, and Liang and Lane showed comparable results both with and without stenting in their publication.\textsuperscript{18}

5.6 Surgical Treatment of the Upper System

The treatment of obstruction of the upper system can be more complex than that of the lower system. The surgical approach is divided based on level of obstruction within the system as follows:

- Punctal stenosis:
  - Punctal stenosis.
  - Punctal obstruction.
- Canalicular stenosis:
  - Proximal.
  - Distal.

5.7 Common Canalicular Stenosis/Obstruction + Valve of Rosenmüller

5.7.1 Punctal Stenosis

Punctal stenosis is defined as the inability to pass a 26-gauge lacrimal cannula. Numerous studies report equal tear flow between the upper and lower canalicular systems, contrary to previous reports identifying the greatest drainage via the lower canalicular system.\textsuperscript{19,20}

Punctal Stenosis Treatment

Punctal stenosis is treated in rooms with the aid of magnification under loupes by excising a small (~1 mm) segment of the posterior margin of the punctum. It is vital that only a small portion is removed. The incision must never reach the ampulla, which is at the junction of the vertical and horizontal portion of the canalicus. Overzealous removal of the canalicular tissue will damage the lacrimal pump function.

- Initially the punctum is dilated with a lacrimal dilator.
- A small “U” is removed from the posterior lip of the punctum using 0.12-mm-toothed forceps and a sharp-tipped Vannas scissors.
- Postoperatively topical antibiotic and steroid drops are used for 7 to 10 days. (It is important to note that steroids are contraindicated in some patients.)

Punctal Obstruction

This requires sequential slivers of tissue to be cut down in a plane tangential to the line of the punctum. This is performed under binocular operating microscope magnification to locate the distal end of the obstruction. Once located, the canaliculus can be reconstructed around a mini-Monoka stent (FCI Ophthalmics Inc., Pembroke, MA) using 7.0 or 8.0 Vicryl. The stent is left in situ for 4 months. The Vicryl suture passes through the adventitia of the canaliculus and does not transgress the endothelium lining the canaliculus.
5.7.2 Canalicular Stenosis

Proximal

Stenosis of the proximal 2 to 3 mm of canaliculus is carried out in a similar fashion to a punctal obstruction; however, the exploratory incision is parallel to the line of the canaliculus. The occluded segment is excised and an end-to-end anastomosis around a Monoka stent is performed. In our experience, reconstruction of an occlusion of greater than approximately 3 mm is likely to fail. The stent is left in situ for a minimum of 6 months.

Distal

It is generally accepted without a clear proximal 8 mm of patent canaliculus preceding the obstruction; then a bypass tube is indicated. A canaliculodacryocystorhinostomy (CDCR) can be performed externally or endoscopically.

External Canalicolodacryocystorhinostomy

A standard dissection for an external DCR is commenced; then using a Bowman lacrimal probe to delineate the distal obstruction, the canalicus is transected and silicone stents passed. The lacrimal sac is opened at the junction of the lacrimal sac and periosteum of the anterior lacrimal crest. The nasal mucosa is then incised and then the posterior lacrimal sac sutured to the posterior nasal mucosal flap incorporating the transected canaliculi. Finally, the anterior nasal and lacrimal sac flaps are sutured to form the anterior bridge.

Endoscopic Canalicolodacryocystorhinostomy

Endoscopic DCR is as described earlier. Once the lacrimal sac has been opened to expose the medial wall of the lacrimal sac so that the common canalicus is on show, its position is verified with the assistance of a dental Burnisher double-ended ostium seeker (Hu-Friedy, Chicago, IL). This allows trephination of the stenosed segment using a Sisler lacrimal trephine (Visitec, Franklin Lakes, NJ) to be performed under direct endoscopic vision. The trephine is passed from the punctum; the direction of trephination is controlled under nasal endoscopic vision to ensure the trephine exits the natural common canalicus opening. Crawford’s stents are inserted under endoscopic control to ensure exit via the common canalicus. A 0.03% solution of mitomycin C (MMC) in a 2-mL syringe with a 26-gauge lacrimal cannula (BD Visitec, Franklin Lakes, NJ) is used to irrigate the newly trephined canalicus via the punctum into the nose, with the stents in place. A Codman neurosurgical pattty (Johnson & Johnson, Raynham, MA) is preplaced in the nose to stabilize the position until the tissue around the tube is formed. The superficial conjunctival covering of the caruncle is then incised and then the posterior lacrimal sac sutured to the posterior nasal mucosal flap incorporating the transected canaliculi. The nasal mucosa by about 4 mm. The trephine is removed and a surgical marker is used to mark the level of the caruncle on the K-wire. The trephine is then again railroaded and the K-wire removed and measured to the mark in order to choose the Jones tube length. The K-wire is then reinserted through the trephine, the trephine removed, and the Jones tube railroaded over the K-wire and pushed into place. The distal end of the tube is clear of the nasal mucosa of the lateral wall of the nose, the middle turbinate, and septum. If this is not the case, a turbinoplasty or septoplasty is indicated.

Using a 7.0 Vicryl suture through the remaining carbuncular tissue and lassoing it around the proximal flange of the Jones tube will stabilize the position until the tissue around the tube fibres.

5.8 Conclusion

The evaluation and management of acquired lacrimal obstruction requires an understanding of the basic etiology of tearing. The history and examination remain the critical components to correctly diagnose and manage patients with tearing. The implementation of treatment pathways outlined in this chapter provides a guide to simplify the evaluation and management of a complex condition. Understanding the range of issues that can cause epiphora in patients is essential in order to adequately manage patients with acquired nasolacrimal duct obstruction.
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6 Pathogenesis of Thyroid Eye Disease
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Abstract

The pathogenesis of thyroid eye disease is poorly understood. It is known to be an autoimmune, inflammatory condition that peaks in severity within the first 1.5 years of diagnosis with subsequent varying degrees of recovery. The clinical manifestations of thyroid eye disease include exophthalmos, strabismus, eyelid retraction, as well as optic neuropathy in severe cases. The medical gold standard therapy of severe thyroid eye disease consists of intravenous or oral steroids. However, this may not be enough to halt or prevent permanent vision loss. Therefore, it is of utmost importance to be able to clinically judge when a patient must undergo urgent surgery versus watchful waiting until the disease stabilizes. This chapter highlights the pathophysiology and the clinical components of the eye exam that are important in the evaluation of a patient with thyroid eye disease.

Keywords: thyroid eye disease, thyroid orbitopathy, thyroid-associated ophthalmopathy, Graves’ disease, eyelid retraction, exophthalmos, strabismus

6.1 Introduction

Thyroid eye disease (TED) or thyroid-associated orbitopathy (TAO) is reported to affect 25 to 50% of patients with Graves’ disease (GD) and up to 2% of patients with chronic autoimmune thyroiditis. Annual incidence is estimated to be 16 per 100,000 in women and 2.9 per 100,000 in men.2,3 There is a bimodal age distribution with the highest incidence in the fifth and seventh decades. The major pathological features include expansion of orbital soft tissues and enlargement of extraocular muscles. These changes can lead to proptosis, exposure keratopathy, and restrictive strabismus with debilitating diplopia. In severe cases, crowding of the orbital apex can result in compression of the optic nerve with permanent vision loss if left untreated.3 Currently available treatments for TED include medical therapy directed at treating hyperthyroidism and orbital inflammation, surgical therapy in the form of orbital decompression, eyelid surgery usually to recess the eyelids, strabismus surgery to realign the eyes, as well as radiation therapy as either radioactive iodine4 or external beam orbital radiation. These treatments show variable efficacy over a wide spectrum of disease severity. This is at least in part due to our limited understanding of the pathophysiology behind TED. This chapter aims to provide a summary of the most current knowledge and evidence behind the pathogenesis of TED, clinical presentation, diagnostic studies, and treatment options.

6.2 Pathophysiology

Understanding the pathophysiology of TED begins with the mechanisms behind autoimmunity in GD. In GD, autoimmune response to the A-subunit of the thyroid-stimulating hormone receptor (TSHR), which is a G protein coupled receptor, results in autoantibodies known as thyroid-stimulating immunoglobulins (TSI).5 TSI in circulation then bind the TSHR on the thyroid follicular cells, which then secrete thyroid hormone, leading to clinical hyperthyroidism. The cause or the trigger for the initiation of this autoimmune response, or loss of self-tolerance to TSHR, is unknown. There is, however, a close temporal correlation between onset of GD and TED, with the majority of patients developing eye symptoms within 18 months of autoimmune thyroid disease. This correlation is thought to suggest at least some overlapping common pathways underlying the two disease processes.5

Pathogenesis of TED can be understood as a complex interaction between autoimmunity, inflammation, cytokine response, and how these affect the downstream effector cells within the orbit leading to the clinical findings.6

6.2.1 Autoimmunity in Thyroid Eye Disease

As noted earlier, autoimmunity against TSHR is a fundamental component of GD. Given the temporal as well as many clinical correlations between TED and GD, autoimmunity against TSHR was assumed to play a role in TED. In fact, studies revealed that 98% of patients with TED have detectable TSHR autoantibodies.7 With further improvement in sensitivity of modern assays for TSHR antibody detection, both TSI and second subtype TSHR binding inhibitory immunoglobulins (TBI) are detectable and highly correlated with clinical activity of TED.8 Although TSHR was originally thought to be isolated to follicular cells within thyroid tissue, it has since been recovered in low levels in a variety of cell types, including orbital fibroblasts (OF). OF cultured from TED patients have higher levels of TSHR expression compared to controls, and those with active disease have higher levels of expression than those in inactive or chronic stage.9 TSHR antibodies acting upon these upregulated TSHR within orbital tissue are thought to lead to downstream pathways as outlined below via the effector cells.9

Another potential autoantigen that has been implicated in TED is insulinlike growth factor 1 receptor (IGF-1R). IGF-1 R is a receptor tyrosine kinase with widespread expression and roles. Its expression is certainly not specific to GD, TED, or orbital tissues. It is, however, thought to form a functional complex with TSHR to propagate a synergistic response leading to changes in TED.10 IGF-1 R has a threefold higher expression in OF from TED patients compared to controls, and induce hyaluronan (HA) synthesis.11 However, the actual autoantibodies directed against IGF-1 R have been shown to be equivalent in TED and healthy controls,10 and the exact binding activity of IGF-1 R antibodies on IGR-R1 on OF remains to be elucidated.

6.2.2 Effector Cells in Thyroid Eye Disease Orbit

The constellation of signs and symptoms of TED are attributable to volume expansion of extraocular muscles and orbital fat.
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Examination of this orbital tissue reveals increased deposition of glycosaminoglycans (GAG) in the form of HA. HA is a high-molecular-weight, highly anionic and hydrophilic polysaccharide that is present within the connective tissue throughout the body. HA deposition within the endomysium of extraocular muscle fibers leads to extracellular, interstitial edema and subsequent extraocular muscle enlargement. In terms of orbital fat expansion, there is de novo adipogenesis triggered by signaling pathways linked to TSHR and IGF-1 R. The main effector cell for both HA synthesis and adipogenesis carrying out the downstream signaling pathways for TSHR and IGF-1 R is thought to be the OF. Fibroblasts are ubiquitous connective tissue cells. In the orbit, two subpopulations of fibroblasts are thought to exist: thymocyte antigen 1 positive (Thy1+) and Thy1-negative (Thy1−) OF. Thy1+ OF, when treated with transforming growth factor beta (TGF-β) differentiate into myofibroblasts with contractile properties, while Thy− OF differentiate into mature adipocytes when treated with peroxisome proliferator-activated receptor gamma (PPAR-γ) agonist. Each of these subtypes are thought to be responsible for the heterogeneity in the presentation of TED, with some patients exhibiting enlargement of extraocular muscles predominantly versus proliferation of orbital fat.

The origin of these pluripotent OF is likely related to a population of progenitor cells known as fibrocytes, which are bone-marrow-derived cells expressing both fibroblastic and hematopoietic stem cell markers from monocyte lineage. They circulate in peripheral blood and are able to migrate to sites of injury, and in this case, orbital tissue in TED. In a similar manner to OF, fibrocytes are able to differentiate into myofibroblasts or adipocytes, express both TSHR and IGF-1 R, and secrete a similar set of inflammatory cytokines. Fibrocytes are found in higher levels in the peripheral circulation of TED patients compared to controls, and the concentration of TSHR-expressing fibrocytes in TED is similar to that of thyroid follicular cells.

In response to both TSHR and IGF-1 R activation, HA synthesis and adipogenesis pathways are triggered in OF and fibrocytes. For HA synthesis interleukin-1 beta (IL-1β), TGF-β1, and platelet-derived growth factor (PDGF) have all been separately shown to be potent activators. PDGF also further increases expression of TSHR in OF, forming a type of positive feedback loop to potentiate its effect. Interestingly, IL-1β-mediated stimulation of HA synthesis can be blocked by steroids and PDGF-mediated response can be mitigated by a number of tyrosine kinase inhibitors, suggesting possible venues for targeted therapy in TED. Adipogenesis in OF is carried out by PPAR-γ signaling. There is an overexpression of PPAR-γ in the adipose tissue of active TED. Rosiglitazone, an anti-diabetic drug that is a PPAR-γ agonist, has also been shown to increase TSHR expression, further potentiating this pathway. Both TSHR and IGF-1 R trigger differentiation of pre-adipocytic OF into mature adipocytes, leading to proliferation of orbital fat in TED.

**6.2.3 Cellular Immunity and Role of Inflammation**

Another component in the complex pathophysiology of TED is the role of cellular immunity and inflammation. In the active phase of TED, orbital inflammation is a key feature that manifests clinically as injection, chemosis, proptosis, lid edema, and pain, and is often acutely treated with steroids. Examination of enlarged extraocular muscles and orbital fat reveals extensive lymphocytic infiltration. While both T and B lymphocytes have been noted within the orbital tissue, CD4+ T-cell population predominates. There is a reciprocal signaling between OF and lymphocytes in that activated OF secrete T-cell chemoattractants that recruit T cells to the orbit, which in turn further activate OF. Within extraocular muscles, Th1-type cytokine expression is seen with interferon gamma (IFN-γ), tumor necrosis factor alpha (TNFα), and IL-1β and IL-6. Within orbital fat, Th2-type profile with IL-4 and IL-10 is thought to be more common. Th1 type is also more common in active phase of TED, while Th2 is seen in the chronic, stable phase. Activated OF respond robustly to these cytokines, and in turn also secrete more to form a potentiating positive feedback loop. Overexpression of IL-1β, TNFα, IFN-γ, IL-6, IL-10, and IL-8 has been shown in orbital tissue in TED. IL-6 in particular is known to further increase the expression of TSHR, as well as B-cell activation. B lymphocytes in turn are responsible for the generation of the autoantibodies. Rituximab, a monoclonal antibody against B-cell antigen CD20, has shown promise in treatment of TED in recent studies.

**6.3 Clinical Presentation**

The most salient clinical features of TED include unilateral or bilateral proptosis, eyelid retraction with “temporal flare,” lid lag, lagophthalmos, and restrictive strabismus (> Fig. 6.1). The disease can be symmetric or vastly asymmetric. With regard to strabismus, the inferior rectus and medial rectus muscles are typically the most frequently affected muscles and can produce corresponding supraduction and abduction deficits. Decreased vision results from exposure keratopathy from a combination of features mentioned earlier, and in severe cases, compressive optic neuropathy. Additional signs and symptoms depending on the relative activity of the disease include eyelid erythema and edema, conjunctival injection (frequently over extraocular muscle insertions), and chemosis and caruncular edema. The acuity and activity of the disease can also be evaluated by assessing the resistance to retropulsion where the surgeon gently presses on the globes over closed eyelids and determines the

![Fig. 6.1](image-url)
degree of resistance. When there is active inflammation, the resistance is generally higher than that of chronic fibrosis. According to an oft-cited cohort study, eyelid retraction is the most common feature of TED and is present in 90% of patients at some point during the clinical course. This was followed by proptosis, which was seen in 62%, restrictive extraocular motility (43%), and optic nerve dysfunction (6%). The most common subjective symptom was ocular pain, present in 30% of patients.\(^{20}\)

TED is thought to have an active phase and a quiescent burnout phase, and this typical clinical course was described by Rundle in the so-called Rundle’s curve.\(^{21,22}\) Following the onset of active TED, Rundle’s curve predicts a rapid escalation of signs of symptoms to reach maximum activity at 13 to 24 months.\(^{23}\) The peak severity is delayed by a few months, before improving to reach a plateau level without ever resolving to the pre-TED level. The entire active phase generally lasts between 18 and 26 months.

As noted earlier, a distinction is made between clinical activity and clinical severity when describing the clinical status of TED. One classification system for grading clinical severity of TED is the NOSPECS (No physical signs or symptoms, Only signs, Soft tissue involvement, Proptosis, Extraocular muscle signs, Corneal involvement, and Sight loss) proposed by Werner in 1969.\(^{24}\) This system, however, does not distinguish between the active and inactive phases of disease. The inflammatory activity of active TED is addressed by the clinical activity score (CAS) introduced by Mourits et al in 1989.\(^{25}\) One point is assigned to each of the 10 items that comprise the CAS that describes pain, redness, edema, and impaired function (\(\text{Table 6.1}\)). The sum of the points makes up the final activity score, regardless of the category. Since items 8 to 10 require comparison of values over two time points, only items 1 to 7 are used at the first visit. Scores greater than 3/7 at the first visit or 4/10 at subsequent visits are considered active inflammation.\(^{26}\)

Classification systems combining clinical severity and activity have since been developed: the EUGOGO (European Group On Graves’ Orbitopathy) system and the VISA (vision, inflammation, strabismus, and appearance) system.\(^{27,28}\) The EUGOGO was established in 1999 and based on CAS system plus a set of severity parameters, some of which are standard images to be compared to the patient’s clinical findings.\(^{27}\) Using these parameters, TED is classified as mild, moderate, severe, or sight-threatening. The VISA system was introduced in 2006 by Dolman and Rootman\(^{28}\) and adopted by the International Thyroid Eye Disease Society (ITEDS). Sum of 1 point for vision, 10 points for inflammation, 6 points for strabismus, and 3 points for appearance make up the global severity grade out of 20 points.

### 6.4 Diagnostic Studies

In addition to the clinical examination with various scoring and classification systems outlined earlier, key diagnostic tests are used as adjuncts in evaluating a patient with TED. Some of the most relevant tests include orbital imaging, visual field test, and serology.

While orbital imaging is not required for the diagnosis of TED in the presence of typical clinical presentation with other supporting evidence, orbital imaging can provide invaluable information regarding the relative predominance of fat hypertrophy (type 1 orbitopathy) versus enlargement of extraocular muscles (type 2 orbitopathy), degree of apical crowding when assessing for risk of compressive optic neuropathy, and preoperative planning for orbital decompression. CT (computed tomography) is often the most common imaging modality given the combination of soft-tissue and bony anatomy details that can be obtained. More recent studies with magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) based volumetric measurements and objective assessment of disease activity with diffusion-weighted imaging have also demonstrated a role for MRI imaging.\(^{29}\)

Evaluating for evidence of compressive optic neuropathy is an essential part of the clinical examination in TED. Compressive optic neuropathy is primarily a clinical diagnosis and good visual acuity, lack of a relative afferent pupillary defect, and lack of optic nerve swelling do not necessarily exclude its presence. Visual field defects, however, have been shown to be a sensitive screening measure for compressive optic neuropathy even in the absence of other signs and symptoms.\(^{30,31,32}\) Both manual and automated perimtries have been used extensively for TED-associated compressive optic neuropathy. Inferior visual field defects are the most commonly seen pattern, which is thought to be related to the anatomy of the orbital apex where the location of the optic nerve within the lesser wing of the sphenoid in relation to the annulus of Zinn places the superior aspect of the optic nerve closest to the extraocular muscles, thereby making the superior portion most vulnerable to compression, resulting in an inferior visual field defect.

Finally, as discussed earlier, the thyroid function and antithyroid antibodies are closely related to the presumed pathogenesis of TED and are an essential part of determining disease activity and timing of surgical interventions. Both hyper- and hypothyroidism are to be avoided and TSH, T3, and free T4 levels are typically monitored in conjunction with the endocrinologist. Thyroid antibody levels do not need to be routinely monitored for the purposes of maintaining euthyroid state, but both TSI and TBI levels show positive correlation with CAS and prognosis of TED.\(^{33,34}\) Thyroid antibody serologies are therefore a useful adjunct in both the diagnosis and management of TED.

---

**Table 6.1 Clinical activity score (CAS)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Points</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pain</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Painful oppressive feeling on or behind the globe during the last 4 wk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Pain with eye movement during the last 4 wk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Redness</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Redness of the eyelids</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Conjunctival injection involving at least one quadrant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edema</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Edema of the eyelids</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6</td>
<td>Chemosis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>7</td>
<td>Edema of caruncle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8</td>
<td>Increase in proptosis of ≥ 2 mm over 1–3 mo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Impaired function</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>Decrease in extraocular motility in any direction ≥ 5 degrees over 1–3 mo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10</td>
<td>Decrease in best-corrected visual acuity of ≥ 1 line(s) on the Snellen chart over 1–3 mo</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: 1 point is given for each item on clinical examination. The sum of all points represents the CAS for the patient, regardless of category.
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6.5 Treatment

Treatment of TED consists of addressing the underlying thyroid dysfunction as well as the orbital inflammation and resultant functional deficits. First and foremost, the most important modifiable risk factor for TED is cigarette smoking, with an odds ratio of 7.7. Smokers have a higher risk of severe opthalmopathy and there is a dose-dependent relationship, as well as temporal correlation and reversibility of its negative effects, making smoking cessation counseling an essential part of treatment of TED.35

For hyperthyroidism related to GD, currently available treatment options include antithyroid medications, thyroidectomy, and radioactive iodine (RAI) therapy. The preferred method of treatment by endocrinologists vary somewhat based on location: RAI is the most popular treatment modality in North America, while antithyroid medications are used much more frequently in Europe and abroad.36 There is evidence for possible worsening of TED following RAI,4,37 which can be prevented or blunted with systemic corticosteroids, while some advocate for thyroidectomy as a more definitive method to perhaps decrease the antigen load.

For TED in active phase, systemic steroids and orbital radiotherapy are the two main treatment options. Pulse IV (intravenous) methylprednisolone is generally thought to show the highest efficacy with increased tolerability while minimizing hepatotoxicity.3 Orbital radiotherapy is particularly effective in cases with significant ocular dysmotility and compressive optic neuropathy, and is well tolerated when administered either with or without concurrent systemic steroids.38

Finally, surgical interventions for TED include orbital decompression, eyelid retraction repair, and strabismus surgery (to be discussed in greater detail throughout the book). Other than in cases of emergent orbital decompressions for progressive compressive optic neuropathy leading to vision loss, quiescence of disease activity for at least 6 months is recommended prior to pursuing surgery. Orbital decompression should be performed first, followed by eye muscle surgery, then eyelid retraction repair, due to the sequence of likely postoperative anatomic changes following each type of surgery.

6.6 Conclusion

TED is an entity that is difficult to understand and equally difficult to treat. Aside from the autoimmune etiology, there has been new light shed on the vasculogenesis in TED, which could be a potential target for treatment.39 While steroids are a non-specific treatment option for medical management, certain vascular growth factors could be locally targeted to decrease the inflammation, edema, and adipogenesis incited in TED. Currently, surgery is undertaken early on to relieve pressure in acute compressive optic neuropathy, or in the stable phase to improve the chronic clinical manifestations of the condition.
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7 Indications and Techniques for Orbital Decompression
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Abstract
This chapter provides a detailed description of the surgical techniques for endoscopic decompression of the medial wall and floor of the orbit. Tips and pearls are included regarding prevention of diplopia and other complications. Lateral orbital wall decompression is also detailed, including the indications for its use alone or as an adjunct to medial wall decompression with the goals of maximizing proptosis reduction, minimizing diplopia and improving symmetry of the position of the globes.
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7.1 Indications for Orbital Decompression

Orbital decompression is performed in a variety of conditions and for various indications. The most common disease process leading to orbital decompression is thyroid eye disease. In this condition, the orbital fat and extraocular muscles enlarge due to inflammation. In severe cases, the enlarged muscles result in crowding at the orbital apex, which causes compression of the optic nerve as it passes through the orbital apex into the optic canal. Clinical signs of compressive optic neuropathy include decreased visual acuity, afferent papillary defect, and dyschromatopsia. Long-standing compressive optic neuropathy may result in optic nerve pallor and permanent visual loss. Further confirmation of optic neuropathy is done with automated visual field testing and orbital imaging (Fig. 7.1). Computed tomography (CT) without contrast is adequate to assess the orbits in cases of thyroid orbitopathy. It is important to avoid unnecessary intravenous CT contrast in patients with thyroid eye disease, as there are reported cases of severe and immediate orbitopathy exacerbation following the administration of iodine-containing intravenous contrast.1 Magnetic resonance imaging also nicely delineates the extraocular muscles and optic nerves. However, it is important to evaluate the bony orbital walls if orbital decompression is contemplated; hence, CT is the preferred method of imaging. Further, stereotactic image guidance systems are often employed in endoscopic orbital decompression and CT imaging is required for this.

Other indications for orbital decompression surgery in patients with thyroid eye disease are to reduce proptosis causing corneal breakdown or severe cosmetic deformity. Exposure keratopathy is common in patients with thyroid eye disease because of the underlying autoimmune disorder, as well as proptosis and eyelid retraction resulting in increased ocular surface area exposed to the environment. If untreated, patients with severe exposure keratopathy may develop corneal ulceration or perforation resulting in visual loss. In addition, many patients with thyroid orbitopathy suffer psychosocially from their disfigurement.2 Surgery to restore a more normal appearance is important.

Other conditions for which orbital decompression surgery may be indicated include orbital tumors or other space-occupying lesions such as vascular malformations that are causing compressive optic neuropathy, severe proptosis with exposure keratopathy, or extreme disfigurement. In these conditions, it is important to determine that opening the bony orbital walls is appropriate and will not lead to undesired tumor seeding of the spaces outside the orbit, as in the case of a malignancy.

7.2 Surgical Approaches to Orbital Decompression

Orbital decompression may be accomplished via bone removal from any of the orbital walls or from orbital fat removal with or without bony decompression.3,4 Medial wall and floor decompression may be accomplished via a variety of external approaches, including transcutaneous, transconjunctival, and transcaruncular. However, the endoscopic approach has gained favor in recent years and this technique will be covered in detail below. Lateral wall decompression may be performed by removing bone from any location between the lateral orbital rim to the sphenoid trigone via a cutaneous incision. Orbital roof decompression has been reported in intractable cases.5

The decision of which wall or walls to decompress is based on surgeon preference and experience as well as a variety of variables including the presence or absence of diplopia, presence of compressive optic neuropathy, and the degree of proptosis. The risk of diplopia after orbital decompression is a significant factor in the decision to undergo this procedure.6,7 Surgical techniques have been described to prevent diplopia, including preservation of the inferomedial strut of bone between the medial wall and floor of the orbit in cases where both walls are being removed for maximal decompression. This will be discussed in detail below.8 A number of publications also advocate the utility of the balanced decompression to avoid diplopia, where the medial and lateral walls are decompressed in an effort to maintain globe centration in the orbit and prevent postoperative diplopia. Results are mixed, with postoperative diplopia ranging from 10 to 33%.9,10,11,12 In cases of compressive optic neuropathy, it is thought that decompression of the medial orbital wall extending far posteriorly is the most effective method of relieving the compressive forces on the optic nerve in the orbital apex. This may be most safely and easily accomplished via an endoscopic endonasal approach.

Fig. 7.1 Coronal CT (computed tomography) image through the orbital apices demonstrating significant enlargement of all extraocular muscles bilaterally due to thyroid orbitopathy resulting in crowding of apical structures including the optic nerves.

Keywords: Orbital decompression, thyroid eye disease, endoscopic, medial wall, orbital floor, lateral wall, fat removal, bony strut
Lateral wall decompression may be used alone or in combination with one or two other wall decompression. Its effectiveness in cases of compressive optic neuropathy has been debated. It may be safer and more effective in individuals with a larger bone mass in the sphenoid triangle.13,14

Many experts agree that there is no best method of orbital decompression and surgeons should utilize the techniques with which they are most comfortable and deliver the desired results. Ideally the approach should be tailored for each patient, since goals of surgery vary depending on indications.

7.3 Endoscopic Medial Orbital Wall and Floor Decompression

The endoscopic orbital decompression is an elegant method to decompress the medial and inferior orbit while eliminating disruption of normal external structures and preserving mucociliary function. The transantral approach to the medial wall and floor described by Walsh and Ogura1,15 in 1957 has given way to modern endoscopic techniques first reported by Kennedy et al.2,16 The extent of sinus dissection in preparation for decompression represents a balance in the need for preservation of physiologic sinus drainage pathways while limiting instrumentation of otherwise uninvolved structures within the sinonasal labyrinth. Each procedure is therefore tailored to the patient’s site and degree of disease, anatomy, and presurgical vision status.

The endoscopic approach to decompress the medial orbital wall begins with a complete dissection of the adjacent sinus cavities. This entire dissection may be performed using a zero-degree endoscope. The uncinate process is first removed at its insertion on the maxillary line. Unlike traditional endoscopic sinus surgical approaches, the superior insertion of the uncinate is left in place in order to help protect the frontal recess from obstruction secondary to orbital fat prolapse. After removal of the uncinate, the maxillary may be visualized laterally and extended posteriorly and inferiorly. This should be performed even in cases where the orbital floor is not resected in order to avoid iatrogenic maxillary obstruction. Next the ethmoid bulla, basal lamella, and posterior ethmoid air cells are completely removed. It is critical to dissect these cells superiority to the level of the skull base and laterally to the lamina in order to enable a maximal decompression. Residual posterior air cells, particularly those adjacent to the skull base, will tend to restrict the decompression and increase the potential for postoperative mucocele formation. In contradistinction, the inferior aspect of the agger nasi cell and superior rim of the ethmoid bulla may be left in place to further protect against obstruction of the frontal recess. Complete removal of the remainder of the ethmoid air cells will reveal the suture lines between the sphenoid and frontal bones and the lamina papyracea. Identification of these suture lines is critical as they represent the boundary of the medial bony decompression. Posteriorly, the sphenoid suture line may be identified as a focal thickening of the bone as it transitions from the thinner lamina. The decision to open the sphenoid sinus at this point will depend on the patient anatomy and surgical goals. If a maximal apical decompression is desired, it is often beneficial to partially resect the superior turbinate and widely open the sphenoid face to allow the orbital fat to prolapse posteriorly into the sphenoid lumen. However, if the sphenoid is left intact, the superior turbinate will typically protect the sphenoid os from fat-related obstruction. Once the sinuses have been completely resected, the mucosa may be stripped from the lamina and lateral skull base to help prevent the risk of postoperative mucocele formation. The final consideration in the preparation of the medial decompression is whether or not to resect the middle turbinate. Resection carries risks of olfactory disruption, remnant lateralization with frontal obstruction, and postoperative epistaxis. Consequently, the middle turbinate should only be removed if its presence limits the decompression.

The next step is to completely remove the lamina papyracea, which, as noted, is bounded by the sphenoid, frontal, maxillary, and lacrimal bones (Fig. 7.3). A wide osteotomy is critical as any residual bone will limit the degree of decompression. Once the bone has been removed, the periorbita may be stripped in its entirety. One may often be able to identify the medial rectus muscle and several venous structures through the periorbita. The surgeon should take note of these structures and attempt to avoid them while incising the periorbita. The extent of the periorbita incision should take into account the goals and adjunctive procedures being performed during the decompression. If a maximal decompression is desired, regardless of concerns for the induction of postoperative diplopia, then the medial periorbita may be stripped in its entirety. Conversely, a strip of periorbita may be left over the orbital rectus muscle to function as a sling, which has been shown to limit diplopia rates.3,17 Once the periorbita has been removed, the orbital fat may be feathered medially using blunt instrumentation and gentle tonic pressure on the globe in order to further lyse the periorbital fascial bands and enhance the degree of decompression (Fig. 7.4).

Endoscopic decompression of the orbital floor requires a similar degree of adjacent sinus cavity resection as the medial approach. Though rarely performed, an isolated orbital floor decompression could be performed while preserving the basal lamella and posterior ethmoid air cells. Access to the orbital floor is facilitated by maximizing the vertical height of the maxillary antrostomy. Visualization may be further enhanced by using an angled endoscope. While the mucosa of the maxillary roof must be stripped to facilitate removal of the orbital floor, the mucosa may be preserved and re-draped over the exposed orbital fat at the conclusion of the procedure to facilitate remucosalization.
and expedite postoperative healing and reduce crusting. In patients whose goal is to achieve a maximal decompression, the entire floor may be easily removed by using a curette to down fracture the orbital strut. This fracture line will typically propagate to the level of the infraorbital canal, which represents the lateral limit of the endoscopic floor decompression.

As previously noted, in patients with no preoperative diplopia, the inferomedial bony strut may be preserved in order to limit globe prolapse and reduce the postoperative diplopia rate. This method was first described by Goldberg et al. via a transconjunctival approach and was later converted to an endoscopic technique by Wright et al. in 1999. In patients with preservation of the strut, no diplopia was reported; however, due to the technical demands of the procedure, the strut could only be preserved in 71% of orbits. Our group subsequently developed a method of exclusively endoscopic orbital floor decompression using standard frontal sinus instrumentation, which allows for reliable preservation of the inferomedial strut in 100% of cases. In this method, a 4-mm high-speed tapered 70-degree diamond burr (Medtronics, Jacksonville, FL, United States) is used to thin the bone from the lateral edge of the inferomedial strut to the medial border of the infraorbital canal under direct visualization using a 70-degree endoscope (Fig. 7.5). A double-ball probe may then be used to down fracture the bone away from the periorbita taking care not to expose the orbital fat or inferior rectus muscle. The borders of the osteotomy may

Fig. 7.3 Endoscopic view of left medial and inferior decompression with preservation of the inferomedial bony strut (asterisk). (a) Removal of the lamina papyracea using a double-ball probe. (b) View of the medial and inferior periorbita following removal of the entire lamina and orbital floor to the level of the infraorbital nerve. Note the preservation of the inferomedial strut. (c) Incision of the periorbita from a posterior to anterior direction freeing the extraconal fat. (d) Postdecompression view of the extraconal fat after feathering of the fascial bands to maximize decompression. Note how the strut creates a retaining wall along the inferomedial orbit.
then be further expanded using a frontal sinus cobra through
punch (Karl Storz, Tuttingen, Germany) allowing for fine
adjustments to the width of the remaining inferomedial strut
(▶ Fig. 7.6). Once the osteotomy is complete, the peri-orbita may
be incised allowing for decompression of the inferior periorbital
fat into the maxillary sinus. In a review of 45 orbits decom-
pressed using this technique, there was significant improve-
ment in diplopia rates and with a mean proptosis reduction of
3.89 mm.7,8

7.4 Lateral Orbital Wall
Decompression

The authors perform lateral wall decompression as an adjunct
to medial wall and floor decompression in select patients. The
decision to add lateral wall decompression is often made pre-
operatively, but may be made intraoperatively, depending on
the amount of decompression accomplished with the medial
wall and floor. Indications for adjunctive lateral wall decom-
pression include a desire for maximum decompression because
of significant proptosis, to balance the medial decompression in
a patient with no preoperative diplopia, or to increase the
amount of decompression unilaterally for improved symmetry.

The lateral orbital wall decompression is begun after place-
ment of a corneal protective shell and injection of local anes-
thetic with epinephrine for hemostasis. A variety of cutaneous
incision locations provide access to the lateral orbit, including a
lid crease incision extending laterally or a lateral canthotomy.
We prefer a 2.5-cm-incision lateral canthotomy approach. Dis-
section is carried through the soft tissue overlaying the lateral
orbital rim, which is bared superiorly from the frontozygomatic
suture down to the level of the zygomatic arch. The periorsteum
is incised vertically along the orbital rim, and a periosteal eleva-
tor is used in a subperiosteal plane to expose the bone inside
the orbital rim (▶ Fig. 7.7). Care is taken to cauterize the zyg-
omaticotemporal and zygomaticofacial neurovascular bundles as
they are encountered. The periosteal elevation is carried poste-
riorly toward the orbital apex along the greater wing of the
sphenoid, but stopping anterior to the infraorbital canal on the
inferior aspect to avoid hemorrhage and damage to apical
structures. Orbital access is easier if a wide area of periorsteum
Indications and Techniques for Orbital Decompression

**Fig. 7.7** Lateral orbitotomy for orbital decompression is performed via a lateral canthotomy incision. The lateral orbital rim has been exposed and a periosteal elevator is used in a subperiosteal plane to gain access to the lateral orbit.

**Fig. 7.8** Bone removal during lateral orbital decompression is performed using a drill with a cutting burr. A conservative bone removal as delineated in green shadow is often performed in our cases.

is elevated; hence, this is carried out superiorly to the level just below the zygomaticofrontal suture and inferiorly to the inferior-most aspect of the inferior orbital fissure. We have found that removal of the orbital rim is not usually necessary to access the orbit when this wide subperiosteal dissection is performed. Bone is then removed from the lateral orbit, beginning just inside the orbital rim and extending posteriorly to the trigone of the greater sphenoid wing. The vertical limits of bone removal are the superior and inferior orbital fissures. This may be performed with a variety of modalities, including drills or ultrasonic devices (> Fig. 7.8). We favor a high-speed drill with a 5-mm cutting burr because of its efficiency and availability. The amount of bone removal varies significantly among surgeons based on comfort level as well as patient anatomy, as there is variation in the amount of bone in the greater sphenoid wing trigone. It is possible to safely drill to expose temporalis muscle laterally; however, consideration must be given to the risk of transmission of movement from the temporalis muscle to the orbital contents and globe during mastication if this defect is large. Next, the periorbita is carefully opened with scissors just inferior to the lateral rectus muscle, starting at the orbital rim and extending posteriorly into the orbit. Orbital fat is encouraged to prolapse, and is most often removed for additional decompression. Several cubic centimeters (cm³) can be removed safely from most orbits. The periosteum along the orbital rim is closed with 5–0 absorbable suture. The lateral commissure is repaired with an absorbable cerclage suture but is not reattached to the lateral orbital rim. The canthotomy incision is closed with cutaneous 6–0 absorbable suture.

### 7.5 Complications of Orbital Decompression Surgery

A variety of complications are possible after invasive orbital surgery, which include some that are inherent to most surgeries and others that are unique to this high-risk area. Special consideration must be given because of the anatomy of the orbit and its contents. The orbit is a fixed space surrounded by bony walls on all sides except anteriorly, and contains our most precious sensory organ, the eye, as well as the supporting vasculature and nervous system. Hence, the consequences of complications, which might be minor elsewhere, can be quite serious when they occur in the orbit.

General surgical complications may include infection, postoperative edema, and hemorrhage. Orbital infections can be devastating and precautions should be taken to avoid this risk. Intravenous antibiotics are given intraoperatively, and both topical and oral antibiotics should be prescribed postoperatively. Postoperative edema may worsen compressive optic neuropathy in these patients, and so intravenous corticosteroid should be given intraoperatively and oral corticosteroid should be prescribed postoperatively in a tapering fashion. Hemorrhage can be devastating because of the nature of the septated, fixed space in the orbit. Care must be taken to have patients stop anticoagulants for an appropriate period prior to surgery. Intraoperatively, hemostasis must be carefully maintained. Care in dissection and prevention of intraoperative hemorrhage is the optimal method. If bleeding does occur, use of electrocautery within the orbit is not advised, and other methods such as cold lavage are safer. Postoperatively, patients should have limited activity for 2 weeks and should not resume anticoagulant medications until several days after surgery. The eye should never be patched after orbital surgery. It is critical that patients are able to monitor their vision postoperatively and immediately report any changes. Retrobulbar hemorrhage can quickly result in permanent visual loss if unrecognized or untreated.

Complications that are unique to the orbit include loss of vision, elevated intraocular pressure, and diplopia. Visual loss can occur from physical damage to the globe or optic nerve from direct trauma, or thermal or electrical damage from cautery. Visual loss may also occur from elevated orbital pressure from hemorrhage or aggressive intraoperative retraction of orbital contents. Care must be taken to avoid the use of cautery in the orbit. Additionally, instruments should be removed from the orbit every few minutes to relieve pressure and allow perfusion of the globe and other orbital contents. Diplopia occurs when the two eyes are not aligned. In this setting, diplopia may result from restriction of extraocular motility, which may be a result of rectus muscle edema from retraction or manipulation.
Additionally, the neurovascular supply to the muscle may be damaged during retraction, as these vessels arise from the orbital apex and enter the intraconal side of the muscle approximately 1 cm from the apex.

When performing an endoscopic decompression, additional immediate complications may include high-flow arterial bleeding from sphenopalatine arterial branches, and much less commonly the internal carotid artery. A cerebrospinal fluid leak may also occur during the ethmoid and sphenoid dissection or when resecting the lamina papyracea off of the frontoethmoidal suture line. Finally, direct injury to the extraocular muscles may occur during the periorbital incision or when feathering the extraocular knife. This may be avoided by using a blunt probe or sickle knife during this portion of the procedure. Long-term complications may arise from postobstructive mucocele formation, which reinforces the importance of prophylactic sinusotomy and judicious mucosal stripping.
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8 Complications of Orbital Decompression and Management
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Abstract

- Complications of endoscopic orbital decompression are rare, but can be life or vision threatening.
- Complications of orbital decompression may be irreversible, and therefore prevention is the best form of treatment.
- A solid grasp of patient anatomy, including risk factors for complications, is essential to prevent complications.
- Intraoperative complications include corneal abrasion, optic nerve injury, extraocular muscle injury, nasolacrimal duct injury, arrhythmias, skull base injuries, and vascular injuries.
- Postoperative complications include diplopia, postsurgical sinus obstruction, subcutaneous emphysema, epistaxis, and inadequate decompression or asymmetry.
- A team approach with ophthalmology is critical for management of ocular complications.
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8.1 Introduction

Since described by Kennedy et al in 1990, endoscopic orbital decompression has largely replaced open decompressive procedures due to the decreased morbidity associated with an incisionless approach. While in most cases endoscopic orbital decompression is performed successfully, potential complications are important to consider, both by the surgeon and by the patient. While most complications of endoscopic decompression are minor and self-limiting, the complications of the procedure can lead to severe consequences, which can be life- or vision-threatening. The complications outlined in this chapter focus on those specific to the procedure, and not those related to a general anesthetic.

8.2 Patient Selection and Indications

Complications of orbital decompression can be broken down into intraoperative or postoperative complications.

8.2.1 Intraoperative Complications

The best method of treating complications is prevention. Therefore, it is critical for the surgeon to be aware of impending complications and for the surgeon to take steps to mitigate risk of them occurring. Intraoperative complications may include corneal abrasion, optic nerve injury, extraocular muscle injury, infraorbital nerve injury, nasolacrimal duct injury, bradycardia and asystole, skull base injuries/cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) leak, and vascular injuries (▶ Table 8.1).

Corneal Abrasion

Corneal abrasion is typically prevented by the use of eye protection and lubrication during surgery. Corneal shields can be used to cover the eye, or the eyelids can be taped shut during the procedure. It is preferable not to place a tarsorrhaphy stitch for endoscopic sinus surgery, as this can make monitoring of the eye more challenging during the case. If a corneal abrasion occurs despite this, topical antibiotic ointments such as erythromycin or eye drops such as ciprofloxacin or ofloxacin may be prescribed. The ideal duration of treatment has not been studied, but it would be reasonable to continue treatment until the patient is symptom free for 24 hours. Topical anesthetic agents should be avoided as they can cause further trauma to the eye to go undetected by the patient. Evaluation by an ophthalmologist using slit-lamp biomicroscopy is recommended to ensure that corneal infection does not occur during the healing phase and that the corneal epithelial defect resolves completely.

Optic Nerve Injury

Depending on the etiology of injury, this optic nerve injury may be suspected intraoperatively and confirmed postoperatively or may only be recognized postoperatively. In either case, an ophthalmology consultation is indicated, which should include a full examination and formal visual field testing. We would recommend discussing the use of steroids with the consulting ophthalmologist to address any potential swelling around the nerve.

A computed tomography (CT) scan may elucidate if swelling or a hematoma at the orbital apex is implicated, and could reveal a bony spicule impinging on the optic nerve. If the nerve is compressed by a bone fragment, then returning to the operating room for exploration and decompression would be indicated immediately.

A retrobulbar hematoma typically presents with bruising, pain, proptosis, mydriasis, chemosis, elevated intraocular pressure, and eventually visual loss (▶ Fig. 8.1). Typically color vision is impaired first as nerve fibers encoding color are located at the periphery of the nerve. To help prevent this complication, dissection should be performed meticulously and

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 8.1 Classification of complications</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Intraoperative complications</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corneal abrasion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Optic nerve injury</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extraocular muscle injury</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Infraorbital nerve injury</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nasolacrimal duct injury</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bradycardia and asystole</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skull base injuries/cerebrospinal fluid leak</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Major vascular injuries</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Retro-orbital hematoma</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
vessels at risk of retracting into the orbit should be identified and coagulated prior to division, if division is required.

Ideally the signs and symptoms of a retrobulbar hematoma would be recognized clinically and would obviate the need for imaging (Fig. 8.2). In the case of a hematoma following endoscopic orbital decompression, these signs may be masked by the decompressive nature of the procedure. If the orbit has not been decompressed to the orbital apex, then emergent decompression may be warranted given the small window before vision loss. Adjunctive medical therapy such as mannitol or acetazolamide could also be considered. If packing was placed intraoperatively, it should be removed to decrease pressure on the orbital contents.

**Extraocular Muscle Injury**

The medial rectus muscle is at risk whenever the periorbita is violated. Whereas in most endoscopic sinus procedures it is undesirable to penetrate the lamina papyracea, removal of this structure is required for endoscopic orbital decompression. Care should be taken when dividing the periorbita to avoid penetrating the orbital contents deeply and lacerating the extraocular muscles. Although a variety of incisions have been described, the key point is the incisions through periorbita should be done in a controlled fashion and any form of debrider should never be used to resect periorbita. Injury to the medial rectus will result in diplopia and may require future strabismus surgery. Unfortunately, diplopia may persist in some fields of gaze even after successful strabismus surgery and therefore prevention is the best treatment.

**Infraorbital Nerve Injury**

The infraorbital canal is the lateral limit of orbital floor decompression. It is important to recognize the position of the nerve prior to decompressing the orbital floor. If bleeding occurs in the vicinity of the nerve, care should be taken in achieving hemostasis to avoid thermal injury. Damage to the infraorbital nerve results in midfacial numbness and/or paresthesia. Ference et al\(^2\) demonstrated the nerve traverses within the maxillary sinus in 8% of patients without an infraorbital ethmoid air cell and in 28% of patients in whom this variation exists. Care must be taken to avoid infraorbital nerve injury, as it is often irreversible. Management is typically conservative.

**Nasolacrimal Duct Injury**

The nasolacrimal duct is vulnerable to injury when a maxillary antrostomy is carried too far anteriorly. In general, angled scopes are recommended to identify the true maxillary antrostomy and removal of the entire uncinate process. An angled view also allows visualization of the harder lacrimal bone that protects the nasolacrimal duct. If image guidance is available, navigation can demonstrate the border of the nasolacrimal duct. In most cases, even if an injury occurs, patients are typically asymptomatic. If complications occur, it typically is in the form of epiphora and a dacryocystorhinostomy can be performed to correct this issue.

**Bradycardia and Asystole**

Bradycardia and asystole are possible complications of ocular manipulation due to the oculocardiac reflex. This reflex is mediated by the ophthalmic branch of the trigeminal nerve. The afferent pathway involves the ciliary ganglion, gasserian ganglion, and trigeminal sensory nucleus. Vagal efferents lead to parasympathetic stimulation of the heart, which can result in bradycardia and asystole.

Factors known to perpetuate this reflex include hypercarbia, hypoxemia, light anesthesia, young age, and strength and duration of the stimulus.\(^3\) It is important to ensure the anesthesiologist you are working with is aware of this potential complication and potential exacerbating factors to minimize the risk. Communication with the anesthesiologist during the case is probably the most important aspect of care to prevent or minimize these issues. Should a patient develop bradycardia or asystole, medical management such as atropine can be administered. Persistent or recurrent bradycardia or periods of asystole may warrant external pacing and aborting the case.
Skull Base Injuries/Cerebrospinal Fluid Leak

Skull base injuries are rarely encountered during endoscopic sinus surgical procedures. Preoperative CT imaging allows the surgeon to identify risk factors for skull base injury, such as a low-lying cribriform plate. If recognized intraoperatively, a variety of patching materials (e.g., mucosa, fascia, fat, or commercially available dural analogs) can be used to repair the leak.

It is important to recognize that an injury to the brain or its vasculature can occur when the skull base is violated. Postoperative imaging and serial clinical examination can lead to the diagnosis, and if present would warrant neurosurgical consultation (Fig. 8.3).

Vascular Injury

Major vascular injuries are possible during orbital decompression surgery. It is important to consider the anatomy of the anterior/posterior ethmoid arteries when reviewing the preoperative imaging.

An anterior ethmoid artery that is situated below the skull base in a mesentery is particularly vulnerable to injury. This can result in epistaxis, or if the artery retracts laterally into the orbit, a retrobulbar hematoma. Depending on how far along the case has progressed, consideration of a lateral canthotomy and Onodi cell. The septation may attach to the bone overlying the anterior ethmoid artery is usually found within the skull base and is therefore less likely to be at risk of injury.

The internal carotid artery is vulnerable in cases with a dehiscence in the lateral sphenoid wall. Additionally, an Onodi cell may predispose a patient to carotid injury. It is critically important not to twist any horizontal septations between the sphenoid and Onodi cell. The septation may attach to the bone overlying the internal carotid, and torsion of the septation may lead to carotid injury with resulting catastrophic bleeding and stroke.

In the event of internal carotid injury, every effort must be made to control the bleeding immediately. The anesthetist should be notified once this complication is suspected. The patient will almost certainly require a transfusion of blood products.

Large bore intravenous lines must be established, and crystalloid products shou Id be administered while awaiting blood transfusion. Most importantly, the area of injury should be tightly packed to tamponade the bleeding. Large bore suction should be used to facilitate visualization. If a second surgeon is available, then a four-handed, two-surgeon technique is preferable. Valentine and Wormald describe the use of a 10 × 10 mm patch of muscle harvested from the sternocleidomastoid muscle to help facilitate hemostasis. Muscle from the tongue may be more readily available and could be used as an alternative. The patient would require urgent transfer to an interventional radiology suite for consideration of balloon occlusion or possibly stent insertion.

8.2.2 Postoperative Complications

Postoperative complications include diplopia, sinus obstruction, subcutaneous emphysema, epistaxis, and inadequate decompression or asymmetry (Table 8.1). Retro-orbital hematoma can also present as an early complication.

Diplopia

Patients with preoperative diplopia must be aware that surgery may not correct their double vision. Postoperative diplopia in patients with this morbidity preoperatively would not be considered a surgical complication.

The incidence of new-onset postoperative diplopia has been variable in the literature and may affect up to one-third of patients undergoing orbital decompression. It is thought to result from altered vectors of the extraocular muscles, and consultation with an ophthalmologist specializing in strabismus surgery is indicated. This topic is covered in detail in Chapter 11.

Sinus Obstruction

If the orbital contents are decompressed too far anteriorly, the protruding contents may obstruct the frontal sinus. Decompression should therefore not extend into the frontal recess. Should this occur, a CT scan and MRI (magnetic resonance imaging) would be helpful in planning subsequent management (Fig. 8.4). Medial positioning of extraocular muscles may...
prohibit debulking of orbital fat. Reconstruction of the medial orbital wall may be considered, or alternatively surgery to improve the patency of the frontal sinus may be pursued (e.g., a Draf III procedure).

The maxillary sinus can become obstructed if an inadequate maxillary antrostomy is performed. A large antrostomy provides improved access and visualization when performing surgery and also will help prevent this complication.

Subcutaneous Emphysema

Subcutaneous emphysema may result from bag mask ventilation following extubation, or if the patient exerts positive pressure into the nose (e.g., coughing or sneezing). For this reason, bag mask ventilation should be avoided postoperatively if possible. Fortunately, this is a self-limiting complication that usually resolves within 1 to 2 weeks.

Epistaxis

Epistaxis following sinus surgery, including orbital decompression, is typically minor. To help reduce the risk of postoperative bleeding, it is important to ensure hemostasis at the end of the case. When postoperative epistaxis is encountered, topical decongestants, cautery, and/or packing may be useful. In the case of major bleeding, control should be achieved in a monitored setting, ideally in the operating room. Bleeding from branches of the anterior ethmoid artery or sphenopalatine artery is typically addressed with ligation. Embolization by an interventional radiologist can be considered if a sphenopalatine artery bleed is suspected. Epistaxis secondary to an anterior or posterior ethmoid artery bleed typically requires a surgical ligation.

Inadequate Decompression and Asymmetry

The average endoscopic medial orbital decompression leads to a 3.5-mm reduction in proptosis. In cases where this is an inadequate result, the addition of an open decompressive procedure may enhance the effect by an additional 2 mm. Orbital floor and lateral wall decompression are also commonly performed to increase the amount of decompression where indicated. Patients should be aware that there may not be perfect symmetry following the procedure.

8.3 Diagnostic Workup

Generally, diagnostic workup is not indicated following uncomplicated endoscopic orbital decompression surgery. Ophthalmic examination including visual acuity, color vision, extraocular motility and intraocular pressure should be checked upon the patient awakening in the recovery area and should be monitored during the course of hospital admission, or the following day if the patient is discharged on the day of surgery.

Most complications are minor and do not require investigations. However, when a serious complication is suspected, an appropriate diagnostic workup should be performed.

In patients with suspected optic nerve injury, severe corneal abrasion, or any other suspected ocular complication, the ophthalmologic team should be closely involved.

In the unlikely event of a skull base injury and CSF leak, CT imaging would be appropriate, as would consideration of beta-2 transferrin testing. Intrathecal injection of fluorescein is commonly used to help localize small CSF leaks, although its use is off-label.

8.4 Surgical Anatomy

A solid grasp of surgical anatomy is required for a safe endoscopic orbital decompression. Critical structures at risk of injury include the extraocular muscles, anterior and posterior ethmoid arteries, optic and infraorbital nerves, skull base, and nasolacrimal duct.

The medial rectus muscle is the most at-risk muscle when performing orbital surgery and the inferior rectus muscle can be injured as well. In patients with Graves' ophthalmopathy, these muscles are usually thickened and inflamed and sit adjacent to the periorbita. Care must be taken not to injure these muscles when incising the periorbita.

As in routine endoscopic sinus surgery, it is important to recognize the anatomy of the ethmoid arteries and in particular the anterior ethmoid artery. If located in a mesentery below the skull base, the anterior ethmoid injury may be particularly vulnerable. If injured, it may retract into the orbit and result in a retrobulbar hematoma.

The nasolacrimal apparatus includes the superior and inferior lacrimal puncta and canalici, the common canaliculus, the lacrimal sac, and nasolacrimal duct. Hasner’s valve is at the distal end of the nasolacrimal duct as it enters the inferior meatus. The nasolacrimal duct travels through the lacrimal bone, maxilla, and inferior turbinate, anterior to the maxillary sinus. If a maxillary antrostomy is carried too far anteriorly, the duct can be injured and scarring may lead to obstruction and epiphora.

The optic nerve courses along the superior aspect of the lateral sphenoid wall before entering the orbit through the optic foramen. In patients with an Onodi cell, the nerve may be intimately related to the horizontal septation of the cell or even contained within the air cell. It is important to recognize these anatomical variants to prevent injury to the nerve.

The infraorbital nerve runs along the roof of the maxillary sinus. It marks the lateral extent of the inferior orbital decompression. It is particularly vulnerable to injury when contained within the maxillary sinus lumen. This variation is more frequently seen in patients with an infraorbital air cell.

The lateral lamella of the ethmoid bone is the thinnest component of the anterior skull base and is therefore at the greatest risk of penetration. The skull base naturally slopes inferiorly from anterior to posterior. A steeper slope of the skull base has been demonstrated to be a risk factor for skull base injury and CSF leak. Similarly, a deep skull base increases the risk of CSF leak. In the Keros classification system, the depth of the lateral lamella is measured relative to the fovea ethmoidalis (1–3 mm is type I, 4–7 mm is type II, and >7 mm is type III). Patients with a skull base that has a higher Keros classification are therefore at greater risk of injury to the base of skull.

8.5 Postoperative Care

Postoperative care for patients with complications of endoscopic orbital decompression depends on the nature and severity of the complication. Management of the complications...
presented in this chapter has already been described. At many centers, patients undergoing orbital decompression are routinely admitted overnight for monitoring. Patients with major injuries such as vascular injury, skull base injury, or arrhythmias will require care in an intensive care setting. Minor complications such as subcutaneous emphysema can be observed in a less acute setting.

8.6 Outcomes

Fortunately, the complications of orbital decompression are rare, in particular those which are severe. Publications examining orbital decompression surgery are limited to case series of less than 200 patients, which makes it difficult to capture the infrequent and severe complications. There is a bias in peer-reviewed articles toward under-reporting complications. Investigators who have low complication rates and less severe complications are more likely to publish their results than those with higher complication rates. Therefore, it is difficult to accurately estimate the incidence of complications following endoscopic orbital decompression.

A systematic review, published by Leong et al in 2009, pooled 11 studies with a total of 613 endoscopically decompressed orbits, performed without adjunctive open procedures. The pooled complication rate was 5.2%. In a more recent series of 115 orbits in 73 patients, Yao et al reported a complication rate of 6.9%, none of which were severe. In a series of 114 orbits in 77 patients, Kingdom et al reported a complication rate of 2.6% (including 1 patient with permanent V2 numbness and another with bilateral corneal abrasions that resolved within 24 hours).
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9 Strabismus and Eyelid Surgery in Thyroid Eye Disease
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Abstract
This chapter provides an overview of the medical and surgical management of the problems commonly encountered by thyroid eye disease patients with strabismus. Restrictive strabismus can be disabling for patients, and having an understanding of the various surgical and nonsurgical options for treatment is important. Placing of prism in spectacles or injection of botulinum toxin into extraocular muscles may temporize or obviate the need for strabismus surgery. Eyelid retraction results in keratopathy, discomfort, disfigurement, and rarely corneal perforation and visual loss. This chapter discusses the gamut of treatment options from ocular lubrication to placement of fillers or botulinum toxin. A highly effective surgical technique for upper and lower eyelid recession is described.
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9.1 Introduction
Thyroid eye disease (TED) may affect a variety of orbital and adnexal structures. Patients with mild disease often have upper and/or lower eyelid retraction. Eyelids may also be affected by edema in the acute phase of the disease, and by steatoblepharon in the acute or chronic stage as a result of the characteristic orbital fat hypertrophy in thyroid orbitopathy. Patients with more severe disease may develop diplopia from inflammation of the extraocular muscles, resulting in restrictive myopathy. A variety of conservative measures are helpful to manage these problems during the active stage of disease, and will be discussed in this chapter. In addition, corrective surgery may be performed; however, the timing and order of these surgeries is critical in order to maximize patient outcomes. When surgeries are performed during the active stage of disease, the outcomes are less likely to be stable over time. If orbital decompression is planned to reduce proptosis, this should be performed as the first rehabilitative surgery, as this procedure can affect extraocular muscle function. Orbital decompression is discussed in detail in Chapter 7. Next, if strabismus surgery is planned, it should be performed prior to eyelid surgery, as recession of vertical extraocular muscles may result in additional eyelid retraction. Finally, eyelid surgery may be undertaken if indicated.

9.2 Management of Strabismus Associated with Thyroid Eye Disease

9.2.1 Etiology
Enlargement of the extraocular muscles with sparing of their tendons is a common feature of TED that often results in incomitant strabismus with binocular diplopia.1,2 In the initial acute phase of TED, there is lymphocytic infiltration and interstitial edema of the extraocular muscles with deposition of glycosaminoglycans and hyaluronic acid as well as adipogenesis.3,4 Extraocular muscle inflammation stimulates fibroblast activity resulting in mucopolysaccharide and collagen formation. Later the inflammation subsides, often leaving chronic fibrotic change, which results in limitation of extraocular motility and diplopia in patients with TED.4

9.2.2 Typical Patterns of Strabismus in Thyroid Eye Disease
Mild perilobital edema in association with limitation of elevation of one eye may be the first symptom of strabismus due to TED. Impaired ductions are observed in nearly 80% of TED patients and binocular diplopia is the initial presentation in 15 to 20% of TED patients.5,6,7 Clinically, the inferior rectus muscle is most commonly affected (60–80%), followed by the medial rectus muscle (42–44%) and then the superior rectus muscle, although any extraocular muscle can be affected in TED.4,6,8,9 It is not known why some muscles are more commonly affected than others. The inferior rectus muscle is the bulkiest and most tonically active extraocular muscle and it may be that the degree of muscle activity and hence the blood supply is a factor.4 Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) of the orbits is useful in assessment of disease activity and in showing muscle involvement and optic nerve compression.4 Finally, the diagnosis of strabismus due to TED can be confirmed by forced duction testing, which reveals restriction of passive movements of the eyeball.

Enlargement and tightening of an extraocular muscle with relative sparing of its antagonist muscle causes the eye to deviate toward the affected muscle.10 Symptoms of diplopia in the primary position may not be present if the angle of deviation is small and falls within the patient’s fusional range, which decreases with time.10 Sparing of the contralateral yoke muscle may cause a significant imbalance that often results in esotropia when the medial rectus muscle is involved or a hypotropia from the inferior rectus muscle. Strabismus due to TED is usually incomitant, meaning that the angle of deviation changes depending on the direction of gaze.4,10

Patients with TED may have isolated horizontal or vertical strabismus, but many patients have a combination of the two depending on the extent of muscle involvement. The most commonly seen vertical deviation is a hypotropia, unilateral or bilateral, that results from a tight inferior rectus muscle. These patients often have concomitant exyclotorsion since the inferior rectus muscle’s secondary action is to exyclotort the globe. Esotropia is by far the most common horizontal deviation in TED due to tightening of the medial rectus muscle and relative sparing of the lateral rectus muscle, its antagonist. Since the lateral rectus muscles are rarely involved, exotropia is almost never seen in TED.
9.2.3 Nonsurgical Management of Strabismus Associated with Thyroid Eye Disease

Prism

Prisms bend light and can be used to move images onto the fovea of the deviated eye so that disparate images can be fused. Prisms can be grounded into spectacle lenses (Fig. 9.1) or a Fresnel prism can be applied on top of a spherocylindrical lens (Fig. 9.2). A Fresnel prism is a type of compact lens originally developed by French physicist Augustin-Jean Fresnel for lighthouses. The Fresnel principle states that prismatic power can be achieved by employing a concentric set of prismatic rings and in this way a Fresnel prism can be made much thinner than a comparable conventional prism. In most cases, the cost of Fresnel prisms is much lower than ground-in prisms and they are particularly effective in comitant, small-angle strabismus or for the temporary elimination of small-angle diplopia in primary position while TED patients are waiting for strabismus surgery.

Fresnel prisms, however, have some major disadvantages. They often cause degradation of visual acuity in the distance compared with traditional ground-in prisms, especially when using a prism greater than 12 prism diopters. They cause increased optical aberrations, loss of contrast, and light scatter that can be intolerable to many patients, and these symptoms typically worsen when using Fresnel prisms of increasing strength. Furthermore, many patients do not like the cosmetic appearance of the lens because the grooves of the Fresnel lens are visible. Overall, Fresnel prisms can be used in select patients and in one study, only 8% of subjects continued using them once satisfactory treatment of diplopia was achieved.

A more permanent prism option is the ground-in prism, in which the prism is incorporated into the spectacle lens. However, these lenses tend to be thick and relatively heavy, often causing similar optical aberrations as Fresnel prisms. Many optical shops will not grind more than a total of 6 to 10 prism diopters, making this option only good for small-angle, comitant deviations. Since the strabismus associated with TED is usually incomitant, prisms often do not work well because they create a zone of binocular vision that is too small to provide improvement in functionality. Further, patients with TED often have variation and worsening of their strabismus, making a permanent prism a poor option, as it cannot be frequently and inexpensively changed.

Botulinum Toxin Injection

Botulinum toxin is a lethal toxin produced by the bacterium Clostridium botulinum. It acts at the presynaptic terminal of the neuromuscular junction to decrease the release of acetylcholine, thereby blocking neuromuscular transmission to cause flaccid muscular paralysis for 3 to 4 months. The toxin begins to work within 1 to 3 days and has its maximum effect in 7 to 10 days.

Injection of botulinum toxin to treat strabismus, reported in 1981, is considered to be its first ever use for therapeutic purposes. A small amount of toxin is injected into the tight muscle in order to weaken its primary action. For example, in a TED patient with esotropia due to an enlarged and tight medial rectus muscle, toxin is injected into the medial rectus.

In the initial phase of TED, patients can experience discomfort with eye movements that results from restriction of ductions. They will often assume a compensatory head turn to put the eyes in a position of least deviation in order to prevent diplopia. At this stage, botulinum toxin injection into the affected extraocular muscle can produce temporary alignment in primary position and eliminate an abnormal head turn. Several studies have demonstrated that botulinum toxin injections can improve the ocular misalignment in patients with TED resulting in improved ocular ductions and resolution of diplopia, thus avoiding the need for strabismus surgery in some cases. The best candidates for botulinum toxin injection are patients with esotropia, relatively small-angle horizontal and vertical deviations, and those with smaller degrees of exotorsion. In addition, prisms can be effective at eliminating a small residual angle of deviation following botulinum toxin injection.

A disadvantage of using botulinum toxin for strabismus is that the effect of the toxin cannot be accurately titrated and the resulting effect is unpredictable. Thus, injections can improve the angle of deviation but may not completely eliminate the diplopia. Additionally, TED patients with strabismus often wait many months prior to being a surgical candidate in order to ensure that their misalignment is stable. Since botulinum toxin has an effect for 3 to 4 months, the monitoring period begins after the toxin has worn off, thus delaying definitive surgical treatment by many months.
9.2.4 Indications for Surgical Intervention

Strabismus surgery is indicated in a patient with TED who has binocular diplopia in primary position or an abnormal head position that is adopted to minimize or eliminate diplopia. Once it is determined that there is an indication to perform surgery, the surgeon must decide on the correct timing for surgery, as it should not be carried out until the inflammatory phase has become inactive, thyroid function has normalized, and orbital decompression has been performed, if indicated. Since the inflammatory phase typically lasts 12 to 18 months, it is important to document the approximate start date of the eye symptoms. Prior to performing surgery, the surgeon must make sure that strabismus measurements are stable over a period of 4 to 6 months. Patients who have a prolonged clinical disease course and who are experiencing debilitating diplopia are often eager to have surgery as soon as possible and it is important to properly manage patient expectations. The surgeon should explain that despite careful surgical planning, up to 30% of patients will develop clinically significant changes in their deviation after 6 months of stable measurements. As mentioned earlier, if orbital decompression is planned, it should occur prior to any strabismus surgery because eye misalignment will worsen in about 20% and improve in 25 to 36% of patients due to shifting of orbital contents. Eyelid surgery should be delayed until after strabismus surgery because operating on the inferior rectus or superior rectus muscles may result in eyelid retraction given the proximity of the eyelid retractor muscles to the vertical rectus muscles.

9.2.5 Surgical Management of Strabismus Associated with Thyroid Eye Disease

Surgical Goal

Surgical goals and realistic expectations should be defined and discussed with the patient prior to surgery. Surgery of restrictive strabismus, particularly in TED, is challenging, because a full field of binocular single vision in patients with TED is difficult to obtain due to the incomitant characteristics of the strabismus. Therefore, the goal of strabismus surgery in TED patients should be to create a zone of binocular single vision that is as large as possible. The practical goal should be to achieve a zone of binocular single vision in primary position at distance and near, in addition to the reading position with or without the aid of prisms. It is important to make the patient understand the possibility of residual deviation and new diplopia in certain gaze directions requiring a new head turn or maneuver, and the possibility of having multiple surgeries.

There are many possible surgical methods to accomplish this goal including recessions of the affected extraocular muscles with or without adjustable sutures, Faden procedures, or interposition of spacers to lengthen the involved muscle. Recession of an inferior rectus muscle in patients with TED results in between 3 and 4 prism diopters of esotropia in primary position. It is considered and if present, the superior oblique muscle should be considered and if present, the superior oblique muscle will be highly unpredictable, due to the intrinsic changes to the extraocular muscles, which may lead to variable responses to standard dose surgery, with reoperation rates reported between 17 and 45%. The adjustable suture technique is effective in improving outcomes, as it allows more precise alignment of the eyes in the immediate postoperative period. However, there is some controversy over using adjustable sutures when recessing the inferior rectus muscle. Several authors have reported late overcorrection of preoperative hypotropia using adjustable sutures in strabismus associated with TED. Kerr found that nonabsorbable sutures provided an advantage in reducing late overcorrections. In addition, several authors suggest targeting the postoperative deviation angle to undercorrect preoperative hypotropia in order to prevent a late overcorrection. The aim should be to achieve binocular single vision in about 10 degrees of downgaze. This facilitates reading and walking down steps while requiring only a minimal chin-up head position for distance vision. In addition, semi-adjustable suture techniques have been proposed to prevent late overcorrection due to muscle slippage, including in patients with TED. An alternative method is to recess the inferior rectus muscle with a fixed suture while recessing the contralateral superior rectus with an adjustable suture.

Recessions of the Affected Extraocular Muscles with or without Adjustable Sutures

The affected extraocular muscles in patients with TED are usually tight and fibrotic. Standard surgical treatment for strabismus associated with TED is recession of the tight muscles. Resection is rarely carried out, and gaining access to the muscles can be difficult. Surgery is performed under general anesthesia and an experienced assistant is recommended. A Fison retractor is helpful to expose tight muscles. When the muscle is extremely tight, it may be necessary to disinsert it using a scalpel while protecting the globe with the strabismus hook. A forced duction test should be performed in order to grade the tightness of all the muscles. The position of the muscle insertion should be measured prior to and after disinsertion. The insertion of a very tight muscle may move up to 2 mm anteriorly after disinsertion of the muscle, and the muscle could be under-recessed if this is not recognized during surgery.

Surgical results in strabismus associated with TED can be highly unpredictable, due to the intrinsic changes to the extraocular muscles, which may lead to variable responses to standard dose surgery, with reoperation rates reported between 17 and 45%. The adjustable suture technique is effective in improving outcomes, as it allows more precise alignment of the eyes in the immediate postoperative period. However, there is some controversy over using adjustable sutures when recessing the inferior rectus muscle. Several authors have reported late overcorrection of preoperative hypotropia using adjustable sutures in strabismus associated with TED. Kerr found that nonabsorbable sutures provided an advantage in reducing late overcorrections. In addition, several authors suggest targeting the postoperative deviation angle to undercorrect preoperative hypotropia in order to prevent a late overcorrection. The aim should be to achieve binocular single vision in about 10 degrees of downgaze. This facilitates reading and walking down steps while requiring only a minimal chin-up head position for distance vision. In addition, semi-adjustable suture techniques have been proposed to prevent late overcorrection due to muscle slippage, including in patients with TED. An alternative method is to recess the inferior rectus muscle with a fixed suture while recessing the contralateral superior rectus with an adjustable suture.
not seem to be as effective in cases of strabismus due to TED. Correcting restrictive strabismus caused by TED is challenging, because routine surgical dosing tables do not seem to be as effective in cases of strabismus due to TED.10 In addition, close attention should be paid when dissecting Tenon’s capsule, particularly around the inferior rectus muscle, because the possibility of a slipped muscle after large recession is somewhat high, partly due to its short arc of contact with the globe and the presence of Tenon’s capsule, which may predispose to nonadhesion to the sclera.4,10

In summary, strabismus surgery, particularly with the adjustable suture technique, can be highly effective in patients with strabismus due to TED. Correcting restrictive strabismus caused by TED is challenging, because routine surgical dosing tables do not seem to be as effective in cases of strabismus due to TED.21 The adjustable suture technique is effective in improving outcomes, as it allows more precise alignment of the eyes in the immediate postoperative period.21,29 However, the adjustable technique cannot prevent late overcorrection after inferior rectus recession in patients with strabismus due to TED. Therefore, some authors suggest that adjustment of these patients to undercorrection of at least 2 prism diopeters to compensate for postoperative overcorrection after inferior rectus recession.29 Most patients are very grateful to have their most disabling problem related to TED resolved or improved as much as possible.

9.3 Management of Eyelid Malposition Associated with Thyroid Eye Disease

9.3.1 Eyelid Retraction

Eyelid retraction is the most common sign of TED and is found in 70% of upper eyelids and 20% of lower eyelids of patients recently diagnosed with TED.35 Studies suggest that the levator palpebrae superioris muscle is the most commonly involved extraocular muscle in thyroid orbitopathy.36,37 The exact mechanism of upper eyelid retraction is poorly understood, but is thought to be the result of levator inflammation acutely, which is followed later by fibrosis. Müller’s muscle has also been implicated in upper eyelid retraction as a result of sympathetic stimulation during the acute phase of TED and by enlargement and fibrosis in the chronic phase.38 Lower eyelid retraction has been postulated to be a result of either proptosis or lamellar shortening from retractor muscle inflammation and fibrosis. Studies measuring inferior fornix depth and analyzing postsurgical decompression data have suggested that proptosis is likely the primary cause of lower eyelid retraction.39,40

Eyelid retraction may result in symptoms related to dryness such as pain, foreign body sensation, and epiphora, and contact lenses may become intolerable. Other autoimmune mechanisms directly affecting the ocular surface have also been implicated as a cause of these symptoms.41 Eyelid retraction is often cosmetically troublesome to patients, resulting in poor self-esteem, depression, and avoidance of social situations (Fig. 9.3).42

First-line therapy for eyelid retraction is conservative, nonsurgical management involving improvement of ocular surface lubrication. Placement of fluorescein ophthalmic solution on the corneas and viewing with a cobalt blue filtered light via slit-lamp biomicroscopy is useful in assessing corneal dryness and pathology. Preservative-free artificial teardrops, gels, and ointments should be used frequently and routinely throughout the day. Many patients with eyelid retraction have poor eyelid closure (lagophthalmos), and it is important in these cases to tape the eyelids closed at night, being careful to avoid tape abrading the corneas, or wear a moisture chamber device or goggles (Fig. 9.4). However, some patients will remain uncomfortable despite this therapy and will have more significant ocular surface issues requiring more aggressive management.

9.3.2 Minimally Invasive Treatment of Upper Eyelid Retraction

Several minimally invasive methods of improving upper eyelid retraction may be considered, including the injection of botulinum toxin, hyaluronic acid gel filler, or corticosteroid into the involved muscles. Injection of botulinum toxin into the levator muscle just above the superior tarsus may be performed either transcutaneously or transconjunctivally. Botulinum toxin works...
by binding to presynaptic nerve terminals and blocking the release of acetylcholine. This provides 3 to 4 months of improvement in eyelid retraction and may be useful during either the active or chronic stage of disease. The disadvantages of this procedure are the inability to precisely titrate the effect, which may result in undesired ptosis or diplopia because of inadvertent spread of toxin to extraocular muscles.\textsuperscript{43,44,45,46,47,48}

Hyaluronic acid (HA) gels are commonly used today as cosmetic fillers. Their efficacy is temporary, lasting about 3 to 6 months, and there are ever-expanding uses for these products. Injection of approximately 0.5 mL of HA filler above the tarsus in the plane of the levator muscle will result in lowering of a retracted upper eyelid.\textsuperscript{49} The effect may be slightly more controllable than with botulinum toxin injection, although ultrasonic imaging has demonstrated that there is migration of the gel around the area of injection. A disadvantage of both botulinum toxin and HA filler have a temporary effect and will likely need to be repeated during the course of the disease. This indication is off-label use of both of these products.

Injection of corticosteroid, such as triamcinolone, has been reported to be effective in the treatment of upper eyelid retraction, and several studies have touted its efficacy when injected into the subconjunctival space at the superior aspect of the tarsus during the acute phase of the disease. Injections are performed at regular intervals several weeks apart until the desired eyelid height is reached. Several injections are usually required and this procedure is not thought to be effective in the chronic, fibrotic stage of disease.\textsuperscript{50,51,52} Injection of particulate material such as steroid in the periorbital area poses a risk for embolic intraocular events.

Injection of corticosteroid, such as triamcinolone, has been reported to be effective in the treatment of upper eyelid retraction, and several studies have touted its efficacy when injected into the subconjunctival space at the superior aspect of the tarsus during the acute phase of the disease. Injections are performed at regular intervals several weeks apart until the desired eyelid height is reached. Several injections are usually required and this procedure is not thought to be effective in the chronic, fibrotic stage of disease.\textsuperscript{50,51,52} Injection of particulate material such as steroid in the periorbital area poses a risk for embolic intraocular events.

### 9.3.3 Surgical Management of Upper Eyelid Retraction

The mainstay of surgical treatment of upper eyelid retraction is recession of the levator palpebrae superioris or Müller’s muscle or both via either an internal transconjunctival or an external transcutaneous approach. Multiple descriptions of variations on these procedures date back to the 1980s.\textsuperscript{53,54,55} There are advantages and disadvantages to both approaches. Both approaches allow for disinsertion and recession of the levator aponeurosis and Müller’s muscle in a graded fashion. Internal transconjunctival surgery has the advantage of leaving no cutaneous scar; however, there is less ability to place sutures to control contour or fix overcorrection. External surgery may result in a longer recovery period because of the cutaneous incision; however, there is the potential for finer control intraoperatively by placement of sutures to adjust lid contour and height. The external full-thickness blepharotomy described by Elner et al has been a mainstay procedure for many surgeons. The eyelid is incised at the crease and dissection is carried in a graded fashion at the superior border of the tarsus through the levator aponeurosis, Müller’s muscle, and conjunctiva until the desired eyelid lowering is achieved (\textsuperscript{b} Fig. 9.5).\textsuperscript{56} An additional advantage of the external approach is the option to perform concurrent blepharoplasty with fat debulking via the same incision.

Fig. 9.5 Repair of upper eyelid retraction via full-thickness blepharotomy. (a) The skin is incised along the eyelid crease and dissection is performed in a graded fashion through the levator aponeurosis, Müllers muscle, and conjunctiva until the lid is lowered to the desired height. (b) A small band of conjunctiva may be left in place in order to preserve the eyelid contour.

These procedures, whether performed internally or externally, are often fraught with frustration, as the lid has a tendency to shift position during the postoperative weeks to months. Success rates have been reported as high as 86.5\%\textsuperscript{57} while reoperation rates are reported from 8 to 23\%.\textsuperscript{58} The lid usually creeps upward over time, but in some cases may fall; hence, slight overcorrection at the time of surgery may be desirable. Also, timing surgery when eyelid position and thyroid serology levels have been stable for many months may result in a more stable postsurgical result. Several authors have reported variations on traditional upper eyelid recession techniques, in an effort to improve predictability of postsurgical eyelid height, including use of adjustable sutures,\textsuperscript{59,60} transposition of the lateral horn of the levator,\textsuperscript{61} use of spacer grafts including reflected orbital septum,\textsuperscript{62} and preservation of a strut of conjunctiva and retractors in the medial aspect of the lid.\textsuperscript{63}

### 9.3.4 Surgical Management of Lower Eyelid Retraction

Repair of lower eyelid retraction in TED can be equally challenging, as the negative vector anatomy, with the eye more prominent than the cheek, creates a need for the lid to be moved not only upward, but also outward to cover the inferior globe (\textsuperscript{a} Fig. 9.6). Surgical correction of ptosis with orbital decompression is often helpful in reducing lower eyelid retraction.\textsuperscript{54} If this is not desired or feasible, then surgery may be directed toward the lower eyelid. The basic principle is to release the lower eyelid retractors muscles to allow the lid to move upward. However, given the natural tendency of wound healing and the effect of gravity, the lid is at risk of returning to its presurgical position. An effective method of preventing this involves placement of a graft between the inferior tarsal border and the disinserted retractor muscles on the conjunctival side of the eyelid. A number of materials have been proposed, dating back to the 1980s, including polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE), Mersilene...
mesh, donor sclera, hard palate mucosa, donor tarsus, ear or nasal cartilage, porous polyethylene, synthetic bioengineered tarsus, autologous dermis, porcine acellular dermal matrix, and autologous tarsus. Some of these donor and synthetic materials have been noted to cause chronic inflammation and result in fibrous capsule formation, extrusion, and other complications. Most of the donor grafts melt over time, resulting in recurrence of eyelid retraction. Therefore, the ideal posterior spacer graft is composed of autologous tissue. Cartilage and hard palate grafts are options, but may not be comfortable because of stiffness or production of secretions that are not native to the ocular surface. Autologous tarsus is a fantastic graft choice for this indication, as it is flexible and comfortable against the globe, and will not shrink over time, providing lasting structural support to the lower eyelid.

9.3.5 Surgical Technique for Simultaneous Repair of Upper and Lower Eyelid Retraction

A highly effective technique for repair of ipsilateral upper and lower eyelid retraction is a simultaneous procedure incorporating internal upper eyelid recession and placement of an autologous tarsus posterior spacer graft into the lower eyelid. It is quick and easy to perform, provides a durable result, and is minimally invasive, requiring no cutaneous incisions (Fig. 9.7). The procedure begins with injection of local anesthetic into the upper and lower eyelids and placement of a corneal protective cover. A 4–0 silk traction suture is placed in the margin of the upper and lower eyelids centrally. The upper eyelid is everted and a caliper is used to make a curvilinear mark 4 mm above the inferior tarsal border along the length of the tarsus. The tarsus is incised with a no. 15 blade and the tarsus and conjunctiva is harvested from above this incision, taking care to dissect the levator muscle attachments from the anterior surface of the tarsus. This is the maximum amount of tarsus that can be safely harvested in order to protect the upper eyelid from horizontal tarsal kink, and less can be used as dictated by severity of lower eyelid retraction. The free tarsoconjunctival graft is placed in saline-soaked gauze until later in the procedure. Next, the upper lid is recessed via the donor site. A Desmarres retractor is used to evert the upper eyelid and Westcott scissors are used to make sequential incisions in the levator aponeurosis and Müller’s muscle in a graded fashion along the horizontal length of the eyelid. The lid is reverted back to normal position and the corneal protective cover is removed to assess the eyelid height. This graded recession is repeated until the upper lid is at the desired height and contour. Next, the lower lid is everted using the traction suture and a blade or sharp Westcott scissors are used to incise the conjunctiva and retractors at the inferior tarsal border. The retractors are recessed and a recipient bed is created for the tarsoconjunctival graft. The graft is sutured into position using a running 6–0 plain gut suture. Care is taken to bury the knot to avoid corneal abrasion. The traction sutures in the lid margins are left in place at the end of the procedure and are tied together in a square knot as a temporary tarsorrhaphy. Ophthalmic antibiotic ointment and a patch are placed over the eye for 3 to 5 days (Fig. 9.8).
Very desirable as posterior spacer graft recession surgery, but can be suture (tarsal edges. Then the skin edges are closed with the same blade and polyglycolic acid suture is used to oppose the raw lamellae of the eyelid are split along the gray line with a no. 11 small injection of local anesthetic. The anterior and posterior can easily be performed in an o...
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10 Orbital Trauma Management, Reconstruction, and External Approaches to the Orbit

Daniel R. Lefebvre

Abstract
Orbital trauma and reconstruction involves careful evaluation and management of critical soft-tissue structures and complex bony anatomy. The consequences of incorrect or unsafe management can include disfiguring cosmesis, pain, intracranial injury, double vision, and even blindness. When the bony orbit is accessed via endonasal endoscopic surgery, an orbital “fracture” is essentially created as the access route into the orbit. In many cases, formal reconstruction may not be necessary, but as access window size increases, the potential need for reconstruction increases. This chapter reviews the concepts and basis for orbital reconstruction in the setting of traumatic orbital blow-out fractures to serve as a basis for consideration of reconstruction in the setting of endonasal endoscopic orbital surgery.

Keywords: orbital trauma, orbital blowout fracture, white-eyed blowout fracture, orbital reconstruction, orbital compartment syndrome, canthotomy/cantholysis

10.1 Introduction
While the orbit itself occupies a proportionally small fraction of volume of the whole human body (30-mL average total volume), it is densely packed with complex and vital anatomy—namely, the eye, optic nerve with its dural sheath contiguous with the intracranial space, ocular motor nerves and muscles, various sensory nerves, arteries (from the carotid siphon), and veins (draining to the cavernous sinus). The orbital shape is cone-like, but actually much more complex than a simple cone. The orbital walls are a combination of concavities and convexities and angulations, foramina, and fissures, and these are all important to the status of the eye in terms of its position and alignment, which have both cosmetic and functional implications. Nonetheless, the orbit can sustain a moderate amount of traumatic disruption and can heal functionally and cosmetically quite well without surgical reconstruction. Despite this, when surgical reconstruction of the orbit is indicated, it must be done safely and accurately to restore the normal orbital anatomy; otherwise, the surgery itself may be responsible for a host of functional and cosmetic adverse outcomes such as enophthalmos, strabismus, eyelid retraction, and even blindness.

The orbital surgeon most frequently encounters disruption of the orbital walls in the setting of trauma. Indirect orbital “blow-out” fractures involve the orbital floor, medial orbital wall, or both, and generally occur from a blunt force applied to the eye area, such as a punch by a fist or a hit from a baseball, without disruption of the orbital rim. The disruption of the internal orbital wall can range from essentially nondisplaced with very little anatomical consequence to the orbit and nondisplaced but with entrapment of orbital tissue (a so-called trapdoor fracture) to moderately displaced with herniation of orbital contents possibly causing a measurable change in orbital volume and function and large fractures with significant change to the orbital volume and function.

In endonasal endo-orbital surgery, the orbit is accessed via the medial orbital wall, orbital floor, and sometimes both. Depending on the size of the bony orbit created, reconstruction may be appropriate; the precise indications for reconstruction in this setting are still being elucidated. In general, the larger the orbital disruption, the more likely a reconstruction would be appropriate. In a review of 23 cases of endonasal removal of orbital cavernous hemangiomas, lesions that were intraconal in location more commonly required a binaural approach with an associated larger bone window to the orbit compared to extraconal lesions, with intraconal lesions accounting for all cases (6 out of 16) in which the orbit was reconstructed. The purpose of this chapter is to review the evaluation and management of orbital disruption vis-à-vis orbital blowout fractures, which can then serve as a basis for the evaluation and implementation of orbital reconstruction in association with endonasal orbital procedures. The surgical approaches described can also be used for enhanced access during combined endoscopic/external orbital surgery.

10.2 Diagnostic Workup for the Orbital Blowout Fracture Patient
In cases in which there is an isolated orbital blowout fracture (i.e., the orbital rims are intact), the leading theory for the mechanism of injury is that the eye itself has been retropulsed into the orbit by blunt force trauma and as a result the hydrostatic pressure within the orbit has increased substantially to a threshold point at which the orbital wall (usually the floor and less commonly the medial wall) “blows out” into the adjacent paranasal sinus to relieve this pressure. It has been presumed that this fracture serves as a safety-valve mechanism to relieve the pressure on the eye before the eyeball itself ruptures, and indeed it is rare in practice to see an open globe injury in association with a pure orbital blowout fracture resulting from blunt trauma. Eye injuries do occur in association with approximately one-third of orbital blowout fractures and can include corneal abrasion, traumatic iritis, microhyphema and hyphema (blood in the anterior chamber of the eye), traumatic iris tears/mydriasis, commotio retinae (bruising of the retina), retinal tear or detachment, traumatic optic neuropathy, orbital hemorrhage, and orbital emphysema. Soft-tissue injuries may also occur, such as a laceration of the lacrimal canaliculus of the eyelid that may occur from a lateral shear force applied to the lid during blunt trauma. If an extraocular muscle is entrapped (or even tethered by adjacent orbital tissue) within the fracture site, the oculocardiac reflex may occur, which can lead to potentially life-threatening bradycardia and even asystole. Thus, all orbital trauma patients should have a full trauma assessment including evaluation for other injuries and monitoring of vital
signs. Because identification of the associated ocular injuries referenced above requires specialized equipment and techniques, a full eye examination with an ophthalmologist is advisable, who should perform slit-lamp biomicroscopy and dilated fundus examination. Visual acuity can be measured one eye at a time with a vision checking card by anyone in the health care team, along with assessment of pupils (looking for direct and consensual responses as well as assessing for an afferent pupillary defect), and gross assessment of ocular motility by having the patient follow the examiner’s finger in a wide circle. Any significant dysmotility could be a clue to an underlying orbital fracture. Other signs suggesting an orbital fracture would be frank misalignment of the eye such as strabismus or hypoglobus, relative enophthalmos (although this is often masked by the associated orbital edema in the acute setting), or hypesthesia of the cheek or lip. A laceration medial to the lacrimal punctum should raise suspicion for a canaliculur laceration. A periocular laceration with fat present within the wound indicates the orbital septum and orbit proper have been violated, and one should consider the possibility of intraorbital injury (muscle, nerve, globe) or a retained intraorbital foreign body.

If the orbit is quite tense and firm such that the lids are not able to be readily opened and the globe is under obvious pressure, there is an orbital compartment syndrome. This is an emergency and requires timely release of the orbital pressure, which is usually accomplished via a lateral canthotomy and emergency and requires timely release of the orbital pressure, which is usually accomplished via a lateral canthotomy and cantholysis in an effort to avoid central retinal artery occlusion or optic nerve ischemia, which can be catastrophic after 60 to 90 minutes. This technique will be described later in this chapter as part of the swinging eyelid transconjunctival approach.

If the eye is deformed or soft or there is any other concern for an open globe injury, the area should be protected with a shield so that no further manipulations are applied to the globe until evaluation by an ophthalmologist.

Imaging is indicated when there is concern for an orbital fracture or foreign body as described earlier. This should be computed tomography (CT) of the facial bones/orbits with coronal and sagittal reconstructions. Plain X-ray films of the orbit are not sensitive enough to detect many orbital fractures and not detailed enough for surgical reconstruction planning. A CT scan with only axial images is an incomplete study for the purpose of evaluating orbital trauma, as it is nearly impossible to assess the orbital floor on axial view—at a minimum, a coronal reconstruction must be obtained. Soft-tissue and bone windows should both be evaluated directly by the surgeon. The soft-tissue window can show blood in the orbit, tissue edema, and the status of the globe and extraocular muscles. The bone window enables proper assessment of the thin orbital walls (particularly the floor and medial wall, which are so thin that nondisplaced fractures are often not visible on soft-tissue windows). The images must be directly viewed by the evaluating surgeon; one cannot simply rely on reading the report for the scan. It is regrettable too common an occurrence that a CT scan is read as “normal” when in fact a fracture or other abnormality exists. Unfortunately, it tends to be trapdoor fractures that are underrecognized most frequently because of their nondisplaced configuration; these tend to occur in children and require urgent surgical repair.

### 10.2.1 Indications for and Timing of Surgical Repair of Orbital Blowout Fractures

Like many conditions in medicine, and in oculoplastic and orbital surgery in particular, there are few hard rules regarding orbital fracture management. One exception though is the “white-eyed” blowout fracture, or “trapdoor” fracture, most commonly seen in pediatric patients. This is a fracture in which the orbital floor (less commonly the medial orbital wall) is fractured and minimally displaced, actually springing back into near normal anatomical alignment but unfortunately entrapping soft tissue (such as orbital fat or a rectus muscle) within the fracture itself. These fractures externally appear to have minimal edema and ecchymosis, and the eye itself is often “white and quiet” (Fig. 10.1). Most striking is the severe limitation of movement of the globe—often an inability to supraduct in floor fractures, or to abduct in medial wall fractures. Some cases can be associated with the oculocardiac reflex, in which bradycardia and nausea may develop during attempted ductions. These fractures can be missed by radiologists or surgeons not familiar with this fracture pattern (Fig. 10.2). Nonetheless, it is essential to not miss such a fracture, because treatment involves urgent (same-day) surgical treatment. Delayed treatment of a trapdoor fracture exposes the patient to the risk of permanent injury to the rectus muscle entrapped within the fracture, which can undergo contracture from ischemia and lead to permanent strabismus and muscle dysfunction that is difficult to correct.

![Fig. 10.1](image1.png) A "white-eyed" or "trapdoor" blowout fracture of the right orbital floor in a 12-year-old boy who was struck by a baseball. The right eye exhibits severe limitation of supradduction, but otherwise there are minimal external signs of trauma.

![Fig. 10.2](image2.png) A coronal reconstruction of maxillofacial CT (computed tomography), soft-tissue window. This scan was read by a radiologist as "no fracture identified." A clue to the fracture is the soft-tissue abnormality between the right inferior rectus muscle and right orbital floor—this is the soft tissue entrapped by the trapdoor fracture and is what tethers the eye and limits supradduction.
A review article by Burnstine in 2002 collated data to offer evidence-based recommendations concerning the indications and timing for orbital fracture repair. Repairs of a white-eyed blowout fracture within 24 to 48 hours is supported by level A1 evidence. The other indications and timing recommendations for fracture repair are not as strong, and rely on the addition of clinical judgment. A floor fracture associated with diplopia within 30 degrees of primary gaze from limited supraduction or infrauction that persists beyond a week should be repaired ideally within 7 to 14 days, with newer data suggesting repair within 7 days having better long-term results. Fractures that have a disproportionate amount of soft-tissue disruption compared to the fracture size (e.g., a minimally depressed floor fracture but with a significant “teardrop” deformity of the inferior rectus muscle) may also benefit from earlier repair. Enophthalmos at presentation is generally always associated with a large fracture or combined floor and medial wall fracture, and the enophthalmos can be expected to only worsen as edema subsides; thus, such a fracture should be considered for repair. Any fracture of 50% or greater of the surface of the orbital floor or combined floor and medial wall should be considered for surgical repair because of the high likelihood of developing problematic enophthalmos. The normal discrepancy of enophthalmometry measurements between the two eyes in normal individuals is up to 2 mm. Thus, the development of latent enophthalmos of 2 mm or greater may be an indication for surgical repair if cosmetically unacceptable to the patient. Even after repair, however, some enophthalmos can persist from internal soft-tissue scarring, imperfect reconstruction, or orbital fat atrophy following trauma and surgery. Still, delayed repair of a fracture in a patient who has manifested latent enophthalmos can have good success and should not be discounted.

Porous polyethylene is flexible and malleable while retaining some rigidity, and as a result of being porous undergoes fibrovascular ingrowth into the implant itself, which serves to stabilize the implant and in theory avoid infection and encapsulation. These implants are available in variable thicknesses, including 0.45, 0.85, 1, and 1.55 mm. They are also available with an optional smooth “barrier” surface to prevent fibrovascular ingrowth on one or both surfaces. Porous polyethylene is “sticky” and adheres to the orbital soft tissues (fat, periosteum) and is generally resistant to shifting. The author most commonly employs nonbarrier porous polyethylene sheets for medium-sized blowout fractures with good surrounding bony support. There have been reported cases of latent implant inflammation. Barrier sheets are susceptible to capsular formation and hemorrhage similar to any other smooth implant. For larger fractures, porous polyethylene sheets can be cantilevered from the orbital rim with a titanium miniplate; composite implants of porous polyethylene with an inner layer of titanium (for rigidity and enhanced malleability) are also available. Beware, though, that porous polyethylene, being flexible, can bow as the orbit swells postoperatively, or could be drawn down to a depressed bone plate during the fibrovascular in growth phase. This could have the effect of creating a concave orbital floor configuration (as opposed to convex) and can lead to latent enophthalmos or diplopia.

Titanium alloy is an inert and lightweight nonferrous metal with appropriate rigidity for implant reconstruction. Because of its ability to hold shape, manufacturers have been able to fabricate preformed orbital implants that are based on an averaging of CT scan data of many patients to create implants that replicate the natural shape of the orbit. These implants span the orbital floor to the medial orbital wall, and maintain the natural shape of the inferior orbital rim.

**10.2.2 Implant Materials for Orbital Reconstruction**

A variety of implant materials have been employed for orbital fracture reconstruction, including autologous tissue (e.g., nasal septum cartilage, calvarial bone graft) and alloplastic materials (such as nylon foil, porous polyethylene sheeting, and titanium mesh). The author uses almost exclusively alloplastic implants because of their ease of use, lack of donor site morbidity, and safety and effectiveness.

One implant material that is thin, flexible, and inexpensive is nylon foil. This is a clear sheet with physical characteristics similar to X-ray film, and is available in a variety of thicknesses. The author most commonly uses 0.4-mm sheets for small isolated orbital floor or medial wall fractures with excellent surrounding bony support. It can also be used as a “wraparound” implant for combined floor and medial wall fractures, particularly when the inferomedial orbital strut is intact. The material is smooth and this is viewed as a positive attribute in terms of not adhering to orbital tissues such as rectus muscles, but this can also make the implant prone to shifting. Thus, a single microscrew is often placed anteriorly to stabilize the implant and prevent migration. Smooth implants, while being nonadherent, do carry a risk of encapsulation and subsequent hematic cyst formation.

**Fig. 10.3** A maxillofacial CT (computed tomography; soft tissue, coronal reconstruction) scan obtained at postoperative month 3 in a patient with persistent vertical diplopia in down gaze following orbital fracture repair with a porous polyethylene sheet. The scan shows a large fracture spanned by the porous polyethylene sheet with some soft tissue below the implant. The very large size of the fracture (essentially the whole floor with very little residual bony support) may have been better reconstructed with a rigid implant to avoid “bowing” into the maxillary sinus.
convexity of the orbital floor medially and the natural angle from the floor to medial wall transition by the inferomedial orbital strut. They are available in left or right configurations, small and large sizes, and are fenestrated to allow drainage of blood and fluid out of the orbit into the adjacent paranasal sinus. The author prefers these implants for reconstruction in large fractures where there is little of the floor left, floor fractures with disruption of the inferomedial orbital strut, and combined floor and medial wall fractures, especially if there is disruption of the inferomedial orbital strut. Once the implant is cut to size (if needed) and the shape fine-tuned (if needed), it is placed and fixated to the internal inferior orbital rim laterally with a single microscrew. Screws can also be placed on the anterior face of the inferior orbital rim with screw points that fold over the rim; however, efforts should be made to avoid this as the screws and implant could be palpable or could contribute to scarring and lower lid retraction postoperatively. Because the implant is fenestrated, secondary removal if necessary can be difficult as the orbital soft tissues will be strongly adherent to the implant. Care must be taken to ensure tissue or muscle is not herniated around the implant or that bare extraocular muscle is not in contact with the implant or a restrictive strabismus could result. There have been reports of "orbital adherence syndrome" in which the orbital tissues/extraocular muscles/eyelid become tightly scarred to the titanium implant and are very difficult to remedy.20 And while the rigidity of the implant is on balance a strength and reason for its use, one must be careful when cantilevering the implant that the rise posteriorly is not too high, or else an optic nerve compression or direct nerve injury could result, with catastrophic consequences. Unlike nylon foil or porous polyethylene, which will generally "mold" to the native surrounding orbital shape, the titanium implant will not do this and thus correct position and angulation must be ensured intraoperatively, and rechecked carefully after screw fixation.

While preformed implants reconstruct the orbital shape quite well, custom-made patient-specific implants are available. These are created by the manufacturer based on individual patient CT imaging data with the goal of reconstructing an orbit to closely match the contralateral normal orbit. These implants can be made from titanium or alloplastic material. Cost and production lead time limit their use in most primary fracture children with small trapdoor fractures in whom wide exposure is not as critical, the floor is often accessed without disturbing the lateral canthus.

The patient is supine on the operating table and under general anesthesia. The lateral canthus and lower eyelid are injected with local anesthetic (2% lidocaine with epinephrine 1:100,000 mixed 1:1 with 0.75% bupivacaine with the addition of hyaluronidase). The patient is administered 10 mg of intravenous dexamethasone if not medically contraindicated and 1 to 2 g of intravenous cefazolin (or other antibiotic if allergic). After prepping and draping in the usual sterile fashion a corneal scleral protecting shield is placed over the operative eye. Prior to placing the shield, forced duction testing can be performed in which the conjunctiva of the eye is carefully grasped with toothed forceps near the limbus (where conjunctiva is fused with Tenon’s fascia) and the eye is rotated up and down and side to side to assess for any restriction of movement. A curved Stevens tenotomy scissors is then used to perform a lateral canthotomy (cutting full thickness across the lateral eyelid commissure within a horizontal lateral canthal rhytid for approximately 0.5 to 1 cm toward the lateral orbital rim) and inferior cantholysis (turning the scissors to point toward the patient’s feet and cutting the firm tissues of the inferior crus of the lateral canthal band and orbital septal attachments to “release” the eyelid). The closed scissors are then placed through the lateral canthal incision and directed medially in the preseptal/postorbicularis plane across the lower lid until the tips reach alignment with the most medial eyelashes, and the scissors are opened to perform a blunt preseptal dissection. The scissors are then backed out laterally and opened such that one tip of the scissors remains in the preseptal plane and the other tip is over conjunctiva. The scissors are then used to cut the fused layers of conjunctiva, lower lid retractors, and orbital septum from the inferior border of the tarsal plate across the eyelid proceeding lateral to medial, taking care not to disrupt the lacrimal canalicus medially. This yields an efficient preseptal exposure and avoids any thermal injury to the conjunctival and orbital septum from the use of monopolar cautery. Hemostasis is obtained with careful use of bipolar cautery if needed. A 4–0 silk traction suture is placed through the cut end of the conjunctiva and lower lid retractors and clamped superiorly to the head drape, while a Desmarres retractor holds the eyelid inferi orly. A malleable retractor is used to hold the orbital soft tissues down to isolate the inferior orbital rim. The overlying soft tissues can then be cut with a no. 15 blade or at this point with a monopolar cautery device. Care is taken to ensure that the cheek and lid skin is not rolled up superiorly and overlying the rim by the assistant applying downward traction on the cheek skin. The perioriostium of the orbital rim is then elevated with a Freer periosteal elevator and the orbital fracture is revealed. Careful subperiosteal dissection is performed around the fracture site medially and laterally, and then the herniated tissues are elevated back into the orbit using a hand-over-hand technique between the Freer elevator and malleable retractor. Sometimes a skeletonized infraorbital nerve/neurovascular bundle is encountered, and this must carefully be separated from the overlying orbital soft tissues. Medially, care is taken to not disrupt the origin of the inferior oblique extraocular muscle, which originates near the entrance to the nasolacrimal duct. The dissection proceeds to the posterior extent of the fracture

10.3 Surgical Techniques
10.3.1 Transconjunctival Approach to the Orbital Floor

A variety of approaches exist to access the orbital floor, including transcutaneous incisions below the lashes, transcutaneous incision over the orbital rim directly, and transconjunctival incision, often performed with a lateral canthotomy and inferior cantholysis (i.e., the “swinging eyelid” approach).21 There has been a movement away from transcutaneous approaches to the orbit, as these can be associated with visible scarring and cica-tricial ectropion of the eyelid. The author most commonly employs the swinging-eyelid approach to the floor; however, in
so that all orbital soft tissues are returned to the orbit and the fracture is entirely exposed. Free fragments of bone are carefully removed during dissection so that they do not become lost in the orbital fat and intracranial space, from which pain, globe, or nerve injury or vision loss could result. There is a perforating neurovascular bundle from the center of the orbital floor from the infraorbital canal into the orbit22 (Fig. 10.4). If this is intact, it should be identified, cauterized, and lysed so that it is not inadvertently lacerated, which could lead to hemorrhage. Sometimes the floor fracture extends all the way posteriorly to the palatine bone. There are essentially no critical structures along the orbital floor to prevent full dissection and release of the fracture all the way posteriorly; however, pauses should be taken every few minutes to avoid sustained retraction on the orbital soft tissues, which puts stress on the globe and optic nerve. Once the fracture is entirely exposed and all soft tissues have been elevated back into the orbit, the fracture site is covered with an implant. In small fractures or trapdoor fractures in which the bony defect is small, the author prefers a 0.45-mm porous polyethylene sheet or a 0.4-mm nylon sheet. The porous polyethylene is generally not fixated, while the nylon sheet is fixated anteriorly with a single 4-mm self-drilling microscrew. For medium-sized fractures, the author prefers 0.85- or 1.0-mm porous polyethylene sheets, usually fashioned in a “guitar-pick” shape to span the fracture circumferentially. For very large fracture, the author prefers preformed titanium orbital implants that are fixated anteriorly with one or two 4-mm self-drilling microscrews on the inner surface of the orbital rim. These implants are cut down to size as needed and then carefully positioned taking great care to ensure there is no herniation of orbital soft tissue around the edges of the implant and that the implant is directly on bone in the subperiosteal space. The implant should be resting on the posterior-most bone behind the fracture site, called the posterior ledge, which is often the palatine bone in such large fractures. This ensures that the trajectory of the floor is maintained (which is a rising trajectory proceeding posteriorly; see Fig. 10.5). Forced duction testing is then performed to ensure the eye is freely mobile, confirming that there is no tissue entrapment. It is very rare for the author to suture the periosteum or orbicularis muscle, but instead a “sutureless” technique is employed.23 When a lateral canthotomy/cantholysis has been performed, this is repaired with a double-armed 5–0 Polyglactin suture placed intratarsally from the cut edge of the tarsus to the firm tissue of the lateral canthal band in horizontal mattress fashion. The lateral canthal angle is reformed with a 7–0 Polyglactin sutured cerclage placed gray line to gray line from the upper to lower eyelid, with the knot placed within the lateral wound. A 6–0 fast gut suture is used to close the conjunctiva of the lower eyelid with two simple interrupted sutures (one at the medial third and one at the lateral third), taking care to take very small purchase of conjunctiva only. The skin of the lateral canthus is then closed with 6–0 fast gut simple interrupted sutures. The protecting shield is removed from the eye, the patient is undraped, and the skin is cleansed, followed by the application of erythromycin ophthalmic ointment to the operative eye. The patient is then awaken from anesthesia and extubated and taken to the recovery room and observed for any bleeding (Fig. 10.6, composite).

10.3.2 Retrocaruncular Transconjunctival Approach to the Medial Orbital Wall

A skin incision (e.g., Lynch-type incision) can be avoided in accessing the medial orbit by employing a retrocaruncular approach.24,25 This is a transconjunctival incision placed between the caruncle and the plica semilunaris, and affords excellent exposure to the medial orbit with essentially no morbidity and excellent cosmesis when performed properly.

The patient is prepared as previously described for orbital surgery. To allow exposure of the caruncle and plica semilunaris, either the assistant or a self-retaining eyelid speculum is used to hold the eyelids in the open position. The caruncle is grasped with a toothed Bishop forceps and elevated anteriorly. Blunt-tipped Westcott scissors are used to cut through the conjunctiva immediately between the caruncle and plica semilunaris. It is important for the scissors to be oriented toward the midline of the face and away from the globe. Additionally, the scissors
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should be oriented posteriorly at approximately a 45-degree angle so that the common canaliculus of the lacrimal drainage system is not inadvertently cut. Once this initial incision is created, it can be carefully extended superiorly and inferiorly with the Westcott scissors, taking care to avoid injury to the globe and extraocular muscles. Closed curved Stevens tenotomy scissors are then placed through the incision and advanced to “palpate” the posterior lacrimal crest. The scissors are then opened to bluntly dissect and then orbital Sewell or small malleable retractors are placed to maintain exposure. The periosteum overlying the posterior lacrimal crest can be incised with a crescent blade or a Colorado needle-tipped monopolar cautery device. A subperiosteal dissection can then commence. The superior zone of dissection is along the frontoethmoidal suture line, and care must be taken not to lacerate the anterior ethmoid neurovascular bundle. If this structure is encountered and it impedes, the dissection bipolar cautery is applied and the bundle may be carefully lysed. Inferiorly, the dissection is along the inferomedial orbital strut. Care is taken not to create iatrogenic fracture of these fragile bones. Once the fracture in the lamina papyracea is isolated, the herniated orbital soft tissues are carefully elevated back into the orbit using the Freer elevator and small malleable retractor. Unlike the orbital floor, in which there are essentially no critical structures along the floor posteriorly, the medial orbital wall leads directly to the optic canal and optic nerve as one proceeds posteriorly. Frequent rest periods to release tissue retraction and gentle manipulations are key to avoiding injury to the optic nerve. Taking note of the depth of dissection (the medial orbital wall is approximately 40 mm in length on average) and the presence of the posterior ethmoid neurovascular bundle (which is on average 6 mm anterior to the optic canal) can help maintain situational awareness during dissection. Note that up to a third of patients may have an accessory ethmoidal neurovascular bundle (middle ethmoidal artery) between the anterior and posterior foramina; thus, this is not an absolutely reliable landmark. Stereotactic image guidance can be a helpful adjunct if available.

Once the soft tissues are reduced out of the fracture, the fracture may be covered with an implant of the surgeon’s choice. The author typically uses a 0.4-mm nylon foil or a 0.85-mm porous polyethylene sheet. The implant is cut to an oval shape and placed such that it rests on intact bone circumferentially, while the orbital soft tissues are held back with a malleable retractor. If there is very good security of the implant over intact bone, fixation is generally not necessary; however, if the implant has only slight overlap on bone or if there is some movement of the implant during forced duction testing, the implant can be fixated with a single 4-mm microscrew placed through the anterior inferior edge of the implant into the region of the posterior lacrimal crest. Note that significant movement of the implant during forced duction testing should prompt the surgeon to explore for soft tissue that has not been properly released from the fracture or that has herniated around the implant—this must be rectified to avoid postoperative restrictive strabismus or even severe injury to the muscle if it itself is entrapped by the implant.

Once the implant is secure and forced duction testing is satisfactory, the soft tissues by the caruncle are returned to their

Fig. 10.6 (a,b) The swinging eyelid transconjunctival approach to the orbital floor. (c,d) Lateral canthotomy and inferior cantholysis. (e) The preseptal dissection and release of the conjunctiva from the inferior tarsal border is performed with the Stevens tenotomy scissors. (f) Periosteum along inferior orbital rim incised with monopolar cautery device. (g) Subperiosteal exposure of the orbital floor. (Adapted from Ellis E, III. Surgical approaches to the orbit in primary and secondary reconstruction. Facial Plast Surg 2014;30(5):537–544.)
10.3.3 Combined Floor and Medial Wall Fracture

When both the floor and medial wall of the orbit are disrupted, there exists a greater potential for enophthalmos and potential ocular dysmotility to develop. The decision-making process and surgical approach employed can become more complicated. In general, the same concepts as applied for isolated floor or medial wall fractures apply to combined fractures in terms of deciding on whom to operate. Very small fractures with minimal displacement and minimal change to the overall orbital volume likely do not mandate repair and may be observed. Some fractures with apparently minimal displacement in terms of magnitude may still require repair if the total size of the fracture is large, that is, the small displacement is multiplied by the surface area of the fracture and leads to significant orbital volume expansion and enophthalmos. Large fractures, which most often manifest by early enophthalmos, require repair. A not uncommon scenario is a combined fracture in which the orbital floor is of moderate to large size and the medial wall fracture is small or very minimally displaced. If very minimally displaced and/or if the area of size is small (e.g., a single ethmoid air cell), then it may be acceptable to repair only the floor and leave the medial wall untreated. On the other hand, it is a mistake to not repair a medial wall fracture in the setting of combined floor and medial wall disruption if the displacement or size is significant—this will lead to postoperative enophthalmos even if the floor is perfectly reconstructed.

Another consideration in combined fractures is the status of the inferomedial orbital strut. This structure represents an important buttress for the orbit, and is the point of inflection.
between the orbital floor and the medial orbital wall (▶ Fig. 10.8). When this structure is disrupted, one can be sure the orbital volume has been significantly expanded—the strut is generally strong and disruption requires significant traumatic force. When the strut is intact, the surgeon has the benefit of an anatomical landmark that preserves the natural contour of the patient’s orbit and also serves as a structural support point for an implant. When it is disrupted, it tends to be displaced inferomedially. In this situation, the surgeon does not have a clear reference point for the transition from floor to medial wall or for the rise of the orbital floor proceeding posteriorly (except for the palatine bone most posteriorly). In this situation, an implant could be placed too medially and too flat, leading to inadequate orbital reconstruction and postoperative enophthalmos. Recognition of this is extremely important during surgery, and the surgeon in such cases should rely on the palatine bone posteriorly to serve as a posterior “ledge” in order to obtain the correct rise of the floor, and the origin of the inferior oblique muscle as a point near the transition from floor to medial wall.

The inferior oblique muscle originates just lateral to the bony nasolacrimal duct entrance, immediately behind the inferior orbital rim medially (▶ Fig. 10.9). Thus, it is situated between the orbital floor and medial orbital wall. During surgery, care must be taken to avoid injury to this structure, as problematic torsional diplopia that is difficult to cure can result.27

10.3.4 Surgical Approach for Combined Floor/Medial Wall Fractures of the Orbit

The author begins combined fracture repair with the swinging-eyelid approach via the lower lid as described earlier. A judicious lateral canthal release and incision of the periorbital high up the lateral orbital rim can afford excellent exposure of the orbital floor with exposure up onto the medial orbital wall. In many cases, this is adequate to allow a safe and complete repair of the combined floor and medial wall fracture. Once the floor component has been isolated and soft tissue released from the maxillary sinus, the subperiosteal dissection proceeds medially and superiorly from the inferomedial orbital strut up to the lamina papyracea and the medial fracture is isolated from below and then anteriorly and posteriorly, and the soft tissues are elevated from the ethmoid sinus proceeding superiorly and posteriorly. Care is taken to observe rest periods from retraction in the orbit, and to dissect with a “light touch” medially to avoid further fracture of the lamina papyracea or penetration into the skull base superiorly. If the soft tissues are not able to be easily elevated or the orbit is “tight” and access to the medial wall is limited from the floor, the author will then make a separate incision to the medial orbit via a retrocaruncular incision as described earlier. This then allows further exposure of the medial fracture, in particular direct exposure to the superior aspect of the fracture and allows the dissection vector to be applied in a safer downward manner away from the skull base.

When a retrocaruncular and swinging eyelid approaches are employed together, there is excellent access into the orbit; however, the inferior oblique muscle stands in the way of unencumbered 180-degree access. It is best to work around the inferior oblique muscle if possible, but not at the expense of repeatedly traumatizing it via direct manipulations over the course of an operation. If the surgeon must have full 180-degree access, the conjunctival incision of the lower lid and retrocaruncular area may be connected carefully with Westcott scissors and the inferior oblique muscle may be released. Historically, it was purported that the inferior oblique muscle could simply be “stripped” away from bone along with periosteum and then allowed to heal back into position secondarily. The author has not found this to be reliable and prefers to mark the muscle at its origin with double-armed 6–0 Polyglactin suture prior to sharply releasing the muscle at its origin below this suture. Then at the conclusion of reconstruction, the preplaced suture is sewn to the tendinous stump origin on the internal inferior orbital rim in a horizontal mattress fashion to ensure the muscle is secured in the correct anatomical location.
10.3.5 Implant Placement for Combined Floor/Medial Wall Fractures

The implant types most used by the author for combined floor.medial wall fractures include nylon foil and preformed titanium plates for the orbital floor and wall. In some cases, it may be appropriate to use two separate implants: one for the floor and one for the medial wall. This would generally be performed in the setting of a retrocaruncular incision combined with a swinging-eye lid approach, not connected, and with an intact intrinsic optical signal. More commonly, a single implant is used to cover both the medial wall and floor fractures.

When the inferomedial orbital strut is intact, a nylon foil sheet can be used to “wrap around” the medial wall and floor, resting on the strut at the transition point for support and contour orientation as described earlier. The sheet is cut to an ellipsoid shape that will span the fracture anteroposteriorly along its minor axis and reach from the level of the frontoethmoidal suture to the lateral aspect of the orbital floor along its major axis. A 4–0 silk suture can be passed through one end of the major axis, and then with the fracture fully exposed using malleable retractors, the implant is placed via the lower lid/orbital floor area and the suture grasped through the retrocaruncular/medial wall area with a curved hemostat and “pulled” into position. The suture is then released and removed. Care is taken to ensure that the implant covers the fractured areas entirely and that no soft tissues (particularly the superior oblique muscle or medial rectus muscle by the superior aspect of the medial fracture) have herniated around the implant.

When the inferomedial orbital strut is disrupted, or in cumulatively large fractures, the author prefers to use a preformed titanium orbital floor and wall implant (▶ Fig. 10.10). Placement of the implant is accomplished by placing first the superomedial aspect of the implant into the orbit via the lower eyelid approach, while all soft tissues are held back with malleable retractors. Large fractures requiring a large implant benefit from release of the inferior oblique muscle (with subsequent reattachment as previously described) to allow safe and accurate implant placement. Once the implant is in place, it is confirmed to be in correct alignment in relation to the frontoethmoidal suture superiorly, the palatine bone posteriorly, and the angle of the lateral aspect of the implant floor to the angle of the inferior orbital fissure. The implant should not be so medial or anterior as to impinge on the nasolacrimal duct. In cases in which the anatomy is distorted, stereotactic image guidance can be used to confirm position in an attempt to mirror the uninjured orbit. The implant should be recessed from the inferior orbital rim, that is, no hardware should be palpable transcutaneously. Care is taken to ensure no soft tissue has herniated around the implant. The implant is then secured with a 4-mm self-drilling microscrew on the internal aspect of the inferior orbital rim laterally. Forced duction testing confirms freedom of eye movement and the wounds are closed as previously discussed.

10.3.6 Access to the Orbital Roof via Upper Eyelid Crease Incision

Orbital roof fractures, when repair is warranted, are generally treated in conjunction with neurosurgery as there is usually other cranial trauma and manipulations of the orbital roof that carry a risk of cerebrospinal fluid leak or other intracranial iatrogenic injury. Access to the orbital roof is more commonly indicated in the setting of draining an abscess or accessing a mass involving the frontal and/or ethmoid sinuses. When wide exposure of the roof is required, a coronal flap is appropriate, as this allows release of the supraorbital neurovascular bundle from its notch or foramen and allows unrestricted access to the orbital roof, particularly medially. To avoid a coronal flap, an eyelid crease incision can be used to reach the orbital roof with great access to all but the most anteromedial aspect.28

The upper eyelid crease is marked preoperatively. The patient is prepared for orbital surgery as described previously. A 4–0 silk traction suture is placed centrally above the upper lid eyelashes and this is used to hold the eyelid on downward traction by carefully clamping to the drape. A no. 15 blade is used to incise the skin of the upper eyelid within the marking of the crease. The depth of incision is just through skin to orbicularis muscle, but not deeper in order to avoid injury to the levator palpebrae superioris aponeurosis. Curved Stevens tenotomy scissors are then used to cut through the orbicularis muscle with the scissors oriented parallel to the eyelid surface with the goal of entering the preseptal plane superiorly. Blunt and sharp dissections are performed superiorly in the preseptal plane up to a level overlying the superior orbital rim. A Desmarres retractor is used to retract the skin and soft tissue superiorly. Hemostasis is obtained with careful use of bipolar cautery. The supraorbital notch is palpated and dissection is maintained lateral to this landmark to avoid injury to the supraorbital neurovascular bundle. A malleable retractor is used to hold back the orbital soft tissues below the superior orbital rim, and the soft tissue and periosteum over the rim are then incised with a Colorado needle–tipped monopolar cautery device from just lateral to the supraorbital notch proceeding laterally to the lateral orbital rim. This incision can be carried along the rim to the level of the lateral canthus. A Freer periosteal elevator is then used to elevate the arcus marginalis periosteum and the subperiosteal space of the orbital roof is entered. The
periosteum of the roof will then generally elevate quite readily centrally. Dissection is performed deep to the supraorbital notch and the frontoethmoidal suture line can be approached in this way. Laterally, the periosteum will elevate readily as well. The zygomaticotemporal neurovascular bundle may be encountered. Generally, this is left intact, but may be cauterized with bipolar cautery and lysed if necessary. Small defects in the orbital roof do not require direct reconstruction. In some cases, the author will place a cellulose film over a small roof defect to prevent orbital soft-tissue herniation during early phases of healing while the periosteum is reconstituting. Larger defects may benefit from placement of a 0.4-mm nylon foil sheet or a 0.45-mm porous polyethylene sheet. Note that when very large areas of the orbital roof are removed (as in a transcranial orbitotomy), reconstruction may require titanium or porous polyethylene-titanium composite implants to prevent cerebral herniation into the orbit. At the conclusion of surgery, the retractors and traction sutures are removed and the eyelid crease incision is closed with interrupted 6-0 fast gut suture. When an abscess has been evacuated, the author will place a drain in the superior subperiosteal space exiting from a lateral sub-brow stab incision.

10.4 Postoperative Care

In general, an eye patch is not placed following orbital surgery, as this could potentially mask a developing hemorrhage. An exception to this is in cases in which there may have been above-average bleeding and/or the patient is expected to have a difficult exit from general anesthesia (e.g., a smoker who is expected to cough, etc.)—in these cases, a standard pressure patch of two eye pads placed over the closed eyelid and affixed with tape under tension may be placed in an effort to apply pressure to the orbit and maintain hemostasis during the extubation process and immediate postoperative period. This patch must be removed promptly in the recovery area so that the orbit may be observed for any subsequent signs of active bleeding.

The patient should have vision assessed once awake enough to cooperate. This can be as simple as ensuring the patient is capable of counting the examiner’s fingers and of reporting normal brightness sense. The vision is often quite blurry because of ointment and intraocular pressure change (usually decreased) immediately after surgery. Many patients feel lights are bright immediately postoperatively, which is usually due to the blurring, ocular irritation from intraoperative manipulations, and sometimes a dilated pupil (which can be normal, especially when epinephrine-containing local anesthetic is used). Inability to count fingers or the report of “dim” or “dark” vision should prompt concern for optic nerve insult. It is important to understand the details of a pupil examination. A unilateral dilated pupil does not indicate injury to the optic nerve. More likely the pupil is pharmacologically dilated from local anesthetic contacting the eye, from sustained pressure in the orbit during surgery, or from traumatic mydriasis sustained in the original injury (which would be present preoperatively). Neuroanatomically, the pupils are innervated to constrict together. Normally, when a light is shone to an eye, that pupil will constrict (the direct response). The pupil of the other eye should also constrict (the consensual response). This forms the basis for assessing optic nerve function via pupil testing. Thus, if light is shone to the right eye only, both pupils should constrict. In the swinging flashlight test, the light is alternated between the two eyes. The pupils of each eye should remain constricted to the light. If one pupil is pharmacologically dilated, the test can still be performed, because the undilated pupil should remain reactive regardless of which eye is receiving the light. If the pupil of the right eye dilates once the light is moved to the left eye, this would indicate a problem with the left afferent system (such as an optic neuropathy) and would be called an afferent pupillary defect. Thus, even if one pupil is completely unreactive (e.g., from atropine eyedrops used to treat traumatic iritis), the status of the afferent visual system can be assessed by observing the status of the normal (other) pupil in response to light applied to each eye separately—the reactive pupil should react both directly and consensually. If an afferent pupillary defect is present, one should search for a cause such as hemorrhage, implant malposition, or direct nerve injury. Any suspicion for hemorrhage or implant impingement on the optic nerve should lead to immediate return to the operating room for exploration.

Most isolated blowout fractures in the author’s practice are not kept overnight postoperatively unless there was above-average bleeding intraoperatively, there was a delayed hemorrhage requiring take-back to the operating room, or if the patient lives a great distance from the hospital. Patients are instructed to avoid any bending, straining, or heavy lifting for 1 week postoperatively. Erythromycin ophthalmic ointment or equivalent is applied twice daily to the operative eye for 1 week. The author does not routinely prescribe postoperative systemic antibiotics. Cool compresses are applied every hour for 10 minutes while awake for the first 48 hours postoperatively. The patient is instructed to avoid any nose blowing or drinking through a straw for 4 weeks following surgery. In general, postoperative examination is performed at 1 week, 1 month, and 3 months.

10.5 Complications

10.5.1 Hemorrhage and Orbital Compartment Syndrome

A hemorrhage can occur anytime during surgery or in the recovery area immediately postoperatively or even days after surgery. A significant hemorrhage, in which the orbit becomes firm and the eyelids tense, is an emergency. The diagnosis is made on clinical examination alone in which the orbit is tensely firm to palpation, there is exophthalmos, and usually the eyelids are difficult or impossible to manually open. Sometimes pain may be quite severe and well out of the normal postoperative pain expectation. Any loss of vision or the presence of an afferent pupillary defect, if able to be assessed, is an ominous sign that the eye and optic nerve are under significant insult and the risk of permanent vision loss is a time-sensitive reality—retinal death can occur within 60 to 90 minutes of ischemia. There is no role for imaging in the acute setting as this would only delay treatment. Likewise, in the acute setting, there is no role for medical therapy such as intraocular pressure-lowering
eyedrops or systemic acetazolamide. If the bleeding is in the recovery area of the operating suite, any accessible sutures should be released, and a lateral canthotomy and inferior cantholysis should be performed to release the orbital pressure and to potentially allow egress of blood. The patient should urgently be returned to the operating room and placed under general anesthesia and the orbit explored to identify the source of bleeding and control it with bipolar cautery. In most cases, once this is accomplished, the wound may be reclosed. The author prefers to admit the patient for overnight observation and to maintain bed rest and blood pressure control. Any bleeding dia-
thesis (such as thrombocytopenia or coagulation problem) should be remedied. If the bleeding is particularly difficult to control, particularly in the absence of a reasonable cause such as severe postoperative rise in blood pressure, etc., a hematol-
yogy evaluation can be considered to rule out a previously undiagnosed bleeding tendency, such as von Willebrand’s disease.

10.5.2 Canalicular Laceration

Iatrogenic canalicular laceration can occur during orbital frac-
ture repair surgery from overaggressive lower eyelid retraction or from direct cutting during dissection. A canalicular laceration is suspected in the setting of any laceration medial to the lacri-
mal punctum. This can be confirmed via passage of a Bowman
lacrimal probe through the punctum and canaliculus. A canalic-
ular laceration must be repaired with direct re-anastomosis over a silicone stent such as a self-retaining monocusalicular stent or Crawford-type nasolacrimal stent. If the operating sur-
geon is not familiar with canalicular laceration repair or the required stenting material is not available, it is acceptable to perform a superficial closure of the lid and have the patient treated by a surgeon with canalicular repair experience within 24 to 48 hours—following this time, the chance for a successful canalicular repair is greatly reduced, with the potential consequence of permanent tearing.

10.5.3 Incorrect Implant Position

An implant protruding anteriorly over the orbital rim may lead to orbital septal scarring and subsequent cicatral eyelid retraction, which is extremely difficult to repair. Medially, if the implant is anteriorly displaced, it may become exposed through the conjunctiva, as the conjunctiva is not as strong as skin and is more prone to breakdown and implant exposure, which can lead to infection and conjunctival scarring and strabismus ( Fig. 10.11). An implant placed extremely posteriorly on the floor may apply pressure to the infraorbital nerve exiting the foramen rotundum, leading to persistent hypesthesia and/or chronic pain. Medially, an implant placed too posteriorly will abut the optic foramen, and could potentially apply pressure to the optic nerve, leading to vision loss ranging from a visual field defect to blindness. If the inferomedial orbital strut is displaced, it is possible to place the implant too medially, which leads to an inadequate orbital reconstruction and can cause enophthal-
mos and strabismus/diplopia. In the sagittal plane, an implant along the floor should rise posteriorly, with the target of resting on the palatine bone. Most cases of poor implant positioning here involve the implant being placed too “flat” without any rise posteriorly. This leads to inadequate orbital reconstruction and postoperative enophthalmos. A potentially worse scenario is when the implant rise is too great, which is most likely to happen when the floor implant has been cantilevered from the inferior orbital rim. If the rise angle is too severe, significant pressure, and even sharp injury, to the inferior rectus muscle, globe, or optic nerve can occur with catastrophic consequences. A patient with significantly decreased or complete loss of vision in the postoperative recovery area should be taken back to the operating room and have the implant removed—obtaining imaging in this case could lead to delay and potentially contrib-
ute to permanent loss of vision.

10.5.4 Diplopia and Strabismus

It is normal for patients to have altered ocular motility postop-
eratively in relation to edema and shifting of the rectus muscles from a herniated position to the normal anatomical position. Patients can be reassured that this diplopia can be expected to correct itself over days to weeks. What is not normal in the immediate postoperative period is severe limitation of move-
ment. If the limitation of movement is severe and global and the orbit is tense, an orbital compartment syndrome may be de-
veloping. If the movement is generally full except for one direction (e.g., there is zero adduction), there may be a restric-
tive or paralytic problem. Forced duction testing can be per-
formed and if significant restriction is present, one should be concerned for tissue entrapment around the implant. This should be fixed expediently. If the eye moves freely, and there are no signs or concerns for significant malposition, the patient may be observed for improvement of function over days to a week. If the eye remains unrestricted but with limited move-
ments, imaging can be considered (either MRI [magnetic reso-
nance imaging] or CT orbits with contrast) to evaluate the extraocular muscles for edema or injury. Some patients will experience persistent double vision despite timely repair and excellent orbital reconstruction without any overt extraocular muscle pathology. Such patients should be referred to an
ophthalmologist specializing in the evaluation and treatment of strabismus, who may treat the patient with prism in spectacles and/or strabismus surgery.

10.5.5 Eyelid Retraction

The development of cicatricial lower eyelid retraction can be quite serious to the patient, as it is unsightly and uncomfortable. The eye becomes exposed and dry, leading to redness and tearing. In the most severe forms, the cornea can become so dry as to become infected and even perforate. Once the scarring process of eyelid scarring begins, it is extremely challenging to halt. Some patients may go on to require multiple surgeries including removal of hardware and placement of tissue grafts.

The best approach here is prevention. In the author’s referral practice, this complication seems to occur most frequently when the transconjunctival dissection has not been performed precisely (e.g., evidence of cutting through the tarsus, or notation in the operative report of an unexpected full-thickness eyelid laceration acquired during dissection requiring repair). Additionally, these cases seem to involve an overzealous closure of the conjunctival wound, with multiple different sutures used to close peristeum, septum or orbicularis, and conjunctiva. If the retraction is mild, massage and anti-inflammatory treatments (such as injection of 5-FU [5-fluorouracil] and triamcinolone) may be helpful. If the retraction is more severe, secondary reconstruction may be necessary. The author prefers to wait at least approximately 6 months if possible to allow the postoperative inflammation to subside. The development of cicatricial lower eyelid retraction can be prevented by careful dissection and suture placement. Additionally, these cases seem to involve an overzealous closure of the conjunctival wound, with multiple different sutures used to close peristeum, septum or orbicularis, and conjunctiva. If the retraction is mild, massage and anti-inflammatory treatments (such as injection of 5-FU [5-fluorouracil] and triamcinolone) may be helpful. If the retraction is more severe, secondary reconstruction may be necessary. The author prefers to wait at least approximately 6 months if possible to allow the postoperative inflammation to subside.

10.6 Conclusion

The orbit is a complicated and critical area that is both resilient to trauma and disruption while simultaneously being delicate and sensitive to manipulation. The concepts of orbital fracture management have evolved to a generally reliable approach for evaluation and treatment, which can in turn serve as a basis for orbital reconstruction considerations related to endonasal orbital endoscopic surgery.
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11 Optic Nerve Decompression

Adam P. Campbell and Ralph B. Metson

Abstract
The endoscopic endonasal approach for decompression of the optic nerve may be used in the treatment of patients with optic neuropathy due to either traumatic or nontraumatic etiologies. The combination of endoscopic instrumentation and image-guidance technology provides the surgeon with excellent visualization and anatomic localization along the entire course of the optic canal for safe and effective nerve decompression.

Keywords: optic neuropathy, optic nerve decompression

11.1 Introduction
Endoscopic optic nerve decompression is a natural extension of the technique of endoscopic orbital decompression first described in the 1990s. In patients with visual loss caused by compressive optic neuropathy, removal of bone from the optic canal to relieve pressure along the nerve sheath can be a vision-saving procedure.

11.2 Patient Selection and Indications
Optic neuropathy is generally divided into two broad categories: traumatic and nontraumatic. The most common indication for optic nerve decompression historically has been traumatic optic neuropathy.

The role of optic nerve decompression for traumatic optic neuropathy is controversial and early studies suggest that neither corticosteroids nor surgical optic nerve decompression offers benefit over observation. In order to answer this question, a randomized controlled trial named the International Optic Nerve Trauma Study (IONTS) was created but struggled with patient recruitment. The protocol was changed to a non-randomized study of 127 patients and found no benefit of corticosteroids or surgical decompression. The final study recommendations were that patients with visual loss from trauma to the optic nerve should be first treated with high-dose systemic steroids rather than surgical decompression but that treatment should be individualized for each patient. Multiple retrospective studies subsequent to the IONTS have suggested improvement in visual acuity with optic nerve decompression following failure of visual improvement with steroids.

For patients with nontraumatic optic neuropathy, however, optic nerve decompression may prevent further deterioration of the optic nerve or even reverse the visual loss that has already occurred. Neuropathy with vision loss is most likely due to direct neuronal compression leading to a conduction block and resultant demyelination. Therefore, many patients experience rapid recovery following pressure release and continued

recovery as the nerve continues to remyelinate. The most common indications for such decompression are the following:
- Fibro-osseous lesions (e.g., fibrous dysplasia involving the optic canal).
- Neoplasms (e.g., meningioma of the skull base).
- Non-neoplastic masses (e.g., lymphangioma along the lateral sphenoid sinus).
- Inflammatory conditions (e.g., Graves’ disease or orbital pseudotumor).

For most patients with optic neuropathy from Graves’ disease, decompression of the orbital apex without formal optic canal decompression is sufficient to address the pathology. Some ophthalmologists, however, feel that patients with severe optic neuropathy from Graves’ disease unresponsive to high-dose steroids should undergo optic nerve decompression at the time of orbital decompression.

11.3 Diagnostic Workup
In traumatic optic neuropathy, patients are often involved in high-speed or multisystem trauma and should first be evaluated by a trauma team. A computed tomography (CT) scan should be performed to evaluate for orbital, orbital apex, or skull base injuries. In nontraumatic optic neuropathy, most patients initially present with complaints of blurred or hazy vision with a normal funduscopic exam. Prior to optic nerve decompression, a complete ophthalmologic examination should be performed within 1 week prior to surgery. Often this examination may reveal visual field defects, change in color vision (dyschromatopsia), afferent pupillary defect, or even optic disc pallor in advanced disease. A magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) with and without contrast may be obtained to radiographically evaluate the optic nerve. Once optic nerve compression has been diagnosed, systemic corticosteroids may provide some relief while awaiting surgical intervention.

11.4 Surgical Anatomy
The optic nerve may be divided into three segments: intraorbital, intracanalicular, and intracranial. Optic nerve decompression aims to relieve compressive forces within the intracanalicular portion of the nerve. The canal of the optic nerve is formed by the two struts of the lesser wing of the sphenoid and carries both the optic nerve and the ophthalmic artery.

11.5 Surgical Technique
The patient is placed in a supine position on the operating table. The eyes are draped in the surgical field and protected with scleral shields. Lidocaine (1%) with epinephrine (1:100,000) is injected along the lateral nasal wall, middle turbinate, and posterior nasal septum.
If necessary for adequate surgical exposure, the surgeon should perform a septoplasty or resect the middle turbinate at the beginning of the procedure. A sphenoidotomy is then performed in the standard fashion. The sphenoid face is opened widely, and the prominence of the bony optic nerve canal is identified as it courses along the lateral wall of the sphenoid sinus, just superior to the opticocarotid recess (Fig. 11.1). The astute surgeon should be aware that the optic canal can be located within a posterior ethmoid or Onodi cell, which can be identified on preoperative CT scan. In such cases, widely opening the Onodi cell is an important step to provide adequate surgical exposure. An image-guidance system may be used at the surgeon’s discretion to assist with the identification and verification of the location of the optic canal.

The lamina papyracea should be cleaned of all adjacent ethmoid air cells and their attachments. A spoon curette is then used to fracture the skeletonized lamina papyracea approximately 1 cm anterior to the face of the sphenoid sinus. The lamina is removed in a posterior direction to expose the underlying periorbita. The surgeon should be careful to avoid penetration of the periorbita, as herniation of orbital fat may obscure visualization of the surgical field. As dissection continues in a posterior direction, the underlying periorbita forms a thick white fascia corresponding to the annulus of Zinn, from which the extraocular muscles originate and through which the optic nerve passes.

As the optic canal is approached, the thin lamina is replaced with the thick bone of the optic ring at the entrance to the optic canal. This bone is thinned using a long-handled drill with a diamond burr and removed using a spoon curette or rongeur. The same drill is used methodically to thin bone in a more posterior direction along the medial surface of the optic canal (Fig. 11.2). While drilling, care must be taken to prevent contact of the drill bit with the prominence of the carotid artery located just inferior and posterior to the optic canal. After the bone is appropriately thinned, it is carefully lifted in a medial direction, away from the underlying optic nerve, with a microcurette or spoon. The ophthalmic artery typically runs in the inferomedial quadrant of the optic canal and should be avoided during bone removal. Bony fragments are removed with small Blakesley forceps (Fig. 11.3). In most patients, removal of bone for a distance of 10 mm posterior to the face of the sphenoid sinus is sufficient to provide adequate nerve decompression.
where double vision persists for more than 2 months, referral to an ophthalmologist for extraocular muscle repositioning surgery should be considered. In the event of decreased visual acuity postoperatively, intravenous steroid therapy can be continued in order to decrease perineural edema and associated neural injury.

### 11.7 Postoperative Care

- Because the optic nerve is exposed, no packing is placed at the conclusion of surgery.
- Patients are observed overnight with hourly vision checks. If stable, they are discharged home the following day.
- Discharge medications include an oral antistaphylococcal antibiotic and steroid taper.
- Twice-a-day nasal saline irrigations are continued until the first postoperative visit 1 week after surgery.
- The sinonasal cavity should be carefully debrided following surgery to assist with mucosal healing and decrease infection rates.
- Repeat ophthalmologic examination is documented 1 day, 1 week, and 1 month following surgery.

### 11.8 Outcomes

The majority of patients who undergo optic nerve decompression for compressive nontraumatic optic neuropathy will have improvement in visual acuity. In a study of 10 consecutive optic nerve decompressions performed for nontraumatic optic neuropathy, Fletcher\(^7\) reported no intraoperative complications. Mean visual acuity improved from 20/300 to 20/30 following decompression. The one patient with no light perception preoperatively from an invasive meningioma did not recover any vision following decompression.
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Primary Neoplasms of the Orbit

Sophie D. Liao and Vijay R. Ramakrishnan

Abstract
Orbital neoplasms represent a large proportion of orbital diseases. A thorough understanding of clinical presentation, workup, and management options is required given the rather broad spectrum of tumors that occur in this space. Primary orbital neoplasms are less common than those that arise from adjacent structures, and wide range of tumors can occur given the numerous histologic entities in the orbit and periorbital region. Tumor location, in addition to tumor histology, imparts a particular significance in the clinical management and treatment sequelae of the individual disease. In this chapter, we will review the presentation, workup, and management of common primary orbital neoplasms.
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12.1 Introduction
Orbital neoplasms constitute 20 to 25% of all orbital diseases. Primary orbital neoplasms are less common than secondary masses that arise from adjacent periorbital and other structures. They comprise a range of benign and malignant diseases that can be either space occupying or infiltrative. They may arise from cells of bony, vascular, muscular, neural, lymphoid, or connective tissue origin. Primary tumors within the orbit may be categorized according to the tissue of origin, location, and benign or malignant behavior. The most common neoplasms seen are of vasculogenic, cystic, and lymphocytic origin. Orbital neoplastic diseases can cause widely variable symptoms, depending on their growth patterns and characteristics (Table 12.1). Since the orbit is anatomically unique, with many important structures packed into a relatively tight space, tumor location imparts particular significance in its clinical sequelae and thus its management. A complete ophthalmic examination should be documented for all patients with an orbital mass. This should include measurement of visual acuity, confrontation visual fields, pupils, intraocular pressure, extraocular motility, exophthalmometry, color vision, and a slit-lamp anterior segment as well as dilated fundus examination. The presence of orbital pathology should prompt formal visual field testing and consideration of nerve optical coherence tomography (OCT). Documenting a thorough patient history and clinical examination should also focus on elements that may help characterize the mass and narrow the differential diagnosis. Proptosis is measurable using an exophthalmometer such as a Hertel device, and should also be clinically characterized by noting whether the patient exhibits axial or abaxial proptosis. Pain should be noted, as this may indicate perineural invasion of the tumor. Periorbital signs such as erythema, swelling of eyelid or conjunctival tissue, telangiectasia or vascular dilatation, or pain to touch may point to inflammatory lesions. Palpable resistance to retropulsion of the globe or a palpable periorbital mass should be documented. Timing of progression of symptoms and signs, if present, should be recorded. Rapidity of onset points toward inflammatory, infectious, or traumatic etiologies, while slower onset over months is more characteristic of slow-growing tumors.

12.2 Lymphocytic and Leukemic Lesions

12.2.1 Ocular Adnexal Lymphoma
Lymphomas arising in the orbit, lacrimal gland, eyelids, or conjunctiva are termed ocular adnexal lymphoma (OAL). The vast majority of these are primary extranodal tumors, although a minority develop secondary to disseminated diseases. These tumors are almost always extranodal non-Hodgkin’s lymphoma (NHL), comprising about 2% of all NHL. The most common subtype is extramarginal zone B-cell lymphoma (EMZL), sometimes called MALToma because it arises from mucosa-associated lymphoid tissue. EMZL accounts for 80% of OAL, followed by follicular lymphoma and diffuse large B-cell lymphoma (DLBCL). The remainder are rare and include mantle cell, small lymphocytic, and lymphoplasmacytic lymphoma. Only a handful of primary T-cell lymphoma and Hodgkin’s lymphoma cases have been documented. Although often focal, OAL may be bilateral or multicentric or disseminate via the regional lymph nodes. These tumors tend to mold to adjacent structures, only invading into adjoining bone and involving the sinuses or intracranial contents in advanced cases. Risk factors include immunosuppression and ultraviolet irradiation, as well as chronic antigen stimulation with inflammation and possibly infection with Chlamydia psittaci. Patients typically present in the sixth or seventh decade with a less than a year history of painless eyelid or orbital swelling and proptosis. No sex predilection has been reported. Examination may reveal a pink, “salmon-patch” lesion of the conjunctiva in conjunctival lymphoma (Fig. 12.1). Orbital computed tomography (CT) or magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) with contrast should be ordered to delineate the extent of the tumor. CT scan will demonstrate a homogeneously enhancing, well-circumscribed mass that molds to surrounding structures. Bone erosion is not typical. On MRI, lymphoma is usually isointense to the extraocular muscles on T1 and T2 phases and enhances with gadolinium. If lymphoma is suspected, a biopsy should be performed, with tissue sent both in formalin and fresh for flow cytometry. Once the diagnosis is...
confirmed, positron emission tomography CT (PET-CT) of the chest, abdomen, and pelvis should be performed to evaluate for metastases and stage the disease. Blood testing including complete blood count, protein electrophoresis, lactate dehydrogenase, beta-2-microglobulin levels, complete metabolic panel, hepatitis C and HIV testing, and bone marrow evaluation are typically performed by the oncologist. Isolated orbital lesions may be treated with irradiation or systemic chemotherapy, while systemic involvement requires chemotherapy/immunotherapy. Prognosis varies depending on the lymphoma subtype. EMZL has a generally good prognosis, with 90% survival in the long term, unless certain factors, such as aggressive histologic subtype, advanced age, and systemic dissemination, are present. Mantle cell lymphoma is more aggressive, with overall disease-free survival of only 50% at 5 years, although survival has improved with rituximab-based regimens. Follicular lymphoma is typically also aggressively treated, as transformation to DLBCL may occur. Radiotherapy is the treatment of choice, with addition of chemotherapy if DLBCL is present. Follicular lymphoma has an overall mortality rate of about 25%, while DLBCL has about 45% mortality rate. T- and NK-cell lymphomas are very rare as primary orbital lesions. They are much more aggressive and may have up to 100% mortality.

12.2.2 Idiopathic Orbital Inflammation

Idiopathic orbital inflammation (IOI), also termed orbital pseudotumor, as well as reactive lymphoid hyperplasia, lies on the benign end of the lymphoproliferative spectrum of orbital lesions. They deserve special mention because these lesions are seen fairly often and may be mistaken for malignant lymphoma or, if the extraocular muscles are primarily involved, may be confused with thyroid eye disease. These lesions often present with rapidly progressive orbital inflammatory signs, including eyelid edema and erythema, conjunctival chemosis and hyperemia, and sometimes severe orbital pain (Fig. 12.2). Progressive inflammation may cause restrictive strabismus with associated diplopia, proptosis, ocular hypertension, and even vision loss. Diagnostic workup includes testing to rule out associated systemic disease including ESR (erythrocyte sedimentation rate), CRP (C-reactive protein), and selective serologic testing depending on review of systems. First-line treatment is high-dose oral corticosteroids with a slow taper. In cases with optic neuropathy, urgent intervention may be required, including use of IV (intravenous) corticosteroids or surgical decompression. Masses that respond poorly to steroids should be biopsied. If the diagnosis of IOI is confirmed, and there is poor response to corticosteroid therapy, alternative treatments may be considered such as rituximab or other immune modulatory drugs, or external beam radiation therapy.

12.2.3 Orbital Leukemia

Leukemia in childhood may occasionally involve the orbit due to extension from involvement of surrounding structures. The two most frequent subtypes are acute lymphoblastic leukemia and acute myelogenous leukemia. Leukemic orbital lesions are also known as granulocytic sarcoma, myeloblastoma, myeloid sarcoma, or chloroma. Children may present with acute onset of proptosis and eyelid swelling that may be mistaken for orbital cellulitis. Neuroimaging of the orbit should be performed, which will show a homogeneous, mildly enhancing mass without bone erosion. Biopsy should be performed and once the diagnosis is confirmed, treatment is nonsurgical, with chemoradiation by an oncologist.

12.3 Vasculogenic Neoplasms

12.3.1 Infantile Hemangioma

Capillary hemangiomas, also called infantile hemangiomas, are the most common benign vascular pediatric tumors of the orbit. Infantile hemangiomas are congenital hamartomas that progress through an initial proliferative phase during which lesions grow most rapidly, then enter an involutional phase during which the lesions often regress significantly. Infantile hemangiomas present within and grow over the first year of life, and typically regress from 1 to 5 years of age. Superficial hemangiomas typically present as reddish, elevated skin lesions, while deeper hemangiomas appear bluish or violaceous. They are
most commonly seen in the superior orbit or upper eyelid. If large enough to cause amblyopia from mechanical ptosis or other etiologies such as induced astigmatism, treatment is indicated. Smaller lesions that are not amblyogenic may be observed without treatment. If found to be very large or involve adjacent facial areas, workup should be performed for the PHACE (posterior fossa malformation, facial hemangioma, arterial lesion, cardiac anomalies, eye abnormalities) syndrome.

Diagnostic evaluation by ultrasound or MRI of the orbits may be performed to confirm a suspected diagnosis and define the extent of the lesion in order to plan treatment. CT imaging should be avoided in young children due to the risks of radiation. Infantile hemangiomas have variable features on neuroimaging, with some lesions appearing more well defined and others poorly defined, and they may appear across multiple spaces within the orbit and lids. They enhance with contrast on MRI scans, and appear heterogeneous on T1 and T2-weighted imaging.

First-line treatment involves beta blockers such as propranolol, which can be administered orally or, if there is a superficial orbital/eyelid component, topically in the form of timolol gel. Timolol topical treatment has been shown in a handful of small case series to induce regression in even deeper orbital infantile hemangiomas. Beta blocker treatment may be complicated by bradycardia, hypoglycemia, hypotension, or bronchospasm and should be closely supervised by a pediatrician. Alternative treatments include use of pulsed-dye laser, Nd:YAG (neodymium:yttrium aluminum garnet) laser, irradiation, interferon alpha-2, and oral or injectable corticosteroids. Treatment is continued as long as the lesion is large enough to cause amblyopia. Surgery is only rarely indicated for capillary hemangiomas refractory to medical treatment that are threatening the vision.

### 12.3.2 Cavernous Hemangioma

Cavernous hemangiomas are the most common benign primary orbital tumors in adults. These tumors typically appear between 20 and 60 years of age with a female predominance, and present as painless, slowly progressive proptosis over months to years. They are composed of large vascular spaces separated by fibrous septa surrounded by a pseudocapsule. The majority of these lesions lie intracranially, although larger lesions may extend extraconally. Tumors are typically detected either incidentally, on neuroimaging performed for unrelated reasons, or when the hemangioma is large enough to cause discernable proptosis, visual disturbance, or diplopia. Vision changes may include hyperopic shift, binocular gaze-induced diplopia, visual field deficit, gaze-evoked amaurosis secondary to optic nerve compression, or loss of visual acuity. Diagnosis requires orbital imaging. CT and MRI with contrast demonstrate a well-circumscribed lesion that enhances diffusely with a mottled pattern and may rarely contain hyperdense flecks of intralesional calcification. The tumors can be observed unless visual disturbance is significant enough to justify surgery, at which point complete surgical excision is indicated.

### 12.3.3 Lymphangioma

Lymphangiomas are congenital lymphovascular choristomatous malformations that typically present within the first two decades of life with painless, progressive proptosis that may be rapid or insidious (Fig. 12.3). Rapid onset of proptosis may occur with an episode of intralesional hemorrhage, which can be posttraumatic or spontaneous. Enlargement of lesions can also occur rapidly during upper respiratory infection. Significant enlargement may cause pain, extraocular motility restriction with diplopia, compressive optic neuropathy, and vision loss. These malformations are infiltrative and may be present in both the intracranial and extracranial spaces with extension superficially into the eyelids or conjunctiva. Workup should include a thorough review of systems as there may be multiple lesions present systemically. Diagnostic orbital imaging should be performed to help verify the diagnosis and extent of lesions. CT imaging will demonstrate a poorly defined, heterogeneous enhancing intraorbital mass that crosses the intra- and extraconal space.
12.3.4 Varix

Orbital varices are congenital dilated venous channels that may present with progressive proptosis or may be visible and present from birth superficially on the eyelids or ocular surface. These lesions may thrombose, resulting in orbital pain, motility restriction, or, rarely, vision loss. Valsalva maneuver and prone positioning will characteristically cause enlargement and temporarily worsen proptosis. Workup should include diagnostic orbital imaging. CT imaging will show a hyperdense, ovoid, or cylindrical lesion in the orbit that enhances heterogeneously with contrast. MRI demonstrates a lesion that is isointense on T1 imaging and variable intensity on T2 imaging that increases visibly in size with Valsalva during dynamic imaging.\(^\text{18}\) Treatment generally involves observation unless there is visual compromise, in which case a combination of surgical drainage and excision is undertaken.\(^\text{4}\) In some cases, endovascular embolization or sclerotherapy may be attempted.\(^\text{19,20}\)

Other extremely rare vasculogenic orbital lesions include angiosarcoma, Kaposi’s sarcoma, angiomyoma, and hemangioendothelioma.

12.4 Lacrimal Gland Neoplasms

Lacrimal gland lesions comprise 10% of all orbital masses. Of these, 20% are epithelial and the remaining 80% are nonepithelial. About half of primary epithelial lacrimal gland tumors are benign and half are malignant.\(^\text{21}\) Malignant epithelial lacrimal gland tumors tend to present in young to middle-aged adults, with equal frequency in men and women. Presenting symptoms may include pain if there is bony or nerve invasion, as well as increasing proptosis, inferotemporal globe displacement, motility restriction, or, rarely, vision loss. Valsalva maneuver and prone positioning will characteristically cause enlargement and temporarily worsen proptosis. Workup should include diagnostic orbital imaging. CT imaging will show a hyperdense, ovoid, or cylindrical lesion in the orbit that enhances heterogeneously with contrast. MRI demonstrates a lesion that is isointense on T1 imaging and variable intensity on T2 imaging that increases visibly in size with Valsalva during dynamic imaging.\(^\text{18}\) Treatment generally involves observation unless there is visual compromise, in which case a combination of surgical drainage and excision is undertaken.\(^\text{4}\) In some cases, endovascular embolization or sclerotherapy may be attempted.\(^\text{19,20}\)

Benign epithelial lacrimal gland tumors also present with proptosis and inferotemporal globe displacement, but the time course of progression tends to be greater than that in malignant tumors.

12.4.1 Adenocarcinoma

Primary lacrimal gland adenocarcinoma is an extremely rare malignant epithelial tumor that presents with an enlarging, firm, nonmobile mass of the superotemporal orbit. Ptosis, hypoglobus, diplopia, and vision changes may occur as the mass enlarges. Pain may occur with perineural invasion. This aggressive neoplasm may have distant metastases or regional invasion upon presentation. Orbital CT and MRI should be performed and will reveal a homogeneously enhancing lacrimal gland mass with poorly defined margins and bony remodeling of the lacrimal gland fossa.\(^\text{4}\) Biopsy is performed to confirm the diagnosis, and staging should be performed with PET-CT evaluation for lymph node or distant metastases. Treatment is surgical with wide margins or orbital exenteration, with the addition of neoadjuvant or adjuvant chemotherapy and adjuvant orbital irradiation. However, recurrence rates are high and prognosis for survival is poor.

12.4.2 Adenoid Cystic Carcinoma

Adenoid cystic carcinoma is the most common malignant epithelial tumor of the lacrimal gland, comprising about 60% of primary epithelial lacrimal gland tumors. This rare neoplasm presents typically between ages 40 and 60 years and may have a biphasic age peak with a cohort of patients 25 years younger, without any sex predilection. Patients present with several months of progressive proptosis and hypoglobus with pain due to a high rate of perineural invasion. Ptosis, diplopia, and visual disturbance may occur as the mass enlarges. Orbital imaging should be ordered to identify and further characterize the mass. CT should be reviewed to evaluate for bone invasion and destruction, which occurs frequently, and will demonstrate an irregular lacrimal gland mass that may have flecks of calcification (\(\ast\) Fig. 12.4). MRI demonstrates an irregularly bordered mass with enhancement with contrast. Anterior orbitotomy with biopsy of the mass should be performed to confirm the diagnosis, followed by rapid referral to an oncologist for staging workup. Treatment modalities are currently quite controversial and are still evolving due to the poor prognosis of this tumor, which confers 20% survival at 10 years. Traditionally, orbital exenteration, followed by irradiation was recommended and is still the most commonly utilized treatment despite not improving survival rates. A newer modification to this protocol that adds neoadjuvant intra-arterial chemotherapy administered via the lacrimal vasculature has been recently espoused. Ten-year data for a series of 19 patients treated with this protocol demonstrated improved survival rates of 50 to 100%.\(^\text{22}\)

Other extremely rare malignant lacrimal gland tumors include mucoepidermoid carcinoma, epithelial-myoepithelial
cancer, malignant mixed tumor, oncocytoma, Warthin’s tumor, myoepithelioma, and poorly differentiated carcinomas.

### 12.4.3 Benign Mixed Tumor

Benign mixed tumor, also known as pleomorphic adenoma, is the most common benign epithelial tumor of the lacrimal gland. This neoplasm presents with progressive, painless proptosis and hypoglobus, with onset of symptoms typically noted for over a year. Patients may additionally exhibit ptosis, diplopia, and vision disturbance with a firm, palpable nontender mass. The age at presentation is typically between the second and fifth decades with a slight male predilection.4 Orbital CT and MRI reveal well-circumscribed enlargement of a portion of all of the lacrimal gland, and CT may demonstrate bony expansion of the lacrimal gland fossa (▶ Fig. 12.4). Enhancement with contrast may be homogeneous or heterogeneous. Treatment is complete surgical excision, ideally with the pseudocapsule intact, as spilled tumor cells may seed the surrounding tissues, resulting in recurrence with or without transformation to malignant mixed tumor at a rate of 10% per decade.4

### 12.5 Cystic Lesion: Dermoid Cyst

Dermoid cysts are the most common cystic orbital lesions of childhood. They typically present as a slowly enlarging subcutaneous area of firm, painless swelling, and most commonly appear in the superotemporal orbit (▶ Fig. 12.5). Dermoid cysts arise at bony suture lines, most frequently at the frontozygomatic suture, but can also appear at the frontoethmoid, sphenozygomatic, or frontolacrimal sutures. They may take on a “dumbbell” bilobed configuration with extension into the orbit. Diagnosis is generally clinical, but imaging may be considered if there is a diagnostic dilemma or to rule out orbital involvement. MRI will show a well-circumscribed rim-enhancing lesion, filled with homogeneous material and often surrounding molding of the bone. The cyst contents will be hypointense on MRI T1 and hyperintense on T2 sequences, with isointensity to vitreous or fat.23 Occasionally, dermoid cysts may rupture due to mild trauma, resulting in significant inflammation surrounding the mass. Treatment is surgical excision, with intraoperative irrigation with saline, water, or steroid solution if cyst contents are exposed to the surrounding tissues to decrease the postoperative inflammatory response.

Rarer cystic masses that may appear primarily in the orbit include simple epithelial cysts, which may occur congenitally or secondarily to trauma or surgery, colobomatous cysts, and teratoma with cysts.

### 12.6 Mesenchymal Tumors

#### 12.6.1 Solitary Fibrous Tumor

Solitary fibrous tumor (SFT) is a nonencapsulated benign spindle cell tumor that typically presents with painless, slow proptosis in middle-aged patients, although they can be diagnosed in any age group. New histopathologic techniques have led to increased recognition of these tumors in the orbit.24 Clinically, patients may experience eyelid edema, extraocular motility restriction, globe displacement, or compressive optic neuropathy if the lesion is large or posterior. CT or MRI show a well-circumscribed mass, iso- to hypointense on MRI T2-weighted imaging, with heterogeneous enhancement.25 Calcification may be seen on CT, as well as bony erosion in chronic lesions. Complete surgical excision is recommended, as in rare cases malignant transformation has been reported. Often complete excision is not possible because of tumor location or extent, and repeat debulking or proton beam radiation therapy may be considered in these cases.

#### 12.6.2 Fibrous Histiocytoma and Hemangiopericytoma

Fibrous histiocytoma and hemangiopericytoma are other spindle cell tumors that can be confused with SFTs histopathologically. Given morphologic similarities, many “fibrous histiocytomas” in past literature have since been reclassified as SFTs, and some believe these lesions should be combined into a single category.26 Fibrous histiocytomas were once considered the most common orbital mesenchymal tumor, but this is less clear now. Fibrous histiocytomas, like SFTs, are thought to arise from pluripotential mesenchymal cells of the soft tissue in middle-aged adults. Patients present with progressive proptosis, ptosis, eyelid and conjunctival edema, motility restriction and, in some cases, pain. These neoplasms most commonly appear superonasally but can be located anywhere in the orbit. On neuroimaging, the tumor is homogeneous, encapsulated, and well circumscribed with either smooth or irregular borders, and may enhance homogeneously or heterogeneously.27 Less commonly, the tumor can be invasive locally or undergo malignant degeneration, so treatment involves excision. Malignant tumors require wide resection. Even benign lesions have a tendency to recur, however, and may require repeat resection.

#### 12.6.3 Fibrous Dysplasia

Fibrous dysplasia is a hamartomatous congenital lesion found within the orbital bones, most commonly frontal, causing thickening and mass effect on orbital contents and frontal bossing.

---

**Fig. 12.5** Dermoid cyst arising at the left frontozygomatic suture.
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Onset may occur in childhood or young adulthood. Affected patients note facial asymmetry that progresses slowly. Orbital volume can decrease due to bone thickening, causing ptosis, proptosis, and globe dystopia. More severe sequelae include lagophthalmos with corneal exposure, orbital apical compression, vision loss from optic canal obstruction, nasolacrimal duct obstruction, and compromise of cranial nerves V1, V2, and V3 from foraminal narrowing. In the polyostotic form, the McCune-Albright syndrome, multiple bones may be involved. CT imaging of the orbits should be performed. Debulking surgery is necessary in cases of progressive proptosis or foraminal obstruction causing clinical symptoms of vision loss, sensory loss, corneal exposure, or strabismus. Dacryocystorhinostomy may be required in cases of nasolacrimal obstruction. Radiation treatment is avoided due to an increased risk of malignant transformation into sarcomatous tumors.28

12.6.4 Fibrosarcoma

Fibrosarcomas are mesenchymal tumors that rarely arise primarily in the orbit or more commonly invade secondarily from the sinuses. They may arise at any age, although they appear most commonly in young to middle-aged adults. Radiation treatment to the orbital area predisposes to formation of these neoplasms. Patients present with subacute, often painful, progressive proptosis, and may also have ptosis, motility restriction, orbital pain, globe dystopia, and vision compromise. On neuroimaging, the tumor appears as well-circumscribed lytic areas within bone with areas of erosion, necrosis, and hemorrhage. Surgical excision with wide frozen-section margins is the treatment of choice given propensity to recur. Adjuvant radiation therapy can be considered as well. Locoregional spread is of primary concern as metastatic rates are low.4

12.6.5 Juvenile Xanthogranuloma

Juvenile xanthogranuloma (JXG) is a benign non-Langerhans cell histiocytosis that presents within the first several years of life with orange cutaneous nodules and single or multiple masses involving any body part including the orbit. The most common ocular sign is iris nodules, but JXG lesions can appear in the orbit, conjunctiva, optic nerve, or elsewhere. Orbital lesions are commonly anterior and may be palpable; systemic workup should be performed as 5% of patients may have involvement elsewhere. Neuroimaging of orbital tumors demonstrates a poorly circumscribed, infiltrative appearing mass with some enhancement. Management of nonclinically significant lesions is by monitoring as they often involute over several years. Tumors causing amblyopia may be treated with corticosteroids or surgery.

Rarely, lipid mesenchymal tumors such as lipomas, liposarcomas, and myxofibrosarcomas appear primarily in the orbit.

12.6.6 Rhabdomyosarcoma

Rapidly progressive proptosis over days to weeks in a child should always trigger concern for presence of a rhabdomyosarcoma (Fig. 12.6). This is a malignant neoplasm that arises from pluripotential mesenchymal cells, typically presenting within the first 10 years of life. It is the most common mesenchymal orbital tumor in the pediatric population, comprising about 4% of all pediatric orbital masses.4 Although these masses can grow anywhere in the orbit, they most commonly originate in the supranasal quadrant, causing nonaxial proptosis in the direction opposite to the mass. Clinically, patients may appear to have periorbital edema that is erythematous or ecchymotic, which may be mistaken for cellulitis. There may be associated mechanical ptosis, extraocular muscle restriction, and proptosis. Neuroimaging shows an enhancing well-circumscribed, irregular, typically extraconal mass that may have intraconal extension. There may be adjacent bony destruction as well as intracranial hemorrhage. Bone involvement is best appreciated on a CT scan, while MRI may be required to detect intracranial extension. An urgent biopsy should be performed to confirm the diagnosis, systemic workup performed to rule out metastasis, and treatment begun immediately with chemoradiation therapy. Surgical debulking of the tumor should be undertaken whenever possible, preferably at the time of initial biopsy, as this alters the treatment protocol. The prognosis is generally very good with treatment, but is dependent on the subtype and tumor extent. Pleomorphic or embryonal rhabdomyosarcoma comprise the vast majority of cases and portend a 90% survival rate,4 but the less common inferior alveolar subtype confers a worse prognosis particularly if there is metastatic spread.

Rare myogenic/mesenchymal lesions include leiomyoma, leiomyosarcoma, rhabdomyoma, and malignant rhabdoid tumor.

12.7 Neurogenic Tumors

12.7.1 Primary Central Nervous System Tumors

Optic Nerve Glioma

Optic nerve gliomas are slowly progressive, benign tumors of childhood. They enlarge painlessly, causing progressive axial proptosis that can eventually lead to vision loss and intracranial extension. Neuroimaging shows a fusiform enlargement of the optic nerve, often with cystic degeneration and a characteristic kink that is virtually pathognomonic for optic nerve glioma. About 20% of optic nerve gliomas are associated with neurofibromatosis type 1,29 and these patients may have bilateral gliomas. MRI of the orbit and brain should be performed in an effort to determine the posterior border of the tumor and for serial monitoring. Management of these tumors depends on
their growth. Tumors that grow slowly and do not reach the optic canal should be monitored with serial neuroimaging, while those that breach the optic canal should be excised (> Fig. 12.7).30

**Optic Nerve Meningioma**

Slowly progressive, painless vision loss in a middle-aged patient presenting with axial proptosis should raise concern for an optic nerve sheath meningioma. These rare, benign neoplasms arise from the optic nerve meningeal arachnoid villi, in the same fashion as the more common intracranial meningiomas. Vision is progressively compromised due to optic nerve compression by tumor growth. The slow pace of growth often leads to formation of optociliary shunt vessels on the optic disc, as well as pallid optic nerve edema. Neuroimaging may show calcification within the tumor, optic nerve enlargement, and “tram-tracking,” parallel linear radiodensities along the periphery of the optic nerve that are a pathognomonic sign of optic nerve meningioma. Biopsy of these tumors is not advised, since the optic nerve and tumor share the same blood supply, and biopsy can lead to profound visual loss. Because of this, treatment is usually nonsurgical involving stereotactic radiotherapy.31,32

**12.7.2 Primary Peripheral Nerve Sheath Tumors**

**Schwannoma**

Schwannomas are encapsulated, benign Schwann cell neoplasms arising from peripheral nerves, and may occur in the orbit, typically in young and middle-aged adults. They appear most commonly along the supraorbital and supratrochlear nerves and may cause pain or sensory deficits. If large, these neoplasms may cause globe displacement, dysmotility, or optic neuropathy. Neuroimaging shows an enhancing, well-circumscribed fusiform mass within the intraconal or extracanal space along the pathway of a peripheral nerve. There may be cystic degeneration or calcification within the mass. Tumors may be monitored with serial imaging or excised if symptomatic.5,33

**Neurofibroma**

Neurofibromas are nonencapsulated, benign Schwann cell neoplasms that also arise from peripheral nerves within and around the orbit. They are the most common facial hamartomatous lesions. They can take many forms and may be focal, diffuse, or plexiform, and are associated with neurofibromatosis. Plexiform neurofibromas are indicative of underlying neurofibromatosis, and classically cause an S-shaped deformity of the eyelid. Clinical symptoms depend on the area of involvement but may include diplopia, ptosis, pain, and proptosis. Neurofibromas are infiltrative lesions, making complete excision nearly impossible. Hence, observation is the treatment of choice. Debunking surgery is undertaken if extensive eyelid involvement affects the visual field or, in the pediatric patient, causes occlusive or astigmatic amblyopia.

**Malignant Peripheral Nerve Sheath Tumor**

Malignant peripheral nerve sheath tumor is a rare tumor that may arise from malignant degeneration of a neurofibroma, particularly in adult patients with neurofibromatosis or in a previously irradiated orbit. They may grow along any peripheral or cranial nerve sheath, although they appear most commonly along the supraorbital nerve. These tumors present with similar symptoms as their benign counterparts, but are highly aggressive with more rapid onset of symptoms. They tend to be focal rather than infiltrative, having an irregular fusiform appearance, and may spread intracranially or metastasize to lymph nodes and lungs. Neuroimaging may show bony erosion of a heterogeneously enhancing mass.24 Treatment is by wide surgical resection or palliative debunking, but recurrence rates are high and the prognosis poor.23

**12.8 Osseous and Fibro-osseous Neoplasms**

**12.8.1 Osteoma**

Osteomas are the most common tumors of paranasal sinus bone and less commonly present primarily in the orbit. They typically occur in young to middle-aged adult males. The vast majority of osteomas affect the sinuses alone, causing complaints of chronic sinusitis, but some arise primarily in the orbit causing proptosis, diplopia, pain with eye movement, vision loss, or gaze-evoked amaurosis. Most commonly, inferolateral globe displacement is seen due to involvement of the frontal or ethmoid sinuses. CT imaging is most helpful to delineate the extent of involvement. Patients presenting with multiple osteomas should be evaluated for Gardner’s syndrome, which may
include adenomatous colon polyps, desmoid tumors, or lipomas. Symptomatic patients, presenting with vision loss or other sequelae, require excision or debulking surgery, along with orbital reconstruction.35

12.8.2 Ewing Sarcoma

Ewing sarcoma arises from neuroectodermal cells, and presents classically in Caucasian male elementary-aged children. It is extremely rare in the orbit as a primary tumor or metastasis, but may present with slowly progressive, painful double vision, ptosis, and proptosis. Bony destruction is evident on CT imaging. Biopsy confirms the diagnosis, and treatment involves chemotherapy, radiation, and surgical debulking.4,56

12.8.3 Aneurysmal Bone Cyst

Aneurysmal bone cysts of the orbit are unusual, benign fibrous lesions that are more typically found in the long bones or vertebrae, with fewer than 30 orbital cases reported in the literature. Two-thirds are primary orbital lesions and the remainder are secondary. Most cases present prior to the age of 20 years as a rapidly expanding orbital mass causing proptosis, motility restriction, and vision loss. MRI and CT show a heterogeneous mass that exhibits bony erosion of the adjacent orbital walls and may extend into adjacent sinuses or intracranially. These are important to distinguish from lymphangiomas, which also comprise multicystic lesions with fluid–fluid levels on imaging. Histopathology demonstrates a spindle-cell mass with sinusoidal vascular spaces separated by fibrous stroma, without malignant features. Workup should rule out associated disorders such as fibrous dysplasia, osteofibroma, and neurofibromatosis type 1, which can all prompt growth of secondary orbital lesions.37,38

12.8.4 Other Benign and Malignant Osseous Tumors

Uncommon benign osseous lesions include osteoblastoma and ossifying fibroma, both of which involve the shared bones of the orbit and adjacent sinuses. Excisional surgery is typically performed when these lesions are identified because they may grow rapidly and cause compression of orbital contents, and if only partially resected may recur.

Osteosarcoma is the most common malignant orbital bony tumor, although it is almost always a secondary tumor presenting with invasion from the sinuses. Rarely, it may represent an orbital metastasis from a distant primary tumor. It may also uncommonly arise primarily within an area of orbital fibrous dysplasia, particularly after radiation treatment.4 Treatment involves wide excision, chemotherapy, and radiation.
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Abstract
Tumors may affect the orbit from within. The chief complaints of these patients include protrusion of the eye (proptosis), double vision (diplopia), and pain. The surgical approach to the tumor ideally is determined by the relationship of the mass to the important neurovascular structures of the orbit. A surgeon must be able to offer anterior orbitotomies for those masses anterior to the equator of the eyeball. Approaches including osteotomies are appropriate for growths which are posterior to the equator and lie lateral and/or inferior and superior to the optic nerve. It is critical to think through the goal of surgery (biopsy, debulking, or resection), and plan the approach with the greatest likelihood of success and safety.
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13.1 Introduction
Primary neoplasms of the orbit include a wide range of pathology, and these differ between children and adults. The position of the neoplasm in the orbit in relation to the optic nerve, extraocular muscles, blood vessels, and other cranial nerves, perhaps more so than the type of neoplasm, will determine whether the mass is suitable for an open surgical approach or an endoscopic endonasal approach. As surgeons, we have traditionally been taught surgical approaches by those in our own specialties, and this sometimes limits the choices we offer the patient. Our patients benefit from multidisciplinary care; depending on the approach, the surgical team may include ophthalmology, otolaryngology, neurosurgery, plastic surgery, and maxillofacial surgery.

13.2 Patient Selection and Indications
Adults with orbital masses will be found to harbor a malignant tumor in about one-third of cases. In children, the incidence of malignancy is a bit lower, about one in four. The most frequently encountered type of tumor is vasculogenic, with cavernous hemangioma and lymphangioma (lymphovenous malformation) representing the majority of these. Cavernomas are recognizable by their smooth exterior, (sometimes late) contrast enhancement, and slow growth. These should be resected when the risk–benefit ratio is favorable, as many can be observed. Lymphovenous malformations are very low flow lesions that often have multiple cysts and a bright appearance on T2-weighted magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) sequences. These are not generally amenable to resection and should be sent for sclerotherapy or embolization. In the event of an acute bleed into a lymphovenous malformation with severe pain or optic neuropathy, these may be decompressed from an anterior approach by aspiration. Even in adults, dermoid cysts are the most commonly encountered cystic mass. These should be excised intact, but computed tomography (CT) is necessary to evaluate the adjacent bone for defect, either with extension of the cyst or with encephalocele.

Other common primary orbital malignancies include lymphoma, sarcoma, and lacrimal gland malignancies. In several series, lymphoid neoplasms comprise about 10% of orbital space occupying lesions and about half of lacrimal gland masses. Incisional biopsy is indicated in many cases, but care should be taken preoperatively to characterize lacrimal gland lesions, as some should be excised in toto (benign mixed tumor/pleomorphic adenoma). The tissue should be sent both in formalin and fresh for possible cell sorting, and the receiving lab should be notified of the surgeon’s clinical suspicion. Metastatic masses in adults represent about 3% of all orbital masses, and breast, prostate, and lung are the most common of these. Bilateral orbital masses suggest systemic disorders or metastasis.

13.3 Diagnostic Workup
The most common presenting complaints of a patient with an orbital mass will be proptosis (increased projection of the eye) and double vision. Others may include pain, dryness or irritation of the eye, or tearing. Decreased vision is often a late symptom or sign.

The patient’s medical and surgical history, particularly regarding autoimmune disorders and malignancies, must be first discussed. Medications, with attention to anticoagulants, must be assessed. A complete physical examination of the orbit, preferably by an ophthalmologist experienced in orbit surgery, must be performed, including documentation of visual function, proptosis, strabismus, and examination of the posterior segment of the eye. If indicated, an examination of the head and neck with particular attention to the nose, paranasal sinuses, and lymph nodes, should be performed. Nasal or sinus endoscopy may be indicated.

The first radiologic study in a patient’s workup is usually CT of the orbits. CT is helpful in delineating the size and location of the lesion and is also important for assessing whether and how the bone is involved in the pathologic process. There may be bony deformity or expansion, frank destruction, or no bony change, which may be of significance in elucidating the diagnosis. When working up a likely orbital mass, intravenous (IV) contrast can be very helpful in its characterization. If the patient is allergic to contrast, pretreatment with antihistamine or corticosteroid may allow for contrast use. MRI of the orbits with and without contrast is very helpful in delineating soft-tissue detail. Even without contrast, the orbital fat acts as natural contrast for the other orbital structures, so it is important to look at both fat-suppressed and non-fat-suppressed images. Additional radiologic considerations may be found in Chapter 3.

In patients with suspected malignancy (infiltrative or destructive mass, bilateral orbital tumors, lymphadenopathy) or history of cancer, a thorough evaluation for a primary tumor and metastases should be performed. Options include CT scans of the neck, chest, and abdomen, or positron emission tomography (PET). Serum markers associated with any known primary tumors may also be helpful.
13.4 Surgical Anatomy

For neoplasms in the anterior half of the orbit (anterior to the equator of the eye, where the extraocular muscles insert), an anterior approach is appropriate. For pathology farther posterior, some osteotomy will likely be required. Though it is attractive to approach posterior pathology without bone removal, orbital fat and other soft tissues obscure the view and must be retracted deep in the orbit, greatly narrowing the corridor. As depicted in Fig. 13.1, the medial and inferomedial posterior orbit are amenable to endoscopic approaches. The inferolateral, lateral, and superior portions of the orbit require either a lateral orbitotomy or a supraorbital craniotomy for good access.

The lateral orbitotomy as originally described by Kronlein is the workhorse approach for pathology of the lacrimal gland, the lateral and inferior intracranial spaces, and some limited pathology in the superior orbit. This is performed through a crow’s foot incision, which is cosmetically pleasing and safe for the temporal branches of the facial nerve, which pass at least 2.4 cm posterior to the bony lateral canthus at the midpupil level. The inferior extent of the osteotomy in this approach will be at the zygomatic arch. The zygomaticofacial neurovascular bundle (sensory only) emerges on the lateral surface of the zygoma superior to the arch. When operating intracranially in this area, it is important to remember that the ciliary ganglion lies between the lateral rectus muscle and the optic nerve, about 1 cm posterior to the globe, and may be quite diaphanous in some patients (Fig. 13.2).

To reach the posterosuperior orbit, a traditional supraorbital craniotomy using a hemiconoral or pterional incision is generally done. It is important to dissect the temporalis muscle planes carefully, and perform an interfascial dissection to spare the motor branch to the frontalis muscle. The supraorbital notch (or foramen) often marks the lateral-most extent of the frontal sinus and generally provides more than adequate access to the orbital roof. The extent of the sinus should be considered when planning the craniotomy, and image guidance is often used for this purpose in addition to lesion localization; avoidance makes the reconstruction simpler and less likely to become infected. The supraorbital neurovascular bundle should be identified and preserved as much as possible during this approach. In addition to a standard supraorbital craniotomy, an “eyebrow approach” or supraorbital keyhole craniotomy can provide very similar access, though with limited frontal lobe retraction.

When approaching pathology in the medial orbit, such as with a transcaruncular approach, care must be taken to understand the relationship of the lacrimal drainage system to the incision. When opening conjunctiva and dissecting to the posterior lacrimal crest, the lacrimal drainage system stays safely anterior. The inferior oblique muscle arises from the periorbit of the maxilla just lateral to the entrance of the nasolacrimal duct. This should not be transected, but may be elevated by dissecting in a subperiosteal plane at its origin. Likewise, the trochlea, which should be mobilized by elevating it along with underlying periosteum from the bone, will be found just inside the orbital rim at the superomedial corner of the orbit. Neither muscle need be sutured back or fixated in any way when reconstructing. The anterior ethmoidal artery will be found at the level of the frontoethmoidal suture about 2.5 cm posterior to the anterior lacrimal crest in the adult orbit, and may be cauterized with bipolar electrocautery and divided if necessary. The posterior ethmoidal artery will be found about 1 cm posterior to this and may be treated in the same manner. The optic canal may then be less than 0.5 cm away and great care must be exercised.

13.5 Surgical Technique

13.5.1 Lateral Orbitotomy

The patient is positioned supine and the area from above the brow, back to the hairline, and down to the nasal ala is prepped and draped. The lateral canthus is injected with local anesthetic with epinephrine, if desired. A corneal protective lens lubricated with ointment may be sutured to the eyelids. A tenotomy with epinephrine, if desired. A corneal protective lens lubricated with ointment may be sutured to the eyelids. A tenotomy scissors is used to carefully perform a lateral canthotomy. This is extended posteriorly for about 2 cm. An inferior cantholysis (and limited superior cantholysis) is performed by distracting the lid with forceps, strumming across the deep tissue between conjunctiva and skin (actually the orbital septum), and cutting along the rim until the lid is very loose.

Blunt retractors are used to hold skin edges and a malleable retracter is placed just inside the orbital rim to protect the orbital contents. Needle-tip electrocautery on low power is used to score periosteum in a superoinferior direction on the anterior surface of the orbital rim, as far superiorly as the zygomatico-frontal (ZF) suture, and as far inferiorly as the zygomatic arch. Dissection of the periosteum from the exterior surface of the rim is performed with an elevator such as a Penfield 1 or Cottle. The zygomaticofacial and zygomaticotemporal vessels should be cauterized and divided. Temporalis muscle should be peeled away from the external surface of the wall with cautery, as there is not a good subperiosteal plane. A relaxing incision in the periosteum parallel to the skin incision will make the dissection and the reconstruction easier. Dissection of the periorbita from the interior surface of the lateral wall now proceeds, keeping the periorbita as intact as possible.

A wide malleable is now placed between periorbita and bone, and the skin edge is retracted carefully so that a reciprocating saw can make two anteroposterior cuts in the lateral rim, one
just superior to the zygomatic arch and one just superior to the ZF suture. The inferior cut ends in the inferior orbital fissure. A rongeur placed at the lateral canthus now outfractures the wall and this bone is removed after clearing remaining temporalis muscle from its exterior surface with electrocautery. If the wall is too thick to fracture easily, a vertical groove may be drilled with a small drill bit such as an M8. This bone is kept safely in saline for later replacement. A rongeur or drill may be used to drill the sphenoid bone posteriorly until adequate exposure is obtained.

When opening periorbita, the incision should be made in an anteroposterior direction if possible, to avoid injury to the lateral rectus muscle. Resection of tumor and hemostasis are undertaken (Fig. 13.3 and Fig. 13.4).

If a drain is to be used, it is often best placed after replacement of the lateral wall, so that undue traction is not placed on the drain. The lateral wall is replaced with two small, low-profile titanium plates, usually a dogbone plate superiorly at the ZF suture, and either a “y” or a box plate at the inferior osteotomy. It is not necessary to reconstruct the periorbita or the posterolateral orbital wall. The lateral wall may also be fixated with suture passed through angulated drilled holes created in the ends of the bone flap and adjacent fixed bones. A 5-0 braided nonabsorbable suture is passed through the tarsus of the upper lid and the lower lids (kept in the plane of the tarsus) laterally. The upper and lower lids may be resuspended from a drill hole in the lateral wall near Whitnall's tubercle, but prior to tightening these knots, a horizontally buried 6-0 Vicryl...
suture is placed precisely at the lateral commissure of the lids to reappose them (in the coronal plane).

The lateral deep tissue, including periosteum, is now closed with deep 5–0 absorbable suture, and the dermis with 6–0 absorbable suture. The skin may be closed with 7–0 absorbable or nonabsorbable suture in a running fashion. The drain, if used (0.25-inch Penrose or similar), will emerge from the incision line, and this should be sutured with a 6–0 nylon purse string that can be tightened after removal of the drain the following morning (▶ Fig. 13.5).

### 13.5.2 Transconjunctival Approach for Inferior Pathology

The patient is positioned supine and the area from above the brow, back to the hairline, and down to the nasal ala is prepped and draped. The inferior conjunctival fornix is injected with local anesthetic with epinephrine, if desired. A corneal protective lens lubricated with ointment is placed, and a Desmarres retractor is used to hold back the lower eyelid. The assistant should toe in with this retractor to keep the lid anterior to the inferior orbital rim. A malleable retractor holds back the orbital contents, and needle-tip electrocautery on low power is used to open the conjunctiva in the inferior fornix. If the mass is subperiosteal, this is deepened until the periosteum along the rim can be scored with the cautery and elevated posteriorly. If the mass is within the fat or intraconal, careful blunt dissection around the inferior rectus and inferior oblique muscles will be required. Neurosurgical cottonoids (0.5 × 3 inch) are often helpful for control of orbital fat and orientation during intraorbital dissection. If the operation is expected to last more than about an hour, or if difficulty is encountered in having enough exposure because of the margin of the lower lid, a relaxing canthotomy and cantholysis should be performed. This may be reconstructed easily at the conclusion of the case, and spares the delicate lid margin and canaliculus from undue traction.

After resection or biopsy and hemostasis, the fat may be gently reposited in the orbit. The conjunctival incision is not closed. If a drain is desired, a 0.25-inch Penrose or similar may be inserted into the surgical site and brought out to the external surface of the lid and sutured there with a loose drain stitch. If a canthotomy was performed, the lower lid is now resuspended by precise placement of a 6–0 braided absorbable stitch, buried...
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laterally, at the lateral commissure. Skin is closed with 7–0 interrupted absorbable suture. The lower lid is now put on stretch overnight by placing a 5–0 nonabsorbable monofilament through the skin and muscle just inferior to the lower lashes and taping to the brow with Mastisol and Steri-Strips. This is removed with the drain the following day and helps align the cut edges of the conjunctiva without any introduction of foreign body such as suture. The eye is covered lightly with an absorbent dressing.

13.5.3 Transcaruncular Approach for Medial Pathology

This approach is suitable for pathology that is medial to the medial rectus muscle or subperiosteal. The patient is positioned supine and the surgical field (eye and lids) is prepped and draped. The medial conjunctival fornix is injected with local anesthetic with epinephrine, if desired. A protective contact lens lubricated with ointment may be placed, but often it will be difficult to maintain in position. While an assistant retracts the upper and lower lids, needle-tip electrocautery is used to open the sulcus between the plica semilunaris and the caruncle. This is carefully deepened by directing the needle tangential to the eye and medially, and extended superiorly and inferiorly in the conjunctival fornix. Blunt curved tenotomy scissors are now directed posteromedially at an angle of about 45 degrees, again tangential to the globe, toward the posterior lacrimal crest. This will be felt as a vertically oriented ridge on the medial wall of the orbit. The scissors are spread until the posterior lacrimal crest is reached, then periosteum is opened with the cautery and subperiosteal dissection is carried out posteriorly, superiority, and inferiorly, as needed. The anterior ethmoidal artery will be found at the level of the frontoethmoidal suture about 2.5 cm posterior to the anterior lacrimal crest in the adult orbit, and may be cauterized with bipolar electrocautery and divided if necessary. The posterior ethmoidal artery will be found about 1 cm posterior to this and may be treated in the same manner. The optic canal may then be less than 0.5 cm away and great care must be exercised. This is also the level in most patients of the cribriform plate, and may be less than 0.5 cm away and great care must be exercised. This may be treated in the same manner. The optic canal may then be di

13.5.4 Transconjunctival Approach for Intraconal Pathology

Most often, the transconjunctival approach will be used for pathology between one of the rectus muscles and the globe, which lies relatively anterior. This approach is also used for optic nerve sheath fenestrations. An eyelid speculum is placed, and the cornea is lubricated with ointment. The surgeon and assistant must remain vigilant to replenish the ointment periodically to prevent damage to the cornea. The conjunctiva is opened with a limbal peritomy spanning 90 degrees, and radial relaxing incisions may be made at its edges. The medial, inferior, or lateral rectus muscle is isolated on a Jameson muscle hook, limiting the dissection around it except at its insertion in order to use the surrounding connective tissue to retract orbital fat. A double-armed 6–0 braided absorbable suture on spatulated needles is used to fix the muscle tendon in any one of a number of strabismus stitches. The muscle is then carefully detached from the surface of the eye with Westcott scissors, and the sutures clamped with a bulldog clamp. A malleable retractor may now be inserted along the axis of the muscle, and another along the external surface of the globe, and the area between the globe and the muscle gently explored. Retraction of the eye laterally is facilitated by carefully passing a running stitch on a spatulated needle through the tendon stump of the muscle, without violation of sclera. If significant herniation of intracranal fat occurs, this may be controlled either with gentle irrigating bipolar cautery when away from the optic nerve, or by moist neurosurgical cottonoids.

When the biopsy or resection has been completed and the area found to have hemostasis, the rectus muscle is reattached to the surface of the eye with partial-thickness scleral bites. Care is taken neither to advance nor to recess the muscle so as not to induce strabismus. The conjunctiva is closed with two inverted sutures of absorbable suture at either end of the peritomy.

13.6 Supraorbital Craniotomy

Transcranial approaches to the orbit are rarely needed, but can be irreplaceable for very posterior lesions in the superior orbit (superior to the optic nerve). A large supraorbital craniotomy can be performed via a hemispherical incision, a more medially limited supralateral craniotomy through a pterional craniotomy, and a minimally invasive supralateral craniotomy through a keyhole, “eyebrow” approach. Prior to surgery, the eye should be sutured closed after placement of ointment. For maximal exposure and access, a hemispherical incision is made down through galea from the contralateral superotemporal line to the skin crease immediately anterior to the ipsilateral tragus. Rainey clips are applied to the scalp and then careful subperiosteal elevation of the scalp (differential flap from temporalis) is performed, including interfascial dissection over the anterior temporalis muscle to protect the frontalis branch of the facial nerve. Varying degrees of temporalis muscle elevation are performed, from simple exposure of the pterion “keyhole” to entire muscle elevation and inferior retraction, depending on the amount of lateral orbital exposure needed. A standard frontotemporal craniotomy is then performed, with or without orbitotomy, which is generally only needed for lesions extending to the globe. The eyebrow approach, or supraorbital craniotomy, provides a minimally invasive “keyhole” approach to a similar, though slightly limited, region, and is generally all that is necessary for most superior orbital lesions. An incision is made just inferior to the superior border of the eyebrow, taking care to bevel the incision about 15 degrees from perpendicular in order to parallel the hair follicles. Subcutaneous coagulation is avoided to preserve the follicles as well. Needle-tip monopolateral cautery is then used to dissect down to the pericranium. Superior dissection is performed deep to
sected away from the pterion incision as superiorly as possible. The temporalis muscle is dissectioned inferiory. Hook retractors are placed on the upper part of the pericranial flap is elevated and used to retract the brow. Hook retractors are placed on the upper part of the pericranial flap is elevated and used to retract the brow. This is connected to an osteotomy that arches in line with the maximal superior skin retraction. The small bone flap is then dissected from the dura. A critical step to maximize access is the drilling of the posterior cortex of the orbital rim flush with the orbital roof. The orbital rim can also be removed as needed as a second piece or as one with the craniotomy. Care should be taken, if possible, to avoid entering the frontal sinus, as repair options are limited.

With either approach, the frontal dura is then elevated from the orbital roof, as far posteriorly as the optic canal and/or superior orbital fissure. The bone of the orbital roof is then removed with drill and/or rongeur to expose the entire superior orbit. The lateral orbit can be included with a standard craniotomy.

13.7 Orbital Exenteration with Temporalis Flap Transposition

This technique is used for malignancies (or selected benign pathology) in which the eye is blind and/or painful, or in which the eye constitutes one margin of a possible complete resection. Surgical margins are marked. A suture tarsorrhaphy is usually helpful. If the exenteration is to be a lid-sparing technique, an incision line several millimeters proximal to the eyelid margins and parallel to them is marked. A knife is used to cut through skin and orbicularis, and blunt dissection in the pretarsal/pre-septal plane is then carried out to the level of the orbital rim. Periosteum is incised, and the surgery proceeds as described in the following text.

If the skin is to be included in the resection, the excision margins are drawn at the orbital rim and at least 1 to 2 cm from the cutaneous lesion. The marked areas may be infiltrated with a local anesthetic with epinephrine to help with hemostasis. A no. 15 scalpel is used to cut through skin to the periosteum. Bleeding should be expected at the supraorbital vessels. The periosteum is elevated with a Cottle or Freer elevator, beginning at the superotemporal portion of the orbit where the bone is thickest. Dissection in this plane continues circumferentially and posteriorly, with cautery of the zygomaticofacial and zygomaticotemporal vessels encountered in the lateral wall. Resistance will occur in the area of the trochlea (superomedially) and at the canthal ligaments and may require sharp dissection in these areas. The posterior limb of the medial canthal tendon should be elevated from bone, and the lacrimal sac may be divided at its junction with the nasolacrimal canal. The inferior oblique muscle originates just lateral to the sac and should be elevated with the periosteum. Dissection proceeds posteriorly toward the orbital apex.

Special care should be directed to the following areas. Elevation of the periosteum over the lamina papyracea must be carried out very gently to avoid entry into the ethmoid sinuses. The ethmoidal vessels must be divided and bleeding controlled with bipolar electrocautery. Areas of the orbital roof, particularly posteriorly, are often quite thin or contain frank dehiscences.

The contents of the superior and inferior orbital fissures and the apical stump must now be divided, which may be accomplished with a curved knife, curved enucleation scissors, or a snare. The latter is tightened to a soft stop and tightened sequentially over a period of several minutes to assist with hemostasis. The snare may then be tightened completely to transect the apical stump, or curved scissors may be used to cut just anterior to it. The orbit should immediately be packed with gauze and pressure applied for 5 to 10 minutes. The apex should then be explored cautiously with suction and bipolar electrocautery to localize and control any bleeding.

If the orbit is to heal by granulation, it should now be lined with a nonadherent dressing such as Telfa followed by Xeroform gauze, packed with fluffy gauze, and bandaged tightly. A small pledget of cellulose (Surgicel) or other hemostatic agent may be placed over the apical stump.

If the lid skin has been spared, it is draped over the rim and spread posteriorly as far as possible. The remainder of the orbit may be left to granulate or may be covered with a split-thickness skin graft. If a split-thickness graft is used, it is harvested from a non-hair-bearing area of the inner surface of the thigh or the abdomen and the donor site covered with an adherent dressing. Dimensions of the graft are approximately 5 × 10 cm before meshing. The graft is carefully draped into the orbital cavity, with care taken to ensure that the epithelial side remains exterior. The graft is sutured in place at the rim with interrupted 7–0 chronic gut or silk suture. The wound is then dressed as discussed earlier.

When flap reconstruction is not used, the pressure dressing remains undisturbed for 3 to 5 days. During this time, the patient should have antibiotic coverage. After this time, the pressure dressing is gently removed, and the area is soaked with saline. After 5 to 10 minutes, the lining layer (nonadherent dressing such as Telfa or Xeroform) may be gently loosened from the underlying tissue. Minimal debridement should occur at this stage because areas of skin that appear devitalized may heal surprisingly well. The area is coated lightly with antibiotic ointment, and the patient and family are instructed to repeat the application of ointment twice daily. Ointment should also be applied to the light dressing placed over the orbit to prevent adherence. Vigorous cleaning of the area should be avoided.

Transposition of the temporalis muscle (or its anterior half) through a defect created in the lateral orbital wall (either by removing the rim or by drilling through the wall) can be used to create a shallower cavity and provide a better surface for skin grafting. If the anterior half is used, the posterior half may be moved forward to prevent temporal hollowing. A right hemi-coronal incision is marked out and the incision extends to the underlying skull superior to the superotemporal line and superior to the deep temporal fascia over the temporalis muscle laterally. Upon elevating the skull flap over the temporalis muscle, the superficial fat pad superior to the zygomatic arch is identified, incised, and elevated with the flap. The root of the zygoma is identified and electrocautery is used to incise the periosteum along its superior aspect in a posterior to anterior direction to the lateral orbital rim. Periosteum overlying the zygoma is then elevated, combined with elevation over the
lateral orbital rim until full exposure is obtained. Temporalis muscle is now elevated from the temporal fossa and completely mobilized. This is divided approximately in half in a vertical fashion so as to preserve the proximal blood supply to both aspects of the muscle. A window in the lateral orbital wall is drilled out if the rim has not been resected, so that the muscle flap may be passed into the orbit. If the muscle is too bulky, the orbital rim is removed. The muscle is placed into the orbit and tacked into place using 3–0 braided absorbable sutures. Any lid tissue is draped over this, and a light bandage placed. Exposed muscle may be covered with a small skin graft. The scalp incision is closed in layers using 2–0 absorbable galeal sutures after placement of a drain (no. 7 flat Jackson–Pratt drain). Skin may be closed with staples.

13.8 Complications

The most feared complication of orbital surgery is unexpected postoperative blindness, usually thought to be caused by excessive manipulation or traction on the optic nerve, with damage to the perfusion of the optic nerve. The incidence of vision loss from orbital surgery is likely less than 0.5%. Risk of postoperative hematoma and resulting compartment syndrome causing loss of vision can be minimized by meticulous hemostasis, leaving a drain after surgery if necessary, and strict bed rest and Valsalva precautions. A recent review of orbital surgeries showed about a 1% postoperative hematoma rate, all occurring within the first 6 hours post-op and none causing vision loss.

Other complications of surgery include restrictive or paralytic strabismus causing diplopia, infection, and eyelid malposition (ptosis, or turning inward or outward of the lid margin relative to the globe). Reassure patients that after orbital surgery, the eye may “swell shut” in the first few days post-op, and that this is not necessarily a cause for alarm. This is concerning only in the setting of severe pain or pressure sensation, loss of vision, or proptosis.

13.9 Postoperative Care

Patients are admitted for observation overnight after orbital surgery. They are administered the remainder of a 24-hour course of IV antibiotics if alloplastic material was used for reconstruction. Most patients are given steroid (e.g., Decadron 4 mg IV every 6 hours) during the admission to help control any vasogenic edema. They are kept at bed rest with the head of the bed elevated, and allowed bathroom privileges. Drains are removed the following morning and the patient discharged home with appropriate pain medications, with strict instructions not to bend below the waist or strain for 3 days. They are to return to the ER (emergency room) immediately for any sudden decrease in vision, severe pain, or pressure sensation. Antibiotic–steroid ophthalmic ointment is used over the wounds twice a day until follow-up. Nonabsorbable sutures are removed at 5 to 7 days in the outpatient clinic.
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Abstract
Historically, orbital tumors have been approached via external approaches. Endoscopic sinus and skull base techniques have been progressively adapted to the management of orbital tumors, providing improved visualization while eliminating the need for globe retraction. The historical progression of these approaches, relevant surgical anatomy of the medial orbit, and surgical methodologies are discussed in this chapter. While endoscopic orbital surgery remains a nascent field, it has already demonstrated improved access to the medial orbital apex with decreased morbidity relative to external approaches. As the cumulative global surgical experience increases beyond high-volume centers, the indications for this approach are likely to continue to expand.
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14.1 Introduction
Classic external approaches to the orbit include the frontotemporal craniotomy with orbitozygomatic osteotomy, transconunctoral or transconjunctival orbitotomy, and lateral orbitotomy.1 Despite this multiplicity of options, lesions located in the medial or inferior aspect of the orbital apex have posed a significant challenge as the dissection cavity is deep, poorly illuminated, obscured by orbital fat, and often requires considerable globe retraction. Consequently, transantral approaches were introduced in an attempt to improve visualization and access to this region. Unfortunately, this approach was associated with significant morbidity including oroantral fistula, hypesthesia, and enophthalmos.2

Endoscopic sinus surgery was first introduced in the 1980s and its potential to improve approaches to the peri-sinosal structures including the orbit was quickly recognized. The endoscope provided a magnified, highly illuminated view as compared to a headlight or binocular microscope. Kennedy et al3 was among the first to apply these new endoscopic techniques to peripheral orbital structures in their early description of the endoscopic orbital decompression. These techniques continued to proliferate as more complexity of the sinonasal interface were tackled such as sinonasal tumors with orbital extension and compressive optic neuropathy.4 In recent years, endoscopic techniques have begun to breach the sinus boundary by extending into the medial extra and intraconal spaces to access primary orbital neoplasms. Thus, current state-of-the-art methods of endoscopic-orbital surgery have subtended an evolutionary arc from open to endoscopy-assisted techniques and finally to purely endoscopic techniques.

14.2 Indications
A wide range of space occupying lesions can present in the orbit. These occur at a rate of 3 to 5 tumors per year per 1 million people, and there are no clear differences in rate based on race or gender.5 The most common lesions are vasculogenic, constituting approximately 17% of orbital masses. Among these, cavernous hemangiomas are the most common. Other common benign lesions include optic nerve glioma (4%) and pseudotumor (8%).6 The most common malignant lesion is non-Hodgkin’s lymphoma (8%), followed by orbital metastases.

14.3 Diagnostic Workup
All patients presenting with an orbital tumor should be evaluated by a multidisciplinary team including an otoriaryngologist and ophthalmologist. Neurosurgical consultation is not mandatory but should be considered if an adjunctive craniotomy approach may be required. All patients require a full ophthalmological examination including formal visual field testing. Patients should additionally undergo a high-resolution computed tomography (CT) scan to assess the bony structures as well as a magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) with contrast to assess the character of the lesion. Moreover, the contrast-enhanced MRI will help the surgeon assess whether the ophthalmic artery crosses above or below the optic nerve. Three-dimensional reconstruction can often help delineate the exact relationship between the lesion and the optic nerve; however, this is not mandatory (Fig. 14.1). Angiography is not generally required; however, this may help differentiate primary orbital lesions from ophthalmic artery dolichoectasia in select cases.

The decision as to whether an endoscopic approach is suitable for a specific tumor depends on the location, morphology, and anticipated histology. An endoscopic approach is suitable for orbital lesions inferior or medial to a plane between the nares and the long axis of the optic nerve. Lesions that extend lateral to the nerve but remain inferior to this plane are still candidates for an endoscopic approach as the tumor may be delivered without requiring nerve retraction.

14.4 Surgical Anatomy
The medial orbit is separated from the sinus contents by the lamina papyracea. The lamina is derived embryologically from the ethmoid bone and extends from the sphenoid bone posteriorly to the lacrimal bone anteriorly. Immediately lateral to the lamina is the periorbita, which surrounds the orbital structures and is penetrated superiorly by the ethmoid neurovascular pedicles. The orbital contents within the periorbita can be separated into extraconal and intraconal compartments. The medial extraconal space consists of the orbital fat and its lateral limit from the endonasal perspective is the medial rectus muscle. This region is relatively devoid of important neurovascular structures other than the ethmoidal neurovasculature, which cross from lateral to medial over the superior border of the medial rectus muscle and the medial ophthalmic vein.

The medial intraconal space is bounded by the medial and inferior rectus muscles and contains a complex and rich neurovascular arcade, which makes this region particularly...
challenging to address (▶ Fig. 14.2). The lateral boundary is the optic nerve, ophthalmic artery, nasociliary nerve, and the long ciliary artery and nerve. The superior boundary is the anterior and posterior ethmoid artery and nerve. The oculomotor nerve enters this space and branches almost immediately into superior and inferior rami. A branch of the inferior ramus inserts along the posterior third of the lateral aspect of the medial rectus muscle. Similarly, an inferomedial muscular trunk arborizes from the ophthalmic artery and sends multiple arterioles to supply the medial rectus muscle approximately 1 cm anterior to the sphenoid face. These vascular pedicles divide the medial intraconal compartment into three conceptual compartments of increasing technical difficulty.6 Zones A and B lie anterior to the inferomedial muscular trunk and are differentiated by an imaginary line dividing the upper and lower halves of the medial rectus muscle belly. Lesions within the more superior zone B are therefore more challenging to address due to their proximity to the ethmoid vasculature and the necessity to work above the medial rectus. Zone C represents the potential space posterior to the takeoff of the inferomedial muscular trunk. This region is the most technically challenging to access due to the small space and proximity to the optic nerve(▶ Fig. 14.3). While the ophthalmic artery usually crosses superior to the optic nerve, it may cross inferiorly in 16 to 33% of cases.7 This variant brings the artery in even closer proximity to a zone C lesion and thus the course of the ophthalmic artery should generally be identified on preoperative imaging.

14.5 Surgical Technique

An endoscopic approach begins with wide exposure of the lamina by opening the adjacent maxillary, ethmoid, and sphenoid sinuses. For mid-orbit and posterior lesions the frontal outflow air cells may be preserved to protect the frontal recess from secondary obstruction. Adequate bony exposure including total removal of the lamina and drilling of the superior pterygoid process and optic canal is critical to enable adequate bimanual dissection. While wide exposure of the perilimina is desired, a hockey stick incision through the perilimina is carefully placed just anterior to the lesion in order to prevent unnecessary prolapse of extraconal fat into the endoscopic visual cavity. With lesions that extend inferolaterally, the orbital process of the palatine bone may be further drilled to allow for more lateral exposure and enhance the ability to dissect inferior to the lesion (▶ Fig. 14.4).

The decision to proceed with a uni- versus bi-narial approach depends on multiple factors including location and size of the tumor as well as the preference of the surgical team.8,9,10,11 While most extraconal tumors may be resected through a single nostril, intraconal lesions often require more difficult dissection, which is facilitated by using three or four hands through a bi-narial, trans-septal approach.12 This method enables dynamic retraction of the medial rectus, intraconal fat retraction, and careful suctioning of pooled blood.12 Additionally, the trans-septal trajectory improves dissection of the lateral aspect of the lesion due to the increased working angle from the contralateral side.

14.5.1 Methods of Medial Rectus Muscle Retraction

The medial rectus muscle represents the gateway to the medial intraconal space and thus access demands effective and atraumatic retraction.13,14 Multiple external and endoscopic techniques for medial rectus muscle retraction have been described. External methods include disinsertion of the muscle via a transconjunctival incision or external placement of a vessel loop.1,14 However, several endoscopic retraction techniques have been reported, which provide excellent access to the intraconal space while avoiding external incisions. These options include transchoanal retraction using a vessel loop placed around the muscle endoscopically,15 trans-septal retraction using a suture or vessel
loop passed through a septal window,\textsuperscript{13} and finally trans-septal retraction using an instrument such as the double-ball probe (Fig. 14.5).

When comparing the methods of retraction, both trans-septal techniques offer the greatest area exposure of the intraconal space.\textsuperscript{16} The double-ball probe method offers some benefits over a vessel loop in that it provides dynamic retraction and reduces the risk of traction injury to the oculomotor nerve or ophthalmic arterial branches to the medial rectus muscle. Potential downsides of this method include the fact that a larger septal window is needed and it occupies one of the surgical hands for the duration of the procedure.

### 14.5.2 Surgical Dissection Techniques for Intraconal Lesions

After the lesion is identified, blunt dissection through the surrounding orbital fat is performed to isolate the tumor. One surgeon will hold the endoscope, while the other will...
use a suction and dissection instrument to gently free the lesion from surrounding structures while keeping the field clear of pooled blood. A fourth hand may be used to assist with tumor retraction when necessary (▶ Fig. 14.6). The lesion should be dissected approximately 270 degrees around the periphery; however, direct dissection between the optic nerve and tumor capsule should be avoided as manipulation of the nerve could lead to direct injury or ophthalmic artery vasospasm. The final maneuver is to gently retract the lesion anteriorly in a plane parallel to the optic nerve in order to lyse the final lateral attachments. Some authors advocate the use of a cryoprobe to grasp the lesion although a small cupped forceps may also be used. If the tumor does not easily break free at this point, this suggests the presence of persistent adhesions, which should continue to be dissected.
14.5.3 Hemostasis and Management of Orbital Fat Planes

Perhaps the most challenging aspects of performing endoscopic intraorbital surgery are dealing with orbital fat prolapse and management of intraconal bleeding. Although extraconal fat may be reduced with a bipolar electrocautery, this remains controversial. In contradistinction, intraconal fat should neither be cauterized nor resected. However, the retraction of intraconal fat is critical to enable visualization of the intraconal structures. Thus, in order to prevent excessive and potentially traumatic manipulation, use of a saline-soaked patty can be helpful for both fat retraction and blood absorption, providing a cleaner dissection plane (▶ Fig. 14.6). Hemostasis is also challenging in these cases. Both electric current and thermal spread can easily injure the orbital structures and thus monopolar cautery should be avoided. Bipolar cautery may be used safely within the extraconal space if absolutely necessary; however, the lowest setting possible should be employed. Besides the saline-soaked cottonoid, warm water irrigation is also a useful tool to help control bleeding as it promotes activation of platelet aggregation and enhanced coagulation.18,19

14.6 Postoperative Care

While there are no general criteria for orbital reconstruction following endoscopic orbital surgery, the goals of preserving orbital volume and prevention of extraocular muscle tethering should be considered.20 The author favors reconstruction for most intraconal lesions given the potential for enophthalmos and secondary diplopia following extensive dissection and exposure of intraconal fat. Methods for reconstruction vary throughout the literature; however, immediate rigid reconstruction should be avoided due to the risk of orbital compartment syndrome. This may occur if the orbital contents cannot expand in the face of postoperative bleeding, fluid transudation, and swelling of the extraocular muscles. A pedicled nasoseptal flap is preferred by the author as it may be raised at the same time as the creation of the septal window and offers complete coverage of both medial and inferior orbital defects. The flap further permits swelling and blood egress in the immediate postoperative period13 while conforming to the orbit in a semi-rigid fashion due to contraction over time (▶ Fig. 14.7).

Once the area is reconstructed, nasal packing directly against the orbit should be avoided due to a similar fear of raising intraocular pressure and inducing ischemic damage.17,20,21 However, Gelfoam and tissue glues may be used on the nasal surface of the graft in order to support the mucosal flap and minimize the risk of flap migration in the postoperative period.12

14.7 Outcomes

As with open approaches, the most common reported morbidities are diplopia, enophthalmos, and visual impairment. With respect to diplopia, Dubal et al22 reported an improvement between the pre- and postoperative periods of 25 to 15%, respectively. Among the intraconal subgroup analyzed by Bleier et al,23 use of the dynamic medial rectus retraction technique appeared to be protective against the development of new diplopia. Similarly, in this cohort there was no incidence of new visual impairment. A systematic review of 39 articles describing the endoscopic technique found that complete resection was possible in 73 to 100% of intraconal lesions and virtually all extraconal lesions.1,22,23,24 The findings of Bleier et al23 confirmed these results noting that intraconal lesions are at a higher risk of incomplete resection as well as greater rates of
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15 Endoscopic Management of Skull Base Neoplasms with Orbital Involvement
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Abstract
Skull base neoplasms are rare, yet among skull base malignancies, orbital involvement is not uncommon and often represents advanced disease. Orbital involvement in skull base malignancies portends a poor prognosis. The ultimate aim of treatment is optimal local control that results from gross tumor removal with negative margins and appropriate adjuvant therapy. Endoscopic approaches are often appropriate for tumors medial and inferior to the optic nerve and provide superior cosmetic outcomes when compared to open approaches. This chapter will discuss common pathologies, patient presentations, investigations, surgical anatomy, indications, contraindications, and a step-by-step endoscopic surgical approach for removal of these tumors as well as postoperative management.

Keywords: orbital tumors, malignancy, skull base, endoscopy, neoplasm, orbital preservation

15.1 Introduction
Skull base neoplasms are rare, yet among skull base malignancies, orbital involvement is not uncommon. Skull base malignancies often present with symptoms that are vague and easily associated with benign pathology such as sinusitis. Therefore, patients with these tumors often present late and/or with a delayed diagnosis and with advanced disease.1 This is likely due to the fact that neoplasms can expand unhindered in the large sinonasal airspaces before causing symptoms. Therefore, patients often present with involvement of surrounding critical structures such as the orbit. Likewise, benign neoplasms will often grow with significant orbital involvement and globe displacement but rarely with clinical features of diplopia or vision loss. Adaptation accounts for this lack of clinical symptoms as the neoplasms grow slowly and without invasion (> Fig. 15.1).

Orbital invasion is defined as a tumor that has breached/involved the periorbita. These tumors are largely determined by the site of origin and by the histology of the tumor. The orbit may be involved by direct extension from tumors in surrounding areas such as the nasal cavity, paranasal sinuses, mandible, cranial cavity or skull base, or by metastases. Adenocarcinomas and squamous cell carcinomas (SCC) are the most common tumor types involved.2 Perineural spread is another mode for tumor extension. In particular, SCC and adenoid cystic carcinomas have a propensity for perineural spread.3,4 SCC has a high propensity for local recurrence5 and SCC and undifferentiated carcinomas favor the worst prognosis.6 Orbital involvement by tumor portends a less favorable prognosis and orbital soft-tissue tumor involvement is an independent risk factor for survival.7,8,9,10 Indications for orbital exenteration are controversial and no universal criteria exist for the degree of orbital involvement that necessitates exenteration or safe preservation. Ianetti et al devised a grading system for orbital invasion11—grade 1: erosion/destruction of the medial orbital wall; grade 2: extraconal invasion of periorbital fat; and grade 3: invasion of the medial rectus muscle, ocular bulb, optic nerve, and/or overlying skin.5 Currently, grade 3 orbital invasion is the most accepted criteria for exenteration.12,13 However, other authors also use involvement of intraconal fat or the orbital apex as indications for exenteration.5,12 Positive orbital margins
are another risk factor for local recurrence and may warrant consideration of exenteration. Essentially, the two considerations are the functional and oncologic outcomes of the preserved orbit.

For tumors medial and inferior to the optic nerve, endoscopic approaches are often appropriate as these provide direct access to the medial orbital wall. These approaches include endoscopic transnasal approaches and endoscopic-assisted approaches such as transcaruncular, transconjunctival, transblepharoplasty, transorbital, and trans-supraorbital approaches. When tumor creeps superior and lateral to the orbit, anterior and anterolateral open approaches are more appropriate. This chapter will focus on endoscopic transnasal approaches.

### 15.2 Common Pathology

#### 15.2.1 Benign
- Fibro-osseous:
  - fibrous dysplasia.
  - osteoma.
  - ossifying fibroma.
- Invasive fungal disease.
- Inverting papilloma.
- Vascular lesions:
  - hemangioma.
  - hemangiopericytoma.
- Meningioma.
- Foreign body.

#### 15.2.2 Malignant
- SCC.
- Neuroectodermal and neuroendocrine tumors:
  - olfactory neuroblastoma.
  - mucosal melanoma.
  - sinonasal undifferentiated carcinoma.
- Rhabdomyosarcoma.
- Lymphoma.
- Salivary gland–type carcinoma:
  - adenoid cystic carcinoma.
  - adenocarcinoma.
  - mucoepidermoid carcinoma.

### 15.3 Patient Selection and Indications

#### 15.3.1 Patient Presentation
Skull base neoplasms with orbital involvement commonly present with insidious symptoms such as nasal obstruction, rhinorrhea, epistaxis, headache, facial pain, hyposmia/anosmia, and epiphora. As tumors progress, patients may experience/demonstrate exophthalmos, globe dystopia, chemosis, facial swelling, cheek mass, facial paresthesia, visual field defects, diplopia, reduced visual acuity, or loss of vision. Loss of corneal sensation indicates nasociliary nerve involvement and may present as dry eye and corneal opacification resulting in loss of vision. Involvement of the cavernous sinus may produce diplopia, restricted ocular movement, or pupillary changes such as mydriasis or miosis, due to involvement of the third, fourth, or sixth cranial nerves or the sympathetic nerves within the cavernous sinus. The optic nerve is less often involved and, therefore, pupillary afferent defects are uncommon at presentation without orbital apex compression or involvement. Diplopia or the fixed eye is more common (▶ Fig. 15.2).

#### 15.3.2 Indications
Endoscopic orbital surgery is suitable for any pathology medial and/or inferior to the optic nerve (the neural axis).
15.3.3 Contraindications
Endoscopic orbital surgery is contraindicated in the following circumstances:
- Significant tumor lateral or superior to the optic nerve.
- Malignant tumor involving the globe, extraocular musculature, eyelids.
- Tumor involving the optic nerve.

15.3.4 Diagnostic Workup
- Multidisciplinary tumor board presentation.
- Ophthalmology assessment. There are four constructs to consider:
  - Afferent visual function: visual acuity, color vision, papillary reaction/afferent defect, automated visual field testing.
  - Ocular motility: ductions, prismatic measurement of strabismus.
  - Lacrimal outflow functional: clinical epiphora, lacrimal irrigation.
  - Cosmesis: exophthalmometry, ptosis/eyelid position measurements
- Consideration of pre-op radiotherapy and/or chemotherapy to reduce tumor size to avoid/minimize injury to vital structures.19

15.3.5 Imaging
- CT:
  - Predicts lamina papyracea involvement with 91% sensitivity and 55% specificity.20
  - Predicts involvement of lacrimal system with 100% sensitivity and 45% specificity20 (Fig. 15.3).
- MRI:
  - Determines periorbital involvement with 93% sensitivity and 81% specificity.20
  - Periorbital thickening less than 2 to 3 mm is usually not a sign of true invasion (Fig. 15.2 and Fig. 15.3).21
  - Consideration for image guidance/stereotactic/neuronavigational imaging and preoperative corticosteroids ± antibiotics (Fig. 15.4).

15.4 Surgical Anatomy
The ophthalmic artery initially travels inferomedial to the optic nerve in the canal and then rotates to the inferolateral border as it travels toward the orbit and exits the dura22,23 (Fig. 15.2). The optic canal is thinnest in the middle segment on the medial wall.22

The trochlea is attached to the trochlear fovea or spine on the orbital surface of the frontal bone a few millimeters posterior to the superomedial margin of the orbit.23 It is important as it is a common cause of postoperative diplopia with external frontal procedures,24 and removal of bone in this area will produce loss of function of the superior oblique and a vertical diplopia. The anterior ethmoid artery (AEA) branches from the ophthalmic artery in the orbit and runs in an anteromedial direction as it passes between the superior oblique and medial rectus muscles, and crosses the fovea ethmoidalis from the orbit to the lateral lamella of the cribiform plate. It travels posterior to the bulla ethmoidalis or in the frontal recess when a suprabullar recess is present. The AEA runs in a mesentery below the skull base in up to 43% of patients.25 The posterior ethmoid artery (PEA), also a branch of the ophthalmic artery, runs approximately 11 mm posterior to the AEA and 7 mm anterior to the optic nerve.26 The PEA runs more horizontally than the AEA and has a more variable path.26 It runs...
superior to the superior oblique muscle to cross the ethmoid sinuses a few millimeters anterior to the anterior wall of the sphenoid sinus in the sphenoethmoidal angle.26

15.5 Surgical Technique

15.5.1 Equipment
- Standard endoscopic sinus surgery instruments.
- Zero-degree (angled endoscopes are to be avoided if possible).
- Angled Beaver blade, straight and right-angled keratome blades or dacryocystorhinostomy (DCR) blade.
- A 4- to 5-mm 15-degree diamond burr (DCR burrs are rarely useful in neoplasia cases).
- Bipolar forceps.
- Cottle’s elevator.

15.5.2 Surgical Steps
1. Total intravenous anesthesia for optimal mucosal hemostasis.27
2. Application of 1:1,000 to 2,000 epinephrine and ropivacaine-soaked neuropathies/cotton pledgets.
3. Injection with 1% ropivacaine with 1:100,000 adrenaline to lateral nasal wall and axilla of the middle turbinate.
4. Uncinectomy and wide maxillary antrostomy to ensure the roof of the maxillary sinus/floor of the orbit and infraorbital canal are easily identified.
   a) The maxillary sinus roof may be used as a landmark to remain safely below the skull base and to permit safe entry into the sphenoid sinus.28
5. At least a modified medial maxillectomy is utilized for increased access to the floor of the orbit, infratemporal fossa, and control of the internal maxillary artery.
6. Total sphenoethmoidectomy. Identifying the roof as a landmark of the skull base and lateral wall for the optic canal/orbital apex.
   a) This may require dissection of an Onodi cell if one is present.
7. Identify the lateral optoccarotid recess, internal carotid artery, and optic nerve canal in the superolateral wall of the sphenoid sinus (or in the Onodi cell if present).
8. Frontal recess clearance if tumor approaches the AEA and Draf III if the tumor extends anterior to the AEA.
9. Expose and ligate the AEA and PEA with bipolar cautery if exposure more laterally over the orbital roof is required (see above for a description of the anatomy).
10. Clearance of the mucosa off the lamina papyracea.
11. Drill the orbital strut/tubercle (junction of medial orbital wall and lateral sphenoid wall) using an irrigated diamond burr.
12. The optic nerve decompression is performed before incising the lamina papryacea to avoid orbital fat obscuring the view and also avoiding any inadvertent injury to the orbital contents.
   a) This is performed for tumors extending to the medial optic canal.
   b) When incising the optic nerve sheath, the location of the ophthalmic artery must be considered (see above). Incising the sheath in the superomedial quadrant will minimize risk of arterial injury.22
13. If tumor involves the nasolacrimal duct, it may be resected with the tumor and the remnant duct marsupialized. If the nasolacrimal sac is involved, then a formal dacryocystorhinostomy is performed and the involved sac is removed. The medial portion of the sac is reconstructed with a free mucosal graft with a central perforation for the common canalicus. A stent is then placed and a Gelfoam (Pfizer Inc., New York, NY) dressing is used to secure the graft. If the common canalicus is involved, then this is resected and a glass Jones tube will be required.
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   a) This can removed as far superiorly as roof of orbit and as far inferomedially as immediately medial to infraorbital nerve.
   b) One and a half orbital walls can comfortably be removed without reconstruction if the periorbita is intact.
   c) This can be done using a Freer dissector and flaking off the lamina.
15. Incise periorbita if involved by tumor.
   a) This is an important barrier in benign disease and should be preserved to prevent recurrence within the orbit.
   b) For periorbital involvement and/or malignant disease, the periorbita should be removed.
   c) Start the incision posteriorly and inferior at the orbital apex with an angled beaver blade, DCR knife, or keratome blade.
   d) Make two incisions in a V-shape with the apex at the orbital apex.
   e) Grasp the periorbita at the apex of the incision and remove anteriorly.
16. Tease out the orbital fat using a ball-tipped seeker probe and ablate it with bipolar diathermy if required. Volume loss will lead to endophthalmitis.
17. Identify the medial rectus muscle. This may require image guidance and/or the assistance of an endoscopic surgeon to tag the muscle externally so that its location can be identified/confirmed endoscopically.
18. Excise the lesion.
19. Hemostasis is achieved using a bipolar diathermy on a low setting to avoid collateral damage to vital structures such as the optic nerve.
20. A thin (0.51-mm), soft polymeric silicone (Silastic) sheet is placed over the medial orbital wall.
   a) This sheet may be placed in the middle meatus in an inverted U-shape, which will also aid in preventing lateralization of the middle turbinates.
21. Free mucosal grafts may be used to cover any exposed bone.
22. Place absorbable hemostatic packing material in the nasal cavity/middle meatus and consider suturing the middle turbinate to the septum with absorbable suture material to prevent its lateralization.
   a) Avoid placement of bulky, nonabsorbable packing material due to the risk for intraorbital placement or migration.

A postoperative ophthalmologic assessment is performed 12 weeks postoperatively (earlier in the setting of complications).

15.7 Complications

15.7.1 Intraoperative
- Extraocular muscle/tendon injury.
- Trochlea injury.
- Cranial nerve injury.
- Retrobulbar hemorrhage.
- Optic nerve injury.
- Incomplete tumor resection.
- Cerebrospinal fluid leak.

15.7.2 Postoperative
- Loss of visual acuity.
- Orbital cellulitis.
- Periorbital ecchymosis.
- Enophthalmos.

15.8 Outcomes

Functional outcomes of preserved eyes have been graded as follows: grade 1—functional without impairment; grade 2—functional with impairment; and grade 3—nonfunctional. In particular, outcomes such as globe malposition including enophthalmos and hypoglossus, restricted extraocular motility resulting in diplopia, and epiphora must be considered. The impact/outcomes of adjuvant therapy on the eye, particularly radiation therapy, must also be considered when planning treatment as orbital preservation does not necessarily guarantee an intact, functional eye at the conclusion of treatment. Therefore, this must be considered when counseling the patient preoperatively.

Patients with sinonasal tumors with orbital involvement that originated in the nasal cavity and maxillary sinus have better long-term survival and those whose tumor originated in the ethmoid sinuses have the worst survival. Many studies have noted that orbital exenteration provided no survival advantage versus preservation. In a series of 66 cases of sinonasal malignancy encroaching upon the orbit, Imola and Schramm noted a local recurrence of 30% in the preservation group and 33% in the exenteration group. However, one retrospective study of 220 patients with a minimum follow-up of 4 years found in favor of exenteration. They found that the actual locoregional control rates were 79% for those who underwent exenteration and 14% for those without exenteration (p = 0.03). However, this study also found that orbital extension of tumor was not associated with worse prognosis. These two findings would seem contradictory and warrant further discussion. Optimal local control results from gross tumor removal with negative margins and appropriate adjuvant therapy. A recent meta-analysis including 443 patients with paranasal sinus neoplasms with orbital involvement who underwent craniofacial resection with or without orbital exenteration concluded that while the evidence is not robust or definitive, orbital preservation provides a more favorable 5-year survival rate compared to
exenteration. However, this effect may be limited to patients with SCC or adenocarcinoma only.

15.9 Conclusion
The endoscopic approach to sinonasal tumors with orbital involvement provides exceptional visualization of the anatomy, the tumor, and the tissue planes, and permits directed frozen section biopsies. This can result in the avoidance of more invasive open approaches and provides a superior cosmetic outcome, shorter hospital stay, and faster recovery. The endoscopic approach may also be used as an adjunct to an open approach affording a smaller incision and providing simultaneous access to complex lesions.
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Abstract

Transorbital endoscopic surgery involves a target-determined group of pathways to provide access to pathology located within the orbit, the adjacent sinuses and skull base, and intracranial structures. These pathways—one for each quadrant of the orbit—provide access to previously difficult-to-reach areas where traditional approaches create significant morbidity by collateral damage. This chapter highlights the current concepts, anatomy, and surgical pathology that can be addressed using minimally disruptive transorbital endoscopic approaches.
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16.1 Introduction

Transorbital endoscopic surgery of the orbit and intracranial structures is a relatively new field of surgery, with reports of significant experience beginning in the latter half of the last decade. The reason for this late development was not lack of technology, but rather the compartmentalization of surgical specialties. In 1979 during the pre-endoscopic era, the American Society of Ophthalmology and Otolaryngology (founded in 1896) split into separate academies. Since then, ophthalmologists and otolaryngologists have focused on separate anatomic regions, with endoscopic procedures gaining in popularity mainly in the latter group. Likewise, neurological surgeons’ interests have been focused intracranially. Thus, many of the procedures currently performed in endoscopic orbital and transorbital surgery traverse anatomic boundaries that historically divided specialties. It is the recent improvements in surgical training and cooperation that have facilitated the development of endoscopic orbital and transorbital procedures centered in an area that was previously avoided when possible.

With the recent addition of transorbital approaches to the transnasal, transmaxillary, infratemporal fossa, and supraorbital armamentarium, it is now common that multiple pathways can be used to approach a given target pathology. The choice of surgical pathway has thus become increasingly complex. While this ultimately depends on the surgeon’s preference, the pathway selection should be influenced predominately by the location of the pathology and proximity of critical neurovascular structures. Perhaps most importantly, the pathway should be minimally disruptive, causing the least possible collateral damage. A minimally disruptive pathway creates the least possible morbidity, loss of function, and scarring; shortest period of hospitalization; most rapid recovery; and least possible disruption of the patient’s lifestyle. To achieve this, the pathway should be as short and direct as possible while posing the lowest possible risk to vital structures. In addition, the pathway must provide adequate volume for the deployment of multiple instruments, and provide the appropriate angulation of approach to the target to allow comfortable instrumentation and visualization.

While the extended transnasal approach provides excellent access to much of the skull base, 80% of the anterior cranial fossa (ACF) and much of the middle cranial fossa (MCF) are occupied by the orbits. The orbit may thus conflict with transnasal approaches to some skull base targets. Transorbital approaches enjoy a privileged location for directly accessing those regions. Furthermore, the transorbital approaches often allow direct target manipulation without the use of angulation in instrumentation or endoscopy.

In addition to having a number of options for approaching a target, we can also use two or more pathways at once to treat a lesion (multiportal technique). Operating through a single pathway or paired adjacent pathways (e.g., through both nostrils) can lead to visual obstruction of the target by instruments, or a challenge in instrumenting the target because the endoscope may be in the way. Furthermore, blood and secretions can run down the instruments onto the endoscope, further obscuring visualization. By operating through two or more separated portals, these problems can be avoided with the additional benefits of adding more working room between instruments and hands and the additional perspective of another viewing angle (Fig. 16.1).

Endoscopic procedures involving the orbit involve two primary pathways: transorbital (using approaches through a transcutaneous or transconjunctival orbitotomy) and transnasal. Transorbital surgery can be further categorized to describe targets within the orbit (i.e., endoscopic orbital surgery), targets adjacent to the orbit (i.e., transorbital endoscopic surgery), and neurological targets adjacent to the orbit (i.e., transorbital neuroendoscopic surgery). Transorbital approaches are further categorized by the orbital quadrant that they address (Fig. 16.2 and Fig. 16.3): superior (typically through a blepharoplasty incision); medial (transconjunctival, precaruncular, transcanalear); inferior (transconjunctival inferior fornix), and lateral (retrocanthal or lateral blepharoplasty). This chapter will focus on transorbital rather than transnasal approaches to the orbit.

While these approaches are applicable and commonly used to address trauma of the orbit, optic nerve, brain, and adjacent structures, a discussion of transorbital endoscopic trauma surgery is beyond the scope of this chapter.

16.2 Patient Selection / Indications

Transorbital endoscopic approaches are indicated for targets within the orbit, or adjacent to the orbit in the paranasal sinuses, maxilla, infratemporal fossa, and adjacent anterior cranial fossa (ACF) and middle cranial fossa (MCF). The pathology must be amenable to an endoscopic or endoscopic-assisted...
approach. For tumors invading major vessels such as the internal carotid artery, an open craniotomy should be considered for proximal and distal vascular control in cases of malignant pathology. Transorbital approaches can be used alone or in multiportal combination with other endoscopic portals or as an assistive approach with traditional craniotomies.

Transorbital approaches are contraindicated in patients with recent trauma causing a ruptured globe or hyphema. These approaches should be used with caution for patients who have had intraocular surgery within the last 6 months, or a recent infectious or inflammatory condition of the orbit that has not fully resolved.5

### 16.2.1 Superior Approach

The superior and lateral approaches are the workhorse approaches to the ACF and MCF. A combination of the two approaches gives wide access to the superior and lateral orbits to address lesions involving the anterior fossa, middle fossa,
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orbit, and structures abutting the superior orbital fissure (SOF) such as the cavernous sinus and Meckel’s cave. The superior approach on its own provides good access and visualization to manage orbital, frontal sinus, and ACF lesions. Opening the orbital roof in the floor of the frontal sinus gives access to lateral lesions that are difficult to access with an endoscopic Lothrop procedure, especially bony lesions such as osteomas and fibrous dysplasia. The superior approach is therefore useful during multiportal surgery or in conjunction with a transnasal approach for large lesions extending into the frontal sinus or ACF. The medial aspect of the contralateral frontal sinus and intersinus frontal cells can also be reached through this approach, allowing removal of the intersinus septum if desired. The orbital roof is very thin posterior to the frontal sinus and dura is easily exposed to manage ACF lesions or intracranial collections due to complicated sinusitis. The superior pathway gives wide access up to the orbital apex and SOF. Endoscopic visualization of the posterior/superior orbit is expedient and less disruptive than to a traditional open craniotomy where removal of the orbital roof is required to access posterosuperior orbital lesions. This access route allows neurosurgeons, ophthalmologists, and otolaryngologists to approach orbital lesions, creating an opportunity to close the management gap that exists with regard to orbital pathology. The authors have successfully removed orbital cavernous hemangiomas, neurofibromas, hydatid cysts, and meningoceles using the endoscope through the superior approach.

16.2.2 Lateral Approach

The lateral approach provides a wide surgical pathway to the lateral orbit, infratemporal fossa, MCF, greater and lesser wing of the sphenoid, and trigeminal ganglion/lateral cavernous sinus and lateral sphenoid sinus. The most common pathology requiring the lateral transorbital route is sphenoid wing meningiomas. The lateral hyperostotic orbital wall can be managed through this approach, obviating the need to remove the orbital rim as with the traditional pterional approach (▶ Fig. 16.4). By removing the lateral orbital wall, temporalis muscle is exposed (▶ Fig. 16.5) and access can be obtained to the infratemporal fossa. Lesions such as angiofibromas or meningiomas extending to the superior infratemporal fossa can be addressed using the lateral pathway as an adjunct during multiportal surgery. After removing the greater wing of the sphenoid bone, a wide surgical pathway is created to the MCF and SOF to manage lesions in these areas. The lateral approach is useful when a two-wall orbital decompression is required in patients with thyroid orbitopathy and can be combined with an
endoscopic medial decompression that can be performed either transnasally or through a precaruncular approach. Use of the endoscope allows for preservation of the orbital rim, and bone can be removed up to the inferior orbital fissure and SOF during a lateral decompression. Laterally located orbital lesions and the lateral rectus muscle can be accessed via this route. Manipulating the endoscope within an orbital cystic lesion or meningocoele is useful since visualization of the posterior attachment of the lesion to vital structures can be appreciated within a cavity that is usually bloodless and free of herniating fat.

16.2.3 Medial Approach

The medial approach is used for a variety of pathology ranging from endoscopic ligation of the anterior, posterior, and accessory ethmoid arteries to the repair of complex cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) leaks, treatment of orbital and frontoethmoidal mucoceles, orbital and optic nerve decompression, foreign body removal, and resection of tumors of the orbit, ACF, ethmoid and sphenoid sinuses. For tumors involving the ethmoid sinuses and interorbital ACF, we favor this approach due to its ability to provide surveillance of the orbital contents and dura for extent of tissue invasion before resection of the actual mass. Using multiportal technique for tumor resection, the procedure can begin with localization of critical neurovascular structures and then progress toward the sinonasal cavities. We believe this to be safer than working from the nose through tumor into the orbit and cranium. The contralateral precaruncular approach gives excellent access and a direct trajectory to the lateral aspect of a well-pneumatized sphenoid sinus for the repair of Sternberg canal defects and CSF leaks (Fig. 16.6 and Fig. 16.7).

16.2.4 Inferior Approach

The inferior transorbital approach accesses the lower orbit through a transconjunctival deep fornix approach. This incision can be extended laterally into a lateral retrocanthal or canthotomy/cantholysis approach depending on access required. Similarly, the incision can be extended medially into a precaruncular approach. An isolated inferior approach is often used to treat pathology of the inferior orbital contents or the infraorbital nerve. In addition, this approach is used in multiportal technique with transnasal and transmaxillary approaches to treat extensive pathology of the maxilla such as juvenile nasopharyngeal angiofibroma (JNA). This technique allows instrumentation and visualization through separate portals, which improves the working space between instruments and moves instruments so they do not obstruct visualization of the pathology.
16.3 Diagnostic Workup

A multidisciplinary team is required when the transorbital route to orbital, sinonasal, or intracranial lesions is contemplated. Patients should be discussed at tumor board meetings with representatives from ophthalmology, neurosurgery, otolaryngology, and neuroradiology present. The best surgical route and trajectory should be planned using navigation software to compare transnasal, transorbital, transmaxillary, and open approaches alone or in combination. Multiportal or staged surgery may be required for large complex lesions involving multiple areas. An oncologist should provide input in the initial decision making for lesions that may require adjunctive radiotherapy or chemotherapy.

16.3.1 Physical Examination

Ophthalmological examination should be thorough since most patients requiring transorbital surgery have some visual loss, cranial nerve fallout, or proptosis. It is therefore imperative to accurately document ophthalmological findings such as visual acuity, visual fields, relative afferent pupillary defect, eye movements, degree of optic atrophy, and proptosis preoperatively. From an otolaryngologist’s perspective, it is necessary to evaluate the anatomical configuration and size of the sinuses abutting the orbit, depending on which pathway will be utilized. Sensation in the area of the supraorbital and infraorbital nerves should be tested. All cranial nerves, especially III, IV, V1, and VI, should be evaluated preoperatively because of the risk of tumor invasion through the SOF and because of the risk of traction injury that could occur during surgery. A full neurological examination is always needed for patients with any intracranial tumor component.

16.3.2 Laboratory and Radiological Evaluation

Blood tests would depend on patient factors such as age and comorbid diseases. For patients with proptosis, thyroid function tests should be done to exclude thyroid eye disease. Computed tomography (CT) of the orbits, sinuses, and brain, and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) with and without contrast are required in all cases to delineate tumor extent and assess the degree of bony infiltration. CT and MRI scans should be obtained under navigation protocol. The use of navigation and preoperative surgical route and trajectory planning is important to choose the best approach with maximal exposure but minimal morbidity. Angiography and embolization may be required in some cases to assess and address any feeding vessels.

16.4 Surgical Anatomy

It is useful to consider the anatomy of the orbit in four quadrants, which is how we group surgical approaches in target-centered surgical planning. Each quadrant has primary approaches whose pathways transgress it, and unique anatomy to consider when planning a trajectory that involves the region (Fig. 16.8).

The **superior quadrant** is centered between the lacrimal gland and the trochlea of the superior oblique muscle. The superior approach follows the orbital septum to the orbital rim, dissecting deep to the orbicularis oculi muscle. Deep to the septum is the preaponeurotic fat, which provides a buffer zone to protect the levator aponeurosis and muscle during the dissection. At the superior orbital rim, the supraorbital and supratrochlear neurovascular pedicles are identified and preserved, and the plane between the periosteum and the orbital bone is entered (Fig. 16.9). The dissection in the superior orbit is bounded medially by the ethmoid neurovascular bundles at the junction of the ACF with the lamina papyracea. These foramina can be followed posteriorly in a plane posteriorly to the optic nerve, which is the medial boundary of the apical component of this quadrant. The lateral boundary of the apical component is the SOF, through which cranial nerves pass within a periosteal envelope as noted in Fig. 16.10. Thus, the apex of the dissection is centered between the optic nerve medially and the superior fissure laterally. The extensions of periosteum around these structures function as a landmark and protective layer during dissection.

The **medial quadrant** is bound by the trochlea of the superior oblique superiorly, and the inferior oblique inferiorly (these structures are not typically exposed during the approach). The
entrance to this quadrant is created between the caruncle and the medial canthus. The superior and inferior lacrimal canaliculi run through the tarsus between the anterior and posterior limbs of the medial canthal tendon to the lacrimal sac. These structures course superficial to the plane of dissection. The dissection follows the deep side of the posterior limb of the medial canthal tendon back to its insertion on the posterior lacrimal crest, where the subperiosteal dissection plane is opened and entered. The lamina papyracea then forms the medial boundary of the dissection, the periosteum is the lateral structure, the junction of the lamina and the ACF (containing the ethmoid arteries as above) is the superior margin, and inferiorly the dissection proceeds to the junction of the lamina and the orbital floor. The critical structure of this quadrant is the optic nerve, which courses superomedially to enter the optic canal at the superior posterior aspect of the medial wall of the orbit. Navigation is recommended when dissecting toward the optic nerve, and the tighter curvature of the lamina will be noted as the dissection proceeds toward the posterior ethmoid artery and finally the optic canal. Removal of the posterior lamina will allow dissection to continue on the medial aspect of the optic canal within the sphenoid sinus.

The structures of the inferior quadrant are located between the attachment of the inferior oblique muscle medially and the junction of the floor and lateral wall laterally. The anatomy is analogous to the superior quadrant, with the lower lid retractors functioning similarly to the levator muscle. The approach is more direct, however, transecting the lid retractors when incising onto the inferior orbital rim. The plane between the perios- teum and orbital floor is entered at the orbital rim. As dissection continues posteriorly, care is taken to identify the infraor- bital nerve, which typically passes within a canal located within or inferior to the orbital floor, entering the orbit toward the apex as it traverses the posterior aspect of the inferior fissure to enter foramen rotundum. Laterally, the posterior dissection is contained by the inferior fissure. Unlike the superior fissure, however, the inferior fissure contains predominately fibrovascular tissue that can be transected without functional loss if extended access to or from the lateral orbital compartment is desired. The medial border of the dissection is the lamina papyracea. At the apex of the quadrant, the posterior aspect of the inferior fissure is encountered, and the periosteal attachment to this structure can be followed medially where it lies inferior to the optic nerve at the superior medial aspect of the posterior orbit.

The lateral quadrant of the orbit lies between the lacrimal gland superiorly and the junction of the lateral wall with the orbital floor medially. It is accessed through a transconjunctival lateral retrocanthal approach with or without a canthotomy/cantholysis, or a lateral extension of an upper blepharoplasty incision. The lateral canthal tendon inserts on the medial aspect of the lateral orbital wall 1 mm posterior to the rim, just below the frontozygomatic suture. If this structure is disturbed, it must be reconstructed at the end of the procedure to prevent lid dystopia. Once the subperiosteal plane is entered deep to the orbital rim, dissection continues posteriorly bounded by the orbital roof above and the inferior fissure below. As noted, the latter structure can be transected as needed for exposure. Dissecting deeper within the orbit, the pathway narrows as the superior and inferior fissures converge posteriorly. These structures, when preserved, prevent damage to the optic nerve medially. The bone of the lateral orbit divides the orbital contents from the infratemporal fossa and temporalis muscle anteriorly, thickening into the greater wing of the sphenoid posteriorly behind which lies the MCF and temporal lobe dura.

16.5 Surgical Technique

16.5.1 Anesthesia and Preparation

The anesthesia and preparation is the same in all four approaches. The position of the head may differ according to the approach used and eye to be operated on. We do not recommend pinning the head, but instead use a horseshoe headrest so that the position of the head can be manipulated intraoperatively. The authors prefer total intravenous anesthesia (TIVA) to obtain normotensive anesthesia with a low heart rate. Patients are intubated using a south-facing ray tube secured to the left corner of the mouth to keep the area in front of the nose and eye clear for instrument and endoscope manipulation for a
right-handed surgeon standing on the right of the patient. The head of the patient will need to be positioned according to the target area and the approach to be used. Pin fixation may be required in some instances, but being able to manipulate head position during surgery can be beneficial, especially during multiportal surgery. To access the frontal sinus and the anterior aspect of the ACF just posterior to the frontal sinus, the head often needs to be in extension (or 15 degrees of retroflexion) to achieve the optimum endoscope position and trajectory. During the initial part of the surgery, the surgeon creating the surgical pathway holds the endoscope and manages the powered instrumentation. The surgical team may differ from unit to unit and consist of a combination of otolaryngologist, neurosurgeon, or ophthalmologist working in synchrony. Two assistants are usually required to support the main surgeon unless specialized retractors and multifunctional instruments are used. A single hand holding one instrument that can perform three functions, for example, a drill that has irrigation and suction capabilities, can replace three hands with one less assistant needed. For the neurosurgical or intracranial part of the procedure, surgery is similar to transsphenoidal pituitary surgery, with the otolaryngologist manipulating the endoscope and managing the surgical field in order for the neurosurgeon to work bimanually.

16.5.2 General Approach

The surgical approach is chosen by the target location, as indicated in the discussion earlier. The appropriate approach is typically that corresponding to the quadrant that is primarily involved by the pathology; at times two transorbital approaches will be used synchronously (e.g., medial and inferior approaches) or transorbital and transnasal approaches may be combined in a multiportal technique to improve manipulation and visualization. We have found that preoperative computer planning and analysis can be of significant benefit in planning these procedures. As seen in Fig. 16.11, multiple approaches to each target should be considered. In this example of an undifferentiated carcinoma invading the orbit, maxilla, and nasal cavity, inferior and medial transorbital approaches are used at the beginning of the case to ascertain adherence of the tumor to intraorbital structures, and to dissect through normal tissues to the interorbital skull base. Before excision of tumor, the dura is inspected and determination of intracranial tumor extent, if any, is made. Once the involvement of adjacent structures has been definitively determined, resection of the tumor begins. Dissection proceeds outward from critical structures—from the orbital contents toward the sinuses and nasal cavity and from the dura inferiorly into the nasal cavity. The transnasal approach is used later for subsequent excision of the intranasal component. By beginning with transorbital dissection, safety of the orbital contents and brain can be assured without dissecting through tumor, moving outward from delicate structures into less critical regions. Accessing these structures from a transnasal approach requires dissection through tumor, which may be risky, particularly when the border between tumor and critical structures is obscured. Preoperative computer-aided surgical planning will help the surgeon determine the optimal number and placement of surgical portals, as well as the proper approach vectors and pathways to ensure successful completion of the surgical goal.

16.5.3 Superior Approach

Incision and Dissection

The incision for the superior approach is identical to that of an upper blepharoplasty as discussed in Chapter 10. The position can be varied somewhat depending on the surgical target; for more anterosuperior targets such as frontal sinus pathology, it is advantageous to have a more superiorly located incision to decrease the amount of skin on the upper flap adjacent to the orbital rim. The incision should be placed well below the eyebrow to prevent a visible scar, however. The incision through skin and subcutaneous tissue will expose the thin layer of
The levator muscle. If orbital fat is exposed during the early retraction of the upper eyelid aggressively to avoid traction injury to the levator muscle, which is incised using a sharp dissecting iris scissors. The orbital septum can then be identified and dissection should remain superficial to this layer to prevent fat herniation and trauma to the levator palpebrae superioris muscle and aponeurosis. Sharp dissection is continued superiority until the orbital rim is reached. The periosteum is incised on the rim and dissection is continued in a subperiosteal plane using a freer elevator. The entire superior orbit can be exposed from the lacrimal gland laterally to the outflow tract of the frontal sinus medially.

Laterally, the lacrimal gland can be elevated away from the bone since it lies on the orbital side of the periosteum. Medially, injury to the trochlea is prevented by remaining in the subperiosteal plane (the trochlea is lifted with the periosteum, and not typically visualized unless an intraconal approach is being used). The supraorbital and supratrochlear neurovascular bundles must be identified and preserved as the periosteum of the superior orbital rim is elevated. Retraction of the nerves is possible but may require bone around the nerve bundles to be drilled if they lie within a canal, especially when addressing frontal sinus osteomas or fibrous dysplasia. The location of the orbital roof cranioethmoid depends on the pathology that needs to be addressed. Frontal sinus pathology is easier to address in well-pneumatized frontal sinuses and if the patient’s head is in extension. For ACF lesions, once the dura has been exposed, surgery can continue with the neurosurgeon and the otolaryngologist/ophthalmologist working together. The ACF up to the lesser wing of the sphenoid can be accessed with dissection being limited by the SOF posteriorly. The anterior, accessory, and posterior ethmoidal arteries can be visualized and cauterized through this approach, but to get better access to structures medially located (intracranially and intranasally), the procedure should be combined with a precaruncular approach.

Challenges, Pearls, and Pitfalls

It is critical to dissect superficial to the orbital septum and avoid trauma to the levator aponeurosis. Using surgical loupes greatly facilitates dissection in the correct plane. It is important not to retract the upper eyelid aggressively to avoid traction injury to the levator muscle. If orbital fat is exposed during the early stages of the procedure, dissection may be more difficult. Great care should be taken to prevent orbital fat from being caught in the drill, which could cause damage to the rectus muscles. It is important to have special drill burrs with less than 2 mm of the shaft of the drill burr exposed beyond the burr tip. Alternatively, ultrasonic bone aspirators have the ability to remove bone, suction, and irrigate at the same time without the presence of a rotating burr. This is particularly useful when operating deep within the orbit. It is important to remember that the bone aspirator handle can become hot, and care must be taken to avoid a thermal injury to the skin around the eye.

16.5.4 Lateral Approach

Incision and Dissection

The choice between three different surgical incisions depends on the procedure being performed and the exposure required. The degree of access may be sequentially increased using the retrocanthal incision, which can be expanded to a lateral canthotomy with cantholysis, and finally an extended upper lid crease incision as described in Chapter 10.

The retrocanthal and lateral canthotomy incisions are ideal if a biopsy or resection needs to be performed in the lateral orbit, infratemporal fossa, or for access to the greater wing of the sphenoid bone or MCF. Both incisions give wide access to the lateral orbit with a proximal pathway width of 1 cm at the orbital rim if the orbit is retracted medially using ribbon retractors. The incision can be extended through the conjunctiva as needed to gain greater exposure, though care must be taken not to damage the lateral horn of the levator aponeurosis superiorly. Dissection in the superior orbit may be limited, however, especially to gain adequate access to lesions like sphenoid wing meningiomas where hyperostotic bone often involves the lateral and superior orbital walls. To gain more superior access with a wider pathway, an eyelid crease incision is extended laterally but with preservation of the lateral canthus (> Fig. 16.12). Preserving the lateral canthus increases patient comfort postoperatively with more rapid wound healing. This incision is the first author’s preference and is used for all lateral resections where there is some involvement of the superior orbital wall. The extended upper lid skin crease incision is started approximately 8 to 10 mm above the upper lid margin. The incision is extended to the natural crease lines above the lateral canthus, and over the lateral orbital rim. Dissection is carried through the underlying orbicularis muscle into the preaponeurotic space. Blunt dissection is performed in a suborbicularis pocket up to the superior orbital rim. Breeching the orbital...
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septum will cause herniation of orbital fat, making further dissection difficult. The peristium of the superior orbital rim is incised 10 mm above the arcus marginalis. Dissection is then carried out posteriorly in a subperiosteal plane along the roof and lateral wall of the orbit using a Freer suction elevator. The supraborital neurovascular bundle should be identified and preserved where it runs just medial to the midpoint of the superior orbital rim. Laterally, periostium is elevated off the lateral orbital rim. Using instruments with multiple functions such as a drill with suction and irrigation or an ultrasonic bone aspirator allows for ample space for manipulation of the endoscope and instrumentation. The orbit is retracted medially using ribbon retractors, allowing for a wide lateral surgical pathway for the use of an 18-cm, 3-mm, or 4-mm, 0-degree endoscope with two to three other instruments. Adequate space is created by drilling away the lateral orbital wall until the temporalis muscle is visualized, keeping at least 5 mm of orbital rim intact for cosmetic purposes. Two assistants are required without specialized retractors and multifunctional instruments. Again, care must be taken if a rotating burr is used not to damage orbital fat. A bone pathway is drilled through the cancellous bone of the greater wing of the sphenoid bone, leaving a thin wall of bone protecting temporalis muscle laterally and periorbita medially. When treating sphenoid wing meningiomas, it is important to drill away all hyperostotic bone and intrasosseous meningioma. As temporals muscle is exposed posteriorly and the greater wing of the sphenoid is drilled away, the dura of the temporal lobe is encountered posteriorly and laterally. Removal of the orbital roof will expose ACF exposed posteriorly and the greater wing of the sphenoid bone and intraosseous meningioma. As temporals muscle is exposed posteriorly and the greater wing of the sphenoid is drilled away, the dura of the temporal lobe is encountered posteriorly and laterally. Removal of the orbital roof will expose ACF dura superiorly. The SOF limits dissection posteriorly and the inferior orbital fissure inferiorly. Care should be taken near the SOF as excessive manipulation and traction in this area could lead to a SOF syndrome or damage to cranial nerves III, IV, V1, and VI.

Once the dura of the ACF and MCF is exposed, the intracranial tumor can be removed using a four-handed technique with the assistant holding the endoscope and managing the surgical field in order for the neurosurgeon to perform bimanual surgery. Complete tumor resection is often not possible because of tumor spread through the SOF or encasement of tumor around critical structures, ethmoid arteries, skull base and overlying neurologic structures, and the optic nerve. The approach is coplanar with the dissection planes and anatomic structures, which may decrease reliance on angled visualization and instrumentation. It can be extended superiorly as needed, taking care to avoid the levator aponeurosis, and can be extended inferiorly to join a transconjunctival approach to the inferior orbital quadrant.

A precaruncular approach is used as described in Chapter 10. Dissection then continues posteriorly in a subperiosteal plane in the appropriate vector to the target. There is typically a visible groove or delineation at the junction of the lamina papyracea with the skull base, within which the anterior and posterior ethmoid arteries (and accessory middle arteries when present) are located. These neurovascular bundles are carefully cautioned with bipolar forces and divided. The location of the optic nerve should be ascertained before cautery of the posterior ethmoid artery, as the distance can be quite small and is unpredictable. At this point, dissection can proceed into the medial ACF through a craniectomy, into the frontal/ethmoid/sphenoid regions, or posteriorly for decompression of the orbital apex and optic nerve. We find the medial transorbital approach to be highly effective for optic nerve decompression not only because of the coplanar geometry, but also because it allows visualization of the nerve within the canal, followed by outfracturing or drilling of the bone away from, rather than toward, the nerve.

Reconstruction of the defect at the end of the procedure is directed to the nature of the defect. If a durotomy is created, it should be reconstructed with a graft and fibrin glue, particularly if the construct is supported by the orbital contents. If the dural defect extends over the paranasal sinuses, the use of a pedicled septal mucosa flap should be considered based on volume of flow and pressure of the CSF leak.

Reconstruction of the lamina papyracea should also be considered. Failure to do so may result in enophthalmos, or diplopia if the medial rectus muscle herniates into the defect. While it is difficult to predict whether a lamina defect of given size will cause enophthalmos, we have found that edema typically causes 1 to 3 mm of proptosis at the end of the case. Exophthalmometry can be performed before closing, and if there is less than 2 mm of proptosis bone reconstruction should be strongly considered.

16.5.5 Medial Approach

The precaruncular approach to the medial quadrant is a versatile, low-morbidity approach to structures within and adjacent to the lamina papyracea. This includes the superior sinusal structures, ethmoid arteries, skull base and overlying neurologic structures, and the optic nerve. The approach is coplanar with the dissection planes and anatomic structures, which may decrease reliance on angled visualization and instrumentation. Navigation is useful especially to determine the position of the SOF when hyperostotic bone is present or normal anatomy is disturbed by tumor invasion.

Challenges, Pearls, and Pitfalls

Avoiding early exposure of orbital fat is an important factor for successful surgery. Careful dissection in the correct surgical plane is essential. Dissecting onto the lateral aspect of the orbital rim and then dissecting in a subperiosteal plane over the medial aspect of the orbital rim greatly facilitates avoiding early exposure of fat. If orbital fat is exposed, a Silastic sheet or neuromuscular patty are used to contain the fat under ribbon retractors. It is imperative that the eye is intermittently inspected for a change in pupil size or shape. A dilated or asymmetric pupil indicates increased intraocular pressure, and all retractors and instruments should be removed until the pupil recovers. The surgeon and anesthetist should be aware of the oculocardiac reflex, manifesting as changes in blood pressure or bradycardia due to traction on the extraocular muscles or pressure on the globe. This reflex is mediated by the ophthalmic branch of the trigeminal nerve through the ciliary ganglion and thence the vague parasympathetics, decreasing output of the sinoatrial node of the heart. If this occurs, intravenous administration of an antimuscarinic acetylcholine antagonist (atropine or glycopyrrolate) may be indicated. Navigation is useful especially to determine the position of the SOF when hyperostotic bone is present or normal anatomy is disturbed by tumor invasion.
Reconstruction can be performed using resorbable or permanent implants. Defects in the lamina can allow herniation of orbital contents into the ethmoid sinuses, which pose a risk for delayed obstruction, so we use resorbable implants only for small defects. For larger defects, we prefer thin titanium mesh, formed in situ as described earlier. We then line the mesh with thin (0.25-mm PDS) foil as a glide surface. Closure of the precaruncular incision is optional.

**Challenges, Pearls, and Pitfalls**

It is critical to avoid damage to the lacrimal canaliculari when creating the precaruncular approach to the lamina papyracea. This can be done by placing lacrimal probes before dissecting to prevent transection, though with experience this is not necessary. It is important to create an adequate conjunctival incision; while the incision is initially centered medial to the caruncle, it can be extended inferiorly without difficulty as needed. It is important to identify the ethmoid arteries; there are often three or more, and each should be cauterized as needed.

### 16.5.6 Inferior Approach

The approach to the inferior quadrant of the orbit that we recommend employs the same transconjunctival incision that is used for lower lid blepharoplasty or orbital floor fracture repair as described in Chapter 10.1 This approach provides full access to the orbital floor, the overlying orbital contents, the maxilla, and the inferior orbital apex. Within this runs the infraorbital nerve, a common route of metastases from the skin and maxilla to the brain. The lateral floor contains the inferior orbital fissure, which provides a pathway for pathology to transit from the infratemporal and pterygomaxillary fossae. The inferior orbit is thus a common point in the spread of disease from a number of regions and needs to be accessed when performing surgical extirpation. During subperiosteal elevation, care should be taken not to inadvertently damage the infraorbital nerve, which may run in a canal below or within the orbital floor, and courses into the orbital apex posteriorly before entering foramen rotundum. The orbital contents are lifted with a ribbon retractor, and a sheet of thin Silastic may be placed against the orbital contents to protect and prevent herniation of their contents during the procedure. Bone is removed as needed for the procedure.

On completion of the procedure, the orbital floor reconstruction is performed as described earlier, typically with the use of titanium mesh and a glide layer of thin PDS foil. We rarely use resorbable implants alone in this region due to the ongoing need for load bearing. If the pathology does not involve the floor itself, reconstruction is performed by contouring the plate on the floor before bone removal to match the contours precisely. If the pathology prevents this, mirror image overlay (MIO) navigation guidance is used for creation of the implant.16

**Challenges, Pearls, and Pitfalls**

It is important in creating the incision to avoid the tarsus, and we prefer to dissect posterior to the septum as well. The incision should thus be made at least 3 mm inferior to the tarsus. Adequate retraction of orbital contents is critical to the dissection. This can be provided with malleable ribbon retractors of various sizes alone, or with a thin sheet of transparent Silastic shielding the orbital fat.

### 16.6 Complications and Management

With proper surgical technique and careful surgical dissection, complications from transorbital endoscopic surgery are quite rare.7 Postoperative lid swelling may be significant, depending on the location and duration of the surgery. Intraoperative intravenous steroid use, possibly with a short course postoperatively, along with the postoperative use of iced compresses for 48 hours will control this. If there is a significant amount of chemosis or prophtosis at the end of the case, we place a temporary tarsorrhaphy suture and leave it in place for 3 to 5 days until the swelling subsides.

Detailed knowledge of orbital anatomy is required to avoid any injury to intraconal vessels, nerves, and extraocular muscles during dissection of orbital lesions. Intraoperative CSF leak, if it occurs, can be addressed with graft material as discussed earlier, fixed with fibrin sealant. Watertight closure of the incision is then necessary to prevent leakage of CSF from the wound. As long as there is no route of egress through the lamina papyracea into the nose, these leaks do not become problematic, and terminate with re-adherence of the peri-orbita to the adjacent bone.

With approaches to the superior orbit, excessive traction on the supraorbital or supratrochlear neurovascular pedicles can lead to prolonged forehead numbness. Care should be taken when introducing instruments into the orbit to avoid damage to these structures. Heavy retraction on the levator muscle or aponeurosis can cause postoperative ptosis, though in our experience this resolves spontaneously with time. For some pathology such as osteomas protruding through the orbital roof, the levator muscle or extraocular muscles may actually be involved with the pathology, and require displacement to remove the tumor; in these cases, temporary ptosis and/or diplopia is to be expected regardless of the surgical approach used. This typically resolves in time.

Corneal abrasion is also a risk, though this can be mitigated with meticulous surgical technique. A lubricated corneal protector can also be used, but this necessitates frequent removal to monitor the pupil for dilation or distortion—signs of excessive intraorbital pressure. It is our preference to place a temporary tarsorrhaphy suture at the medial or lateral limbus, which protects the cornea sufficiently while allowing the surgeon to easily separate the lids to visualize the pupil. While we have not had a case of postoperative hemorrhage, this would necessitate an ophthalmology evaluation, tonometry, reopening the incision, possible lateral canthotomy/cantholysis, and evacuation of the hematoma.

Complications of the approach to the inferior quadrant of the orbit are rare. One of the most common complications is postoperative lower lid retraction, which is caused by damage to the lower lid from excessive retraction or from the dissection. We strongly recommend a direct transconjunctival rather than transcutaneous or preseptal approach, as this leaves a thin protective layer of fat on the lid and is less likely to damage the orbital septum.

The attachment of the inferior oblique muscle to the orbital floor is raised with the orbital contents by dissection deep to the periorbitum. Dissection within the orbital fat in this region carries a risk of damage to the muscle and subsequent diplopia.
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Chemosis (edema of the bulbar conjunctiva) can be problematic after this or any of the orbital approaches.

Complications related to the medial approach itself are rare. As mentioned, monopolar cautery in the region of the lacrimal canaliculi can lead to scarring and postoperative epiphora. Failure to reconstruct the lamina papyracea, if removed, can lead to enophthalmos, ethmoid sinusitis, or mucocele formation, and occasionally may cause diplopia. Until the surgeon is comfortable with the approach, placement of superior and inferior lacrimal probes when establishing the portal will prevent injury to the lacrimal canaliculi.

16.7 Outcomes

Transorbital endoscopic surgery is a new and rapidly growing field of surgery. To date, most publications have reported relatively small case series, but larger reports are appearing.

Our earlier prospective series that included 107 consecutive patients undergoing transorbital surgery demonstrated the efficacy and safety of transorbital pathways for various orbital, sinon, and intracranial pathologies. In that series, there were no complications related to the surgical approach or use of endoscope, and no cases of visual loss. We recently reported our outcomes in a series of 45 consecutive transorbital neuroendoscopic skull base cases of various pathology including intracranial and orbital tumors, CSF leak, and intracranial complications of sinogenic infection. All procedures were successful; the complications were limited to one case of temporary ptosis, one case of mild enophthalmos unnoticed by the patient, and one case of epiphora that developed 2 months after surgery and resolved with dacryocystorhinostomy. There were no cases of visual loss, diplopia, stroke, or death in the series.

The safety and efficacy record of orbital and transorbital endoscopic procedures appears to be highly encouraging, and further reports expanding their applications such as robotic and deeper brain surgery are appearing with increasing frequency. Additional studies will be helpful in describing outcomes as the frontiers of these procedures are advanced and new enabling technologies become available.

16.8 Conclusion

Using a system of four surgical pathways (one for each quadrant of the orbit), pathology of the orbit as well as the optic nerve, paranasal and cavernous sinuses, anterior and middle cranial fossae, and intracranial space can now be accessed endoscopically with minimally disruptive techniques. Transorbital approaches can be used alone or in a multiportal technique with transnasal, transmaxillary, frontal, and supraorbital portals to access adjacent structures. Because the post-operative morbidity associated with traditional approaches is due in large part to extensive collateral destruction of healthy tissue, this disruption can now be avoided by using transorbital pathways, often with improved visualization of the target.

The quadrant-centered endoscopic approaches have allowed management of orbital pathology that was previously difficult to access. Although this surgery has traditionally fallen under the ophthalmologist’s domain, the transorbital pathways have gained popularity among otolaryngologists and neurosurgeons, offering new surgical solutions and management options by a multidisciplinary team. A surgical team incorporating three different disciplines can often manage lesions previously deemed inoperable.
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17 Orbital Complications of Sinusitis and Management
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Abstract
Infectious and inflammatory rhinosinusitis can involve the orbit and eye given the thin barriers that separate these two anatomic areas. Infectious complications can be acute or chronic and result from direct extension of the bacterial or fungal infection. These complications can be treated medically if caught early or may need surgery in advanced cases. In infectious causes, it is important for the treating physicians to understand the role and treatment of any underlying immune deficiencies. Noninfectious causes can occur from inflammatory conditions, such as mucocles, allergic fungal rhinosinusitis, or silent sinus syndrome, and usually occur in immunocompetent patients. These conditions are chronic and result due to pressure effect and bone remodeling of the orbital floor, medial wall, or roof. Noninfectious causes that are severe enough to cause bone remodeling respond to medical therapy less often and usually require surgical decompression of the offending sinus pathology in order to avoid permanent orbital complications. Surgical treatment of any orbital complications is more difficult than routine sinus surgery, given the altered anatomy, frequent encounter of acutely inflamed mucosa, and need for care to preserve orbital function. Close collaboration between otorhinolaryngology, ophthalmology, neurosurgery, radiology, and any appropriate medical specialists is required to properly treat patients with orbital complications of rhinosinusitis.

Keywords: subperiosteal abscess, orbital abscess, periorbital cellulitis, orbital erosion

17.1 Introduction
Given the close proximity of the orbit to the paranasal sinuses, it is not surprising that infectious and inflammatory conditions of the sinuses can involve the orbit. Fortunately, most of these complications respond to medical and/or surgical treatment of the inciting sinusitis without resulting in permanent visual impairment. The time spectrum, infectious agents, and associated inflammatory process involved vary widely. A comprehensive understanding of the differences in patient demographics, underlying host immune status, and anatomic sites involved is critical to the timely management of these patients and avoidance of long-term sequelae.

17.2 Types of Orbital Complications and Patient Presentation
Orbital complications can be divided into infectious complications that result from direct extension of bacterial or fungal infections into the orbit (▶ Table 17.1) or noninfectious complications that result from bony remodeling and anatomic changes due to adjacent sinus pathology causing positive or negative pressure upon the orbit (▶ Table 17.2).

17.2.1 Acute Bacterial Rhinosinusitis
Acute bacterial rhinosinusitis (ABRS) can spread to involve the adjacent orbit and is the most common infectious orbital complication of rhinosinusitis. This occurs most often in pediatric patients without any prior history of sinus problems and normal immune function (▶ Fig. 17.1). The onset can be quite rapid and alarming. Chandler has classified the spectrum of acute bacterial complications of rhinosinusitis1:

- Preseptal cellulitis: Edema limited to eyelid with normal extraocular motility, painless eye movement, and normal vision. Anatomically, infection is superficial to the fibrous orbital septum and thus excludes the orbital contents.
- Orbital/postseptal cellulitis: Progressive edema, now involving the globe with chemosis, painful or limited extraocular motility, and in rare instances altered visual acuity. Anatomically, infection is deep to the fibrous orbital septum and thus involves the orbital contents.
- Subperiosteal abscess: Defined collection of pus between orbital bone (most often lamina papyracea) and periorbita. Patients may have limited motility and proptosis and an overall clinical picture of postseptal cellulitis; thus, imaging is critical to diagnosis.
- Orbital abscess: Pus within orbit, deep to periorbita, development of ophthalmoplegia.
- Cavernous sinus thrombosis: Intracranial infection with cranial nerve palsies, fever, headaches.

17.2.2 Acute Invasive Fungal Rhinosinusitis
Acute invasive fungal rhinosinusitis occurs in patients with suppressed immune systems. This can occur in patients with hematologic malignancies, HIV (human immunodeficiency virus), diabetic ketoacidosis, or those taking immune-modifying medications for transplants or other conditions (▶ Fig. 17.2). Clinical presentation can be quite rapid in patients with extremely suppressed immune systems, such as after a bone marrow transplant, or somewhat indolent and mistaken for a routine viral or sinus infection in patients with more subtle immune deficiencies, such as those on long-term immunosuppressive medications.

17.2.3 Chronic Invasive Fungal Sinusitis
Chronic invasive fungal sinusitis occurs most often in patients with normal immune systems or subtle immune suppression. Patients present with a slowly progressive course that is often mistaken for routine chronic rhinosinusitis (CRS) that is refractory to standard antibiotics and steroids. They often have mild inflammatory changes around the orbital apex and can even have endoscopic sinus surgery for presumed CRS that does not resolve normally (▶ Fig. 17.3).
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### Table 17.1 Infectious orbital complications of rhinosinusitis

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Prevalence of orbital involvement</th>
<th>Acute bacterial rhinosinusitis</th>
<th>Acute invasive fungal rhinosinusitis</th>
<th>Chronic invasive fungal rhinosinusitis</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5% of patients hospitalized for sinusitis&lt;sup&gt;1&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>73.5% of AIFS cases&lt;sup&gt;10&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>89.9% of CIFS and granulomatous invasive fungal CRS&lt;sup&gt;5,10,11&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50% preseptal cellulitis</td>
<td>Diabetes mellitus</td>
<td>Can have no known immunosuppression</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35% postseptal cellulitis</td>
<td>Hematologic malignancy</td>
<td>Diabetes mellitus</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15% subperiosteal abscess</td>
<td>Systemic chemotherapy</td>
<td>AIDS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt; 1% orbital abscess&lt;sup&gt;9&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Immunosuppressive drugs</td>
<td>Chronic steroid use&lt;sup&gt;2,11,13&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Demographics**
- More common in children<sup>1</sup>
  - Preseptal: 3.9-y old
  - Postseptal: 7.5 y old<sup>12</sup>
- Diabetes mellitus
- Hematologic malignancy
- Systemic chemotherapy
- Immunosuppressive drugs
- AIDS
- Chronic steroid use<sup>3,11,13</sup>
- Can have no known immunosuppression

**Location**
- Medial or superior orbital wall<sup>9,14</sup>
- Medial orbital wall<sup>10</sup>
- Orbital apex<sup>4</sup>

**Medical treatment**
- Preseptal: oral antibiotics
- Postseptal: IV antibiotics
- IV antifungal
- Reverse immunocompromised state (i.e., WBC transfusions)
- Glycemic control in diabetics<sup>4</sup>
- Discontinuation of steroids<sup>15</sup>
- Long term oral antifungals<sup>16</sup>

**Surgical treatment**
- Typically performed if one or more are met<sup>1,9</sup>:
  - Visual impairment
  - Large abscess (> 10 mm on CT)
  - Failed trial of appropriate medical treatment

**Prognosis**
- Excellent for early cases, but if cavernous sinus involved, mortality as high as 30%<sup>1</sup>
- Common recurrence<sup>4</sup>
- Mortality: 50–80%<sup>3</sup>
- Inversely related to degree of invasion<sup>4</sup>

*Abbreviations: AIDS, acquired immunodeficiency syndrome; AIFS, acute invasive fungal sinusitis; CIFS, chronic invasive fungal sinusitis; CRS, chronic rhinosinusitis; CT, computed tomography; IV, intravenous; MRSA, methicillin-resistant staph aureus; WBC, white blood cell.*

### Table 17.2 Noninfectious orbital complications of sinusitis

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mucocele</th>
<th>AFRS</th>
<th>Silent sinus</th>
<th>Pneumosinus dilatans</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Prevalence of orbital involvement</td>
<td>20% of paranasal sinus mucoceles&lt;sup&gt;2&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Wide variability, 20–93% of AFRS cases&lt;sup&gt;18&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Essentially 100% of silent sinus involve the orbit&lt;sup&gt;2&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Demographics</td>
<td>Elderly (&lt;53.1 y old) CRS Previous sinonasal trauma&lt;sup&gt;5,19&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Younger African American males&lt;sup&gt;20&lt;/sup&gt; Regions of high humidity&lt;sup&gt;6&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Idiopathic Meningioma Fibro-osseous disease&lt;sup&gt;8&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Location | Frontal sinus<sup>17</sup> Medial and superior orbital wall<sup>5</sup> | Medial orbital wall<sup>21</sup> Orbit floor<sup>7</sup> | Most common<sup>8</sup>:
  - Frontal sinus
  - Sphenoid sinus
  - Maxillary sinus
  - Ethmoid sinus |
| Medical treatment | Typically unresponsive<sup>19</sup> | Oral and topical steroids | Typically unresponsive<sup>2</sup> |
| Surgical treatment | Decompress mass effect<sup>5</sup> | Decompress mass effect<sup>21</sup> Unlikely to need orbital reconstruction as proptosis reverts to normal<sup>2</sup> | Endoscopic maxillary antrostomy<sup>7</sup> |
| Prognosis | Reduction of symptoms Recurrence rate 25% in patients with orbital complications<sup>5</sup> | Able to control with adjuvant medical therapy, regular follow-ups and monitoring for recurrence<sup>6</sup> | Excellent if sinus remains patent<sup>2</sup> Reduction of symptoms following surgery<sup>4</sup> |

*Abbreviations: AFRS, allergic fungal rhinosinusitis; CRS, chronic rhinosinusitis; CT, computed tomography; IV, intravenous; MRSA, methicillin-resistant staph aureus; WBC, white blood cell.*
17.2.4 Mucoceles, Polyps, Allergic Fungal Rhinosinusitis, and Pneumosinus Dilatans

Mucoceles, polyps, allergic fungal rhinosinusitis (AFRS), and pneumosinus dilatans can be expansile and cause bone erosion around the orbit without direct invasion. Mucoceles are most often located in the frontal or ethmoid sinuses (▶ Fig. 17.4). AFRS has been reported to have a higher incidence of bone erosion than other polyp subtypes. It occurs primarily in younger patients and is more common in African Americans (▶ Fig. 17.5). Pneumosinus dilatans is a rare condition thought to occur from an obstructed sinus os, but does not result in opacification of the sinus (▶ Fig. 17.6). These expansile conditions often go undetected until patients present with proptosis or changes in their appearance.

17.2.5 Silent Sinus Syndrome

Silent sinus syndrome is another rare condition of the sinuses that affects the orbit. Rather than being an expansile process with positive pressure that leads to proptosis, silent sinus consists of negative pressure in the maxillary sinus, leading to enophthalmos (▶ Fig. 17.7) and occasionally double vision.
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Fig. 17.3 This elderly patient with no known immune suppression presented with orbital pain, visual loss, and sinus symptoms that were unresponsive to systemic antibiotics and standard endoscopic sinus surgery. Computed tomography (CT; a) and endoscopic debridement of orbital apex demonstrate involvement of the optic nerve (b). The patient did not recover vision; however, long-term oral antifungals prevented further disease progression. (These images are provided courtesy of MUSC Rhinology.)

Fig. 17.4 T2-weighted coronal MRI (magnetic resonance imaging) demonstrates the expansile changes of the superior/lateral orbit due to a mucocele. Endoscopic sinus surgery and marsupialization of the mucocele improved the clinical condition. (These images are provided courtesy of MUSC Rhinology.)

Fig. 17.5 Coronal soft-tissue CT (computed tomography) demonstrates the classic differential densities noted in AFRS with bony erosion of the medial orbital wall. Endoscopic sinus surgery improved proptosis in this patient. (This image is provided courtesy of MUSC Rhinology.)
17.3 Diagnostic Workup

17.3.1 History and Physical Examination

The initial evaluation of any patient presenting to an otolaryngologist with possible orbital complications should include a thorough history, as well as head and neck examination with nasal endoscopy. The history will help determine the patient’s underlying immune status, the temporal course of the disease, and prior treatments. The head and neck examination will identify ocular abnormalities, cranial neuropathies, and potential extension of any sinus pathology into the palate, orbit, or skull base. Nasal endoscopy provides a number of benefits. In cases of ABRS, cultures will be useful to guide medical therapy. In cases of acute or chronic invasive fungal rhinosinusitis, endoscopy is used to identify ischemic (white) or necrotic (black) sinonasal tissue that is often insensate. If the diagnosis is in doubt, biopsies with frozen section can be performed to permit rapid surgical intervention if indicated. Tissue should also be sent for fungal cultures. Patients with expansive lesions, such as mucoceles and pneumosinus dilatans often have normal endoscopic examinations, but endoscopy must be performed to rule out other pathologies, including neoplasms, and it will also identify polyps in the case of AFRS causing orbital erosion. Endoscopy in silent sinus cases can identify subtle atelectasis of the uncinate process or retraction of the posterior fontanelle, but may also be normal.

17.3.2 Radiographic Imaging

Radiographic imaging is critical in managing patients with orbital complications. Noncontrast computed tomography (CT) can be useful for processes that remodel but do not otherwise directly involve the orbit, such as mucoceles, AFRS, pneumosinus dilatans, or silent sinus syndrome. A contrast-enhanced CT is preferred for ABRS, which can help differentiate preseptal from true postseptal orbital cellulitis and can determine if a discrete abscess is present, either subperiosteally or in the orbit proper. If cavernous sinus involvement is suspected clinically, a magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) with and without contrast is also usually obtained, often with specialized protocols such as MR venogram to assess flow through the cavernous sinus.

17.3.3 Ophthalmologic Evaluation

Ophthalmologic evaluation is recommended in all patients with possible orbital complications. This provides assessment of visual acuity (including changes in color perception), pupillary reaction, extraocular motility, intraocular pressure, and appearance of the optic nerve. Patients can often present with severe preseptal edema, but as long as visual acuity, pressure, and extraocular movements are intact, a conservative approach may be possible, depending upon the underlying pathology. Regardless of approach, serial ophthalmologic evaluation is critical to ensure disease is not progressing to the point where vision is threatened.

17.3.4 Other Multidisciplinary Consultations

Other multidisciplinary consultations depend upon the pathology and extent of disease. Neurosurgical evaluation is useful for possible intracranial or skull base involvement. Correction of underlying immune disorders may require the involvement of hematology-oncology, infectious disease, or endocrine specialists.

17.4 Medical Treatment

17.4.1 Acute Bacterial Rhinosinusitis

The most common bacteria are listed in Table 17.1. Empiric broad spectrum oral antibiotics can be used for uncomplicated preseptal cellulitis if patients are followed closely. If postseptal
complications of rhinosinusitis are suspected, then patients are typically admitted for intravenous (IV) antibiotics, serial ophthalmologic examination, and contrast-enhanced CT scan. Endoscopically guided cultures can help direct appropriate antibiotics. This is particularly relevant given that between one-third and half of Staphylococcus aureus infections related to orbital cellulitis involve methicillin-resistant staph aureus (MRSA). Medical management with intensive observation is typically followed for cases of orbital cellulitis without visual impairment or small subperiosteal abscesses. Several studies have shown that small abscess volumes, perhaps < 1,250 mL, can usually be managed medically, avoiding surgery. This is particularly true if vision is unaffected and stable. However, larger volumes, those that are impacting vision, or those progressing despite medical therapy usually are recommended to have surgery. Orbital abscesses and cavernous sinus thrombosis usually undergo urgent surgery.

17.4.2 Acute Invasive Fungal Rhinosinusitis

Reversal of the immunocompromised state is critical to patient outcomes. This may require IV insulin drip for diabetics and hematologic consultation for patients with immune suppression due to leukemia or other malignancies. In cases of life-threatening infection, organ transplant recipients may have to make the difficult decision to discontinue immune-suppressive medications and sacrifice their transplant. Empiric IV antifungals are typically started as well, as cultures often require weeks to be completed.

17.4.3 Chronic Invasive Fungal Rhinosinusitis

Correction of any immune suppression is recommended. Typically given the chronic nature of this disease, oral antifungal agents are recommended for an extended period of time, guided by culture data when available.

17.4.4 Mucocele

Medical treatment is not typically effective due to complete obstruction of the sinus and the generally noninfectious nature of mucoceles. If there is an acute change due to development of mucopyocele, systemic antibiotics and steroids can be useful for resolution of the secondary bacterial infection and may “cool off” the situation, allowing surgery to be performed on a more elective basis.

17.4.5 Allergic Fungal Rhinosinusitis

Oral corticosteroids can often shrink polyps and improve any compressive effects upon the orbit. Topical corticosteroids are generally not effective prior to sinus surgery, due to obstruction by polyps and fungus in the nasal cavity, resulting in limited distribution to the paranasal sinuses.

17.4.6 Silent Sinus

Medical therapy is typically not effective due to complete ostial obstruction.

17.4.7 Pneumosinus Dilatans

Medical therapy is typically not effective.

17.5 Surgical Anatomy and Technique

The surgical approach to any sinus pathology leading to orbital complication is similar to routine endoscopic sinus surgery for CRS. When cases are done urgently in the face of severe inflammation or infection, pretreatment with systemic antibiotics in cases of ABRS and systemic corticosteroids in cases of AFRS or AFRS may optimize the surgical field. Systemic corticosteroids are not used in cases of invasive fungal disease due to the potential for further immune suppression allowing disease progression. Topical epinephrine is useful in decongesting inflated sinus mucosa and improving visualization. This is particularly useful for cases of ABRS, wherein sinonasal inflammation can be severe and hyperemia with resultant oozing makes otherwise routine sinus surgery challenging.

ABRS most often leads to subperiosteal abscesses along the medial orbital wall with potential extension to the orbital roof. The first goal of surgery is to open the involved sinuses, which clears the purulence, allows directed cultures, and ensures future mucus does not accumulate under pressure. This generally involves an endoscopic approach, with large maxillary antrostomy and total ethmoidectomy, with sphenoïdectomy and occasionally frontal sinusotomy performed when involved. After completion of the maxillary antrostomy and sphenethmoidectomy, additional steps in the surgical approach are similar to an orbital decompression. The lamina papyracea is removed beginning anteriorly where it is thinnest and furthest away from critical structures such as the medial rectus and optic nerve. Usually this is easiest to perform using an instrument such as a ball-tipped probe or freer elevator to avoid inadvertent entry through the periorbita. The lamina is then removed from anterior to posterior until the abscess is decompressed completely. In cases of superiorly located abscess, an olive-tip suction can be useful to pass between the periorbita and the bony orbital roof to drain the abscess. For isolated superior abscesses that do not have a medial ethmoid component, an external approach via an inferior brow or blepharoplasty incision can provide easy access for drainage. Unless the abscess has progressed to an orbital abscess, the periorbita is left intact. Image guidance is useful in these cases to target the ideal location for decompression. If the periorbita is left intact, the concern for postoperative diplopia is low.

The goals of surgery for acute and chronic invasive fungal rhinosinusitis include (1) obtaining adequate biopsy to confirm the diagnosis (histopathology with specialized fungal stains), (2) providing tissue for fungal-specific cultures, and (3) debridement of ischemic or necrotic tissue back to healthy bleeding tissue. Thus, the extent of surgical resection is determined by the disease present in any individual patient. This may require middle or inferior turbinectomy, medial maxillectomy, septectomy, and resection of other structures not resected in routine CRS cases. Chronic invasive fungal rhinosinusitis appears to have a predilection for the orbital apex and optic nerve decompression may be required with debridement.
of any fungal debris. Initial surgical approaches for invasive fungal rhinosinusitis typically attempt to preserve the globe/peri-orbita and dura, which act as natural barriers to fungal spread with prompt institution of IV antifungals and immune system support as needed. Typically, resection of the skull base and intracranial tissues proper is avoided, given that fungal spread directly into the central nervous system is often fatal. The decision to surgically resect the orbit is controversial, as high-level data do not exist proving that aggressive resection confers survival benefit. There appears to be a shift toward more conservative approaches to the orbit, at least upon initial intervention. Close monitoring of any intraorbital or intracranial extension by MRI and/or ocular examination is required and signs of continued extension or when the orbit is clearly irreversibly impacted (i.e., total ophthalmoplegia and complete loss of vision) should prompt more aggressive surgical resection such as orbital exenteration.

Expansile pathologies including mucoceles, AFRS, and pneumosinus dilatans typically require removal/marsupialization of the expansile process, realizing that the anatomy along the orbit can be severely distorted. Image guidance can be useful in these cases. Once the expansile process is addressed, the orbital contents typically return to their native location over time.2

Silent sinus is a unique negative pressure phenomenon leading to atelectasis of the uncinate process against the medial orbital wall. It is essential to carefully remove the uncinate process without entering the orbit, which is often dehiscent. This is best performed using ball-tipped probes to reflect the uncinate medially, then resecting it with a back-biter and hand instruments in a retrograde fashion. An anterograde sickle knife technique is best avoided, or at least done using extreme care.

In general, the use of powered instruments around the orbit in cases where there is a sinogenic complication/extension should be done with extreme care. These processes have led to orbital complications due to thinning or destruction of the lamina. When these natural barriers are gone or weakened, the potential for orbital injury increases.

### 17.6 Complications

All infectious orbital complications can lead to visual loss, double vision, and cranial neuropathies, especially with cavernous sinus extension. In cases of invasive fungal rhinosinusitis, these complications are usually permanent. Intracranial extension can often be fatal. Infections can also spread to other adjacent local tissues, such as soft tissue of the cheek and premaxilla, hard and soft palate, Eustachian tube, and nasopharynx.

Noninfectious orbital complications typically do not cause visual impairment or cranial neuropathies due to their slow progressive time course. They can cause proptosis in cases of mucoceles, AFRS, and pneumosinus dilatans. Silent sinus often leads to enophthalmos and diplopia due to the underlying negative pressure. Successful treatment of the underlying sinus condition in these noninfectious cases usually leads to resolution of the abnormal position of the globe without additional orbital surgery.2

### 17.7 Postoperative Care

Standard postoperative care is similar to routine CRS cases and usually consists of saline rinses and periodic endoscopic debridements. Invasive fungal rhinosinusitis patients should be followed clinically to ensure response to medical and surgical treatment. Endoscopy and serial radiographic studies may be useful in monitoring response to medical and/or surgical treatment. In cases where the lamina has been surgically removed or disrupted by the underlying disease process, patients are advised against nose blowing for at least 2 weeks due to the risk of forcing air around the orbit, resulting in sudden and alarming subcutaneous emphysema of the periorbital structures. In all cases, serial ophthalmologic examinations are performed in order to ensure resolution of the potential complication.

### 17.8 Outcomes

ABRS cases that are treated in early stages often respond to antibiotics. Early abscesses respond well to surgical drainage. Once ABRS has progressed to cavernous sinus thrombosis, mortality can be as high as 30%.1

Acute invasive fungal rhinosinusitis has fairly poor outcomes due to the underlying immunocompromised state. Recurrence is common and mortality is as high as 80% in some series.3 However, other modern series show much lower mortality rates. For any specific patient, the morality rate is likely impacted by the extent of involvement at diagnosis and reversibility of the underlying immune status. Those patients whose disease is limited and/or have reversible immune defects should be considered curable, whereas those with intracranial disease and/or irreversible immune defects have a much more guarded prognosis.

Chronic invasive fungal rhinosinusitis is relatively indolent. Cranial neuropathies typically do not recover and survival is related to severity of invasion.4

Mucoceles typically have very high success rates, but those with orbital involvement appear to have a higher recurrence rate, as high as 25% in some studies.5

AFRS has excellent outcomes with regard to orbital complications, but the underlying polypoid disease frequently recurs unless patients have aggressive surgery and consistent postoperative medical therapy with steroid rinses.2,6

Silent sinus has excellent surgical outcomes if the maxillary sinus remains patent.7

Pneumosinus dilatans also has excellent orbital outcomes if the sinus remains patent. Unlike AFRS, there is typically not an underlying inflammatory component.8

### 17.9 Summary

Orbital complications of rhinosinusitis can vary from acute to chronic, bacterial to fungal and even mucoceles or mass effect from polyps. Medical and surgical management of the inciting sinus condition often resolves any orbital pathology, but a complete understanding of the underlying immunopathology present in each patient is critical. This will guide the timing of surgery versus medical therapy, surgical technique and goals, and relevant anatomy the surgeon can expect to encounter.
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Abstract
Orbital complications of endoscopic sinus surgery are rare, and the risks can be minimized with careful preoperative assessment and meticulous surgical technique. The common complications are presented, including breach of the lamina papyracea and orbital peristeum, surgical emphysema, intraorbital hemorrhage, extraocular muscle injury, optic nerve injury, and damage to the nasolacrimal system. The clinical signs suggestive of injury are discussed and management of the complications described, including emergency procedures that may be required to prevent visual loss.
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18.1 Introduction
Orbital complications occur in 0.2 to 2.1% of all endoscopic sinus surgical cases, and encompass a spectrum of injuries ranging from breach of the lamina papyracea to optic nerve injury and visual loss. Prevention is the key, but if an orbital complication does occur, then prompt identification and appropriate management may prevent severe sequelae.

18.2 Prevention
18.2.1 Preoperative Considerations
A thorough history should be taken to identify factors that increase the likelihood of orbital injury, such as preoperative abnormality of the lamina papyracea. These factors include previous orbital trauma or surgery, sinonasal tumor, severe nasal polyposis, or expansile lesions such as sinus mucoceles. It is also worth seeking an ophthalmic history of reduced visual acuity, the presence of amblyopia, or prior squint surgery—this provides a baseline if later orbital evaluation is required and will also alert the operator to potential issues. Ophthalmic signs are also relevant should subsequent events occur—such as pupillary dilation due to accidental contact with intranasal sympathomimetics (e.g., cocaine or adrenaline). The normal latent squint during recovery from general anesthesia may be greater after intraoperative muscle relaxants, and thereby engender unwarranted concern for the surgeon.

Examination may reveal orbital signs—such as proptosis, nonaxial displacement of the globe, or restricted eye movements—or confirm the presence of significant sinonasal disease, and any preoperative abnormalities should be carefully documented.

Preoperative imaging with thin-slice computed tomography (CT) of the paranasal sinuses is mandatory before endoscopic sinus surgery, and the surgeon should not proceed with surgery if the images are not available in the operating theater. Scans should be reviewed not only to assess the extent of disease and any previous surgery, but also to evaluate the lamina papyracea and identify anatomical variants that may increase the risk of orbital complications—such as a hypoplastic maxillary sinus, an anterior ethmoid artery on a mesentry (→ Fig. 18.1a), or a sphenethmoidal (Onodi) cell (→ Fig. 18.1b; → Table 18.1).

18.2.2 Intraoperative Considerations
Complications are more likely to occur in a poor surgical field, and adequate preparation of the nose with topical adrenaline, Co-Phenylcaine spray, or Moffett’s solution (a mixture of adrenaline, cocaine, normal saline, and sodium bicarbonate) provides valuable vasoconstriction of the sinonasal mucosa. Controlled hypotensive anesthesia, with a relative bradycardia, further improves the surgical field and venous oozing is reduced by elevating the head of the operating table or tilting it into the reverse Trendelenburg position. To further improve the surgical field, local anesthetic with adrenaline is sometimes injected into the axilla of the middle turbinate or into the greater
palatine foramen—but blindness has been reported due to optic nerve ischemia from arterial spasm, or as a result of retrograde flow of injected solutions from the nasal cavity to the retinal artery.\(^6,7\)

The patient’s eyes should be left uncovered during endoscopic surgery, with lubricant instilled to prevent corneal erosions; this allows both the surgeon and the scrub nurse to monitor the eye for any intraoperative movement under the eyelid (as would occur if the medial rectus muscle was inadvertently pulled) or for the acute development of proptosis in the case of orbital hemorrhage. The eye should also be balloted under direct vision to assess for dehiscence of the lamina papyracea.

18.2.3 Surgical Technique

The nasal endoscope allows excellent visualization of the surgical site, and the tips of surgical instruments should always be visible. Powered instruments, such as microdebriders and drills, are now commonly used in endoscopic sinus surgery and significant injury can occur if they inadvertently enter the orbit through a dehiscent or previously intact lamina papyracea.\(^8\) The microdebrider will suck orbital fat and extraocular muscle into its opening, where the rotating blade cuts at up to 5,000 rpm. Similarly, injudicious use of powered instrumentation in the sphenoid sinus or a sphenoethmoidal cell may lead to optic nerve injury. The blade of such instruments should always be visible, and should be angled away from the orbit to avoid accidentally drawing orbital periosteum or orbital contents into the opening.

The orbital floor is visible through a middle meatal antrostomy, and the lamina papyracea should be identified early, as using these bony orbital walls as anatomical landmarks should help prevent injury. There is some evidence that right orbital injury is more likely with a right-handed surgeon, but equal care should of course be taken on both sides.\(^9,10\)

18.3 Management of Orbital Injury

18.3.1 Breach of the Lamina Papyracea

This is the most common orbital complication of endoscopic sinus surgery. The lamina papyracea may have a preoperative dehiscence, either from the disease process (▶ Fig. 18.2a) or from previous surgery or trauma (▶ Fig. 18.2b). Such abnormalities do not preclude surgery, but greater vigilance should be taken throughout the procedure—especially with the use of powered instruments—to avoid damage to the underlying orbital periosteum. If the lamina is breached, the extent of the injury should be documented, but surgery can usually be continued without any further injury. The lamina is most commonly injured during anterior ethmoidectomy, or during uncinectomy—particularly if there is a hypoplastic maxillary sinus (▶ Fig. 18.3a) or concha bullosa (▶ Fig. 18.3b) associated with lateralization of the uncinate process.

Periorbital ecchymosis and a large subconjunctival hematoma may be evident after intraoperative orbital hemorrhage (▶ Fig. 18.4a), and serial visual checks should be performed in the early postoperative period. No other specific management is required, but patients should be advised not to blow their
nose for 7 to 10 days after surgery. The risk of developing surgical emphysema of the orbit (▶ Fig. 18.4b) or periorbital region should be explained to them, and they should be advised to seek immediate review if they develop periorbital swelling, pain, or visual symptoms.

18.3.2 Surgical Emphysema

Most cases of postoperative surgical emphysema (▶ Fig. 18.4b), usually resulting from a breach in the lamina papyracea, do not require specific management apart from reassurance that it will resolve over several days. If the emphysema is extensive, visual acuity should be checked and ophthalmic review is advisable.

A breach of the lamina papyracea may go undetected, or there may be a natural dehiscence such as that found in the young or elderly. Because of this, oil-based ointments should be avoided within the surgical cavity as they can be forced into the adjacent orbital soft tissues where they may cause a granulomatous reaction, or myospherulosis, which is cosmetically noticeable and difficult to treat.

18.3.3 Breach of the Orbital Periosteum

Orbital fat will be visible if the orbital periosteum is breached, and the fat may prolapse into the sinonasal cavity, sometimes associated with periorbital bruising. The eye should be balloted under direct vision to observe for movement of the lateral nasal wall and/or intranasal prolapse of orbital contents. In most cases, a small amount of prolapsed fat will not prevent completion of the procedure, and a neuropatty or piece of Surgicel may be placed over the periosteal breach to prevent further injury. If there is any concern that continued surgery would lead to further orbital injury, then surgery should be stopped on that side.

Surgicel may be laid over any exposed orbital tissues at the end of the operation and nasal packing (absorbable or otherwise) may be considered, depending on the extent of the breach, to minimize surgical emphysema and prevent enophthalmos. Serial visual checks should be performed in the early postoperative period. Patients should be advised to avoid nose blowing for 7 to 10 days after surgery, and they should seek immediate review if they develop periorbital swelling, pain, or visual symptoms. Typically, the injured orbital periosteum heals rapidly and with no long-term sequelae.

Fig. 18.3 Anatomical variants that may predispose to orbital injury during endoscopic intranasal surgery. Coronal CT scans showing (a) hypoplastic left maxillary sinus (M) with lateralization of the uncinate process. (b) Left concha bullosa (arrow) associated with narrowing of the middle meatus.

Fig. 18.4 (a) Postoperative orbital hematoma characterized by a tense orbit, reduced eye movements, and a large subconjunctival hemorrhage without visible posterior extent. (b) Multiple subconjunctival air bubbles (“emphysema”) after nose blowing with a breach of the ethmoid lamina, as viewed on slit-lamp biomicroscopy.
18.3.4 Intraorbital Hemorrhage

Intraorbital bleeding from a transected anterior ethmoidal artery is regarded as the commonest cause of an iatrogenic intraorbital hemorrhage during endoscopic surgery. The posterior ethmoid artery, running anterior to the face of the sphenoid, is rarely responsible for this complication as it tends to run within the bone of the skull base and mucosa is less often stripped in this region. The anterior ethmoidal artery runs on the skull base in approximately 60% of sinuses and is therefore relatively protected (Fig. 18.5a); when it lies within a mesentery, it is more at risk (Fig. 18.5b). Intraorbital arterial hemorrhage causes pain, with rapid onset of proptosis and increased intraorbital pressure that may cause optic nerve ischemia. The ischemia is probably caused by both compression and stretching of the optic nerve, with consequent blindness if not identified and treated promptly.

Animal studies have reported permanent visual loss after 90 minutes of ophthalmic artery ischemia, but there are clinical reports of this occurring within 1 hour.

Venous bleeding can also occur within the orbit, for example, after injury to the lamina papyracea or rupture of orbital veins through excessive manipulation of orbital fat. This tends to present less rapidly—with postoperative swelling, periorbital bruising, and occasionally diplopia—and is usually relatively painless and self-limiting. Although such patients should be closely monitored for visual impairment, this complication is very rare with bleeding of venous origin.

If orbital hemorrhage is diagnosed during surgery, endoscopic medial orbital decompression should be performed immediately, as described in Chapter 7, and, where visible, the offending artery cauterized with bipolar forceps; a prolonged search for a vessel that is not evident should, however, be avoided to minimize further damage to orbital structures. If orbital hemorrhage is recognized after surgery is completed, the patient should be positioned head up, any nasal packing removed, and an ophthalmic opinion requested. Where introrbital pressure is only mildly elevated—reflected in an intracocular pressure (IOP) of < 30 mm Hg—serial monitoring of orbital signs, visual acuity, and the presence of a relative afferent pupillary defect (RAPD) should be continued.

If orbital pressure continues to rise and the IOP is > 40 mm Hg, with onset of an RAPD, then urgent intervention should be considered. Impairment of ocular blood flow may be visible as changes in the retinal circulation on fundoscopy: with normal perfusion, “flashing” of the retinal arteries is seen when digital pressure is applied to the globe to increase the IOP above diastolic pressure. If the IOP is greater than the systolic pressure, this “flashing” phenomenon is lost, and immediate management is required.

Lateral canthotomy and cantholysis should be performed under local anesthetic before returning to the operating theater for definitive management. This maneuver disrupts the orbital septum and temporarily relieves orbital tamponade, and thereby restores perfusion of the optic nerve and globe. The lateral canthal region is infiltrated with local anesthesia and the canthal raphe divided horizontally down to the bony orbital rim (Fig. 18.6a). Using scissors, the upper and lower limbs of the canthal tendon and septum are then divided for about 1 cm along the inside of the orbital rim, allowing prolapse of the orbital contents (Fig. 18.6b).

Intravenous steroids (dexamethasone, 8–10 mg every 8 hours), acetazolamide (500 mg), and/or mannitol (20%, 1–2 g/kg over 30 minutes) may also help reduce the IOP, as can topical timolol drops.

Bleeding from the anterior and/or posterior ethmoidal artery usually settles spontaneously, but if it persists or if orbital pressure continues to rise despite emergent treatment, then ligation of the offending vessel(s) should be performed. Endoscopic bipolar diathermy of the ethmoidal arteries is usually possible, but if not, then it may be performed using an external approach (Lynch incision). The Lynch incision is 2 to 3 cm long and placed halfway between the nasal dorsum and the medial canthus, running from the medial end of the eyebrow to just below the level of the medial canthus. The incision is made down to bone, and a Freer elevator is used to elevate the periosteum back to the anterior lacrimal crest; although only a guide, the anterior ethmoid artery, posterior ethmoid artery, and optic foramen...
are at an average of 24, 12, and 6 mm (respectively) behind the anterior lacrimal crest. As subperiosteal dissection is continued in this plane, the vessels are identified running medially through the lamina papyracea and can be ligated or cauterized.

### 18.3.5 Damage to the Extraocular Muscles

Orbital penetration may be associated with injury to any structure within it but, lying in close proximity to the lamina papyracea, the medial rectus is the most commonly injured extraocular muscle (Fig. 18.7a). The incidence of medial rectus injury has been reported as 1 in 735 cases in a large series. The inferior rectus is the next most frequently injured, followed by the superior oblique. Four patterns of medial rectus injury have been described: intramuscular contusion or hematoma, complete or near-complete transection of the muscle belly, entrapment of the muscle or orbital fat, and damage to the oculomotor nerve. If muscle injury occurs, or is suspected after surgery—with diplopia, restricted movements or divergent squint (Fig. 18.7b,c)—the orbit should immediately be assessed for other injuries, the orbital pressure noted, and an urgent ophthalmic review sought. Emergency canthotomy and cantholysis should be undertaken where there is impairment of ocular perfusion due to the commonly associated orbital hemorrhage.

Once the eye is deemed safe, the muscle injury should be addressed as damaged extraocular muscles can have severe long-term effects. The main aim of surgical repair is to re-establish a field of single binocular vision. While clinical function of the muscles is a major determinant of treatment, imaging is helpful in planning management. While gadolinium-enhanced magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) is more sensitive than CT in assessing the extent of acute injury, including any edema of the orbital fat and extraocular muscles, thin-slice CT generally has a better structural resolution due to a lack of motion artifact. Orbital exploration is required where there is complete severance of a muscle, or clinical and radiological evidence of entrapment, as early intervention in such cases probably improves prognosis. Where there is clinical evidence of reasonable muscle function—with a moderate squint, some adductive force generation, and imaging shows some intact muscle fibers—then the patient can be observed for improvement over several weeks after the injury. Paralysis of the ipsilateral lateral rectus with Botulinum toxin should be considered where there is a large exotropia or where there are only very few muscle fibers remaining intact at the site of damage.
Significant loss of muscle can occur with injuries involving the microdebrider, and repair in such cases is difficult, may necessitate a “bridging” suture, and is usually associated with a poor prognosis. Late repair of such squints, with muscle transposition techniques, is usually accompanied by persistent and often intractable diplopia.

18.3.6 Damage to the Optic Nerve

The optic nerve is most likely to be injured if it traverses a sphenoethmoidal cell (Fig. 18.8a) or is exposed in the lateral wall of the sphenoid sinus (Fig. 18.8b). The intraorbital optic nerve may, however, be injured where there is severe orbital disruption during ethmoidectomy (Fig. 18.8c). If the optic nerve is directly damaged or transected, visual loss is inevitable and there is no proven role for optic nerve decompression in these direct iatrogenic injuries.

18.3.7 Damage to the Nasolacrimal System

The lacrimal sac and fossa, lying anteromedially in the orbit, may occasionally be injured during endoscopic sinus surgery. Nasolacrimal duct injury is commoner and usually occurs during endoscopic enlargement of the maxillary ostium, if bone removal is continued anterior to the attachment of the uncinate process; such bone removal should be avoided in routine sinus surgery, but may be unavoidable in more complex cases, such as resection of sinonasal tumors. The nasolacrimal duct may be temporarily retracted to avoid damage during endoscopic medial maxillectomy. Most cases of nasolacrimal duct injury can be left and heal without later epiphora, the defect presumably healing either spontaneously or by draining into the middle meatus or antrum (Fig. 18.9). Lacrimal sac massage can be advised after surgery, to encourage resumption of nasolacrimal duct function.
Ophthalmic review is valuable where there is persistent epiphora, and this assessment would typically include dye clearance tests, lacrimal irrigation, and possibly imaging such as dacryocystogram and/or lacrimal scintigraphy (see Chapters 3 and 5). Persistent nasolacrimal duct obstruction is managed with bypass surgery, this being dacryocystorhinostomy that can be performed through an external or endonasal approach (see Chapter 5).

### 18.4 Conclusion

Orbital injury during endoscopic endonasal surgery can generally be avoided with careful preoperative assessment and surgical technique. If injury occurs, prompt recognition and management is important to avoid devastating complications such as blindness or intractable diplopia. Careful postoperative monitoring is required after any complication, assessing both eye movements and vision, and ophthalmic assistance should be sought if there are major concerns.
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19 Anesthetic Technique for Endoscopic Orbital Surgery

Henry P. Barham and Raymond Sacks

Abstract
There has been a growing trend toward the use of minimally invasive techniques in surgery. With this trend, transnasal endoscopic surgery has become an effective part of the management of chronic rhinosinusitis and tumors of the sinuses, orbit, and anterior skull base. These approaches are also well established for orbital decompression, orbital medial wall fracture repair, and optic canal decompression. Use of the endoscope has also greatly advanced ophthalmologic procedures including endoscopic dacryocystorhinostomy and endoscopic brow lift for both ophthalmologists and otolaryngologists. Nasal endoscopy has been proven useful in the perioperative assessment for lacrimal surgery and probing of the nasolacrimal duct. For the anesthetist, endoscopic surgical procedures provide an interesting challenge with the use of the latest drugs and techniques available to allow an optimal operating field while decreasing the risk of surgery and improve patient safety and satisfaction. Newer drugs such as remifentanil have proven beneficial in improving blood loss and surgical field with minimal side effects. Technological advances have been critical in advancing endoscopic surgical procedures, with the introduction of improved optics and lighting, advanced instrumentation, and image-guided surgical navigation. Hemostatic materials and devices have similarly evolved to assist in the management of the surgical field and the postoperative cavity.
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19.1 Introduction
In recent years, there has been a growing trend toward the use of minimally invasive techniques in surgery. This is a result of trying to achieve a better cosmetic outcome combined with reducing the morbidity of extensive tissue dissection. Endoscopic surgery exemplifies these attempts and has been enthusiastically adopted by general surgeons, gynecologists, and ear, nose, and throat (ENT) surgeons.

Endoscopic orbital surgery, however, is in its infancy and is performed primarily via sinonasal approaches by ENT surgeons. Transnasal endoscopic approaches are well established for orbital decompression, orbital medial wall fracture repair, and optic canal decompression. The use of a transmaxillary or transnasal endoscopic approach has also been described for repair of orbital floor fractures. The ophthalmologists are familiar with the endoscope primarily in the context of endoscopic dacryocystorhinostomy and endoscopic brow lift. Nasal endoscopy has also been proven useful in the perioperative assessment for lacrimal surgery and probing of the nasolacrimal duct. Additional applications in oculoplastic surgery include transcanalicular endoscopy and endoscopic assistance in facelifts and in harvesting fascia lata.

Adverse events are rare, most of which relate to the proximity of the paranasal sinuses to the orbits and brain. Major complications include dura puncture, cerebrospinal fluid leak, meningitis, orbital and optic nerve trauma, and extensive hemorrhage. As such, the option for the procedure to be done under general anesthesia offers numerous advantages and the role of the anesthetist in these procedures is undoubtedly significant.

19.2 Discussion
The classic endoscopic sinonasal procedure was initially done under topical anesthesia with sedation. In this manner, patients would be conscious and able to signal any kind of pain or discomfort, alerting and allowing the surgeon to minimize trauma and complications. In current times, the evolution of surgical technique has allowed surgeons to become much more aggressive with the extent of their resection.

A general anesthetic will allow immobile surgical field, effective airway protection, adequate analgesia, and patient comfort. Currently, local anesthesia is still considered suitable for minor procedures in selected patients, but general anesthesia is preferred for most cases to meet more challenging surgical needs. Maintenance of normothermia is vital for the function of platelets and coagulation factors essential in hemostasis. Depth of anesthesia is important in avoiding any coughing or straining by the patient during a light anesthetic plane, which will result in an increase in intrathoracic pressure and hence impair venous drainage from the head and increase surgical bleeding. The use of muscle relaxants will also effectively prevent such occurrences during the procedure. Intermittent positive pressure ventilation should be adjusted such that the airway pressures are kept to a minimum. Avoidance of the use of positive end expiratory pressure is also helpful via preventing higher intrathoracic pressure.

Volatile anesthetic agents cause smooth muscle relaxation and decreases systemic vascular resistance. Tissue perfusion is increased due to vasodilation and may also contribute to surgical bleeding.

Initial studies have suggested that the intraoperative blood loss was reduced with propofol total intravenous anesthesia (TIVA) compared to volatile agents. However, more recent studies do not show significant difference after excluding the effect of concomitant use of remifentanil. The use of propofol has the advantage of reducing systolic blood pressure via a lesser decrease in systemic vascular resistance.

Hemostasis, both during and after endoscopic procedures, is critical for successful outcomes. Intraoperative bleeding, especially in the setting of highly vascular sinonasal tumors and polyposis, remains a common pitfall in performing endoscopic sinon, orbital, and skull base surgery. Although interventional bipolar forceps, suction cautery, and newer technologies, such as radiofrequency coblation, are indispensable for producing intraoperative hemostasis, various topical agents are also effective in controlling diffuse bleeding and, in some cases, also provide postoperative benefits.

The primary modality to achieve hemostasis in surgery is the prevention of bleeding. The three steps to improve one’s ability...
to prevent bleeding are patient positioning, proper surgical technique with avoidance of stripped mucosa, and vasoconstriction. The patient’s head should be placed in the neutral anatomic position and the operative bed placed in 15- to 20-degree reverse Trendelenburg with total intravenous anesthesia. Proper surgical technique cannot be overemphasized to avoid nuisance bleeding. The stripping of mucosa will cause oozing, which will decrease visualization and is not amenable to topical vasoconstrictors. If persistent bleeding occurs in the absence of mucosal stripping, vasoconstrictors have a significant role in endoscopic sinus, orbital, and skull base surgery.

Epinephrine has been used as a hemostatic agent in various surgical procedures for many years both in topical and injectable preparations. It is inexpensive and has excellent hemostatic properties. The major drawback to its use is the potential for cardiac complications including tachycardia, arrhythmias, hypotension, or hypertension. Hypertension and tachycardia historically are the most commonly observed complications. Recently, use of topical epinephrine in endoscopic sinus and skull base surgery has experienced resurgence as topical preparations provide excellent hemostasis while greatly decreasing the potential for cardiac complications.

The authors’ practice routinely uses epinephrine with Naro-pin (anesthetic benefit) soaked cotton pledgets to aid with hemostasis. Their preferred concentration is 1:2,000, which provides excellent hemostasis with limited side effects. A prospective study evaluating varying concentrations of topical adrenaline including 1:2,000, 1:10,000, and 1:50,000 showed that the 1:2,000 group had a statistically significant decrease in blood loss and shorter operative times.

Hemorrhage decreases visibility of the surgical field during the functional endoscopic sinus surgery (FESS) procedure and is directly related to risk of vascular, orbital, and intracranial complications as well as procedural failure. Hence, it is of vital importance to the surgeon as well as anesthetist to minimize surgical bleeding for this operation. Marked hypotension is proven to be induced in a predictable manner, lasting no longer than 4 minutes after local infiltration with epinephrine-containing local anesthetics. Considering the potential for adverse side effects, the effect of topical application of epinephrine 1:100,000 has been studied and it may be able to provide a similar hemostatic effect as intranasal injection during FESS. In a recent study, Cohen-Kerem et al compared the effectiveness of topical 1:1,000 epinephrine versus injected local anesthetic containing 1:100,000 epinephrine during FESS. In this study, it was reported that submucosal injection of local anesthetic with epinephrine facilitated improved surgical condition; however, increased hemodynamic fluctuations were noted after infiltrations.

Bleeding may be difficult to control surgically due to the extensive vascular supply in the sinus region and pathophysiologic changes in the patient. Capillary bleeding is the most fundamental problem of note in this procedure, barring any inadvertent trauma to the feeding arterial and venous vessels. Fortunately, bleeding from the capillary circulation may be greatly reduced by decreasing the patient’s mean arterial pressure and by local vasoconstriction.

The reverse Trendelenburg 15-degree head up allows for venous decongestion of the upper part of the body by increasing venous pooling of blood in the lower extremities. Every 2.5 cm above the heart correlates to a decrease of 2 mm Hg in arterial blood pressure supply. This has been shown to improve the endoscopic field of view.

Injected and topical local anesthetics and vasoconstrictors can help relieve postoperative pain and decrease blood loss and mucosal congestion. Commonly used vasoconstrictors include cocaine, epinephrine, and phenylephrine.

Cocaine has local anesthetic and vasoconstrictor properties. Systemic absorption of these agents may cause hypertension, tachycardia, and other arrhythmias; hence, they should be used with great caution in patients with coronary heart disease, congestive heart failure, malignant arrhythmias, poorly controlled hypertension, and in those taking monoamine oxidase inhibitors.

Hypotension induced by epinephrine under general anesthesia is seldom mentioned, but temporarily able to quickly blunt the sympathetic response to endotracheal tube (ETT) insertion and periods of surgical stimulation. Propofol also decreases cerebral metabolism and hence cerebral blood flow is reduced by autoregulation. This reduces flow via the ethmoidal and the supraorbital arteries, which supply the ethmoid, sphenoid, and frontal sinuses, improving surgical visibility.

Multiple reviews have compared surgical field and blood loss during FESS. Amoroco and Sordillo found propofol general anesthesia improved the surgical field and reduced blood loss, whereas Baker and Baker concluded that propofol general anesthesia improved the surgical field but did not reduce surgical blood loss. A recent Cochrane systematic review found that deliberate hypotension with propofol TIVA did not decrease total blood loss and only improved the quality of surgical field by less than one category on a scale of 0 (no bleeding) to 5 (severe bleeding), with no significant difference in operating times. Although it is of note that only four studies with 278 participants were included in this review, and randomized control trials with good-quality methodology and large sample size are required to investigate the effectiveness of deliberate hypotension with propofol for FESS.

Opioids cause a drop in blood pressure during anesthesia and minimize surges in blood pressure due to surgical pain. Remifentanil has the advantages of being a short acting but potent opioid that can be easily titrated to patient’s hemodynamic state. This enables better control of blood pressure to achieve blood pressure targets for hypotensive anesthesia even during sudden surges in surgical stimulation and pain without prolonged effects.

Controlled hypotension refers to a deliberate lowering of the systemic blood pressure to 20% less than the patient’s baseline blood pressure. This decreases hydrostatic pressure within capillaries and hence decreased blood loss by capillary ooze. However, there are limitations to controlled hypotension including reduced perfusion to vital organs such as the brain, heart, and kidneys.

Absolute contraindications to controlled hypotension include evidence of cerebrovascular insufficiency, coronary disease, and decompensated heart failure; relative contraindications will include other organ dysfunction (e.g., renal, hepatic, pulmonary), severe anemia, and hypovolemia.

When used judiciously and when no contraindications are present, it has been found to be effective in providing better surgical field without postoperative complications due to intraoperative hypotension. A study by Bozzaart et al showed that good operating conditions can be obtained with
esmolol-induced hypotension even at mild hypotension with mean arterial pressure more than 65 mm Hg, which was postulated to be in part due to unopposed alpha-adrenergic effect on the mucous membrane vasculature by esmolol.31

Choices of agents to maintain controlled hypotension will include glyceryl trinitrate, β-blockers,34 and α-agonists such as clonidine,35 magnesium sulphate,36 and remifentanil.37 The agent used should ideally be short acting and easily titratable and its effects should not last into the postoperative period.

It is important to be aware of the possibility of local anesthetic toxicity in view of the generous amount that is administered to the patient via packs and injections pre- and intraoperatively by the surgical team and hence effective communication should exist between surgeons and anesthetists.

Remifentanil is effective in controlling the hemodynamic response to surgery by the lowering of heart rate, cardiac output, and blood pressure. In addition to this, it has the added advantage of rapid titratability and faster recovery due to the short half-life non-organ-dependent elimination via nonspecific plasma esterases.37,38 As the analgesic effect of remifentanil diminishes rapidly after the cessation of infusion, the effects of this will be felt immediately. Hence, there is a need to provide adequate analgesia via longer acting opioids, nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drugs (NSAID), and acetaminophen to prevent a rebound phenomenon when surgery is concluded. Recent studies considering the effective effect-site concentration of remifentanil for preventing cough during emergence with target-controlled infusion have arrived at 2.94 ng/mL for men after nasal surgery39 and 2.14 ng/mL for women after thyroid surgery.40

An ETT has a cuffed seal that sits below the vocal cords, which helps prevent aspiration and protect the airway and hence is known to be a definitive airway. The oral preformed point-Ring-Adair-Ewyn ETT and armored ETT have the advantage of a lesser tendency to kink versus a standard ETT and is usually positioned either in the midline and secured to the chin or taped at the angle of the mouth, depending on the surgeon’s preference and whether software-guided surgical navigation systems such as BrainLab is employed.

In contrast, the laryngeal mask airway (LMA) is a supraglottic device and thus is not traditionally believed to be able to provide airway protection. However, this may not be true as newer evidence has come to show. Blood and secretions can track along the outer surface of the ETT to the level of the vocal cords and subglottis. Direct comparisons of lower airway contamination by fiberoptic examination at the end of nasal surgery have shown that patients on spontaneous ventilation via a flexible LMA have the same or even lower risk of having blood in the airway compared to patients on an ETT.41,42,43,44,45

Insertion of the LMA after induction of anesthesia also causes less sympathetic response than tracheal intubation as the larynx is not directly stimulated, hence allowing the further advantage of hemodynamic stability.46 The LMA also offers added advantage during emergence compared to ETT as it is better tolerated and less stimulating to the airway and hence contributes to reduced bleeding in the immediate postoperative period. As the LMA can be removed in the recovery unit, it may also enable faster turnaround time in a full operating list. However, the switch in responsibility in postoperative airway management of the LMA to the recovery nurse will also mean that help must be immediately available if airway obstruction is encountered in the recovery area.

The flexible LMA is preferred over the other LMA devices available due to its armored tubing, which allows more flexibility and prevents kinking during taping, thereby avoiding physical obstruction to the surgeons. However, care must be taken to ensure that the LMA sits well and is secured well as the airway is shared in FESS procedure with the surgeon and dislodgment of the LMA is not unknown or uncommon. It is also good practice to determine the seal pressure of the LMA. In addition, LMA removal should only be performed when patients are fully awake and able to open the mouth on command. The LMA should not be deflated prior to removal so that secretions will not flow into the trachea.

The obvious advantage of a smooth emergence will be that of the avoidance of straining and sympathetic release that will increase postsurgical bleeding and decrease the risk of sore throat and patient discomfort.

19.3 Author’s Practice

The patient’s airway is maintained by either an ETT or a laryngeal mask taped to the lower right commissure to allow unimpeded hand mobility for a right-handed surgeon. The patient is prepared topically with 1% ropivacaine and 1:2,000 adrenaline-soaked neurosurgical cottonoids placed within the middle meatus, ethmoid (if previously dissected), and over the inferior and middle turbinates. Endoscopically, the mucosa is injected with 1% ropivacaine and 1:100,000 adrenaline along the inferior border, superior axilla, and anterior head of the middle turbinate. The patient’s head is placed in the neutral anatomic position and the operative bed is placed in 15- to 20-degree reverse Trendelenburg with total intravenous anesthesia.5

Nasal packing with gauze was routinely used in the postoperative care of the nasal cavity but carries significant drawbacks. Packing can result in pain, rhinorrhea, infection, nasal obstruction, sensation of pressure,alar necrosis, and epistaxis on removal.8,19,21,22,23 Packing and the removal thereof has been reported as the most uncomfortable portion of the perioperative experience.22

Nausea and vomiting are important postoperative complications in all surgical settings. The presence of blood in the stomach, inflammation of the uvula and throat, and the occasional use of opioids for pain control are all contributing factors. Decompression of the stomach with an orogastric tube should be performed prior to extubation. Prophylaxis with ondansetron and dexamethasone should be strongly considered. Should the patient develop severe postoperative nausea and vomiting despite best efforts, rescue intravenous anti-emetics and hydration can be provided and in the worst-case scenario, the patient may need to be admitted for further monitoring. 28,44 The use of TIVA with propofol has also been shown to result in a clinically relevant reduction of postoperative nausea and vomiting compared to traditional volatile anesthesia.47,48

The expected postoperative pain from FESS may range from mild to moderate, and is due to surgical trauma as well as nasal packing. Preoperative local anesthetics are used, but are not adequate on their own to alleviate postoperative pain. No differences have been found between infiltrations with long-acting
(bupivacaine) and short-acting (lignocaine) local anesthetics. \( ^{30} \) Routine analgesic treatment is usually based on nonopioid analgesics with rescue opioids. Oral acetaminophen and an NSAID/cyclooxygenase 2 inhibitor usually provide safe and effective analgesia.

### 19.4 Conclusion

Functional endoscopic sinus, orbital, and skull base surgery has become an effective part of the management of chronic rhinosinusitis and tumors of the sinuses, orbit, and anterior skull base. For the anesthetist, it provides an interesting challenge to use the latest drugs and techniques available to allow an optimal operating field while decreasing the risk of surgery and improve patient safety and satisfaction. Newer drugs such as remifentanil have proven their superiority in multiple trials in improving blood loss and surgical field with minimal side effects. Technological advances have been critical in advancing endoscopic surgical procedures, with the introduction of improved optics and lighting, advanced instrumentation, and image-guided surgical navigation. Hemostatic materials and devices have similarly evolved to assist in the management of the surgical field and the postoperative cavity.

### 19.5 Key Points

- Meticulous mucosal preserving surgical technique.
- Position of patient: 15- to 20-degree anti-Trendelenburg (head up, feet down).
- Local vasoconstriction with both local infiltration and topical vasoconstrictor.
- Anesthetic technique: controlled hypotension with bradycardia.
- Mean arterial blood pressure (MAP) ± 60 mm Hg; systolic BP ± 90 mm Hg; and pulse rate ± 60 beats/min.
- Airway maintenance with flexible laryngeal mask.
- Postoperative analgesia.
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20 Postoperative Care and Complications Following Open and Endoscopic Orbital Surgery
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Abstract
Appropriate postoperative care after orbital surgery is fundamental for surgical recovery and avoidance of complications. This chapter reviews the measures that can be employed to prevent complications and manage them should they occur.
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20.1 Introduction
Orbital surgery occurs in a confined space that contains critical neurovascular structures. Postoperative complications can be devastating as they have the potential to affect vision and very rarely life. Although some aspects of postoperative care are applicable to all orbital procedures, others are individualized according to patient factors and the surgical procedure performed. Orbital surgeons need to be cognizant of the potential for complications, monitor and manage patients appropriately in the postoperative period, and be aware of how to deal effectively with complications should they occur.

20.2 Observations of Vital Signs
Measurement of a patient’s vital signs should be undertaken postoperatively at least every 1 to 2 hours for the first 12 hours, reducing to every 4 to 6 thereafter until discharge. Changes in such parameters may indicate the presence of active bleeding (reduced blood pressure and increased pulse), imminent bleeding (high blood pressure), infection (increased pulse, temperature, or respiratory rate), pulmonary embolus (increased respiratory rate and pulse), or postoperative pain (increased blood pressure, pulse, or respiratory rate).

20.3 Prevention of Postoperative Bleeding
Retrobulbar hemorrhage is the most feared complication of orbital surgery. Accumulation of blood in the confined space of the orbit can rapidly compress the optic nerve resulting in optic neuropathy that may lead to irreversible visual loss. This is sometimes referred to as orbital compartment syndrome (OCS). Endoscopic endonasal orbital procedures that create a communication between the orbit and the sinonasal cavity (such as orbital decompression) carry a very low risk of confined retrobulbar hemorrhage or compartment syndrome, as blood can exit the orbit. However, there are rare reports of compartment syndrome developing in an unconnected orbital compartment despite a sinonasal–orbital connection having been made. A transorbital approach to lesions that leave the orbital bones intact carries a small but significant risk of postoperative hemorrhage, particularly if the surgery was undertaken for a vascular lesion, or if the patient is taking anticoagulant medication or has a pre-existent bleeding diathesis.

Meticulous intraoperative hemostasis minimizes the risk of retrobulbar hemorrhage. The following postoperative measures should be considered.

20.3.1 Blood Pressure Control
Regular monitoring of blood pressure is essential in the first 24 hours postsurgery. Raised blood pressure increases the risk of postoperative bleeding. Patients should continue antihypertensive medication on the day of surgery and during the perioperative period. Pain may be accompanied by increases in blood pressure and so should be managed with regular analgesia. Activities that acutely increase intracranial pressure, orbital pressure, and blood pressure such as strenuous exercise, lifting, stooping over, and nose blowing should be avoided in the first 2 weeks of postorbital surgery.

20.3.2 Pad and Dressings
The utility of postoperative ocular padding and pressure dressing has been debated in the orbital surgery literature. Although pressure dressings may assist hemostasis, they may also potentially increase the pressure of a developing hemorrhage on the optic nerve (exacerbating the tight orbit) and possibly conceal reducing vision and increasing proptosis. If a pad and/or pressure dressing is used, vision must be checked on emergence from anesthetic and every 2 to 4 hours for the first 24 hours. The patient must also be advised to immediately report increased pain or reduced vision. It is the authors’ preference to use a lightly taped double pad to put gentle pressure on the orbit for 12 to 24 hours after transorbital procedures and no pad after endoscopic orbital procedures.

20.3.3 Surgical Drains
Increases in orbital volume by as little as 7 mL can cause significant acute changes to the optic disc morphology. Drain collection volumes over 70 mL of serosanguineous fluid have been reported. Despite this, most orbital surgeons use drains rarely, reserving them for prolonged cases or cases involving excision or debulking of vascular lesions. If used, a fine suction drain is generally preferred and this can almost always be removed after a period of 12 to 24 hours without fluid collection.

20.3.4 Hot Drinks
It has been common practice to advise patients to avoid hot drinks and baths in the first postoperative week. Hot drinks and baths may increase peripheral vasodilation. However, there is no evidence to support this practice and unless a patient is at very high risk of bleeding, these measures are probably not required.
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20.3.5 Recommencing Anticoagulation

Decisions on stopping and restarting anticoagulant and antiplatelet medications must be individualized and discussed with the patient’s physicians. The risk of severe hemorrhage (requiring transfusion or surgical intervention) in patients undergoing endoscopic dacryocystorhinostomy (DCR) is 0.6%. The risk in orbital surgery has not been reported, but would likely vary according to the nature of the procedure and the lesion. In general, patients with a high risk of cerebral or cardiac vascular occlusion should have anticoagulation restarted immediately postoperatively or not stopped at all, while those at low risk might restart at 5 days postoperative when the primary clot is more secure.

20.3.6 Detection and Management of Orbital Hemorrhage

Postoperative OCS is a surgical emergency. It can occur in the early postoperative period particularly if intraoperative hemostasis was not achieved or if there is a marked increase in blood pressure. Rarely, it can occur several days postoperatively from clot dissolution (usually in patients on aspirin). Vision can be irreversibly lost within 2 hours of the onset of hemorrhage. It is recognized by the symptoms and signs summarized in Table 20.1. The management of OCS necessitates an immediate return to the operation theater and blood pressure control with head elevation until surgery commences. Decompression of the orbit should be performed immediately upon recognition of the problem, despite the fact that there are reports of it being beneficial up to 48 hours posthemorrhage. Decompression can be achieved via a lateral canthotomy and inferior ± superior canthal tendon cantholysis, orbital floor fracture, or medial orbital wall decompression. If theater space is not available, both lateral canthotomy and orbital floor decompression can be conducted at the bedside local anesthetic. Table 20.2 demonstrates the technique for performing a lateral canthotomy.

20.3.7 Detection and Management of Epistaxis

A minor amount of anterior and posterior nasal blood loss is expected postsurgery. The use of a nasal bolster to catch anterior bleeding is recommended. Mild to moderate epistaxis usually settles with conservative measures including blood pressure control, analgesia, head elevation (without neck hyperextension), icepacks on the neck and bridge of the nose, and topical nasal vasoconstrictor sprays. If bleeding persists, packing may be required. If necessary, this should be performed, preferably under endoscopic guidance to avoid trauma to the recently operated site. If bleeding persists despite these measures, a return to theater may be required for sphenopalatine, or anterior ethmoidal artery ligation.

20.4 Control of Periorbital Bruising and Swelling

20.4.1 Head Elevation and Mobilization

Postoperative head elevation reduces periocular edema, through gravity-assisted venous drainage. A higher sitting angle would be expected to be more effective. One study has reported less facial edema in patients nursed at 90 degrees than those at

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 20.1 Symptoms and signs of orbital compartment syndrome</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Reducing vision</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Orbital pain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Periorbital bruising</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Increasing proptosis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Increased orbital tension (elicited by globe retropropulsion)—“the tight orbit”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Reduced ocular motility</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Relative afferent pupillary defect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Increased intraocular pressure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Loss of spontaneous venous pulsation of the optic disc</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 20.2 Lateral canthotomy for orbital hemorrhage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Instill topical anesthetic eyedrops and inject local anesthetic (lidocaine 2% and adrenaline) subcutaneously at the lateral canthus. Sterilize the area</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Lateral canthotomy: divide the upper and lower eyelid with a cut through the lateral canthus using scissors or a blade</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Lateral cantholysis: grasp the lateral edge of the lower lid with toothed forceps and with scissors directed inferomedially, divide the restricting band of lateral canthal tendon and septum. This band is “strummmable” like a thick guitar string and sits between the posterior part of the lateral lower lid and the inferolateral orbital rim using blunt-tipped scissors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Once the septal band has been adequately divided, the edge of the lower lid grasped in step 4 should easily “give” and the lower lid can be easily distracted from the globe.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Divide the deeper septal fibers that separate the orbit from the preseptal tissues. Orbital hemorrhage should be released.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. The optic nerve should be checked to observe vessels of normal caliber with spontaneous venous pulsation and an absence of the “winking” or “flashing” venous system that occurs under pressure</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
30 degrees. Patients often find it uncomfortable to sit upright in the postoperative period and so we usually recommend that the patient be nursed at the highest comfortable angle, which is typically around 45 degrees. Gentle, early mobilization is to be encouraged to minimize the risk of deep vein thrombosis and pulmonary embolus, and to reduce periocular swelling.

20.4.2 Icepacks

The judicious use of icepacks acutely reduces swelling through local vasoconstriction, although there is no evidence that this alters the postoperative recovery time course.

20.4.3 Postoperative Corticosteroids

Oral and topical corticosteroids are widely used after endoscopic endonasal surgery, as they may reduce swelling and promote wound healing. Despite this, there is limited evidence that administration of intraoperative or postoperative corticosteroids reduces postoperative swelling following orbital surgery and no evidence of a benefit to outcomes. Despite the absence of evidence, the administration of systemic steroids is recommended in patients undergoing orbital surgery with underlying inflammatory conditions such as thyroid eye disease and granulomatosis with polyangiitis.

20.5 Antibiotics and Infection Prevention

Orbital surgery can be divided into procedures that are confined to the orbit and those that connect the orbit to the sinonasal cavity, such as medial wall decompression, fracture repairs, and endonasal endoscopic approaches to the orbit. Theoretically, the former group is considered clean surgery, while the latter can be classified as clean-contaminated due to the extensive colonization of the nasal cavity by microbial organisms. Interestingly, the risk of infection does not seem to be higher in the latter group, at least anecdotally. Postoperative antibiotics are widely used in orbital surgery although there is currently no evidence to support this practice. Studies of antibiotics postorbital floor fracture repair did not find a significant risk of infection in patients not receiving antibiotics or those receiving them for 24 hours postoperatively. It should be noted, however, that all patients in these studies did receive preoperative antibiotics.

Postoperative orbital inflammation occasionally does not settle despite antibiotic treatment for presumed infection. The possibility of a retained foreign body, such as gauze, neuropathies, or organic matter from traumatic injury, must be considered. The foreign body may be identified on fine-cut MRI (magnetic resonance imaging) or computed tomography (CT) scanning. Surgical exploration and foreign body excision may be required. Bone wax can also cause persistent giant cell granulomatosis, which may require surgical removal.

20.5.1 Detection and Management of Orbital Infection

Table 20.3 summarizes the clinical and laboratory findings associated with orbital infection. Orbital infection is treated with intravenous antibiotics and may require incision and curettage or debriding of purulent collections.

20.6 Prevention of Orbital Emphysema

Orbital emphysema can complicate surgery that connects the orbit to the sinonasal cavity. This typically occurs if the patient blows his or her nose, but a “ball valve” phenomenon can occur with normal respiratory pressure. Therefore, all patients with known or possible sino-orbital communication should be instructed not to blow their nose for 2 weeks postoperatively. Orbital emphysema typically presents with rapid- or even sudden-onset proptosis and lid swelling, diplopia, crepitus, and raised intraocular pressure. It is typically a self-limiting condition that can be treated conservatively with advice to avoid nose blowing. However, very occasionally it can result in optic nerve compression and visual loss. For this reason, 15- to 30-minute visual observations should be performed in the first 24 hours after its occurrence. Vision-threatening orbital emphysema can be treated with surgical drainage, aspiration of trapped air, and palmar pressure on the globe.
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20.7 Postoperative Irrigation and Intranasal Sprays

The benefit of postoperative high-volume irrigations for chronic rhinosinusitis is now well established and therefore may be considered postoperatively for trans-sinus orbital surgery (100-to 200-mL nasal irrigation two or three times a day for 2 weeks commencing on the day after surgery) as irrigation can facilitate the removal of crusts, clots, and debris that can serve as a source of infection and adhesion formation. Endoscopic DCR does not involve significant sinus surgery and therefore low-volume nasal saline may be more appropriate to moisten the surgical site and prevent clot formation.

20.8 Intranasal Debridement

Intranasal debridement of crusting, dried blood, and unresorbed soluble packing materials is frequently practiced after endoscopic sinus surgery. Advocates report that this practice removes the framework for scarring, ostial stenosis, and middle turbinate lateralization, thereby improving ostial patency. The indications for endoscopic orbital surgery are different to sinus surgery and therefore we do not advocate routine debridement unless endoscopic examination shows excessive crusting that may jeopardize sinus ostium patency.

20.9 Wound Management

Transorbital procedures may be repaired with skin and/or absorbable conjunctival sutures. The conjunctival sutures can be left to dissolve in situ, but skin sutures should be removed at 7 to 10 days postoperatively. Wound dehiscence is rare and usually occurs as a complication of increased orbital pressure from hemorrhage, pus, or emphysema or from wound infection. If orbital pressure is suspected, orbital imaging may be informative and if infection is suspected, antibiotics should be administered. The incision can then be sutured again unless continued pus drainage is anticipated.

20.10 Diplopia Management

Short-term diplopia is common after orbital surgery. Long-term diplopia is less common but can occur from decompression surgery or as a consequence of intraoperative extraocular muscle damage. Eye patching may be required during the period of diplopia and referral to an ophthalmologist with an interest in squint surgery for nonresolving symptoms is advisable.

20.11 Resumption of Continuous Partial Airway Pressure

Continuous partial airway pressure (CPAP) used for the treatment of obstructive sleep apnea (OSA) applies positive pressure to the sinonasal cavity. It does not need to be stopped for transorbital procedures in which the orbital walls are not removed or fractured. However, the intranasal positive pressure risks orbital emphysema in procedures in which the barriers between orbit and sinus have been breached and therefore CPAP should be stopped postoperatively. There are currently no widely accepted guidelines on the timing of resumption and practice varies widely. In the absence of significant risk of dangerous nocturnal apneic episodes, we advocate cessation of CPAP for 2 weeks. CPAP-specific symptoms after endoscopic DCR are common, with air regurgitation reported by 70% of patients. This may contribute to poor compliance with CPAP therapy. Intolerable symptoms of air regurgitation are almost inevitable after conjunctivodacryocystorhinostomy (lacrimal bypass/Lester Jones tube surgery), and CPAP is therefore a contraindication to this surgery. Detailed preoperative counseling with regards to CPAP use and its effects is mandatory in OSA patients undergoing DCR.

20.12 Observation for Rare Complications

20.12.1 Cerebrospinal Fluid Rhinorrhea

Cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) leaks are reported to occur in up to 5% of orbital surgery procedures and are usually noted intraoperatively. However, they can be missed, particularly when resulting from a spiral fracture. A suspected leak should be investigated with laboratory assessment of any nasal fluid for the presence of beta-2-transferrin and high-resolution CT (with consideration of intrathecal metrizamide injection) to establish the leak site and exclude intracranial hemorrhage. Breaches of the skull base are usually noted at the time of surgery. Patients with suspected CSF leak must remain under strict neurological observation and otolaryngologic input is likely to be required for the closure and management. Unrecognized ongoing CSF leaks can result in CSF hypotension syndrome. This is characterized by postural headache, nausea, vomiting, photophobia, blurred vision, and sixth cranial nerve palsy. Persistent clear or serous nasal discharge may be noted.

20.12.2 Confusion

Cerebral complications occasionally occur in orbital surgery. Intracranial hemorrhage can very occasionally occur from bone trauma or bleeding of vascular emissaries during orbital surgical procedures including bony decompression and exenteration.

Meningitis has been reported after sinus surgery and necrotizing fasciitis has been reported after both blepharoplasty and DCR, and therefore both complications are theoretically possible after orbital surgery.

20.12.3 Epiphora

The nasolacrimal drainage system can be knowingly or inadvertently traumatized during orbital surgery. While this does not require specific postoperative care, awareness of the complication is important and referral to an ophthalmologist indicated if persistent postoperative epiphora is observed.
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<td>Uncinate process</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---- in anatomy 7, 7, 12</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---- in nasolacrimal duct injury 61</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---- lateralization of 139</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Underdrainage 41</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Valve of Rosenmüller 3, 33, 46</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Varix, orbital 92</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vascular system, in anatomy 2, 6, 6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Venous malformation, imaging of 28</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Venous varix, imaging of 28</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wound management 152</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>